SPECIAL ISSUE: Test and measurement
- Reduce errors in digitizing instruments
- Test A/D converters using DSP techniques
- Semicustom linear arrays

Measurement features multiply on digital storage oscilloscopes
They're field programmable (even re-programmable). And they give you up to 1800 usable gates in an extremely flexible architecture.

Naturally, we have all the programming tools you'll need to get your PLDs up and running in a hurry. The latest version of our PALASM ™ CAD software for your PAL designs. And XACT ™ software for LCAs.

Best of all, we'll support you with a team of FAEs that's worked around programmable logic for years.

So call or write us for a CMOS sample kit and data sheets. Monolithic Memories, 2175 Mission College Blvd., M/S 09-14, Santa Clara, CA 95054-1592. (800) 222-9323.

And start getting the most out of CMOS.

Monolithic Memories

PAL and PALASM are registered trademarks and ZPAL is a trademark of Monolithic Memories, Inc. Logic Cell and XACT are trademarks of XILINX, Inc. © 1987, Monolithic Memories

CIRCIPLE NO 172
There was nothing to it really.
Instead of making one CMOS PLD
(like some competitors we could name),
Monolithic Memories makes many.
So many, in fact, that our CMOS
PLDs offer you more speed, power and
architecture options than you can get
from any of our competitors.
Take our ZPAL family, for example.
It's a zero standby power (less than
100µA) version of our popular PAL
C20R8 Series. And it comes in both
35ns and 45ns versions.
Or for universal applications, our
PAL C22V10 combines a wide-open
architecture with 25ns or 35ns speed.
Yet it consumes a mere 90mA.
Better yet, our new quarter-power
CMOS PAL C16R8 Series devices con­
sume but 45mA. While their 25ns speed
approaches the best of bipolar.
And should you need gate array
density, but prefer PLD convenience,
try our CMOS Logic Cell Arrays (LCA).
How we improved CMOS PLDs.
Dale® Surface Mounted Components—for more choice in less space.

Pick Dale and place your surface mounted requirements in the hands of an industry leader. Dale's experience with surface mount technology began in 1970, when we introduced our first chip resistors. Today, Dale has a wide selection of basic surface mounted components to choose from. This choice offers you maximum flexibility in coordinating packaging and performance requirements.

You'll find the components at right already in use by major companies nationwide. These components are designed for automatic placement...compatible with standard soldering methods...and will help you shrink cost and board space.


**Dale makes your basics better.**

CIRCLE NO 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thick Film Networks</th>
<th>Chip Potentiometers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOMC, DFM, DFP, LCCC</td>
<td>ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small outline molded dip package, ceramic chip carrier styles and flat pack (MIL-R-83401). All standard schematics. R/C styles available.</td>
<td>Standard, automatic or reverse adjustment. 100 ohms to 1 Meg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin Film Networks</td>
<td>Thermistors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLCC, *TOMC</td>
<td>W, H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip carrier styles and small outline molded dip package. All standard schematics.</td>
<td>NTC style, 5% &amp; 10%, R_{25} tolerance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick Film Chips</td>
<td>Chip Inductors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRCW, RCWP, RCWPM</td>
<td>*IMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial and MIL-R-85342 styles. 1%, 2% &amp; 5% tolerance. Standard sizes available from stock.</td>
<td>Molded style, 1 µH to 1000 µH. 10% &amp; 20% tolerance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin Film Chips</td>
<td>Oscillators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNP, *TNPW</td>
<td>XOSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial styles. Flow solderable. Single element and tapped, wire bondable.</td>
<td>Metal packages in two styles (XOSM-43, XOSM-51*). Compatible with most logics: 240 Hz to 60 MHz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformers</td>
<td>Wirewound Resistors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom designs available.</td>
<td>LVSR, *WSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5 watts including low value current sensing styles. &quot;S&quot; and Gull Wing leads.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Available soon.*
Standards Update
Uncle Sam Cracks Down on Computer Interference

Last Fall's COMDEX show in Las Vegas had a special federal presence there to seize equipment the FCC had tagged as non-compliant and to serve notice that arrests may follow. The computers were found to be in violation of Part 15 of the FCC rules, which bans sales of most electronic hardware unless tested for compliance.

The event did not surprise most computer executives, some of whom paid their share of more than $800,000 in fines issued by the FCC last year. Said one disgruntled manager, "These guys walk around here like Matt Dillon."

The need to comply has spawned a whole new kind of test business, companies specially skilled in designing and testing for compliance. One of these, the Boxborough, MA-based laboratory of Dash, Straus & Goodhue, combines testing, design and even legal services under one roof, permitting manufacturers to go to COMDEX with their minds on sales, not sanctions. The company even offers a "Guaranteed Rate/Guaranteed Date" plan under which equipment is tested, modified for compliance, and retested per FCC standards for a fixed price guaranteed in advance. The laboratory has been accredited by the National Bureau of Standards for telecommunications and emissions testing, and can be reached at 617-263-2662.

Canada Lays Out the Welcome Mat for Telecom Firms

The Canadian government has swung its doors wide open for US telecom manufacturers. The open door policy is a welcome change for US manufacturers who have found most foreign markets closed to their goods. Canada's free trade telecom policy has allowed savvy manufacturers to increase their sales by up to 20%. But to sell north of the border, firms still need to follow a few simple steps. Most importantly, the equipment has to be registered under Canadian Standard CS-03, roughly equivalent to the FCC's interconnect regulations in Part 68. The government of Canada has already approved a number of firms in the United States to do the required testing and submissions. One such firm, Dash, Straus & Goodhue of Boxborough, MA (617-264-4668), has seen a sharp rise in requests for Canadian approvals, especially among the industry's most successful firms. "There seems to be a correlation between economic success and willingness to enter foreign markets," says firm founder Glen Dash.

Fed's Own Instruments Help Manufacturers Comply

What kind of tools can best convince an agency that equipment complies? Why, their own, of course. Now the FCC's own designs are available through a company called Compliance Design. Key to the FCC's emissions compliance is the use of the Roberts Antenna, developed for the FCC in the 1960's. Willmar Roberts, its inventor, is a former Assistant Chief Engineer of the FCC Laboratory in Laurel, MD.

The antennas are renowned for their near-lossless characteristics. Compliance Design, the exclusive vendor of the Roberts brand, also offers a complete laboratory assembly package. The firm will supply antennas, masts, turntables, site design; and will even perform the crucial "site attenuation" tests the FCC requires. The Boxborough, MA-firm can be reached at 617-264-4668.

Safety Violation Sends a CEO to Jail

On February 13, Kenneth Oden, prosecutor for Travis County, TX, won a landmark case that sent shivers down corporate backbones nationwide. The case highlighted a nationwide trend in which prosecutors are holding executives criminally liable for the death of a customer or employee. Federal marshals were on hand for the dramatic arrest.

The rising level of complaints to the FCC...
...caused it to issue more fines...
...and refer 15 cases for criminal prosecution.

For telecom manufacturers, Compliance Design also supplies a Part 68 Workstation containing everything that's needed to comply with FCC, CS-03 (Canada) and EIA standards. The Workstation makes setting up Part 68 laboratories practical for just about everyone.

Overseas, marks such as Canada's CSA and West Germany's GS are required, and foreign courts have been even less tolerant of corporate negligence than have our own. With the profusion of worldwide standards, obtaining those marks has proven to be quite a chore. Fortunately, certain key test labs have set up liaison services which permit worldwide product approvals at one location. Dash, Straus & Goodhue is one such lab and is regularly visited by agents of UL, CSA and West German TuV. Required marks for fourteen countries can be initiated from DS&G's location. Since the Travis County case, according to execs, its business has been brisk. Dash, Straus & Goodhue, Inc. can be reached at 617-263-2662.

Dash, Straus & Goodhue, Inc., 593 Massachusetts Avenue, Boxborough, MA 01719  617-263-2662
dc to 3GHz
- less than 1dB insertion loss over entire passband
- greater than 40dB stopband rejection
- 5 section, 30dB per octave roll-off
- VSWR less than 1.7 (typ)
- over 100 models, immediate delivery
- meets MIL-STD-202
- rugged hermetically sealed package (0.4 x 0.8 x 0.4 in.)
- BNC, Type N, SMA available

LOW PASS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Min. PassBand (MHz) DC to</th>
<th>Max. 20dB Stop Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>Prices (ea.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DC to 10.7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>P $9.95 (6-49), B $24.95 (1-49), N $27.95 (1-49), S $26.95 (1-49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HIGH PASS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Pass Band (MHz)</th>
<th>Min. 20dB Stop Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>Prices (ea.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>start, max.</td>
<td>end, min.</td>
<td>P $12.95 (6-49), B $27.95 (1-49), N $30.95 (1-49), S $29.95 (1-49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prefix P for pins, B for BNC, N for Type N, S for SMA
Tough enough to pass stringent MIL-STD-202 tests, useable from dc to 6GHz operation, and smaller than most RF switches, Mini-Circuits' hermetically-sealed KSW-2-46 offers a new, unexplored horizon of applications. Unlike pin diode switches that become ineffective below 1MHz, this GaAs switch can operate down to dc with control voltage as low as -5V, at a blinding 2ns switching speed.

Despite its extremely tiny size, only 0.185 by 0.185 by 0.06 in., the KSW-2-46 provides 50dB isolation (considerably higher than many larger units) and insertion loss of only 1dB. The surface-mount unit can be soldered to pc boards using conventional assembly techniques. The KSW-2-46, priced at only $32.95, is yet another example of components from Mini-Circuits with unbeatable price/performance.

Switch fast... to Mini-Circuits' KSW-2-46

**SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQ. RANGE</th>
<th>dc-4.6 GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INSERT. LOSS  (dB)</td>
<td>typ max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dc-200MHz</td>
<td>0.9 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200-1000MHz</td>
<td>1.0 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4.6GHz</td>
<td>1.3 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISOLATION (dB)</td>
<td>typ min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dc-200MHz</td>
<td>60 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200-1000MHz</td>
<td>45 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4.6GHz</td>
<td>30 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR (typ)</td>
<td>1.3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW. SPEED (nsec)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rise or fall time</td>
<td>2(typ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX RF INPUT (dBm)</td>
<td>up to 500MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>above 500MHz +27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTROL VOLT.</td>
<td>-8V on, OV off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPER/STOR TEMP.</td>
<td>-50 to +100°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRICE</td>
<td>$32.95 (1-24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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DESIGN FEATURES

Special Report: Digital storage oscilloscopes

The latest digital storage oscilloscopes provide measurement features that help you work faster and more accurately.—Doug Conner, Regional Editor

Characterized analysis reduces error in digitizing instruments

Digital signal processing enhances the usefulness of digitizing instruments but allows for instrumentation-induced errors. Characterized analysis can define these errors.—David M George, Hewlett-Packard

Special circuit simplifies testing of voltage comparators

You can modify a conventional op-amp test circuit to test a comparator, but a better solution is to build a comparator tester dedicated to the task.—Barry Harvey, Elantec Inc

Cluster testing overcomes testability problems

Complete in-circuit testing of dense pc boards may not be possible. But you can gain some of the advantages of functional testing by testing several ICs as a group.—Stephen Caplow, Teradyne Inc

Coherent sampling helps when specifying DSP A/D converters

You can use digital-signal-processing techniques to evaluate the dynamic parameters of A/D converters.—Brendan Coleman, et al, Analog Devices BV

Probing techniques become crucial above 500 MHz

By understanding how probes interact with high-frequency circuits, you can improve your chances of making accurate measurements.—Eldon Walters and Stan Kaveckis, Tektronix Inc

Design rules allow easy wire wrapping of ECL prototypes

ECL's very advantages have caused some designers to assume that wire wrapping and ECL are incompatible—an assumption that is definitely untrue.—Frank T Reid and Glenn Olsen, Fairchild Semiconductor Corp

Continued on page 7
WHEN BUYING SWITCHES
REMEMBER THREE THINGS.

C&K Components, The Primary Source Worldwide,®
celebrates its 30th anniversary by expanding your
sources for switches.

For toggle, rocker, slide, DIP and thumbwheel switches,
your source is the original C&K Components, Inc.

For switchlocks, rotary and slide switches, your source
is C&K Clayton Division.

For snap-acting and metal-cased control switches,
your source is the new C&K/Unimax.

Whichever you choose, remember C&K gives you the
broadest selection of switching configurations to meet a
variety of changing needs plus quality, quantity, perform­
ance, delivery and low-cost.

Need proof? Just send us your specs and descrip­
tion of your application, we'll quickly send you a sample
switch that fits your needs. Without charge or obligation.

Or, call for our FREE literature.

C&K Components, Inc.
Newton, MA 02158
Tel. (617) 964-6400

C&K Clayton Div.
Clayton, NC 27520
Tel. (919) 553-3131

C&K/Unimax
Wallingford, CT 06492
Tel. (203) 269-8701

See us at Wescon Booth #1037-1041
Linear and linear-digital semicustom ICs can operate at VHF and UHF frequencies and high voltages. Moreover, many of the linear devices include built-in gates that you can use to implement digital functions on the same chip (pg 57).

**TECHNOLOGY UPDATE**

Semicustom ICs' ratings and architectures aid analog- and digital-circuit designers

The continuing introduction of new linear and linear-digital semicustom chips is providing an expanding choice of circuits to help you solve design problems.—Dave Pryce, Associate Editor

Self-calibration and oversampling make room for more digital circuitry on monolithic ADCs

Manufacturers are using self-calibration and oversampling techniques to incorporate more digital circuitry than analog circuitry on A/D converters.—Jim Wiegand, Associate Editor

**PRODUCT UPDATE**

68020-based CPU board

**DESIGN IDEAS**

Digital ICs form programmable divider

Run Z80 software on an 8085 system

Shadow memory offers microcode breakpoints

Multiplex circuit adds peripheral options

Software RAM refresh cuts parts count

Continued on page 9
AUTOMATIC SCHEMATIC.

FUTUREDESIGNER: DRAW LESS. DESIGN MORE. Introducing FutureDesigner™ — the only advanced design entry workstation that lets you describe your circuit in compact, high-level terms and create more complex designs faster. FutureDesigner’s flexible, new techniques encourage creativity and experimentation, helping you produce innovative products quickly and more accurately.

MULTIPLE DESIGN ENTRY MODES FOR SPEED AND FLEXIBILITY. Describe your circuit with any combination of structural and behavioral representations. Use schematics to enter the structural portions of the design, such as data paths in a memory array. For portions easier to describe behaviorally, like sequencers or decoders, simply enter equations, truth tables or state diagrams using on-screen input forms.

ADVANCED DESIGN VERIFICATION HELPS YOU GET IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME. For the behavioral portions of your design, use FutureDesigner as a “what if” tool to try different design approaches. Immediately verify that your circuit works as you intended. For the structural portions, design check tools detect and help you correct connectivity and other common design errors. Together these features significantly shorten the design iteration cycle.

LOGIC SYNTHESIS CONVERTS YOUR EQUATIONS INTO SCHEMATICS. Once you’ve entered equations, state diagrams or truth tables, FutureDesigner’s logic synthesizer eliminates redundant circuitry and optimizes your design for size/speed trade-offs. FutureDesigner is the only design entry workstation that will then automatically produce the correct schematics and integrate them with the total structural design.

MORE CHOICES IN TECHNOLOGIES, VENDORS AND SYSTEMS. FutureDesigner is technology independent. Choose the most convenient mix of TTL, PLDs, gate arrays or other ASICs from a wide range of semiconductor manufacturers. You can easily migrate from one technology to another without redesign.

FutureDesigner output is an industry standard, widely accepted by engineering service bureaus and semiconductor vendors. You’ll also have access to both FutureNet® and other CAD systems for simulation and PCB layout.

Call us today and learn how a FutureDesigner workstation gives you the flexibility and accuracy to design innovative products faster.

1-800-247-5700 Dept. 705
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It's the same old story. Static RAM suppliers come out with new claims based on, what else, speed. But, with everybody touting speed, they all start looking alike. Until you look at reliability.

That's where INMOS breaks the mold.

At INMOS we understand how important speed is, but we also know it won't do you any good unless it's in a static RAM that will last. That's why INMOS has developed SRAMs that give you unmatched reliability without compromising performance.

We've achieved that reliability with innovations like the use of layered aluminum and refractory metals to reduce the effects of electromigration and eliminate stress voiding. A technology that literally keeps devices from wearing out. It also acts as a barrier to hillocks and inhibits silicon precipitates, virtually eliminating contaminates and interlevel shorts.

At the transistor level, we use lightly doped drains to inhibit hot electron effects, yielding transistors that will last over a century.

And our manufacturing flow is managed by one of the most stringent Statistical Process Control systems in the industry. So you're assured of getting products that are consistent and reliability that is second-to-none.

Our 25ns, 64K static RAMs have set the standards for both speed and reliability. And these standards will be extended even further with our family of 256K static RAMs.

So if you're tired of the same old line about the same old stuff, call INMOS.

RELIABLE 64K CMOS SRAMs

INMOS, Colorado Springs, Colorado, Tel. (303) 630-4000; Bristol, England, Tel. (0454) 616616; Paris, France, Tel. (1) 46-07-22-01; Munich, Germany, Tel. (089) 319-10-28; Tokyo, Japan, Tel. 03-505-2840.

inmos, and IMS are trademarks of the INMOS Group of Companies.

CIRCLE NO 136
Hot news from Calma.
Now you can layout in the Sun.
Don't let reality stop you.

Grab a pad and get to work on tomorrow.
That's how we designed the Am95C60 Quad Pixel Dataflow Manager, a CMOS graphics coprocessor that proves "high performance graphics" is no longer a contradiction in terms.

With a polyline draw speed of 110,000 vectors per second, a BITBLT transfer of 55ns per pixel, and a polygon fill of 20ns per pixel, QPDM can change a screen faster than the speed of thought. (It can redraw a 1K X 1K screen in 0.2 seconds.)

Besides being powerful, this animal is highly trained. The instruction set for full graphics and text primitives is already on the chip. There aren't any extra programming hurdles to slow it down.

Each QPDM addresses four planes. It's cascadable, too. With no degradation in performance. And it can deliver all the color you need.

Get ahead of the market by designing it in now. Call us at (800) 255-DRAW to find out more about QPDM and QPDM seminars. Then discover the rush of designing the future.

Advanced Micro Devices
901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088
© Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. 1987

CIRCLE NO 135
EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR FIBER OPTIC INTERCONNECTIONS, INCLUDING LOWER INSTALLED COST.

Thomas & Betts has the broadest selection of fiber optic interconnection components. We're converting our technological expertise into Fiber Optic Interconnection quality-engineered products you can rely on for fast, easy connections at lower installed costs. Our rugged metal SMA connector design utilizes our in-field cleaving tool technology to allow polish and grind-free terminations. The system includes a passive coupler and an active coupler. Our precision capillary, Pre-Cap™ series of connectors, provided in ST* compatible, SMA and FC styles, offer high performance, low cost connectors in both cleave and polish versions. Our transceiver line includes our new RS-232C modem which provides flexible, cost-competitive solutions for hardwired data problems, using either glass or plastic fiber terminations. The board mounted PCB Data Link series allows fast terminations — no adhesives, polishing or special tools — for a high performance, cost-effective system. We offer complete, in-field splice kits for high quality, low-loss repair splices.

If you have a fiber optic interconnection problem, we have a dependable, cost-effective solution for both in-field and in-house applications. For design application assistance and more complete information, write or call Customer Service, Thomas & Betts Corporation, 920 Route 202, Raritan, NJ 08869; (201) 469-4000.

Other quality Electronics Division products include: IDC Cable and Connector Systems, DIP and VLSI Sockets, Fiber Optic Systems, Flexible Interconnects, and Two-Piece Connectors.

* A trademark of AT&T Technologies.
You can also layout with Apollo. And on the DEC.*
With complete access to GDS II."

Introducing the EDS III™ IC Design System.

GE Calma's new Electronic Design System puts the automated IC design tools you need onto the industry's hottest platforms. Without sacrificing control or your investment in GDS II.

You see, we've linked the most popular engineering workstations to the GDS II library. So you can retrieve and work on any existing design. Or create entirely new designs in such modern, easy-to-use environments as Sun, Apollo and MicroVAX.*

Visit your GDS II library anytime.

EDS III provides a direct library-level interface to any GDS II design on the network.

Just give the "OPENLIB" command and the GDS II library you want will appear on your workstation. Without going through time-consuming STREAM™-level conversions.

Then make changes using the advanced EDS III features, including an upcoming high-level, GPL®-compatible user programming language.

You'll cut design time while making the most of your GDS II library and its powerful capacity for GaAs, hybrids and mixed analog/digital design.

And as upgrades for GDS II are released, EDS III will still be your standard platform access.

Route any block and cell automatically.

You can save more time by routing standard cells and blocks of all shapes and sizes automatically. And you have the same capability with standard cell placement and floor planning.

But even though the system is automated, you're still in charge. With control of die size, power and ground distribution, and placement.

And you can document your design as you go along.

What's more, you can customize the EDS III interface to fit your needs. Whether you prefer the latest pull-down menus and windows in EDS III, the familiar GDS II menus or your own personal setup.

And because EDS III is open, you can take advantage of database access routines to integrate your own tools.

Now everyone shines.

With design tracking that automatically reflects any change throughout the system, EDS III keeps everyone on your design team informed. And you in complete control. No matter how many revisions are made.

For more hot news, call our hot line.

So if you're interested in connecting your industry standard workstations with the industry standard CAD system, ask for our free brochure. Call us at 1-800-GE-CALMA, ext. 430.

And start getting some Sun.*

*Apollo and MicroVAX platforms available early 1988.
Hitachi's HD64180 Breeds Powerful New MPU Family

Thoroughbred horses are bred to be the best. Each successive generation refines and adds to the valuable traits of its ancestors. The same careful evolution also characterizes the growing Hitachi 180 family of high-integration 8-bit CMOS microprocessors. It started with the 64180 and now spans the range of general-purpose to application-specific.

The popular HD64180R and Z have earned the reputation of being the most powerful 8-bit microprocessors available. Each gives you the performance of a sophisticated 16-bit design, while maintaining 100% code compatibility with Z80 and 8080 families. Hitachi's HD64180R/Z simplify your high-performance designs and significantly reduce your system costs by integrating a multitude of powerful functions on chip, including an MMU, a two-channel DMAC, async ports, and much more.

The new 180-ZTAT™ device features even higher levels of integration, to become a complete single-chip microcontroller! It has the same CPU and capabilities of the HD64180R/Z, but adds 16K of one-time programmable ROM (EPROM), 512 bytes of RAM, an analog comparator, an extra timer, and I/O ports. The ZTAT construction gives you Zero Turn-Around Time, so you don’t need to wait for mask ROM devices—the very day you finish design development, you’re in production.

The 180-ZTAT also has the same software performance that has made the HD64180R/Z such champions. Off-the-shelf Z80 and 8080 family software runs up to 50% faster. And when you use the enhanced instruction set and the capability of addressing 1 Mbyte of memory, it’s a whole new horse race!
Hitachi's family of powerful thoroughbreds continues to grow. Soon we'll be announcing the 180-NPU (Network Processing Unit). This device combines a high-speed Multi-protocol Serial Communications Interface with the powerful 64180 CPU. Next, we'll have the 180 Standard Cell for incredible ASIC performance.

Complete 180-Family development support is available on the IBM-PC, DEC VAX, and HP64000* from Hitachi and leading third-party vendors (such as: Hewlett-Packard, Microtec Research, American Automation, Tektronix, and many others).

For more information on the growing 180-Family, contact your local Hitachi Sales Representative or Distributor Sales Office today.

Fast Action: To obtain product literature immediately, CALL TOLL FREE, 1-800-842-9000, Ext. 6809. Ask for literature number SB-105.

*Z80 and 8080 are registered trademarks of Zilog Inc. and Intel Corporation, respectively; IBM-PC, DEC VAX, and HP64000 are registered trademarks of IBM Corp., Digital Equipment Corp., and Hewlett-Packard Corp., respectively.

Hitachi America, Ltd.
Semiconductor and IC Division
2210 O'Toole Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131
Telephone 1-408/435-8300

Performance
**World's Fastest**

**32-bit CMOS EDC**

**25ns Detect Time**

**FASTEST SPEED/LOWEST POWER**

| IDT49C460B | Data to Error Detect | 25ns |
| IDT49C460B | Data to Error Correct | 30ns |
| IDT49C460B | Commercial Icc | 95mA |

*68-pin, 70mil Shrink DIP*

*68-pin, 100mil PGA*

*68-pin, 50mil PLCC and 50 and 25mil LCCs*

**IDT49C460B: fastest speed, lowest power 32-bit EDC.**

Your memories are getting bigger and with that comes higher error rates. Use the new, faster IDT49C460B to enhance data integrity. It corrects all single-bit errors, detects all double and some triple-bit errors.

**Replaces 2960s.** You can easily upgrade existing 2960 systems with the IDT49C460B because both devices use the same Hamming code. Your design benefits from faster speed, improved power consumption and a 3-to-1 reduction in chip count. Byte writes, byte operations and diagnostics are included.

**Faster than bipolar.** The IDT49C460B detects an error in 25ns and corrects in 30ns. Nothing is faster.

**Lowest power.** The only 32-bit EDC in CMOS consumes just 95mA commercial. Now you can get EDC faster than the fastest bipolar but with CMOS power.

**Cascades to 64 bits.** Only IDT offers you a simple, two chip solution for 64-bit EDC. (The T1632 cannot be cascaded to 64-bits; while the Am2960 approach requires 14 devices.)

---

**16-Bit EDC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IDT39C60A</th>
<th>IDT39C60-1</th>
<th>IDT39C60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data to error detect</td>
<td>20ns</td>
<td>25ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data to error correct</td>
<td>30ns</td>
<td>52ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Icc</td>
<td>85mA</td>
<td>85mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Speed leadership in 16-bit EDC.**

We also make a family of 16-bit CMOS EDCs. All are 2960 pin compatible with improved output drive while consuming only 1/4 the power.

The IDT39C60A is unquestionably the highest performance TTL compatible CMOS 16-bit EDC in the world. And more than just some "specs on paper," it's available now—in volume.

The IDT39C60-1 and IDT39C60 are equal in speed to the 2960-1 and 2960.

**Packages.** ◊ 48-pin plastic and ceramic DIPs. ◊ 52-pin PLCC/LCCs.

**Cascadable.** Up to 64 bits.

**May we be of assistance?**

Contact our local representative, call 1-800-IDT-CMOS, or fill in the bingo for a copy of our Data Sheet and our Application Note explaining how to use 16- or 32-bit EDC.

---

**Integrated Device Technology**

3236 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95054-3090
(408) 727-6116
TWX 910-338-2070
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CEMOS and MICROSLICE are trademarks of Integrated Device Technology, Inc.
THREE-TERMINAL 7.5A REGULATOR FEATURES 1.5V DROPOUT

The LT1083 3-terminal, positive, adjustable regulator from Linear Technology (Milpitas, CA, (408) 432-1900) features a guaranteed 1.5V dropout rating while carrying its maximum rated current of 7.5A. The device is suitable for applications that require high-efficiency linear regulation. In addition, the device dumps its quiescent current into the load, further improving the circuit's efficiency. Versions of the regulator are available in TO-3 and TO-247 packages. In the TO-247 package, the device costs $7.70 (100).—Steven H Leibson

WINCHESTER-DRIVE FAMILIES OFFER ESDI AND SCSI OPTIONS

Micropolis Corp (Chatsworth, CA, (818) 709-3300) has added the half-height 1600 and the full-height 1500 families of 5¼-in. Winchester to its product line. The drives offer storage capacities of 180M and 765M bytes, respectively. You can choose from ESDI (Enhanced Small Device Interface) or embedded-SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) versions for both families. The 1650/1670 (ESDI/SCSI) half-height drives employ four platters to achieve the 180M-byte unformatted capacity. Eight platters fit within the full-height 1500 drives. The 1600 drives cost less than $4.50/megabyte; the 1500 Winchesters cost less than $3/megabyte (2500).—Maury Wright

LABWINDOWS NOW AVAILABLE FOR IBM MICROCOMPUTERS

In addition to running on the Macintosh, the LabWindows software development tool for applications involving data acquisition, GPIB instrument control, and data analysis now runs on IBM PC, PS/2, and compatible computers. This interactive program from National Instruments (Austin, TX, (512) 260-9119) lets you generate sequences of C and Basic code via pull-down menus that present an assortment of library functions and parameters; you don't need to know the specific details of GPIB programming or your instruments to use this program. This $495 program can simulate the front panel of an instrument, and it comes with routines for performing 2-dimensional data plots, statistical analysis, complex and array math, multiple curve plots, and data-format conversion.—J D Mosley

EIGHT-IN. DISK DRIVE STORES 1B BYTES OF DATA

Through the use of thin-film media and thin-film heads, Control Data Corp (Minneapolis, MN, (612) 863-7368) has manufactured the Sabre 1230, an 8-in. disk drive with an unformatted capacity of 1236M bytes. Featuring an average seek time of 16 msec, the Sabre 1230 provides a transfer rate of 24.19 MHz (3.02M bytes/sec). You can select from either an SMD, SMD-E, IPI-2, or SCSI interface. The manufacturer estimates a 30,000-hr MTBF and offers a 3-year warranty on head and disk assemblies. Priced at $6470 (OEM qty), customer-evaluation units of the Sabre 1230 are currently available. You can expect production deliveries during the second quarter of 1988.—J D Mosley

A/D-CONVERTER CARD ADDS ANALOG MEASUREMENT TO HP9000 SERIES

Infotek Systems' (Anaheim, CA) $1900 AD300 adds 32 single-ended or 16 differential channels of A/D conversion to the Hewlett-Packard HP9000 Series 200 and 300 workstations. The card performs 200,000 12-bit samples/sec and contains four S/H circuits to allow simultaneous measurements on as many as four signals. An onboard channel sequencer stores as many as 2048 sequencing steps; each step specifies a channel and gain. The AD300 includes level- and edge-sensitive trigger inputs and eight digital outputs for controlling external circuitry.—Steven H Leibson
VME BUS-BASED SYSTEM HOSTS UNIX SYSTEM V RELEASE 3.1

The Unicorn C multiuser/multitasking computer system runs Unix System V release 3.1. Microproject Corp (Marina del Rey, CA, (213) 306-8000) offers the VME Bus-based system, which is powered by a 30-MHz AT&T WE 32200 µP and support chips. You can buy system configurations that support as many as 200 users and a variety of peripheral configurations. The Unix implementation provides hooks that allow you to add device drivers without modifying the Unix source code. You can also specify the system with 68000-family VME Bus boards that act as a front end for real-time control applications. An 8-user, 85M-byte system costs $15,000.—Maury Wright

RISC-BASED UNIX SUPERMINI RUNS AT 14 VAX MIPS

Parallel instruction execution combined with 128k-byte caches for both code and data give the 5100 from Ridge Computers (Santa Clara, CA, (408) 986-8500) its 14 VAX MIPS rate. (Vendors are beginning to use the VAX 11/780's 1-MIPS rate as a standard measure.) The RISC-based computer can execute instructions in parallel by using three processing units for integer, floating-point, and memory-reference operations. The processing units execute instructions independently, yet share current data in general-purpose registers. A code-resequencing compiler automatically rearranges your code to make the best use of the parallel-processing units. Cache coherency hardware updates rather than flushes the cache when cache contents no longer match main memory. Prices start at $109,000 for a system with 16M bytes of main memory and a 300M-byte hard disk.—Doug Conner

TAPE-LENGTH INCREASE BOOSTS CARTRIDGE CAPACITY

Series II Gold Plus XL tape cartridges can now store as much as 500M bytes in the 5¼-in. form factor and 100M bytes in the 3¼-in. form factor. The cartridges are compatible with industry-standard tape drives that use the QIC-24, -40, -100, -120, -150, and -300 formats. DEI (San Diego, CA) has engineered the series of ¼-in. tape cartridges to increase the tape area and has modified the tape coating and chemical formulation to result in thinner tape. The new design allows the company to put 750 to 1000 ft of tape into a package that typically holds 600 ft. The company also packs 300 ft into the minicartridge that previously held 205 ft. The 750-ft 750XL costs $55.50, the 1000-ft 1000XL is $59.00, and the Microtape 300XL costs $35.00.—Maury Wright

7200W MULTIPLE-OUTPUT POWER SUPPLY IS USER CONFIGURABLE

Westcor’s (Los Gatos, CA, (408) 395-7050) PowerCage card cage and PowerCard cards allow you to configure a power supply in your factory. The PowerCage has slots for 18 PowerCards in a 19-in. rack-mount enclosure that measures 10¼ in. high x 11¾ in. deep. Each PowerCard supplies as much as 400W at one or two fixed voltages ranging from 2 to 75V; if you fill all 18 slots with 400W PowerCards, you can obtain 7200W max. You can connect in parallel as many as 18 single-output cards for high-current requirements, or use 18 dual-output cards for a total of 36 different output voltages, or use any combination in between. One-MHz switching converters allow the system to achieve typical efficiencies of 80%. The PowerCage is priced from $1000; the PowerCards start at $400.—Doug Conner
A few more fast reasons to call for our new databook:

1. New 64K SRAM, 25ns. Seven configurations—including bit-wide, nibble-wide, byte-wide, separate I/O, and all with low, low, power. As low as 50 mA active at 45ns.
2. New 128K Reprogrammable PROM, 45 ns. 100 mA active, 30 mA standby.
3. New 64 x 9 and 64 x 8 FIFOs, 35 MHz. Virtually no bubble through. Cascadeable.
4. Fastest 22V10 Reprogrammable PLD, 25ns. 55 mA. And we have the board to turn your PC into a PLD/PROM programmer, too!
5. High speed CMOS SRAM.
6. High speed CMOS PROM.
7. High speed CMOS PLD.
8. High speed CMOS LOGIC.

This databook, packed with high speed, low power parts, is yours for a phone call.

DATABOOK HOTLINE:
1-800-952-6300, Ask for Dept. CA2
1-800-423-4440 (In CA), Ask for Dept. CA2
(32) 2-672-2220 (In Europe)
416) 475-3922 (In Canada)
**NEWS BREAKS: INTERNATIONAL**

**µ-P-BUS INTERFACE CONTROLLER HAS SIX OPERATING MODES**

The SAB82220 bus interface controller from Siemens AG (Munich, West Germany, TLX 5210025; in the US, Santa Clara, CA, (408) 980-4500) integrates into a 68-pin plastic leaded chip carrier several of the functions required to interface 8086/88, 80186/188, or 80286 µPs to microcomputer buses. The controller, which is expected to sell for around DM 27 (1000), includes byte-swapping logic, parity generation/check logic, bus-controller and bus-arbiter functions, an address decoder, and the 48-mA and 32-mA bidirectional bus transceivers required to drive multiplexed address/data buses.

By hardwiring mode-control inputs, you can operate the device in one of six different modes. These modes allow you to implement an 18-bit dual-port interface, 27- or 24-bit single-port interfaces, or 18- or 16-bit bus controllers. In addition, you can use the device to demultiplex addresses and data onto separate buses.—Peter Harold

**GATE-ASSISTED TURN-OFF THYRISTORS BOOST CONVERTER FREQUENCY**

Thomson Semiconducteurs' (Paris, France, TLX 204780) ZTO thyristors allow you to design high-power choppers and inverters that operate at frequencies higher than 20 kHz, and let you design resonant converters that operate at 50 kHz or higher. The ZTO (zero turn-off time) thyristor is a gate-assisted turn-off device that only requires small commutation components and simple gate-drive circuitry. Advantages over GTO (gate turn-off) thyristors include a maximum controllable current about 10 times greater than that of a similar-sized GTO and no minimum on-time or off-time requirement. In addition, because the anode current falls to zero before the anode voltage starts to increase, turn-off switching losses are small. As a result, you can use ZTO devices at higher frequencies than gate turn-off thyristors.

Initial offerings include 500 and 900A devices with blocking voltages as high as 1600V; they cost $200 and $300 (1000). In 1988 the company plans to add 2000A/2500V devices to the family.—Peter Harold

**SEMICONDUCTOR COMPANIES WANT PRODUCTION LIMITS RAISED**

Japanese semiconductor manufacturers, who have been observing a production curtailment under government supervision, will ask the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) to relax the limits for the last quarter of the year. Because of the semiconductor industry's recovery, the manufacturers are hoping for a 10% increase in the 256k-bit dynamic-RAM output and a 50% increase in 1M-bit dynamic-RAM production. The vendors would also like to see the ceilings rise on ASIC devices and microprocessors. MITI will study the market more closely before deciding on any action; it notes that although the market appears strong, there is a possibility that the current demand could be based on double ordering.—Joan Morrow
Soak 'em
choke 'em
but don't worry about 'em

Our new waterproof, dustproof switches are very small, very reliable, very sturdy 0.1 to 10.1 amps. Choice of actuators. Send for specs; you'll see.

CHERRY

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
3600 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60087 • (312) 360-3500
Switches • Automotive Devices • Electronic Components • Displays • Printed Circuit Boards • ICs • Keyboards
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rugged plug-in amplifiers

0.5 to 1000 MHz from $13.95 (5 to 24 qty)

Tough enough to meet full MIL-specs, capable of operating over a wide -55° to +100°C temperature range, in a rugged package...that's Mini-Circuits' new MAN-amp series.

The MAN-amp's tiny package (only 0.4 by 0.8 by 0.25 in.) requires about the same pc board area as a TO-8 and can take tougher punishment with leads that won't break off. Models are unconditionally stable and available covering frequency ranges 0.5 to 500MHz and 0.5 to 1000MHz, and NF as low as 2.8dB.

Prices start at only $13.95, including screening, thermal shock -55°C to +100°C, fine and gross leak, and burn-in for 96 hours at 100°C under normal operating voltage and current.

Internally the MAN amplifiers consist of two stages, including coupling capacitors. A designer's delight, with all components self-contained. Just connect to a dc supply voltage and get up to 28dB gain with +9dBm output.

The new MAN-amp series... another Mini-Circuits' price/performance breakthrough.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>FREQ RANGE (MHz)</th>
<th>GAIN dB</th>
<th>MAX OUT/PWR dBm</th>
<th>NF dB (typ)</th>
<th>DC PWR 12V mA</th>
<th>PRICE $ ea. (5-24)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAN-1</td>
<td>0.5-500</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN-2</td>
<td>0.5-1000</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN-1LN</td>
<td>0.5-500</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†† Midband 10f<sub>L</sub> to f<sub>U</sub> ± 0.5dB ††dB Gain Compression
Max input power (no damage) +15dBm; VSWR in/out 1.8:1 max.

finding new ways...
setting higher standards
Tough Tiny Mixers

world's tiniest hermetically-sealed mixers from $1195

40 KHz to 3 GHz, MIL-M-28837 performance*

We know our TFM mixers are tough ... they meet stringent MIL-M-28837 environmental requirements. But even we were surprised when our in-house weightlifter whacked a TFM-2 several times with a hammer ... and the unit still passed all electrical tests (we don't recommend you do the same).

Only 0.5 by 0.21 in. in pc board area, the TFM-series is the smallest hermetically-sealed mixer available anywhere. Although it has exceedingly wide bandwidth, it still takes up less space than flatpacks or TO-8 cases.

Count on tiny TFMs to take punishment ... they not only will survive, they will meet all specifications.

*Units are not QPL listed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Freq. (MHz)</th>
<th>Conv. Loss (dB), typ</th>
<th>L-R Isolation (dB), typ</th>
<th>Price $</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TFM-2</td>
<td>1-1000</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>(1-49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFM-3P</td>
<td>1-1000</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>(1-49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFM-4</td>
<td>0.04-400</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td>(5-49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFM-5</td>
<td>5-1250</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21.95</td>
<td>(5-49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFM-6</td>
<td>5-1500</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23.95</td>
<td>(5-49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFM-11</td>
<td>1-2000</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30.95</td>
<td>(1-24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFM-12</td>
<td>800-1250</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td>(1-24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFM-15</td>
<td>10-3000</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>49.95</td>
<td>(1-9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFM-150</td>
<td>10-2000</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td>(1-9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ phase detection, pos. polarity
** IF port not DC coupled
** +10dBm LO, +5dBm RF at 1dB compression
all other models +7dBm LO, +1dBm RF at 1dB compression

E-Z Mounting for circuit layouts

Use the TFM series to solve your tight space problems. Take advantage of the mounting versatility—plug it upright on a PC board or mount it sideways as a flatpack.

Mini-Circuits
A Division of Scientific Components Corporation
P.O. Box 166, Brooklyn, New York 11235 (718) 994-4500
Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 620156
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"AUTOMATIC ASIC TEST
THAT'S WHAT WE
AND WE NEED IT AT EVERY S
WE COULDN'T AGREE MORE.

Testing ASIC devices creates a whole new set of problems. Developing test programs, characterizing, verifying and debugging are, at best, unwelcome and time-consuming for ASIC designers. ASIC vendors can test the silicon, but not the custom functionality of the ASIC prototype. Traditional test approaches and traditional ATE merely compound the problem.

At ASIX Systems our focus has always been exclusively on ASICs. From the start we took an entirely different approach to solving the unique ASIC test problems. We saw immediately that adapting existing ATE to try to fit to needs of ASICs didn't make sense. Designing a totally new, focused ASIC test system did. Not only did programs need to be automated, they needed to be developed from the design data base and menu-driven, so changes would be simple to make. And the test system itself had to be easy to use, designed for its particular environment, and a cost-effective alternative to the huge, expensive, complicated ATE.

TEST SOLUTIONS FOR THE WHOLE ASIC COMMUNITY.

Our unique perspective allowed us to understand that the ASIC world is not so much Design Engineers, Test Engineers and Quality Engineers working independently. It's more a "community" of specialists whose tasks are intrinsically linked. So we made sure that we could provide another crucial element. Communication. In order to capture the vital time-to-market edge, what ASIC end users and vendors really need is the opportunity to use the same test programs and the same tester. That's what gives both environments a common frame of reference and the chance to generate test programs automatically from the design data base. That's the ASIX-1 family of test systems.

ASIX-1: ASIC TEST SYSTEMS THAT MAKE SENSE.

We don't have the room here to tell you everything the ASIX-1 family has to offer. But here are a few things to think about: automatic, menu-guided programming; data base management; ATE architecture and flexibility at an affordable cost; 256 true I/O pins; "zero footprint"; fully integrated PMU; automatic calibration; simple fixturing; no cabling; high MTBF. That's enough. If you're testing ASICs you know you have to see for yourself what the ASIX-1 can do. And the sooner the better. ASIX Systems Corporation · 47338 Fremont Blvd · Fremont, CA 94538.

CALL: 1-800-FOR-ASIX

REAL ASIC TEST SOLUTIONS. FROM THE REAL ASIC TEST COMPANY.
Until now, if you wanted to put 50,000 gates on one chip, you usually had to put them in one at a time. You had to put in three months work. And you had to put your launch date into a holding pattern. Not anymore.

Announcing the only compilers that take you to gate arrays and cells. Fast.

Now with VLSI’s new Datapath and State Machine Compilers you can design in high level symbols instead of gates. A design that used to take months, can now be turned around in days. Even less.

With the help of our new Datapath Compiler you can design a 64-bit RISC datapath on your lunch hour.

But can you use control logic? You bet your sweet datapath you can.

Our State Machine Compiler accepts high level expressions of logic functions and gives you tightly packed state control logic in a fraction of the time it would take to design it by hand.

We did the design entry for an asynchronous receiver in one hour. It would’ve taken...
seven days using traditional schematics.

And not only do we give you high integration design tools, we give you high integration devices.

Our CMOS 1.5 micron VGT100 series of gate arrays puts as many as 50,000 usable gates on a chip. And our 1.5 micron CMOS cell-based technology packs over 100,000.

If you'd like more information about our new Datapath and State Machine Compilers, and the VGT100 family of gate arrays they work with, write us at 1109 McKay Drive, San Jose, CA 95131. Or give us a call at (800) 872-6753.

We'll show you a good time.

To find out how much time you can save, call us for a free stopwatch.

VLSI TECHNOLOGY, INC.
See us at DAC, Booth 131.
Don't reprogram space-program funds

With reference to the editorial "Nix the Mars trip" (EDN, June 11, pg 51): I understand Jon Titus's motivations for wanting to reprogram a hypothetical $10 billion Mars outlay toward improving high-school science programs. However, one must be very careful about leading charges to effect more prudent spending, especially when no one knows who is going to be in the position to decide what "more prudent" means.

If this hypothetical $10 billion emerged and got reprogrammed as Mr Titus suggests, I can just see the social scientists arguing: "Why spend this money on science labs only ... why are you discriminating against psychology and sociology, or the study of pre-Columbian termite worship ... ?" You see where this is going. Then come the "internationalists," who could certainly spend $10 billion on the world's hungry, thirsty, homeless, or whatever group is in vogue this year.

What I'm trying to convey, anecdotically, is the idea that once a $10 billion fund starts to be reprogrammed, for whatever reason, there's no telling what it will eventually be used for, or even if it will be so diluted that it won't be of help to anyone, from planetary scientist through the gamut of potential recipients. Upgrading high-school math and science curricula is certainly a laudable goal, and the good fight is to press for federal help in effecting it, not to take the money from some other laudable goal.

By the way, I disagree with Mr Titus's assessment of the technology fallout of the Apollo program. That effort was the agar in which computer technology was nurtured and from which it eventually flowered into its own market, for everyone.

Other than that, Mr Titus's views are generally insightful and useful.

Bill Kamenek
Ocean, NJ

PC-software report shouldn't ignore Macintosh

The focus on IBM personal computers in the Special Report entitled "PC-based GPIB control and data-acquisition products" (EDN, August 6, pg 94) is inappropriately narrow. The report mentions several products that are not yet available, while omitting available alternatives.

For instance, the report cites LabWindows as a powerful new software tool due this September from National Instruments. Yet no
Sprague continues as the innovator in power interface with the broadest assortment of current-sourcing power drivers. You can get them with high voltage (to 200 V), high current (to 4A per output), and smart-power BiMOS. Functions are available from 4 to 32 sourcing outputs; many combined with shift-registers, latches, decoders, etc. They fit many commercial/military applications including automotive, telecommunications, printers and other peripherals, plus business machines.

Customer satisfaction means increased profit. Now you can guarantee that satisfaction 100%. Eliminate human error and harsh test equipment that can damage precision keyboards.

We offer:
- Test speeds up to 30 strokes per second
- Semi-automatic, to fully conveyorized, stand-alone systems
- Internal or external control for all applications
- Tactile testing, bar code reading, and much more
- Complete record of all test results...

All at a far lower cost than you ever imagined.

Let us show you how you can gain the competitive edge and expand your new design and production capabilities with 100% production test reliability.

Call Today (818) 709-6268

---

Display module is available

The Design Idea entitled “Simple interface drives remote LED display” (EDN, June 11, pg 210) used the NSM4005A serial-data-input display module from National Semiconductor. Our company purchased National Semiconductor’s Optoelectronics Div in December 1985. We continue to manufacture the display module, but now call it the TSM4005A.

Michael Bottini
Three-Five Semiconductor Inc
Tempe, AZ

WRITE IN

Send you letters to the Signals and Noise Editor, 275 Washington St, Newton, MA 02158. We welcome all comments, pro or con. All letters must be signed, but we will withhold your name upon request. We reserve the right to edit letters for space and clarity.
You told us what you wanted in digitizing oscilloscopes,

and we took your advice...
Introducing HP's new high-perfo...

You told us what would best meet your measurement needs. So in '84 and '85 we brought you digitizing oscilloscopes with pioneering features like full programmability, 1 GHz repetitive bandwidth, color displays, automatic answers, single-shot pulse reconstruction, infinite persistence, and instant hardcopy output.

And now, we bring you the new HP 54111D/54112D/54120T series. These high-performance digitizing oscilloscopes let you measure what you've never measured before, with superb accuracy and ease of use. You'll find innovations such as 20 GHz bandwidth, 4-channel simultaneous 400 MSa/sec with 64k memory per channel, time domain reflectometry (TDR) with normalization, 10 psec time interval accuracy, and more.

**HP 54111D:**
the hot single shot.

The HP 54111D offers two simultaneous channels operating at up to 1 Gigasample per second...allowing you to capture high-speed single-shot phenomena such as high-speed pulses, plasma discharge, high voltage arcing, high frequency bursts, laser pulses and high energy events.

You get the single-shot performance of analog storage oscilloscopes with all of the performance advantages of digitizing oscilloscopes.

The HP 54111D also offers a 500 MHz bandwidth, so it will perform admirably in a wide variety of repetitive as well as non-repetitive applications.

**HP 54112D:**
64,000 bytes times 4.

The HP 54112D offers you simultaneous 4-channel capture at 400 Megasamples per second with 64k of memory per channel. Just right for the long data streams found in serial data communication applications.

---

**HP 54111D**
- 1 Gigasample/sec digitizing rate
- 500 MHz repetitive bandwidth
- 250 MHz single-shot bandwidth
- 8k memory per channel
- 1 mV/div sensitivity

**HP 54112D**
- 400 Megasamples/sec digitizing rate
- 100 MHz repetitive or single-shot
- 4 simultaneous channels
- 64k memory per channel
Performance digitizing oscilloscopes.

Four simultaneous channels enhance critical timing measurements on multiple test points...single-shot. And the HP 54112D’s four channels are always real-time correlated for every trigger occurrence.

In automated test, four channels with 64k memory per channel boost your throughput by capturing 256k of data simultaneously.

**HP 54120T: excels in high-speed applications.**

With its 20 GHz bandwidth and 10 psec accuracy, the HP 54120T lets you measure propagation delays of ICs or switching times of high-speed diodes. Characterize microwave switches. Verify signal path impedances in computer backplanes and test fixtures. And more.

You get high sensitivity, resolution, and accuracy for repeatable time-interval and voltage measurements, with stability and ease-of-use comparable to lower-performance oscilloscopes.

The HP 54120T offers four channels for logic gate characterization. Time and voltage histograms to help you quantify noise and jitter. Normalization to correct for imperfect connectors in reflection (TDR) and transmission measurements.

Probing to 6 GHz. And the list goes on.

**Contact HP today!**

For more information on our new high-performance digitizing oscilloscopes, fill out and mail the postage-paid reply card today. Call us direct at 1-800-752-0900. Or contact your local HP sales office listed in the telephone directory white pages. Ask for the electronic instruments department.

---

**HP 54120T**

- dc-20 GHz bandwidth with averaging
- 10 psec time interval accuracy
- 0.25 psec time interval resolution
- Time and voltage histograms
- Stable TDR with normalization
- 0.4% voltage accuracy
- 4 channels
The specs you need, and the features you want.

In addition to their outstanding individual contributions, the new HP 54111D/54112D/54120T digitizing scopes offer you full programmability, automatic measurements, instant hardcopy output to printers and plotters, waveform storage, and multiple-color displays.

You also have HP's excellent reliability, documentation, and support to make you productive with your HP instrument quickly and ensure your satisfaction for years to come.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP 54111D</td>
<td>$23,900.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 54112D</td>
<td>$22,900.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 54120T</td>
<td>$27,850.00**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HP 54120T includes both the HP 54120A and HP 54121A.**

Specifications subject to change without notice.

---

### HP 54111D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. bandwidth</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.S. bandwidth</td>
<td>250 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inputs</td>
<td>2 chan &amp; 2 trig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>8 bit to 25 MHz,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 bit to 100 MHz,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 bit to 250 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>1 mV/div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling</td>
<td>to 5 V/div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digitizing rate (max)</td>
<td>1 GSa/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>10 psec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-trigger viewing</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition/chan</td>
<td>8k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveform storage</td>
<td>2 pixel, 4 rep wfm, 4 ss wfm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonvolatile instrument setups</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### HP 54112D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. bandwidth</td>
<td>100 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.S. bandwidth</td>
<td>100 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inputs</td>
<td>4 chan &amp; 1 trig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>6 bit to 100 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>5 mV/div, to 5 V/div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling</td>
<td>ac, dc, 50 Ohm &amp; 1 Mohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digitizing rate (max)</td>
<td>400 MSa/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>40 psec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-trigger viewing</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition/chan</td>
<td>64k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveform storage</td>
<td>2 pixel, 4 rep wfm, 4 ss wfm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonvolatile instrument setups</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### HP 54120T

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. bandwidth</td>
<td>20 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.S. bandwidth</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>17.5 psec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inputs</td>
<td>4 chan &amp; 1 trig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>12 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>1 mV/div to 80 mV/div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling</td>
<td>50 Ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>10 psec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>0.25 psec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-trigger viewing</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>10 psec/div-1 s/div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition/chan</td>
<td>0.5k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveform storage</td>
<td>2 pixel (volatile), 4 rep wfm (nonvolatile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonvolatile instrument setups</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse source</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude</td>
<td>0-200 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risetime</td>
<td>35 psec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flatness</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalization</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveform histograms</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*U.S. list price only.*

*Varies according to options selected.*

**U.S. list price only.* Includes both the HP 54120A and HP 54121A.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

---

**HP-IIB:** Not just IEEE-488, but the hardware, documentation and support that delivers the shortest path to a measurement system.
Instant answers on your IBM with the Motorola Data Disk.

Just pop it in, punch it up and you've got your specs. It's the Motorola Data Disk, a faster, better, more cost-effective tool for high-speed device selection and an alternative to the slow drudgery of traditional methods.

Nothing faster.
You've finished the design, know what you need and now comes the hard part—hours searching through data books and selector guides for devices most likely to work. Then more time hunting up prices.

With the new Motorola Data Disk (TMOS™ & bipolar power version), you can locate devices and prices in seconds.

Just slip the Disk into your IBM PC or compatible and specify your design parameters. A single keystroke brings you an instantaneous readout of all Motorola low-frequency power transistors that meet your requirements. What's more, it sorts the display showing the best device first, second best next, etc.

Nothing denser.
We've stored data sheet characteristics for every Motorola bipolar power transistor and TMOS powerFET on a single 360K IBM PC floppy—parameters representing the broadest power transistor offering in the world. We'll soon be introducing a more complete Data Disk and one final Disk containing every device we manufacture...our entire Master Selector Guide.

Nothing smarter.
The Motorola TMOS and Bipolar Transistor Data Disk is the first intelligent high-speed selection guide...a huge step in user-friendly, database technology. And you can choose from any of five languages with smart footnotes, pop-up windows and help screens. If you can boot your computer, you can use the Motorola Data Disk.


One-on-one design-in help.
1-800-521-6274

Normally priced at $2, the Disk is available free for a limited time. Call toll-free any weekday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., MST, for your copy. Or send the coupon to Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036. It'll help you to market. Faster.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.
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Suppress those
nasty little surges.

With Surgector™ and GE-MOV® surge suppressors.

Now, whether you're designing small consumer products, industrial controls, high-rel military and aerospace systems, or anything in between, we have a surge protection solution for you. Because if one of our GE-MOV varistors isn't exactly right for the job, then one of our Surgectors probably will be.

Leader in Varistors.
We have the broadest line of varistors in the industry, with a range from 5V to 3500V, including the highest-energy MOV's in the industry (up to 70,000 peak amps and 10,000 joules).
They're widely used for incoming ac line protection in power supplies, clamping circuits and low voltage supply protection.

They're available in a variety of packages, including axial leaded, radial leaded, leadless surface mount, high-energy modules and connector-pin configurations. And they're all available for fast delivery.

Inventor of Surgector devices.
Surgector devices respond rapidly and handle a lot of energy. So they're ideal for protecting sensitive or expensive components from lightning strikes, load changes, switching transients, commutation spikes, electro-static discharge and line crosses.

How they work.
Surgector devices combine a zener diode and an SCR into one reliable, cost-effective device.

At low voltages, the Surgector is "off," representing high forward impedance (only 50nA leakage current). The instant clamping voltage is exceeded, the Surgector turns "on" and the zener immediately starts conducting. Within nanoseconds, the SCR turns on to handle heavy currents. Destructive surges are shunted to ground.
Once the surge passes, the device makes a fast transition back to the "off" state. You can choose from two-terminal, three-terminal or bi-directional devices.

We'll help you decide.
To determine which of these powerful technologies is best for you, plug into our applications hotline and let our experts help you decide.

For more information, call toll-free 800-443-7364, extension 21. Or contact your local GE Solid State sales office or distributor.

GE/RCA/Intersil Semiconductors
These three leading brands are now one leading-edge company. Together, we have the resources — and the commitment — to help you conquer new worlds.

GE Solid State
Sealed or Field Repairable

The efficiency and size of a switcher, the output of a linear—all in a compact package! Available in AC/DC and DC/DC models, these "Mil-Qual" units are designed for severe shock and harsh environments. They feature a Mil-type input/output connector along with specially developed EMI/RFI filter circuitry. MTBF is 100,000 plus hours. Efficiency is 80%. Full power is provided at max operating temp., to 95°C, no derating.

Choose from 20 models which meet Mil-704, Mil-901 and other standards, have transient protection plus power ranges from 20 to 300W. 5 year warranty. Send for details.

We Do The Job Right®

TECHNIPOWER

P.O. Box 222, Commerce Park, Danbury, Conn. 06810
Phones: (203) 748-7001; in Calif. (800) 493-2244

See us at Wescon Booth #1624
CIRCLE NO 5

CONNOR-WINFIELD OSCILLATORS:

FASTEST TIMES ON THE CIRCUIT.

Performance. That’s what you expect from a high-speed oscillator, and that’s what you get from Connor-Winfield’s HCMOS and ECL series.

Take a look at these specs:
Model: HC15R5
Fixed Frequencies Available: 1KHz to 50MHz
Supply Current: 25mA Max.

Model: ECLA, B
Fixed Frequencies Available: 8MHz to 200MHz
Output: Squarewave 10K ECL or 100K ECL Compatible
Supply Voltage: -5.2 Vdc or -4.5 Vdc

Fire one up today. We have plenty of models available for a test drive.

CIRCLE NO 6

Troubleshooting Microprocessor-Based Equipment and Digital De-
Spectrum Software’s MICRO-CAP II® is fast, powerful, and feature rich. This fully interactive, advanced electronic circuit analysis program helps engineers speed through analog problems right at their own PCs.

MICRO-CAP II, which is based on our original MICRO-CAP software, is a field-proven, second-generation program. But it’s dramatically improved.

MICRO-CAP II has faster analysis routines. Better resolution and color. Larger libraries. All add up to a powerful, cost-effective CAE tool for your PC.

The program has a sophisticated integrated schematic editor with a pan capability. Just sketch and analyze. You can step component values, and run worst-case scenarios—all interactively. And a 500-type* library of standard parts is at your fingertips for added flexibility.

MICRO-CAP II is available for IBM® PCs and Macintosh.** The IBM version is CGA, EGA, and Hercules® compatible and costs only $895 complete. An evaluation version is available for $100. Call or write today for our free brochure and demo disk. We’d like to tell you more about analog solutions in the fast lane.

- Integrated schematic editor
- Fast analysis routines
- High-resolution graphic output
- Standard parts library of 500* types

*IBM versions only.

Schematic Editor

Transient Analysis

AC Analysis

1021 S. Wolfe Road, Dept. E
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 738-4387

CIRCLE NO 64
Need <1 ns speed?

Get it with our new silicon-gate DMOS FETs and Analog Switches. Greater accuracy. Lower capacitance. Higher gain. And less distortion.

Sometimes you can't get the switching speed your designs need from CMOS, JFET or bipolar technologies. And it's not often you require the expensive performance of gallium arsenide.

Get the accuracy you require with fast switching, low capacitance Siliconix SD210/2N7104 FETs and SD5000/2N7116 analog switches. They're available now! Fabricated in silicon-gate DMOS — the most stable technology for analog switches, multiplexers, A/D and D/A converters, choppers and sample-and-hold circuits that operate into the 750 MHz range.

Siliconix SD210 FET and SD5000 analog switch families feature <1 ns switching speeds, capacitance under 3 pF and gain up to 10,000 µmhos at 10 mA. And they come in a variety of package and screening types including surface mount, military and JEDEC.

Circuit accuracy is a function of charge injection. The DMOS process significantly outperforms CMOS, JFET and bipolar in this critical parameter.

Get a clear signal! Call 1 (800) 554-5565, Ext. 924 for complete information on Siliconix fast, accurate DMOS FETs and analog switches. And don't forget to ask for your free DMOS Design and Sample Kit!


Advanced SMT Design Techniques (short course), San Jose, CA. Surface Mount Technology Plus, 1786 Technology Dr, San Jose, CA 95110. (408) 943-0196. November 16 to 17.


FFT-TESTED
12-16 BIT SAMPLING A/D's

MIL-STD-1772 CERTIFIED

MN6000 Series

Single Package Sampling A/D's
User Transparent T/H Amplifiers
Frequency Domain (FFT) Testing
High Sampling Rates/Resolution:
MN6290/6291: 20kHz 16 Bits
MN6231/6232: 50kHz 12 Bits
MN6227/6228: 33kHz 12 Bits
MIL-STD-883 Screening

For you, we've expanded our line of FFT-tested, high-speed, sampling A/D converters with two new 16-bit models: MN6290 and MN6291. Like our entire MN6000 Series, these new devices mate a track-and-hold amplifier (T/H) with a high-speed, high-resolution, A/D converter in a single DIP package. The T/H is completely transparent, eliminating the hassle of evaluating T/H specs that are difficult to understand and often don’t relate.

All MN6000 devices accurately sample and digitize dynamic input signals with frequency components up to the Nyquist frequency (one-half the sampling rate). They are ideal for radar, sonar, spectrum and vibration analysis, voice and signature recognition, and other contemporary DSP applications. All come with full frequency-domain performance specifications, which are critical to designing for these applications.
Micro Networks was the first to apply FFT testing to A/D converters. We recognized that this would be the key to specifying A/D's for emerging DSP applications. In our frequency-domain testing, sampling A/D's operate in a manner that simulates a digital spectrum analyzer with a known low-distortion input signal. The output spectra yield precise, practical measurements of signal level, noise level, signal-to-noise ratio, harmonic distortion, and input bandwidth, giving you the performance specifications you need to design to your application. Our testing clearly demonstrates the ability of our MN6000 Series devices to maintain near-ideal signal-to-noise ratios independent of increasing analog input frequencies.

All MN6000 Series devices are packaged in standard ceramic DIP's and are available fully specified for −55°C to +125°C with MIL-STD-883 screening. 12-bit models contain full 8 or 16-bit µP interfaces. Select the device that best meets your design requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Input Range</th>
<th>Minimum Sampling Rate</th>
<th>Minimum Input Bandwidth (Note 1)</th>
<th>SNR (Note 2)</th>
<th>Harmonics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MN6227</td>
<td>10V</td>
<td>33kHz</td>
<td>16.5kHz</td>
<td>70dB</td>
<td>−85dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN6228</td>
<td>20V</td>
<td>33kHz</td>
<td>16.5kHz</td>
<td>70dB</td>
<td>−85dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN6231</td>
<td>10V</td>
<td>50kHz</td>
<td>25kHz</td>
<td>70dB</td>
<td>−85dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN6232</td>
<td>20V</td>
<td>50kHz</td>
<td>25kHz</td>
<td>70dB</td>
<td>−85dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Input bandwidth for which SNR and harmonic specs are guaranteed when sampling at the minimum guaranteed rate.
2. Signal-to-noise ratio (r.m.s. to r.m.s.) with full-scale (0dB) input.

For detailed information on MN6290/6291 or other high-speed sampling A/D's in our expanding line, send for our comprehensive data sheets. For rapid response, call Russ Mullet at Ext. 208.

Micro Networks
324 Clark Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01606
(617) 852-5400

Micro Networks
Advancing Data Conversion Technology
SUN WORSHIP GOLDEN AGE

THE FIRST COMPLETE CAE/CAD SOLUTION ON SUN.

EDN October 15, 1987
Like a beach in summer, Valid is drawing crowds of loyal Sun followers. And for good reason.

Valid is now the only electronic design automation vendor to offer systems designers the full spectrum of CAE, IC CAD, and PCB CAD tools on Sun workstations.

What's more, our CAE/CAD solutions work on everything under the Sun, from their low-cost Sun-3/50 to the powerful, high-speed Sun-3/260. There are even brighter days ahead, because Valid will support future Sun products.

Now Sun users can automate the entire engineering design process, from custom ICs and ASICs, to multi-layer PC boards, all from a single source. Valid's broad range of integrated applications tools allow you to expand your capabilities as the design tasks dictate.

Valid on Sun. What could be more natural? After all, Sun is selling more UNIX workstations than any other vendor.

Their NFS software allows any UNIX workstation onto the network transparently.

And no other EDA vendor offers better CAE, IC CAD and PCB CAD tools on UNIX than Valid.

Together, we give Sun worshippers a golden opportunity for electronic design automation. The same opportunity Digital users enjoy.

Our free brochure will give you the complete story for Valid on Sun Microsystems. Call 1-800-821-9441. In California, call 408-432-9400, Ext. 2311.
If you're already using the industry's highest throughput linear tester, the LTX Hi.T, or the most advanced digital tester, the LTX Trillium, or the industry-standard mixed-signal tester, the LTX Ninety (or all three for that matter), there's only one thing left to do: Successfully connect test floor engineering and manufacturing information to company decision makers. Build a better network, and the industry will beat a path to your door.

For the test floor interconnection of LTX equipment as well as other hardware to the entire factory, the answer is EZ-NET*: a
Q: EACH ROW OF THIS UNIQUE MOUSETRAP HAS BEEN SCRAMBLED. THE PARTS IN EACH ROW ALWAYS REMAIN IN THAT ROW. CAN YOU RETURN THEM TO THEIR PROPER POSITIONS SO THEY MAKE THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS AND TRAP THE MOUSE? THE FIRST PIECE, 1, IS ALREADY IN THE RIGHT PLACE.

single source solution to a multi-source problem. EZ-NET is a compatible group of networking information products, designed to create an information and control solution custom-made for you. So the right people have the right information at their fingertips, to help turn raw data into money-making decisions.

If you'd like to develop an integrated tester environment that truly maximizes the strengths of your people and equipment, LTX can put it all together. We can also put together the mousetrap brain tester above. Just call your nearest LTX sales office.
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You do.
We do.
On one hand, there's your drive to find new applications and new markets. On the other, there's our drive to meet your needs.
And as partners, we both end up in the lead.
You give us the impetus to stay a generation or more ahead of the competition. And we give you the products to do the same.
Like our high-performance, high-capacity Winchester drive families, from 85MB to 760MB. And our first high-capacity optical product, a 5¼-inch, 800MB WORM drive.
So keep pushing us.
Because the further you drive Maxtor, the further we'll drive you.
Maxtor Corporation, 211 River Oaks Parkway, San Jose, CA 95134, (408) 432-1700, TELEX 171074.
Sales offices: Austin (512) 345-2742, Boston (617) 872-8556, Orange County (714) 472-2344, New Jersey (201) 747-7337, San Jose (408) 435-7884, Woking, England (44)/4862-29814.
The details make a difference

Recently a friend of mine remarked that life would be great if it weren't for all the details. Another friend replied that life is 90% details, so we're stuck with them. Both friends knew what they were talking about. The small details can easily consume most of our time. Frequently, though, the details fall through the cracks and receive scant attention—until something goes wrong.

Recall, for instance, the Delta Airlines' flight that ran into difficulty in June. Reacting to an engine-sensor light, the flight's captain inadvertently shut off both of his 767's engines, sending the plane into a downward glide that stopped just 500 ft short of the ground, at which point the crew was able to restart the engines. Apparently, because the plane's left- and right-engine fuel switches are close to each other, it's possible to inadvertently actuate both, cutting off fuel to both engines simultaneously. Since the incident, the FAA has called for the installation of a plastic guard between the switches. Such a guard may have been considered during the plane's design and deemed unnecessary—or perhaps it was one of those details that fell through the cracks.

Forgotten details abound. A few months ago, the engine light on my car's dashboard went on. It took me some time to notice it, though, because, like the battery light, it's behind the steering wheel, hidden from view. The index in the owner's manual referred me to page 10; page 10, unfortunately, contained no reference to the engine light. However, the manual did mention oil and coolant-temperature lights, neither of which are illustrated in its pages or present in my car. So, as I sat in the breakdown lane along the Massachusetts Turnpike, miles from anywhere, the meaning of the glowing engine light was vague at best: either the catastrophe of an oil-pressure failure or the inconvenience of an overheated engine. Luckily, it turned out to be the latter.

Appliances provide the aspiring designer with a treasure trove of forgotten or ignored details. For example, power cords. It's amazing how many appliance designers forget to add a few plastic clips to their product so that wires can be stored neatly behind, underneath, or inside an appliance. I guess they figure you'll wrap the wire around the appliance, but that leaves it looking like a hostage trussed up with its own cord. Even worse are devices designed with removable cords or plug-in power modules, which are easily lost or misplaced. I have a box full of such cords and modules in my workshop, though I doubt that I can find it. My workshop is a mess and I should clean it up—but that's just a little detail.

Jon Titus
Editor
Designing complex state machines and high performance controllers can really drive you crazy.

PLDs can give you a fast, single-chip solution with multiway branching. That's OK for simple control logic. But if your problem's complex, you're stuck with a micro-coded bit-slice approach. So you get to deal with dozens of power-hungry parts, acres of board space and complex, expensive development tools.

If this sounds painfully familiar, we'd like you to meet SAM, the Stand-Alone Microsequencer. An extraordinary new architecture that's going to change the way you design control logic forever:

SAM's user-configurable, CMOS approach combines the best of two worlds: an EPLD branch-control-logic front end with a high performance, EPROM-based microsequencer.

The first member of the SAM family, the EPS-448, gives you 448 words of microprogram control, plus a 15 level stack and an 8 bit counter. You also get 768 product terms to handle multiway branching in one, 30 MHz clock cycle. All in a slim 300 mil, 28 pin DIP.

With SAM you'll eliminate bulky 2910s, expensive high speed PROMs or EPROMs and lots of TTL. You'll also cut power consumption by an order of magnitude.

But that's only the beginning. You'll find that SAM is also a snap to implement. That's because it's supported by PLDS-SAM, the most powerful state machine development system available.

Just sit down at your PC and enter your design in high level state machine or microcode format. Altera's SAM design processor and software-driven programmer will transform your idea into working silicon in minutes. It just doesn't get any easier than that.

So put an end to your frustration. Improve your designs while you save time, board space and money. Call or write for your PLDS-SAM development system today. Or sign up for our free seminar. And find out how easy it is to improve your state of mind.

Call (408) 984-2800

ALTERA
3525 Monroe Street
Santa Clara, CA 95051
State of Mind.

POSSIBLE PARTS LIST

SSI - FAST TTL (8)
PROMS-29529 (5)
PIPE - 74F-394 (4)
MUX - 74F-153 (2)
SEQUENCER - 2910 (1)

CONTRACT NO. 897

APPROVALS

[Signatures]
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The perfect low-cost answer to off-line switching

250V HEXFETs

In the past, designing power FET switching for 117V line operation meant paying for more power handling capability than you really needed. But not any more.

Our 250V HEXFET power MOSFETs offer a new family of optimized devices tailor-made to operate off-line – and all at prices of up to 50% less than conventional power FETs.

These cost-effective HEXFETs also guarantee you an extremely rugged device that handles full rated current/voltage without second breakdown, fast switching, and reliability second to none.

Five HEXFET 250V Series combine a wide variety of die sizes and package styles for off-line applications like battery chargers, hand drills, lighting ballasts, washing machines, dryers, and many others.

Rds (on) ranges as low as 0.13 Ohms, with current ratings as high as 28 amps depending on die size. For complete technical data, call (213) 607-8842. Today. Most HEXFETs now in stock for immediate delivery!
Semicustom ICs’ ratings and architectures aid analog- and digital-circuit designers

Dave Pryce, Associate Editor

The continuing introduction of new linear and linear-digital semicustom chips is providing an expanding choice of circuits to help you solve design problems. The trend to cell-type architectures is making it easier to design with linear semicustom circuits. Moreover, the availability of chips that can operate at VHF and UHF frequencies and at high voltages has extended the use of semicustom circuits to applications that semicustom technology heretofore couldn’t serve. In addition, many of the new linear chips include built-in gates that you can use to implement digital functions on the same chip.

Breaking the gigahertz barrier

Typical of the UHF chips that follow the trend to cell-type layout are the ALA200 from AT&T, the QC-4 from Tektronix, and the VJ960 from VTC Inc. Each of these chips features npn transistors with gain-bandwidth products in the gigahertz range. The ALA200 and the VJ960 offer gigahertz-rated pnp transistors as well.

Fabricated in what AT&T calls a complementary bipolar integrated-circuit (CBIC) process, the ALA200 offers the advantages of similar npn and pnp transistor characteristics. The typical f is 4 GHz for the npn transistors and 2.5 GHz for the pnp transistors, thereby providing true complementary performance at VHF/UHF frequencies. In addition to the 133 npn and 85 pnp transistors, the array includes 984 ion-implanted resistors, whose resistance totals 1980 kΩ; 20 1- to 5-pF programmable capacitors; and two fixed 150-pF capacitors. The array is divided into 12 modules, consisting of eight standard, two power, one input, and one trim module.

Tektronix is also addressing the demand for high-speed semicustom chips with its QC-4 Quickchip. Using the same process originally developed for the manufacturer’s 1-GHz oscilloscope, the QC-4 chip combines digital and analog functions. The chip’s ECL gate array has 300 equivalent gates with propagation delays under 400 psec. You can use these gates to implement multiplexers, decoders, latches, inverters, and TTL interfaces, for example.
A rad-hard gate array with only one set of standards. Military.

Our UTB-R radiation-hardened gate array family is born to the highest military standards. It is functional to a total dose of $10^6$ rads (Si) and operates to data sheet specifications at $2 \times 10^6$ (Si) rads.

Producing gate arrays for military and aerospace customers is nothing new to UTMC. For years we’ve been providing high-reliability ICs for divisions of United Technologies Corporation.

Screened to selected tests in MIL-STD-883C, the UTB-R family’s patented continuous-column architecture increases density without sacrificing routability. It uses transistors to isolate signals and allows you to get up to 95% gate utilization.

We combine high speed with low-power consumption of CMOS double-level-metal technology. And, our VAX®-based HIGHLAND™ Design System, which supports front-end design on major workstations, enables maximum design flexibility.

Equivalent 2-input NAND gates range from 1,000 to 7,600, and package options include DIPs, LCCs, PGAs, and Cerquads.

Don’t compromise your standards. Choose the rad-hard gate array born to the military—the UTB-R Series.

United Technologies
Microelectronics Center
1575 Garden of the Gods Road
Colorado Springs, CO 80907
1-800-MIL-UTMC
Divided into tiles (or cells), the chip's analog portion includes 294 npn transistors with a typical f of 6.5 GHz. The chip's 174 pnp transistors are lateral and substrate types (see box, "A review of pnp and FL basics") with a much lower cutoff frequency of 20 MHz. In addition to the gates and transistors, the large (196x196-mil) QC-4 chip contains 1290 resistors and 32 capacitors. Tektronix has targeted the QC-4 for what it calls mixed-mode circuits that require a wide analog bandwidth along with fast, ECL-compatible outputs for digital control or data handling. Typical applications include interfaces to fiber-optic cables, high-speed modems, digital RF front ends, and test and measurement equipment.

The VJ960 from VTC is another cell-type linear chip that incorporates transistors with gigahertz cutoff frequencies. The f, is 6 GHz for the npn transistors and 1 GHz for the true vertical (as opposed to substrate-type) pnp transistors. VTC refers to the cell-type structure as a block architecture. Whether one calls them cells, tiles, or blocks, their purpose is the same—the easy replication on the semicustom chip of library macrocell circuits such as op amps, comparators, references, S/H circuits, or logic elements. This approach eliminates the need for system designers to deal with the more complicated component-level design and layout of a semicustom chip. With a cell-type architecture, you need only concern yourself with standard (and familiar) IC functions.

The VJ960 is a relatively small chip designed primarily for high-frequency and -performance linear functions. It's divided into 12 blocks, each containing four vertical pnp transistors, six medium-size npn transistors, two low-noise pnp transistors, two small Schottky diodes, and 10 resistors. Located around the periphery of the blocks are additional resistors and 26 capacitors.

**Extending the voltage range**

Although only a few manufacturers now offer semicustom chips capable of operating in the VHF/UHF range, the trend to higher frequen-

---

**A review of pnp and FL basics**

For the edification of those designers unfamiliar with the characteristics of lateral and substrate pnp transistors and FL gates, some explanation is worthwhile. The performance of the lateral pnp device is not nearly as good as that of the (vertical) npn transistor, particularly in terms of frequency response, gain, and maximum current. Current gain (beta) of a lateral pnp transistor generally falls off rapidly above 50 µA, and the gain-bandwidth product is typically in the 3- to 6-MHz range.

Although the substrate pnp transistor is a vertical device whose performance is somewhat superior to that of the lateral pnp device, it has two basic limitations: First, because its collector is connected to the substrate (ground), you can only use it as an emitter follower; second, it draws substrate current, generally requiring the use of an adjacent substrate contact to ground.

FL (integrated injection logic) gates differ from most logic gates in that they are configured in a wired-AND technology having one input and numerous outputs instead of numerous inputs and one output. Design manuals from Motorola, Cherry, and Exar explain the construction and operation of FL gates in detail. The main advantages of FL gates are their low current consumption and the ease of incorporating them with linear bipolar elements on the same chip.
cies is evident. So is the trend toward higher voltages. Most semi-custom chips operate at supply voltages in the 10 to 30V range, but several recently introduced types can operate at 50V and higher. Most notable are the Genesis 8000 (50V) from Cherry Semiconductor, the QC-3 (65V) from Tektronix, the MPD-8020 (100V) from Micrel, and the astonishing ALA-500 (250V) from AT&T.

Designed primarily for automotive and industrial-control applications, the CS-8000 from Cherry Semiconductor partitions 50V and 20V devices on the same chip. The 50V section contains a bandgap reference and 24 uncommitted transistors (six npn, 16 low-power npn, and two high-power npn). The bandgap reference, which you can configure as a regulator, is capable of handling as much as 20 mA of current and is programmable from 1.25 to 20V. The two high-power npn transistors can drive 100-mA inductive loads. On-chip zener diodes provide protection.

The 20V section, which occupies about 60% of the total chip area, contains the remaining 70 transistors and most of the 427 resistors. In a typical application, you would operate the low-voltage transistors from the internal regulator and use the 50V transistors to provide the interface to the power source and to the output loads.

Partitioning the chip into two sections makes good sense: The division allows most of the circuitry to operate at low voltage and low current, thus permitting a significant reduction in total power consumption. Also, the more densely packed 20V components contribute to the effective utilization of the available chip area.

The QC-3 Quickchip from Tektronix combines a 65V process with high-frequency capability in a partitioned cell-type architecture. The QC-3 has 198 npn transistors and 48 pnp transistors organized into six low-voltage (15V) cells and three high-voltage (65V) cells. The chip also includes 920 resistors and 28 programmable capacitors.

Both the high- and low-voltage npn transistors have a typical $f_t$ of 2.5 GHz. The $f_t$ of the pnp transistors is only 50 MHz, but that's a respectable rating considering that they are lateral- and substrate-type devices. Most lateral types, for example, are typically in the 3- to 5-MHz range. Resistors on the QC-3 are formed by implantation or thin-film nichrome deposition. The nichrome resistors have inherently tight tolerances and are laser trimmable. Typical applications for the QC-3 include high-output pulse generators, high-frequency analog multipliers, wideband amplifiers, and interface circuits.

Next up the ladder in the high-voltage hierarchy is the 100V MPD-8020 from Micrel. Fabricated in CMOS/DMOS, the MPD-8020 semi-custom IC combines high-power capability and intelligence in a unique architecture. Micrel feels that it may well satisfy the frustrations of many design engineers who have heard of the promise and wonders of intelligent power but could not get

---

**Designed primarily for automotive and industrial-control applications, the Genesis 8000 chip from Cherry Semiconductor serves as a backdrop in this whimsical portrayal of its intended applications.**

---

**One of the most versatile linear arrays is the Flexar Series from Exar. Shown here is a single cell containing three Twinstors and two resistor arrays. You can use the Twistor as a pnp or npn transistor or as a resistor.**
There Will Still Be a Few Uses for Conventional ECL ASICs.

Cold facts: now the highest-density ECL logic array runs at a cool 1/10 the gate power of competing devices.

Raytheon's ASIC design expertise and proprietary technology make conventional ECL arrays too hot to handle. The superior performance of the new CGA70E18 and CGA40E12: the ECL logic array family with the highest density and the lowest power requirement now available.

☐ Superior performance: 300 pS delay and 300 µW (typical gate) power dissipation deliver the industry’s lowest speed-power product: <0.1 pJ. Toggle frequency 1.2 GHz (typical).

☐ Highest density: CGA70E18 — 12540 equivalent gates CGA40E12 — 8001 equivalent gates

☐ Lowest power: Industry’s smallest bipolar transistors result in power dissipation that is a fraction of conventional ECL at comparable propagation delays. Typical chip power dissipation of 3W to 5W.

☐ Et cetera: Interface TTL, ECL (10K, 10KH, 100K), ETL. Customer access to proven, fully integrated CAD system. Commercial and military operating ranges.

Call Raytheon for access to the right ECL technology. We're not blowing any smoke, and neither should your system's performance.

Raytheon Company
Semiconductor Division
350 Ellis Street
Mountain View, CA 94039-7016
(415) 966-7716

Access to the right technology

EDN October 15, 1987
their hands on any circuits suitable for their own applications.

Although not strictly speaking a cell-type array, the MPD-8020 is modular in construction. It contains several basic sections, including 16 fully floating 100V/200-mA vertical DMOS transistors, 16 115V/20-mA level-shifters, 200 CMOS gates, 12 TTL/CMOS I/O buffers, three configurable op-amp/comparator/Schmitt-trigger cells, and a bandgap reference.

A single 5 to 15V supply powers the logic and analog circuitry while the high-voltage sections operate at voltages to 100V. The chip can also derive the 15V analog/digital supply from one 24, 48, or 100V supply. With the help of two external capacitors, an optional internal voltage pump can generate an extra voltage so that the high-side gates of the power n-channel DMOS FETs can be driven about 15V above the 100V supply. This feature provides rail-to-rail high-voltage switching for push-pull and H-bridge applications.

To assist the designer, Micrel can supply a number of kit parts containing discrete devices or the more popular analog and digital SSI and MSI circuits. The potential applications for this chip are numerous: They include switching-power-supply regulation; motor control; automotive switching; and relay, solenoid, lamp, and high-voltage-display driving.

Challenging Micrel for intelligent power semicustom-IC honors is the ALA-500 from AT&T. Although it differs considerably from the Micrel device in layout and component count, what really sets it apart is its 250V rating. The ALA-500 is fabricated in AT&T’s high-voltage BCDMOS (Bipolar, CMOS, DMOS) technology with dielectric isolation. Implementation of the user’s circuit is with single-level metal. The dielectric isolation eliminates parasitic effects caused by device interaction, making the chip essentially latch-up proof—an important requirement for high-voltage applications.

The breakdown voltage of the 24 high-voltage DMOS and PMOS transistors is 250V; that of the eight bipolar transistors is 150V. The other 24 NMOS and PMOS transistors and the 120 CMOS gates are rated at 20V. The chip’s 44 polysili-
**ROCKWELL from HAMILTON/AVNET:**

**CLIMB TO THE TOP OF YOUR MARKET WITH ROCKWELL'S STATE-OF-THE-ART MODEMS FROM HAMILTON/AVNET**

**IMAGING OR DATA MODEM SOLUTIONS AVAILABLE THROUGH ALL 57 HAMILTON/AVNET LOCATIONS**

Rockwell's R144HD, a V.33 half-duplex modem for the public telephone network, offers 14.4 Kbps operation in facsimile and other imaging equipment, and also communicates at 1200, 9600, 7200, 4800, 2400 and 300 bps. It can transmit a page in less than 10 seconds, significantly lowering transmission costs. It's optimized for use in Group 3 facsimile machines and is compatible with Group 2. It's small (13" square), low powered (2.5 W typical), and has a serial/parallel host interface and standard connector for a simple design in small spaces. It also has Automatic Adaptive Equalization algorithms, permitting virtually error-free transmission over poor phone lines.

Rockwell's R144DP, is a V.33 and V.29 compatible modem that permits high-speed transmission over all types of telephone lines by modems, multiplexers and network control equipment. Production quantities will be available in October.

It's VLSI-based design permits all necessary circuitry to be contained in less than 19 square inches, with automatic speed recognition and Automatic Adaptive Equalization. And both, like all Rockwell standard modems, feature a five-year warranty insuring reliability.

**SMALL SIZE AND SWITCHABILITY, PLUS HAMILTON/AVNET'S QUICK DELIVERY**

The R96MD is a 9600 bps half-duplex modem in only five square inches. It operates at 9600, 7200, 4800, 2400 and 300 bps over public switched telephone lines and has Automatic Adaptive Equalization algorithms to ensure virtually error-free transmission even under extremely poor conditions. It features VLSI design for high reliability and low power consumption, and has a built-in DTMF generator which further reduces external hardware requirements.

The R208/201 is two modems in one. During the synchronizing sequence, it automatically senses the mode of the other modem and switches to either Bell 208A/B or Bell 201C. This avoids costly upgrades and is ideally suited for expanding networks which use both types. It also features simplified design-in, small size, low power consumption and serial/parallel host interface.

Something else all these modems have in common: Hamilton/Avnet's quick delivery and knowledgeable service staff, which can deliver samples or production quantities right now, or just in time.

To order, contact your service representative at the Hamilton/Avnet location nearest you. To find the nearest location, just call our toll-free number: 1-800-826-0500.

**CIRCLE NO 59**
### REPRESENTATIVE LINEAR SEMICUSTOM CIRCUITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VENDOR</th>
<th>TYPE NUMBER</th>
<th>Vee MAX (V)</th>
<th>BOND PADS</th>
<th>GATES</th>
<th>DIODES</th>
<th>TRANSISTORS</th>
<th>RESISTORS</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>TOTAL VALUE (kΩ)</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
<td>ALA200</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>133 85</td>
<td></td>
<td>984</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>UHF ARRAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALA500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4 4 (12) 4 (20) 16</td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>15,100</td>
<td>HIGH-VOLTA GE, DIGITAL-LINEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHER RY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>126 72</td>
<td></td>
<td>464</td>
<td>814</td>
<td>DIGITAL-LINEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>62 32</td>
<td></td>
<td>427</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>HAS 1.25 TO 20V BANDGAP REFERENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAR</td>
<td>BETA100</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>129*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>129*</td>
<td></td>
<td>594</td>
<td>1780</td>
<td>&quot;FLEXAR&quot; ARRAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BETA240</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td>290*</td>
<td>290*</td>
<td></td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>4280</td>
<td>&quot;FLEXAR&quot; ARRAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FERR ANTI</td>
<td>MV-G</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>140**</td>
<td></td>
<td>800</td>
<td>2839</td>
<td>12 CELLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ULA-6P</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>578</td>
<td></td>
<td>261</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
<td>37,527</td>
<td>DIGITAL LINEAR, 36 LINEAR CELLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLT</td>
<td>HI-5100</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24 (87) 24 (88)</td>
<td></td>
<td>119</td>
<td>SEE DATA SHEET</td>
<td>DIGITAL-LINEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINEAR TECHNOLOGY INC</td>
<td>LA252</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>116 34</td>
<td></td>
<td>1790</td>
<td>SEE DATA SHEET</td>
<td>&quot;MODULA&quot; ARRAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCE</td>
<td>A40AS</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60 28</td>
<td></td>
<td>157</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>IMPROVED A40A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICREL</td>
<td>MPD8020</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>SEE DATA SHEET 16</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>SEE DATA SHEET</td>
<td>HIGH-VOLTAGE INTELLIGENT MODULAR ARRAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICRO LINEAR</td>
<td>FB324</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>330 82</td>
<td></td>
<td>1068</td>
<td>3605</td>
<td>24- TILE ARRAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MOTOROLA</td>
<td>MLA300</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>168 52</td>
<td></td>
<td>742</td>
<td>2678</td>
<td>MILL SCREENING AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAYTHEON</td>
<td>RLA120</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td>43 16</td>
<td></td>
<td>196</td>
<td>965</td>
<td>12 GAIN CELLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TEKTRONIX</td>
<td>QC-3</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td>196 48</td>
<td></td>
<td>920</td>
<td>1027</td>
<td>HIGH-VOLTAGE ARRAY, NINE CELLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>QC-4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>294 174</td>
<td></td>
<td>1290</td>
<td>1383</td>
<td>UHF CELL TYPE, LINEAR-DIGITAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VTC</td>
<td>VJ960</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>108 56</td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>UHF BLOCK TYPE ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SELECTABLE, NPN OR PNP.
**INCLUDES 80 NPN, 4 PNP, AND 56 SELECTABLE TRANSISTORS.

con resistors provide a total resistance of more than 15 MΩ.

Although the availability of high-frequency and high-voltage semicustom circuits opens up many new application possibilities, the majority of circuit designs are satisfied with chips having considerably lower frequency and voltage ratings. Among the most versatile are the Flexar arrays (flexible linear array), which Exar introduced about 18 months ago.

The present Flexar line includes three types: the 100, 180, and 240—each varying in size and total number of components. All are cell-type arrays, but that's where any similarity to other semicustom chips ends. The key elements to the versatility of the Flexar arrays is what Exar calls Twinstors, Padstors, and Twinboosters. Each of these unique elements has a multiple personality.

The Twinstor—a programmable dual transistor whose polarity is set at the metallization step—is the work horse of the arrays. It can act as a dual npn device with a common collector, as a lateral dual-collector pnp device, or as a single or matched resistance element.

The Padstor can function as a standard bonding pad, a single or multi-emitter npn transistor, a pnp transistor, a clamp diode, a capacitor, or two resistors.

The Twinbooster is available only on the 240 chip, which includes two of them. The Twinbooster can function as a 500-mA npn transistor or as a 50-mA pnp transistor.

The architecture of the Flexar array is built around a flexible cell that needs only a single metal mask. The cell is replicated throughout the series to enable the duplication of a circuit layout anywhere within an array or on a different array. This replication shortens design, layout, and digitizing time. If you use the available soft-cell library, you can reduce the layout phase to a matter of hours or days instead of the weeks usually required.

Interdesign originated semicustom circuits some 15 years ago. Now doing business as Ferranti Interdesign, it has several series of semicustom chips in bipolar and MOS technology. Two of its newest series of semicustom chips are the ULA-P Series, a digital-linear combination that operates at 15V, and the MV Series, a linear series capable of operating at 40V. Both series employ a cell-type architecture.

An example of the trend to providing digital and analog functions
Until now, debugging tightly linked multiple micro systems was slow, tedious, hit-and-miss work. Now it's a simple, exact science, using the tools of Tek's DAS9200 Digital Analysis System:

- Parallel, independent modules let you simultaneously acquire 32768 bus transactions from as many as six 8-, 16- or 32-bit microprocessors—including the new high-end 32-bit µPs. No other system even begins to handle more than two at a time.

- Time-correlated, split-screen display lets you scroll through disassembly of time-stamped data acquired from any two microprocessors. You can easily follow what each micro is doing at the same point in time.

- Real-time event handshaking lets one acquisition module arm another—even if running at different speeds.

Or you can link trigger mechanisms on different modules for interactive count and time measurements.

Whatever the combination of hardware and software design segments you need to monitor or integrate, nothing compares with the DAS9200 for pulling them together. For more examples of how the DAS9200 can tackle even the toughest jobs of system analysis, talk to your local Tek representative. Or call: 1-800-245-2036.

In Oregon, 231-1220.
on the same chip is the ULA-6P. Contrary to Ferranti’s G Series, the P Series emphasizes applications requiring more digital than analog functions. The ULA-6P has 578 gates in 289 matrix cells that take up about 57% of the total chip area. Each matrix cell contains components that, when connected in the simplest form, provide 2-input NOR gates. There are two speed-power options for each array in the series. Clock rates can vary from 400 kHz to 4.8 MHz, depending on the option chosen and the amount of gate current provided.

Component cells specifically designed for analog functions occupy the peripheral area of the chip, whose 32 standard peripheral cells contain a range of transistors and resistors for the implementation of a variety of linear functions and I/O interfaces. Special peripheral cells are located at each corner of the chip and include functions such as high-current drive transistors, low-offset transistors, a bandgap reference, and shaping capacitors.

The MV-G 40V chip is a linear-only array comprising 12 cells. Each cell contains 16 npn transistors, four pnp transistors, 36 diffused resistors with a total value of 44 kΩ, and 12 10-kΩ implanted resistors. Additional peripheral devices include 5-mA, 10-mA, and 50-mA npn transistors, substrate-type pnp transistors, and 5-pF capacitors. The mix of components and the cell-type structure provide high device utilization and ease of layout.

The MV family of devices is the product of a joint development between Ferranti Interdesign and Custom Arrays Corp. Each company has independent marketing and manufacturing rights and can act as a mask-transferable alternate source—a service that is not possible with most semicustom chips.

Reinforcing the trend to combination analog-digital chips are devices from Cherry, Holt, Micro Linear, and Motorola—a newcomer to the semicustom field.

The Genesis 1500 from Cherry Semiconductor is intended for single-chip integration of complete systems, and its fairly large size of approximately 17,000 mils² will accommodate moderately complex designs. Within the limitations of its 12V rating (a consequence of its 98 IFL gates), it’s a versatile device. A characteristic of IFL gates is their good speed-power product, and at reasonable toggle rates they require little current. It’s possible to operate the Genesis 1500 at currents as low as 0.1 µA per gate.

Apart from the gates, the chip is arranged in a quasi-tile layout that includes 122 small npn transistors, four large npn transistors, 72 pnp transistors, and 462 base resistors. The large npn transistors can handle currents as high as 150 mA.

The HI-5100 from Holt Integrated Circuits is a CMOS analog-digital array fabricated in 4-µm silicon-gate technology. Gate oxide between the chip’s polysilicon layer and an implanted p-diffusion forms the chip’s capacitors. The selection and location of the digital and analog components are suited for implementing switched-capacitor-filter circuits, among others.

The digital section contains standard gate-array elements such as TTL- and CMOS-compatible input/output cells, three 2-transistor arrays, and 14 dedicated set/reset D flip-flops. The analog section includes transistors, resistors, and capacitors. Although intended primarily to simulate analog or analog-digital circuits for use in custom circuits, the HI-5100 is useful in some applications as a stand-alone semicustom product.

The FB324 from Micro Linear combines a matrix of six general-purpose tiles and 16 high-performance tiles with a reference tile and a special-function tile. Each general-purpose tile can contain one or two op amps or comparators, or any of the other predefined macrocells from the FB300 family. The high-performance tiles support new,
This blazing 64K SRAM, with 12ns address access time, is twice as fast as any non-Performance 64K. It joins our family of 64K architectures—all with 6 transistor storage cells to optimize for performance, margins, temperature range, and supply tolerances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P4C187</th>
<th>64K x 1</th>
<th>12ns</th>
<th>15ns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P4C188</td>
<td>16K x 4*</td>
<td>17ns</td>
<td>25ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4C164</td>
<td>8K x 8</td>
<td>20ns</td>
<td>25ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Also available: Common I/O with output enable and separate I/O.

For optimal packing density, our standard 64K SRAMs are delivered in the popular 0.3" package widths, in either hermetic or plastic.

But that's not all. While others are still trying to catch up to the pace set by our 0.8 micron channel lengths and 2.75 micron metal pitch, we have pushed the frontiers of technology out even further. Now Performance’s PACE Technology™ features 0.7 micron effective channel lengths, and 2.25 micron metal pitch. (As we’ve said before, metal pitch is the design rule that separates the men from the boys in VLSI technology.)

All of our chips are made here in our Sunnyvale facility for six-inch wafers, which has now attained Class 1 status.

Memory technology with the highest speed and greatest density gives you faster systems at a lower cost. So don’t be left behind. Call the company that is ready to deliver the performance your system needs.

Performance Semiconductor
610 E. Weddell Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Telephone: 408-734-9000
Telex: 6502715784
FAX: 408-734-0258
CIRCLE NO 170
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higher-speed macromacros such as a 100-MHz cascode amplifier, an ECL-type D flip-flop, a high-speed comparator, or a 60-MHz wideband video amplifier. A total of 1643 components is available for analog design. It's possible to implement a 100-MHz cascode amplifier, an ECL-type D flip-flop, a high-speed performance tiles.

Motorola, a long-time supplier of custom circuits, has only recently entered the semicustom field with a series of three general purpose types: the MLA-150, -300, and -600. Basically similar to some of the first- and second-generation circuits still available from Interdesign, Exar, Cherry and others, the Motorola parts offer no startling high-frequency or high-voltage performance, but they do provide a good selection of components. As an added advantage, they include some high-value ion-implanted resistors.

The MLA-300, for example, contains 990 total components, including 168 npn transistors and 52 pnp transistors. The total diffusion resistance is 578 kΩ. The ion-implanted resistance is normally 2.10 MΩ and optionally 5.15 MΩ. The 164 small npn transistors have f , specs in the 350- to 400-MHz range. The chip's four power npn transistors can handle up to 100 mA. The remaining active devices include 52 lateral- and substrate-type pnp transistors and 64 FL gates.

Linear Technology Inc of Burlington, Ontario, has a new series of semicustom linear arrays that are layed out in modular (tile, cell) form. Each of the three LA250 Series arrays has a highly regular core section surrounded by a variety of specialized peripheral components. The core is built of two types of building blocks, each having a different component mix. These basic modules are repeated across the core in a regular, symmetrical arrangement—much like other cell or tile arrays—resulting in a variety of larger modules. A library of subcircuits supports the modular structure, and subcircuit connections are defined by a single metal mask.

MCE Semiconductor has improved its 40 and 20V linear arrays (an S suffix denotes the improved versions) by adding a deep n+ "sinker" diffusion through the epilayer to the buried layer. The lowered collector-emitter resistance reduces the saturation voltage of the transistors and provides an increase in the maximum current capability—typically two times that obtainable without the extra diffusion. (Cherry Semiconductor offers a similar option on most of its 20V linear arrays.) Later this year, MCE expects to announce the availability of a new line of macrocell linear arrays ranging in size from 2 mm square to 15 mm square, with the largest array containing about 1600 components.

Raytheon, another relative newcomer to the linear semicustom field, offers the RLA80, RLA120, and RLA160 macrocell arrays. All can operate from 2 to 32V (±1 to ±16V). The newest chip, the RLA160, has 15 user-configurable gain cells, each containing 10 transistors. Other components include 43 small npn transistors, four large (200 mA) npn transistors, 10 small

For more information...

For more information on the semicustom ICs discussed in this article, contact the following manufacturers directly or circle the appropriate numbers on the Information Retrieval Service card.
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pnp transistors, and 240 resistors.

The RLA chips are primarily composed of op-amp/comparator cells and thin-film resistors. Unlike diffused resistors, the thin-film variety exhibits tolerance, temperature-drift, and matching characteristics comparable to those of many types of discrete film resistors. You can connect the cells and the chips' other components to form current sources, detector/amplifier circuits, voltage references, active filters, voltage-to-current converters, timers, data-conversion circuits, and many other types of analog functions.

A review of these new linear and digital-linear semicustom chips makes it clear that their manufacturers are extending the performance and application boundaries. High-frequency chips are penetrating the VHF/UHF range, and high-voltage chips are opening up applications that previously could be implemented only with standard ICs, hybrids, or discrete devices. Designers can now use cell-type arrays to implement system-level designs that include low-level analog and digital functions as well as high-power circuitry.

In addition to wider application possibilities, higher performance, and easier design, semicustom circuits continue to offer their traditional advantages. They offer lower NRE costs and faster turnaround than full-custom implementations would, yet they permit the realization of a proprietary circuit dedicated to a specific application. All of these advantages are combining to enhance the competitiveness of OEM purchasers of semicustom chips.
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**No other AC Power Source gives you 150% of rated power — continuously.**

Behlman does, all day long. Our STD and KB Series AC Power Sources are designed to deliver up to 150% of rated power. This means you never have to derate a Behlman, or worry about power factors or overloads. And with 50% more power being available to the load, these models are more cost effective, versatile and reliable.

Our sources are smaller and lighter too. They're perfect for ATE applications. And Behlman's CIIL and IEEE-488 option packages make the KB Series a good choice for complex systems integration.

The KB Series delivers truly independent, simultaneous output measurements while your tests are in progress. With this, and self diagnostics, you perform tests faster and eliminate expensive external measurement equipment. It's all in one intelligent package.

Whether you want manual or computer controlled AC power, Behlman enhances your testing capabilities and effectiveness — with power to spare.

We deliver solutions to AC power problems. Call or write today for more information.

(805) 684-8311
CALL COLLECT

**BEHLMAN**
A Fiskars Company
1142 Mark Avenue • Carpinteria, CA 93013
FAX (805) 684-8128
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**DID YOU KNOW?**

Half of all EDN’s articles are staff-written.
INTRODUCING THE WORLD'S SIXTH 2400 BPS MODEM.
No question about it; after the Sierra 1200 bps modem set the standard for what a modem should be, the whole world has been trying to top it.

And the way people have been introducing 2400 bps modems lately, they must think doubling the baud rate is all it takes.

But at Sierra, we think anything worth doing is worth doing right. So we took the extra time to give this modem the same kind of features that made our 1200 bps modem the world's best. And now that it's good and ready, just look at the difference:

Instead of taking three or more ICs to do the job, we've done it with only two: Our SC11006 modem, and one of two controllers. Our SC11009 for parallel bus applications, like the IBM PC, XT, and AT computers or compatibles. Or our SC11010, for direct RS-232 serial interface applications.

We also give you our exclusive Triple Technology™, which provides maximum integration through optimum partitioning of analog and digital functions on the same chip. In the modem, you'll find integrated features like DTMF and guard tone generators, a call progress monitor, hybrid analog, digital, and remote loopback diagnostics, and a programmable audio output port. And in both controllers, you get the full industry standard AT command set, imbedded in ROM. With the ability to address off-chip memory to accommodate special features.

To give you an idea of how much further we've gone, this two-chip set has been designed and fine-tuned to deliver superior performance, as specified by the European PTTs. As a result, it offers the best service on the widest variety of telephone channels in the world.

If you'd like to know more, just call or write. We'll send you full information about the world's sixth 2400 bps modem. And show you how we started out sixth and wound up in first.
If your ASIC vendor has you trained to expect missed deadlines, overshot budgets, or anything less than what you need, what you need is a new vendor.

With a full range of gate arrays and standard cells, manufactured using double level metal and down to 1.2 micron processes for high-performance ASIC systems, Thomson-Mostek is giving the industry just what it needs – breakthrough technology in record-breaking time.

At Thomson-Mostek, on-site mask generation takes just 2 days. ASIC fabrication, just 9 work days for gate arrays, 18 for standard cells. In fact, total turnaround time from final design review for gate array prototype devices can be as short as 18 days, and standard cells only 15 days more with the production ramp beginning 4 weeks later.

STANDARD CELL PRODUCTS

TSSA SERIES
- 3μ process
- large multipower macro set features programmable generated RAM, ROM and PLA arrays configured to your needs
- large I/O family available in both pad limited and core limited layouts for smallest die
- performance from 1.5ns typical

TSSB SERIES / TSSC SERIES
- 2μ and 1.2μ processes
- RAM, ROM, PLA, arithmetic and microprocessor core functions
- packages customer-specified from 20-pin PDIPs to 208-pin CPGA, PLCC and PPGA
- commercial, industrial and military temperature ranges
- performance from 0.9ns

GATE ARRAY PRODUCTS

TSSG SERIES (2μ) / TSSC SERIES (1.2μ/2μ) with 1K-10K densities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TSSB/GC No.</th>
<th>No. Gates</th>
<th>No. I/O</th>
<th>PWR</th>
<th>Pin Grid Packages</th>
<th>DIP Package</th>
<th>Chip Carriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01000</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28, 40, 48 (C/P)</td>
<td>68 (C/P)</td>
<td>44, 52, 68 (C/P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02000</td>
<td>2128</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28, 40, 48 (C/P)</td>
<td>68, 84 (C/P)</td>
<td>44, 51, 68 (C/P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03000</td>
<td>3264</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>68, 84, 100 (C/P)</td>
<td>68, 84, 100 (C/P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04000</td>
<td>4256</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>68, 84, 100, 120 (C/P)</td>
<td>68, 84, 100, 120 (C/P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06000</td>
<td>5880</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>68, 84, 100, 120 (C/P)</td>
<td>68, 84, 100, 120 (C/P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08000</td>
<td>7872</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>68, 84, 100, 120 (C/P)</td>
<td>68, 84, 100, 120 (C/P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>9776</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>68, 84, 100, 120 (C/P)</td>
<td>68, 84, 100, 120 (C/P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C = ceramic, P = plastic

Of course, delivery speed isn’t the only important thing. Thomson-Mostek also has the experience and technology to offer complete, all-on-one-site manufacturing of some of the most innovative, high density, high-performance products in the industry. Our gate arrays consistently achieve a 97% routability level – the highest in the industry. We offer a broad ASIC product line of 3-, 2- and 1.2-micron CMOS gate arrays and standard cells, as well as CMOS mask programmable filter and bipolar linear transistor arrays. And all of our semicustom devices are characterized and specified over the full commercial, industrial and military temperature ranges.

So, if your business depends on turnaround and technology, come to the ASIC vendor that’s trained to give you both.

We’re Thomson-Mostek. And we’re just what you need.

In addition to ASIC, Thomson-Mostek manufactures a broad selection of MOS and bipolar devices for both commercial and military applications: microcomponents, memories, telecommunication and linear circuits as well as Discrete, RF and microwave transistors and passive components.
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The Ultimate Design for Total Reliability.

**MIL-C-55302**
- O.P.L.'d to DOD-C-55302
- 1.5 Oz. Insertion Force Per Contact
- Front Release, Rear Removeable
- Immune to Shock and Vibration
- Available w/ 17, 29, 41, 53, 65, 72, 84, 96, 120, 160 Contacts

**HDO SERIES**
- Specifically Designed for Medical and Test Equipment
- Positive Locking Features
- High Cycle Life (25,000 +)
- Quick Connect Disconnect
- Available in 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 Contact Configurations

**HYPER/NAFI**
- 1.5 Oz. Insertion Force Per Contact
- Intermountable with MIL-C-28754
- Modular Design
- Immune to Shock and Vibration
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**SI-TAC CONNECTORS, INC**
Building 209, 15251 Roosevelt Blvd., Clearwater, Florida 33520
Telephone (813) 536-5933  Telex 808730
Self-calibration and oversampling make room for more digital circuitry on monolithic ADCs

Jim Wiegand, Associate Editor

Although proven A/D-converter designs migrated from hybrid to monolithic circuits in the early 1980s, their basic configuration hasn’t really changed much since the 1960s, when ADCs were implemented in discrete components. Now, however, a different approach to A/D conversion is becoming increasingly popular. Manufacturers are using self-calibration and oversampling techniques to incorporate more digital circuitry than analog circuitry on these ADCs.

The new techniques provide some clear benefits. The self-calibration feature allows manufacturers to loosen the tolerances on the chips’ analog circuitry by relaxing process sensitivities and complexities. Furthermore, it aids you in producing affordably manufacturable systems: Self-calibration lets you manufacture systems without potentiometers to autozero the ADCs, thus reducing manufacturing costs.

Also, because they can recalibrate themselves, these ADCs can adjust to changes over temperature and time. And because the chips use more digital circuitry, which takes up less space than analog circuitry, manufacturers are incorporating more functions—such as µP interfaces—on a single chip.

Some self-calibrating ADCs also use oversampling, a digitally intensive conversion method. Because of its complexity and its concomitant speed penalty, oversampling is most suitable for use in applications that involve audio-frequency and low-frequency signals.

In his keynote address at last February’s International Solid-

State Circuits Conference, Robert W Broderson, professor of electrical engineering at the University of California at Berkeley, noted that oversampling might allow manufacturers to eliminate the need for precision analog circuitry in A/D and D/A converters. In fact, Broderson stated, “it is likely that soon this approach will dominate the analog interface in most voiceband system applications, since the A/D conversion can be accomplished in standard digital technology, without added process steps” (Ref 1).

**Self-calibrating ADC**

A number of A/D converters that employ self-calibration and oversampling techniques are now available. Crystal Semiconductor, for example, offers the $59.34 (1000) CS5016, a 16-bit self-calibrating ADC that converts an input signal over the ±4.5V range in 16 µsec. The self-calibration technique allows the 16-bit converter to provide maximum nonlinearity of 0.0015% of full scale.

The CS5016 consists of a D/A converter (DAC), a track/hold amplifier, a conversion and calibration microcontroller, a comparator (a 1-bit ADC), µP-compatible 3-state I/O buffers, and calibration circuitry. The input track/hold amplifier acquires the analog input signal within 3.75 µsec after each conversion, allowing throughput rates as high as 50 kHz.

The CS5016 uses a successive-approximation technique to effect the A/D conversion. Like all successive-approximation converters, the CS5016 compares the analog input to the output of a DAC, which is controlled in accordance with the conversion algorithm. The DAC output is set to half the full-scale value (the most significant bit is on; all other bits are off). If the analog input is greater than or equal to the DAC output, then the corresponding bit in the ADC’s output is set to one, and the next DAC output is tested against the analog input. In this way, each bit, from the most significant to the least significant, is successively tested against the analog input.

Unlike other successive-approximation converters, in which the internal DAC is based on a laser-trimmed resistor-ladder network, the CS5601 uses an array of binary-weighted capacitors to effect a charge-redistribution DAC (Fig 1). This DAC has an inherent track/hold

---

**Fig 1—A charge-redistribution D/A converter employs an array of binary-weighted capacitors rather than a resistor-ladder network to effect a D/A conversion. One advantage of the capacitor approach is that it eliminates the laser-trimming process step that the resistor-ladder method requires.**
Who will paint standard or modified linear IC's purple, form the leads to your spec, test them any way you wish, build them in a QPL plant to 883B, Rev. C and Class S, package them in SOIC, LCC, and PLCC packages? Who will use hybrid technology, screen to customer specifications, or modify an existing design? The General will. That's who. More than 10,000 customer specific products including voltage regulators, pulse width modulators, protection circuits, operational amplifiers, core memory interface circuits, power drivers, power output stages, and transistor arrays have been built for our customers. We have built them to meet the most exacting needs and criteria. We test them to military or commercial temperature requirements.

**Customer Specific Parts Are Half Our Business.**

From special labeling to full custom linear, you can depend on us to meet your exact needs. We'll work with you all the way. And we'll work fast. Look to us for full custom IC's for automotive, motor control, power supply and military applications. Look to us for integrated power, high speed logic, and fast accurate linear circuits. They're the heart of our custom design and fabrication capabilities. Packages include DIPs to 40 pins, TO-3, 39, 66, 96, 99, 100, 101, 220, flatpack, PLCC, LCC, and SOIC.

**Ask For Our Capabilities Brochure.**

Silicon General engineers work with you to carefully define a custom specification. You can get the ball rolling by writing for a copy of Capabilities Brochure. Please write Silicon General, 11861 Western Ave., Garden Grove, CA 92641. Phone (714) 898-8121. TWX 910-596-1804. FAX (714) 893-2570.
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A charge-redistribution DAC stores, on a capacitor array, a charge that's proportional to the analog input signal. The floating side of each of the capacitors is connected to the input of a comparator. An on-chip controller then switches the other side of each capacitor either to analog ground or to a reference voltage, as the conversion algorithm specifies. As more capacitors are connected to ground, the common side of the capacitor array is forced to a more negative voltage.

Because the charge originally stored on the capacitors is constant, the charge at the floating node of the comparator remains constant. Therefore, the controller switches the capacitors between reference voltage and ground until the voltage at the floating input equals zero. At this point, the ratio of the capacitance connected to ground to the capacitance connected to the reference voltage represents the ratio of the input voltage to the reference voltage.

The charge-redistribution DAC technique lends itself to self-calibration. Because each of the binary-weighted capacitors can actually be a composite of several smaller capacitors, the capacitors in the array can be adjusted (that is, switched in and out of the array as needed) to provide a ratio of capacitances that provide the proper weighting between digital steps. During the calibration process, an on-chip microcontroller adjusts each of the bit capacitors: It switches the component capacitors of the bit capacitor into or out of the array until the value of the bit capacitor is equal to the sum of the capacitance of the lower-bit capacitors plus one LSB.

In addition to fulfilling the requirements for a highly accurate DAC, the CS5016 has an accurate comparator. The device uses an autozeroing technique to null errors introduced by the comparator. All offsets presented to the comparator are stored on the capacitor array while the ADC is in the track mode. The offset errors are then subtracted from the input signal when a conversion is initiated.

The CS5016 uses statistical noise-reduction techniques to calibrate the DAC to within ±1/4 LSB at the time the device is first powered up. You can initiate subsequent calibrations to adjust for temperature drift and aging at any time.

**Oversampling ADC**

Besides simplifying the calibration process, the charge-redistribution architecture techniques to naturally suit the oversampling method of A/D conversion, primarily because it has an inherent sample/hold function. Crystal, for example, bills its $39.38 (1000) CS5014 as an oversampling converter as well as a self-calibrating device. This 14-bit ADC can convert an input signal over the ±4.5V range in as little as 14.25 μsec, allowing throughput rates as high as 56 kHz.

The basis for the oversampling technique is the fact that, by sampling a signal at a frequency much higher than twice the Nyquist frequency, one can spread the quantization noise of the ADC into a much broader frequency spectrum than that of the signal being converted. This action diminishes the power level of the quantization noise within the signal's frequency band and moves the noise energy to a higher frequency. After the noise energy has shifted, you can eliminate the noise with a digital-signal-processing technique called decimation.

As with the CS5016, you can recalibrate the CS5014 at any time and in a variety of modes. If you wish to calibrate the part in background mode, for instance, you can interleaving the calibration process with the data-acquisition process. If, on the other hand, you need to recalibrate quickly—for example, when your system detects an abrupt change in its own temperature—you can use the “burst cal” mode. This quick recalibration overcomes the drifts introduced by rapid temperature change.

**ADCs have size advantage**

Another advantage of this self-calibrating, oversampling converter is its size. Because it uses more digital than analog circuitry, the chip can include more functions than a purely analog chip of the same size could contain. The size advantage that sampled-data A/D converters give you is evident in the ML2200 Data-Acquisition Peripheral, a 13-bit, 8-channel, self-calibrating analog-interface system from MicroLinear (Fig 2). The device is fabri-
cated in 3-µm CMOS and converts an input signal over the ±2.5V range in 25 µsec.

The ML2200’s algorithmic conversion process employs an on-chip 2-amplifier loop to double the input signal and then compare it to a reference instead of adjusting capacitor ratios. If the doubled signal is greater than the reference voltage, the reference is subtracted from the signal. The remainder is then doubled and circulated through the loop for the next bit decision.

Analog simplicity

What makes the design of the ML2200 simple is that there’s only one requirement for achieving ±0.5-LSB accuracy in the conversion process: The manufacturer must limit offsets within the conversion loop to less than 0.5 LSB. This requirement is the most basic limitation on the converter’s accuracy, and the manufacturer satisfies it by using an offset-nulling, self-calibrating scheme. The offset-nulling scheme removes the op-amp offsets and cancels charge injection as well. The offset error is eliminated at the beginning of each conversion by the autozeroing circuits contained in the sample/hold amplifier and in the multiplying amplifier.

The ML2200 converter’s linearity depends upon only two parameters, the gain and offset errors. The self-calibration circuitry limits the gain error by measuring the 2x gain of the loop and then adjusting the gain as necessary: The device measures gain by performing an A/D conversion on the internal voltage reference. In the ideal case, the result of the conversion would be all ones (that is, a full-scale value). If the loop gain is slightly less than 2, the resulting LSB of the conversion will be zero, and the on-chip controller will adjust the loop gain upward. On the other hand, if the result of the conversion is all ones, the loop gain may be too great; if so, the converter reduces the loop gain until the threshold value of the LSB is reached. The converter adjusts the loop gain by tuning binary-weighted input capacitors.

You can initiate the calibration process for the ML2200 by setting the CAL bit in the chip’s control register. The self-calibration process requires 2 msec to execute; the chip generates a “calibration-complete” interrupt at the completion of the process. This interrupt output allows you to redirect the host processor to other tasks while the self-calibration is under way. The ML2200 costs $60 (1000).

Adjustable calibration

Another approach to self-calibrating converters—one which doesn’t calibrate on a bit-by-bit basis—is represented by the AD1170 from Analog Devices. The AD1170’s self-calibration process favors the positive-voltage-range conversion for applications such as temperature measurement. For other applications, however, you can adjust the self-calibration process to distribute the integral nonlinearity evenly over the positive and negative voltage ranges.

Specifically, the AD1170 normally performs self-calibration internally at 0 and 5V, not at -5 and +5V. This calibration process results in the error curve illustrated in Fig 3a. As the figure shows, this technique tends to exaggerate the relative error at the negative end of the scale and to reduce the error for input voltages between 0 and 5V. This calibration suits systems that measure or convert positive signals, such as those from thermocouples.

For more information . . .

For more information on the monolithic A/D converters discussed in this article, circle the appropriate numbers on the Information Retrieval Service card or contact the following manufacturers directly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analog Devices Inc</td>
<td>Box 9106, Norwood, MA 02062</td>
<td>(617) 329-4700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle No 471</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Semiconductor</td>
<td>Box 17487, Austin, TX 78760</td>
<td>(512) 445-7222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle No 718</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-Linear Corp</td>
<td>2073 Landings Dr, Mountain View, CA 94043</td>
<td>(415) 962-8373</td>
</tr>
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<td>Circle No 719</td>
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</table>
Experience quick delivery, easy operation, fast development schedules. EZ-PRO™ users reap the benefits of the C language fully integrated with advanced emulation tools, including precedence triggering, Deep Trace™, and on-line code revisions.

In addition to IBM® PC-XT/AT, hosts include IBM Personal System/2™, Macintosh™, VAX™, MicroVAX™, and Sun Workstation™.

EZ-PRO users also have the advantage of the best post-sales support in the industry. They know that their emulators are covered by American Automation’s 5-year limited warranty.

And the cost? EZ-PRO development support, both hardware and software, for 64180 projects—less than $2,800. Same for 8051. The 68HC11—$4,495.* Experience EZ-PRO for your next project.
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**Table: Supported Microcontrollers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intel</th>
<th>Motorola</th>
<th>Hitachi</th>
<th>Rockwell</th>
<th>RCA</th>
<th>Zilog</th>
<th>Harris</th>
<th>NEC</th>
<th>National</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8031</td>
<td>8058</td>
<td>6800</td>
<td>6801</td>
<td>630I</td>
<td>1802</td>
<td>80C86</td>
<td>V20</td>
<td>NSC800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8032</td>
<td>8059</td>
<td>6800</td>
<td>6802</td>
<td>630I</td>
<td>1805</td>
<td>80C87</td>
<td>V30</td>
<td>8X300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8033</td>
<td>8060</td>
<td>6800</td>
<td>6803</td>
<td>6301</td>
<td>1806</td>
<td>80C88</td>
<td></td>
<td>8X301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8034</td>
<td>8061</td>
<td>6800</td>
<td>6804</td>
<td>6302</td>
<td>CDP6805C4</td>
<td>80C89</td>
<td></td>
<td>8X302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8035</td>
<td>8062</td>
<td>6800</td>
<td>6805</td>
<td>6303</td>
<td>CDP6805C8</td>
<td>80C89</td>
<td></td>
<td>8X303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8036</td>
<td>8063</td>
<td>6800</td>
<td>6806</td>
<td>6304</td>
<td>CDP6805D2</td>
<td>80C89</td>
<td></td>
<td>8X304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8037</td>
<td>8064</td>
<td>6800</td>
<td>6807</td>
<td>6305</td>
<td>CDP6805E3</td>
<td>80C89</td>
<td></td>
<td>8X305</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Assumes EZ-PRO Development Station connected to MS-DOS host.
The manufacturer claims the part has no more than ±0.001% nonlinearity; this spec is an endpoint measurement, and it excludes any gain or offset errors. (Endpoint nonlinearity is the typical deviation from a straight line drawn between the outputs of the charge-balancing converter at the +5 and -5V input extremes.)

To make the ADC’s integral nonlinearity synonymous with its relative accuracy, you must externally calibrate the converter at its endpoints; to do so, you must intentionally introduce a span error during the calibration process. This procedure sacrifices positive full-scale accuracy in order to reduce the negative full-scale error (Fig 3b).

The AD1170 includes internally generated zero and full-scale signals. Its electronic-calibration function measures the ratio of these signals to externally applied reference voltages, in order to determine the ratio of the internal reference to the external reference. This ratio is applied to all the subsequent math computations in the conversion process, effectively compensating for errors in the device’s internal reference.

The ratio is stored in RAM in the AD1170 until the host issues a command that stores the ratio in the chip’s nonvolatile RAM. The AD1170’s nonvolatile RAM is specified to operate over a minimum of 1000 write cycles, which translates to 19 years of weekly calibration/write cycles. Of course, you can calibrate the device more frequently, but you must limit the number of write cycles to 1000. You can select the converter’s resolution to be any number of bits from 7 to 18, and you can choose any conversion time between 1 and 350 msec. The AD1170 costs $98 (100).

References
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Where to find almost any test environment on Earth. Plus a few that aren’t.

Lockheed's Environmental Test Laboratory provides complete environmental, electromagnetic interference/compatibility and stress screening services on a 24-hour-per-day basis. All at one location.

We have 26 years’ experience testing all types of equipment under carefully controlled laboratory conditions. Whether your specifications are military or commercial, we’re fully equipped to handle your climatic/atmospheric simulation, structural, enclosure or noise testing, and much more.

Call Jack Glavine at (201) 757-1600 Extension 2267 or 2227 with your equipment test specifications. However impossible they may seem.
THE PERFORMANCE MACHINE
FOR
ISDN TESTING

IPT 468

From US $37,400.00 down

Order now with these features:

- Primary Rate Interface 1.544 or 2.048 Mbps (23B+D or 30B+D)
- Basic Rate Interface 192 kbps (2B+D)
- Monitor S/T interface
- Simulate NT or TE
- Full decoding and analysis of Q.921 and Q.931

- Automatic emulation of Q.921 and Q.931
- Internal B-channel emulation and monitoring
- External B-channel access (TTL)
- Soon to be announced:
  - CCS No. 7 testing, ISDN certification tests and conformance test suites for Telematic terminals including X.25, TELETEX, FACSIMILE Gr. IV and Mixed Mode.
### We Have the Best Names in the Business

GENERAL PURPOSE • DATA ACQUISITION • RF MICROWAVE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS • DIGITAL DESIGN • DATA PRODUCTS

We're Your One-Stop Shop for All Your Digital Design Needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RENTAL</th>
<th>LEASE</th>
<th>PURCHASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>APPLIED MICROSYSTEMS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BIOMATION (GOULD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-105-272 Logic Analyzer: 64 channel state, 8 channel timing, dual drives.</td>
<td>List Price: $17,895</td>
<td>Sale Price: $6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DATA I/O</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298-X0600 Universal PROM Programmer.</td>
<td>List Price: $4,495</td>
<td>Sale Price: $2,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEWLETT PACKARD</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1630D 43 Channel Logic Analyzer.</td>
<td>List Price: $10,800</td>
<td>Sale Price: $7,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1630G 65 Channel Logic Analyzer.</td>
<td>List Price: $12,400</td>
<td>Sale Price: $8,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64100B/41 10 Card Slot Logic Development System Mainframe.</td>
<td>List Price: $16,950</td>
<td>Sale Price: $6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64110B/034 5 Card Slot Portable Logic Development System Mainframe.</td>
<td>List Price: $11,350</td>
<td>Sale Price: $6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTEL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMDX-441A Series IV Development System with enhanced performance option.</td>
<td>List Price: $28,900</td>
<td>Sale Price: $6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111-210 ICE 80286 In-Circuit Emulator.</td>
<td>List Price: $11,995</td>
<td>Sale Price: $11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORTHWEST INSTRUMENTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400E High-Level Language Software Analyzer.</td>
<td>List Price: $9,995</td>
<td>Sale Price: $5,997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEKTRONIX</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1240 Logic Analyzer Mainframe.</td>
<td>List Price: $4,500</td>
<td>Sale Price: $3,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1241 Color Logic Analyzer Mainframe.</td>
<td>List Price: $6,000</td>
<td>Sale Price: $5,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8561/2/5 Multi-User Software Development Station.</td>
<td>List Price: $16,400</td>
<td>Sale Price: $4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAS9129/1/2/3 High Speed Digital Analysis System.</td>
<td>List Price: $10,805</td>
<td>Sale Price: $7,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AND DOZENS MORE!

Of course, all equipment includes these benefits:
- 90 to 120 Day Warranty
- 5-Day Acceptance
- Local Support Nationwide
- Extended Service
- Financing Available
- Maintained Used Equipment

Burbank, CA (818) 843-3131
Cedar Grove, NJ (201) 857-2280
Columbia, MD (301) 995-6707
Dallas, TX (214) 437-3383

Nationwide (800) 423-2337
California Only (800) 232-2173

Electro Rent Corporation
**68020-based CPU board expands VME Bus for message-passing operations**

Although the 68020-based CPU-22/23 board for the VME Bus includes many useful features, its outstanding feature is the ability to support message-passing operations. Message passing lets any processor broadcast a message to other processors at any time. Such 8-bit messages might include information about a processor's status and its interrupts. The CPU-22/23 board includes two 8-byte, first-in/first-out (FIFO) memories that store incoming and outgoing messages.

The manufacturer claims that any 32-bit VME Bus CPU board can transmit a message to the CPU-22/23 board. Once the CPU-22/23 board receives a message, it initiates a quick response that has already been programmed. For example, servicing the interrupt that results from receiving a message might cause the computer to actuate controls, turn on an alarm, or perform other real-time tasks.

The board includes a 68020 µP chip and a 68882 floating-point math chip, both of which operate at clock rates of either 16.7 or 20 MHz. Its onboard memory includes either 256k bytes or 1M byte of dual-port static RAM and as many as 4M bytes of EPROM. The EPROM requires one wait state. The dual-port RAM allows the VME Bus and DMA devices, as well as the CPU, to share interleaved memory-access operations without degrading the µP's performance. The interleaved operations require no wait states or stop states. The presence of the high-speed dual-port RAM lets processors quickly exchange programs and data in a multiprocessing system. The manufacturer specifies that the CPU board facilitates multiprocessing applications that fall within the 3- to 15-MIPS range. Users will be able to upgrade the µP from a 68020 to a 68030 when the latter chip is available from Motorola.

The heart of the CPU-22/23 board is the manufacturer's FGA-002 gate array, which controls message-passing operations, as well as DMA transfers and I/O functions. The CMOS gate-array chip also serves as the primary interface between the 68020 µP chip and the VME Bus. However, the board incorporates separate bus-driver/receiver ICs that actually connect the FGA-002 chip to the bus signal lines. The gate array also provides the signals that control an onboard real-time clock, two multiprotocol serial I/O ports, and five timers.

The manufacturer expects to patent its bus-management technology, which it calls VME/Plus. Licenses to use the technology embodied in the FGA-002 chip, however, will be available to manufacturers of competing VME Bus products. The licensing will take place through a consortium established by the VME Bus International Trade Association (VITA).

As part of the CPU-22/23 board, you also receive VMEPROM, a set of four EPROMs that contain a monitor/debugger program and a real-time operating-system kernel. The operating-system kernel provides a subset of PDOS operations as well as a PDOS file manager and BIOS modules. The PROM-based software also includes the manufacturer's Forcebug modules.

Although the CPU board provides a message-passing capability and many other onboard features, it still conforms to the IEEE-1014 VME Bus standard and its subbuses. For example, the CPU-22 board supports the VME memory-extension bus (VMX), and the CPU-23 supports the VME subsystem bus (VSB). The base price for either board, with a 68020 µP that runs at 16.7 MHz, is $6475. Each board also includes 256k bytes of dual-port RAM.—**Jon Titus**

*Force Computers Inc, 727 University Ave, Los Gatos, CA 95030. Phone (408) 354-3410.*

**Circle No 715**

*Force Computers GmbH, Daimlerstrasse 9, D-8012 Ottober, West Germany. Phone (089) 600-910.*

**Circle No 716**
WHEN YOU HAVE THE FACTS—
YOU’LL KNOW THERE IS NO COMPETITION


The Venable 350. It's a highly flexible, computer-based 0.0001 Hz to 1.0 MHz frequency response analyzer. It allows you to quickly and precisely measure and document the frequency characteristics of any component or system. Competitively priced with other uncompromising analyzers, it truly offers a quantum leap forward in performance and design capability.

The Venable 350 is a new generation tool that—for the first time—fully integrates analysis, synthesis, modeling, and test functions. This means that you can now easily and quickly synthesize a circuit, plot the analysis results, specify design changes, test the frequency response of actual hardware, and then overlay the model with just a few key strokes on the same instrument.

Armed with a 350, an engineer can arrive at an optimized error amplifier or compensator design and documentation in minutes—rather than having to settle for just an “acceptable” version after days or even weeks.

The 350 maximizes your engineering creativity. And it’s a real workhorse in a test environment. But there’s so much to the Venable 350 it can’t be covered in one page. Why not contact Venable Industries today. After all, if you don’t—how do you know your competition won’t?

READERS’ CHOICE

Of all the new products covered in EDN’s August 6, 1987, issue, the ones reprinted here generated the most reader requests for additional information. If you missed them the first time, find out what makes them special: Just circle the appropriate numbers on the Information Retrieval Service card, or refer to the indicated pages in our August 6, 1987, issue.

▲ MOTOR CONTROLLER

The Model 4327 motor controller is STD Bus compatible. It intelligently controls two dc brush-type servo motors and offers four modes of position and velocity control (pg 250).

Technology 80 Inc.
Circle No 605

▲ ADD-IN BOARD

The T4 Transputer-based add-in board supports programming in C and allows you to develop parallel-processing applications on an IBM PC or compatible computer (pg 73).

Micropar Inc.
Circle No 601

▲ DATA-ACQUISITION CHIP

The LTC1090 data-acquisition system contains a 10-bit A/D converter, an S/H circuit with a 1-µsec acquisition time, and an analog input multiplexer, all on a single piece of silicon packaged in a 20-pin DIP (pg 82).

Linear Technology Corp.
Circle No 603

▲ DIGITIZING OSCILLOSCOPES

The HP5185T, HP54112D, and HP54120T cater to almost all your high-bandwidth and deep-capture measurement needs (pg 77).

Hewlett-Packard Co.
Circle No 602

▲ FORMAT CONVERTER

The R900 Universal File Transfer software runs on IBM PCs, PC/XTs, PC/ATs, and compatible computers equipped with the vendor’s data-acquisition or digital-oscilloscope interface boards (pg 254).

Rapid Systems Inc.
Circle No 604
### LEAD TIME INDEX

#### Percentage of respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>Off the shelf</th>
<th>1-3 weeks</th>
<th>4-10 weeks</th>
<th>11-20 weeks</th>
<th>Over 20 weeks</th>
<th>Average (weeks)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRANSFORMERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toroidal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pot-Core</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laminate (power)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONNECTORS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military panel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat/Cable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-pin circular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFI/Coaxial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socket</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal blocks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge card</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-Subminiature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack &amp; panel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-sided</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double-sided</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-layer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESISTORS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon film</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon composition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal film</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal oxide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wirewound</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potentiometers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUSES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITCHES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pushbutton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thumbwheel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snap action</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual in-line</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIRE AND CABLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coaxial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat ribbon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiconductor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hookup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire wrap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power cords</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER SUPPLIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switcher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIRCUIT BREAKERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAT SINKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELAYS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General purpose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC board</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Item Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>Off the shelf</th>
<th>1-3 weeks</th>
<th>4-10 weeks</th>
<th>11-20 weeks</th>
<th>Over 20 weeks</th>
<th>Average (weeks)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RELAYS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Reed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid state</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCRETE SEMICONDUCTORS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zener</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyristor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small signal transistor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power, bipolar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, DIGITAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced CMOS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, LINEAR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication/Circuit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP amplifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage regulator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMORY CIRCUITS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM 16k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM 64k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM 256k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM 1M-bit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM/PROM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPROM 64k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPROM 256k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER, bipolar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2PROM 16k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2PROM 64k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISPLAYS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel meters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incandescent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid crystal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROPROCESSOR ICs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-bit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-bit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-bit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNCTION PACKAGES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter, analog to digital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter, digital to analog</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINE FILTERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPACITORS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic monolithic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic disc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum electrolytic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tantalum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUCTORS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring wound</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Electronics Purchasing magazine's survey of buyers

EDN October 15, 1987
Kyocera high speed clock oscillators have shattered the CMOS time barrier.
CRYSTAL CLOCK OSCILLATORS

FEATURES

Condensed into a half-inch size clock oscillator are the popular features and functions of the KXO-HC High Speed C-MOS clock oscillators. The output level is C-MOS compatible with its large noise margin and can also drive 10TTL (IOL = 16 mA). So, it has drive capability of almost all devices such as TTL, LS-TTL, S-TTL, C-MOS, HC-MOS, N-MOS, etc. with a frequency range from 500 KHz to 50 MHz. The “E” (Enable) function is derived from a Tri-State output buffer controlled by logic levels on pin 1 (control). Output can be changed from normal oscillation to a high impedance state by the control pin, effectively de-coupling it from the oscillator bus. This function can provide a change of system timing as well as wired “OR” and easy system logic check by an alternate test oscillator.

SPECIFICATIONS: KHO-HC/ KXO-HC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>KHO-HC</th>
<th>KXO-HC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQUENCY RANGE</td>
<td>0.5MHz to 50MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE</td>
<td>0 to 70°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE</td>
<td>-55 to 125°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INPUT VOLTAGE</td>
<td>5V ± 10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INPUT CURRENT</td>
<td>50mA MAX.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQUENCY STABILITY</td>
<td>Vcc=4.5 to 5.5V,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Topr=0 to 70°C,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>± 100ppm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGING</td>
<td>± 5 ppm/ YEAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT LEVEL</td>
<td>TTL LEVEL, Fanout 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUTY RATIO</td>
<td>40 to 60%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUTY RATIO (S)</td>
<td>45 to 55%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr, Tf</td>
<td>5ns max.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INPUT Iih</td>
<td>10μA max.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INPUT IIi</td>
<td>-150μA max.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(TRISTATE) Vih</td>
<td>2.2V min.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vii</td>
<td>0.8V max.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRISTATE FUNCTION CHART

- = 1 PIN
H OR OPEN
L
OSCIILLATION
HIGH IMPEDANCE

OUTPUT WAVEFORM (TTL LOAD)

DUTY RATIO = A / (A + B)

TEST CIRCUIT (TTL LOAD)

RL = 400Ω
D = Switching Diode
Tr ≤ 4nSec
CL = 15pF max.
Including Test Fixture and Probe Capacitance
KYOCERA
DATA
CLOCKS
A BROAD LINE OF CLOCKS FROM TTL TO HCMOS

Kyocera manufactures a complete line of clock oscillators to accommodate all your timing applications. No matter if the application requires driving high speed CMOS logic or fitting the low power needs of battery-operated equipment, Kyocera has the clock oscillator you need. Kyocera builds its high quality clock oscillators from the substrate up. They feature an all metal welded package that has been hermetically sealed to protect them from humidity. And the number 7 pin is grounded to the case to help minimize RF radiation and meet FCC EMI specifications. These and other features combined with Kyocera’s 25 years experience of manufacturing electronic ceramics, give you a quality clock oscillator you can rely on.

KYOCERA DATA CLOCK OSCILLATOR SELECTION CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>FREQUENCY RANGE (MHz)</th>
<th>FAN OUT</th>
<th>DRIVE LEVEL</th>
<th>DUTY RATIO</th>
<th>FEATURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KXO-01</td>
<td>4.0-50.0</td>
<td>10 TTL</td>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>4/5/6/0</td>
<td>TTL COMPATIBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IC1: 0.4mA IOL: 10mA</td>
<td>VOL 2.4V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KXO-CL</td>
<td>50kHz-8.0 MHz</td>
<td>1.5 TTL</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>4/5/6/0</td>
<td>CMOS COMPATIBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IC1: 0.2mA IOL: 1mA</td>
<td>VOL 4.6V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KXO-CS</td>
<td>0.25-24.0</td>
<td>1 TTL</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>4/5/6/0</td>
<td>CMOS COMPATIBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IC1: 1mA IOL: 1mA</td>
<td>VOL 0.9V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KXO-HC</td>
<td>0.5-50.0</td>
<td>10 TTL</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>4/5/6/0</td>
<td>CMOS COMPATIBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IC1: 1mA IOL: 1mA</td>
<td>VOL 0.9V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOV</td>
<td>12.0 Hz-8.0 MHz</td>
<td>1-CMOS</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>4/5/6/0</td>
<td>CMOS COMPATIBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VOL 0.0V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTXO</td>
<td>4.0-50.0</td>
<td>1V P.P</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>4/5/6/0</td>
<td>CMOS COMPATIBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LOAD 1KSPF</td>
<td>SINE OR SQUARE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTVXO</td>
<td>10.0-20.0</td>
<td>1V P.P</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>4/5/6/0</td>
<td>CMOS COMPATIBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LOAD 1K</td>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oscillator Products

- KXO SERIES, BASIC DATA
- KXO-01 TTL COMPATIBLE CLOCK
- KXO-CL CMOS COMPATIBLE CLOCK
- KXO-CS 1-TTL OR CMOS, HCMOS COMPATIBLE CLOCK
- KXO-HC 10-TTL OR CMOS, HCMOS COMPATIBLE CLOCK
- LOV MULTI-OUTPUT CMOS COMPATIBLE CLOCK
- KTXO, KTVXO TEMP. COMPENSATED AND VCO
- QUARTZ, TUNING FORK LOW FREQUENCY
Kyocera announces a revolutionary breakthrough in clock oscillators for CMOS-based computers, peripherals and telecommunications applications. Now our clock oscillator family offers the dual advantages of the highest CMOS clock speeds and driving capability on the market and low power consumption as well.

World's fastest clocks for CMOS and TTL logic.

To meet the needs of today's and tomorrow's high speed gate arrays, Kyocera's KXO-HC clock oscillator spans a frequency range of 500 kHz to 50 MHz and can drive up to 100 pF loads, up to 10 TTL gates. Yet it consumes only 16mA at 24 MHz. This low power reduces heat in the circuit, which increases reliability. And, reduces power supply costs in the process.

Tri-state for easy circuit testing.

In addition, our KXO-HC model offers our tri-state capability which allows it to disable during testing and decouple from the oscillator bus when a control signal is applied. This lets circuit designers test the entire circuit board with an external synchronizing signal. Plus, it allows the circuit to be tested utilizing less expensive, lower power test equipment.

Pin 7 case ground for improved shielding.

The Kyocera KXO family of clock oscillators are hermetically sealed to protect them from humidity. And, are designed with the number 7 pin grounded to the case and an all-metal package which helps minimize RF radiation and meets FCC EMI specifications. If you need high speed, high driving capability with low power consumption, design Kyocera's advanced clock oscillators into your circuit design.

KYOCERA
Quality across the board.
SPECIFICATIONS

- **FREQUENCY RANGE**: 0.5MHz to 40MHz
- **OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE**: 0 to 70°C
- **STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE**: -55 to 125°C
- **INPUT VOLTAGE**: 5V ± 5%
- **INPUT CURRENT**: 65mA max.
- **FREQUENCY STABILITY**: ±100ppm
- **AGING**: ±5ppm/YEAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUTPUT</th>
<th>LOAD</th>
<th>C-MOS (150PF LOAD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DUTY RATIO (S)</td>
<td>45 to 55% (Vcc/2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr. Tt</td>
<td>SEE CLOCK TIME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voh</td>
<td>Vcc - 0.4V min.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voo</td>
<td>0.4V max.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT (TRISTATE)</th>
<th>Iih</th>
<th>10μA max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iil</td>
<td>-150μA max.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vih</td>
<td>2.2V min.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vil</td>
<td>0.8V max.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CLOCK TIME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQUENCY</th>
<th>32MHz</th>
<th>40MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLOCK TIME (ns)</td>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLK HIGH TIME</td>
<td>t2a</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLK HIGH TIME</td>
<td>t2b</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLK LOW TIME</td>
<td>t3a</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLK LOW TIME</td>
<td>t3b</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLK FALL TIME</td>
<td>t4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLK RISE TIME</td>
<td>t5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OUTPUT WAVEFORM**

- Vcc-0.8V
- 2.0V
- 0.8V

**TEST CIRCUIT (CMOS LOAD)**

**DIMENSIONS**

- AREA OF PINS ARE SOLDER-DIPPED

**HOW TO ORDER**

- **386-HC1-CS**
  - 32,000 MHz
  - 40,000 MHz

**KYOCERA CORPORATION**

INTERNATIONAL SALES DIVISION
5-22 Kitano-Cho
Higashiyama-Ku
Kyoto 607, Japan
Phone: (075) 594-2211 / 501-3851
FAX: (075) 581-2332 / 501-6570

**KYOCERA NORTHWEST**

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS SALES
P.O. Box 85542
San Diego, California 92138-5542
8611 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, California 92123
Phone: (619) 576-2600
Telex: ITT 4723080 KYDSQGO

**KYOCERA NORTHWEST**

23181 Verdugo Drive
Suite 103 6
Laguna Hills, California 92653
Phone: (714) 472-9477
Telex: ITT 4722120
FAX: (714) 859-3927

8465 Keystone Crossing
Suite 129
Indianapolis, Indiana 46240
Phone: (317) 257-9420
Telex: ITT 4380920
FAX: (317) 257-9760

MANUFACTURING DATE CODE
OUTPUT FREQUENCY
PART NUMBER
SQUARED CORNER
DOT DENOTE
#1 PIN LOCATION

**TRISTATE FUNCTION CHART (OPTION)**

- #1 PIN
- #8 PIN
- H or OPEN
- OSCILLATION
- L
- HIGH IMPEDANCE
KYOCERA CRYSTAL CLOCK OSCILLATORS

386-HC1-CS SERIES

PERFECT TIMING

Kyocera in cooperation with INTEL brings you the perfect clock for the perfect CPU.

Features

- World's only clock oscillator specifically designed by the engineering teams of Kyocera and Intel to meet the rigorous timing demands of the powerful 80386.
- Replaces existing clock generator and/or buffer chips providing a cost and space savings as well as superior performance.
- Capable of driving the 80386 and the surrounding LSI devices (80387, 82380, 82385) at loads of up to 150pf.
- 45/55 symmetry for all standard frequencies even at very heavy loads (150pf, max).
- Typical rise/fall times are less than 8 ns.
- ENABLE/DISABLE FUNCTION: derived from a tri-state output buffer controlled by logic levels on Pin 1. This function can provide a change of system timing as well as wired "OR" and easy system logic check by an alternate test oscillator.
Super-High EGA Resolution for Super-Hot PCs

Want high-resolution EGA chips and boards that work well with today’s fastest 386 PCs? Team up with Genoa.

You’ll get 800 x 600 resolution from SuperEGA™ chips that whiz along at speeds of up to 40MHz.

You’ll get more control over the finished product, because we design our own boards and ASIC chip set; we also generate our own BIOS microcode.

And, you’ll get easy BIOS-level integration with the new PS/2™ VGA standard (9 x 16 character box, CGA Doublescan, and 640 x 480 resolution).

In fact, you’ll get everything you need in a graphics partner—today and tomorrow—when you work with the EGA/VGA experts at Genoa.

Call or write: Genoa Systems Corporation, 73 E. Trimble Road, San Jose, CA 95131 FAX: 408-434-0997 Telex: 172319 Telephone: 408-432-9090

© 1987 Genoa Systems Corporation

SupergA is a trademark of Genoa Systems Corporation. PS/2 is a trademark of International Business Machines.
Toshiba's process technology has made us the world's leading supplier of CMOS devices. From this experience comes the capability to build a 50,000 gate ASIC.

And from Toshiba's manufacturing capabilities comes the volume production to meet your smallest or greatest needs.

These new Toshiba "Sea of Gates" Compacted Arrays™ provide high packing density for more effective silicon utilization and ultra-high speed. And they are available in 5 base arrays with usable gates from 15,000 to 50,000.

This new family is compatible with Toshiba's existing channelled array families, using compatible macrocell libraries and CAD software.

If you are working on advanced products— or working to advance existing products, talk to Toshiba at one of our conveniently located Design Centers. We're leading the way.

**TOSHIBA. THE POWER IN GATE ARRAYS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERIES</th>
<th>3 MICRON CHANNELLED ARRAY</th>
<th>2 MICRON CHANNELLED ARRAY</th>
<th>1.5 MICRON CHANNELLED ARRAY</th>
<th>SEA OF GATES COMPACTED ARRAY™</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GATES</td>
<td>880 to 6,000</td>
<td>540 to 10,000</td>
<td>3,200 to 10,000</td>
<td>2,100 to 50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESIGN RULE</td>
<td>3µm</td>
<td>2µm</td>
<td>1.5µm</td>
<td>1.5µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATE SPEED</td>
<td>2.5ns</td>
<td>1.5ns</td>
<td>1.0ns</td>
<td>0.7ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PART NO'S</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Si-Gate CMOS double layer metal. Compacted Array is a trademark of LSI Logic Corporation.
RAM & ROM Memory
In CMOS ASICs.

Now add custom-built memory to your standard cell designs. Add ROM in various word and bit combinations up to 16 kbits. Add RAM in word and bit configurations up to 4 kbits.

Based on Toshiba's proprietary 2-micron, double-metal CMOS process, this new series of devices is compatible with existing and future Toshiba standard cell and gate array families.

These advanced devices integrate up to 10,000 gate equivalents with typical speeds of 1.5 nanoseconds for a loaded 2-input/2-output NAND gate.

Look to Toshiba for the newest advances in custom LSIs and for the manufacturing strength that means unmatched production capability.

For complete details, call your Regional Sales Manager at one of Toshiba's Regional Sales Offices:

NORTHWESTERN: San Jose, CA (408) 244-4070.

SOUTHWESTERN: Newport Beach, CA (714) 752-0373.

NORTH CENTRAL: Chicago, IL (312) 945-1500.

SOUTHWEST CENTRAL: Dallas, TX (214) 480-0470.

NORTHEASTERN: Burlington, MA (617) 272-4352.

SOUTHEASTERN: Atlanta, GA (404) 493-4401.

TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC.
Offering a spectrum of measurement features, such as manual or automatic cursor measurements, linear and curve interpolators, pretriggering and post-triggering, and equivalent time sampling, the latest digital storage oscilloscopes provide bandwidths to 1 GHz and digitizing rates as high as 1G samples/sec. (Photo courtesy Tektronix Inc)
oscilloscopes

Whether you use them for single-shot storage, taking measurements, or troubleshooting, the latest digital storage oscilloscopes provide a number of measurement features that can help you work faster and more accurately. The available DSOs now include models with 1-GHz bandwidths and digitizing rates to 1G samples/sec.

Doug Conner, Regional Editor

Until a few years ago, digital storage oscilloscopes (DSOs) were just niche-market instruments: They didn't have high enough sample rates and bandwidths for general electronic engineering work, such as characterizing and troubleshooting circuits. Their bandwidths were lower than 100 MHz, and their sample rates were below 50M samples/sec. Now, however, you can find DSOs that offer bandwidths to 1 GHz and digitizing rates as high as 1G samples/sec. And you can choose from a wide variety of scopes: Virtually every analog scope manufacturer now sells a DSO as well.

Digital storage oscilloscopes still can't compete with analog scopes on a bandwidth-for-dollars basis, however; analog scopes still give you more bandwidth for the money. Where digital scopes do compete is in engineering productivity. Their extensive measurement features help you get your work done more quickly and more accurately than you could with an analog scope. In addition, many DSOs can be connected to a computer for automated control and data analysis.

Many of the currently available DSOs were introduced in the past year. You'll find a wide selection of DSOs in the 50- to 100-MHz bandwidth range; as recently as two years ago, only one manufacturer offered DSOs in this range. Even if you're looking for bandwidths above 100 MHz, you can choose from several scopes from different manufacturers. And there's more good news: Competition between manufacturers at all levels is bringing DSO prices down while increasing the number of extra measurement features on the scopes.

Digital-storage-oscilloscope basics

When you use a digital storage oscilloscope instead of an analog scope, you have to take into account some of the differences between the two instruments. In DSOs, as in analog scopes, bandwidth is defined as the frequency at which a signal is attenuated by 3 dB. The bandwidth is limited by the front end of the scope, from the probes through the amplifier stage and into the input of the A/D converter. No matter how fast the instrument samples and converts the input signal, its analog bandwidth limit remains the same.

When you look at an analog signal with a DSO in single-shot storage mode, you get a series of data points. These points are separated in time by the digitizer's sample rate. A 50M-sample/sec digitizer will give you a data point every 20 nsec. Between these samples you have no idea what the waveform is doing.

According to the Nyquist criterion, you need to sample at a frequency that is at least twice the frequency of the highest-frequency signal component that interests you. This limit gives an inadequate representation of the signal for most scope work, however; a sampling limit of about 10 times the frequency of interest is a better rule of thumb (for instance, you'd sample a 10-MHz waveform at 100M samples/sec.)

On some DSOs you'll find curve interpolators that allow you to look at a reasonably good representation of
Analog scopes still give you more bandwidth for the money, but digital scopes help you get your work done more quickly and more accurately.

a waveform while sampling at four times the signal frequency. Remember, however, that the real information is still only in the data points. If you want to use a DSO to capture single-shot events at high signal frequencies, you must use a scope with a high sample rate. For extremely high single-shot bandwidths, it's best to choose a digital scan converter or an analog storage scope instead of a DSO.

You'll also want to know the record length, which is the number of data points that an oscilloscope can store for a waveform. A large record length lets you store long waveforms. Some DSOs allow you to magnify the record for examination after the waveform has been stored.

**Automated measurements provide accuracy**

Digital scopes can take a considerable variety of measurements. Some provide manual cursor-based measurements of voltage and time; others provide manual or automatic cursor-based measurements that can include rise/fall time, overshoot, undershoot, frequency, and peak-to-peak voltage. If you're using a computer interface with your DSO, you can use software to perform fast Fourier transforms (FFTs), convolutions, and other waveform-analysis procedures. The automated measurements provide accuracy and user-independent repeatability that is hard to match with an analog oscilloscope. Most digital scopes achieve high accuracy in timing because they use a crystal timebase instead of the ramp timing generator that analog scopes use.

Many DSOs come with an equivalent-time-sampling feature, which is useful for examining waveforms that an analog scope could trigger on repetitively. Equivalent time sampling allows the scope, over a series of sweeps, to build an accurate representation of the waveform in memory. Usually, equivalent time sampling is limited only by the analog bandwidth of the scope. Because the digital scope displays from memory, the display remains bright even for low-repetition-rate triggers. It's a big advantage to have equivalent time sampling for repetitive waveforms, especially ones at high frequencies. The feature is not useful for single-shot waveforms.

**Vertical resolution and signal averaging**

Digital scopes' vertical resolution typically extends from 6 bits for higher sampling rates to 16 bits for some low-sample-rate applications. Eight bits is a typical value for DSOs' vertical resolution. If you're trying to
Packing a surprising amount of capability into a 25-oz, handheld DSO, Dolch’s SC01 gives you two 5-MHz channels that sample at 20M samples/sec simultaneously and provide cursors and readout.

You can get the equivalent of higher resolution in some cases by using signal averaging, a feature available on many DSOs. If you’re examining a repetitive waveform with a lot of noise or if you need to get vertical resolution greater than the bit resolution of the A/D converter, you’ll find signal averaging very useful.

To find low-amplitude oscillations (as you must in troubleshooting), however, you’ll need fairly high resolution before you can perform averaging: If the waveform you’re looking at has a higher-frequency signal riding on top of it that is not in sync with your trigger, signal averaging will hide that signal. Even with an averaging feature, you’ll have a difficult time identifying noise that falls below the basic digitizing noise of the system. In fact, when you first look at a signal, it’s a good idea to leave the averaging function off, so that you don’t miss any noise in the circuit you’re examining.

DSOs can also provide some very useful trigger features. One trigger feature that isn’t available on an analog scope is pretriggering, which allows you to start recording a waveform before the scope triggers on an event. By using pretriggering, you can follow a waveform back in time without having to look for another trigger source. Most digital scopes also provide post-triggering, which lets you look forward in time at a waveform in much the same way that you’d use delayed sweep, or a second timebase, on an analog scope. As long as it has sufficient time range, post-triggering can perform the same function as delayed sweep. In fact, post-triggering has replaced delayed sweep on many digital scopes. Some DSOs, however, still feature a second timebase, whether or not they have post-triggering.

Finally, one of the best features of a digital scope is that it spares you from having to take scope pictures: Virtually every DSO can connect to a computer, printer, or plotter.

Examine the rearm dead time

One drawback of digital scopes that seldom appears in their specifications is the rearm dead time, which is the time it takes a scope to prepare for another trigger. The bottleneck here is that the data from the last sweep must be processed and placed in display memory before the scope is ready to trigger again. In some scopes, the processor is so busy with these tasks that it updates the display slowly, especially when performing operations, such as averaging, that require more computations. Faster digital processors tend to decrease the rearm dead time, but you still might want to examine it. To do so, you simply connect a function generator to the input at 30 kHz and vary the amplitude while the DSO is in an equivalent-time-sampling mode. If it takes too long for

Four channels operating at 400M samples/sec simultaneously and a 64k-word memory on every channel allow Hewlett-Packard’s 54112D to capture long, high-speed waveforms in real time.
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If you want to use a DSO to capture single-shot events at high signal frequencies, you must use a scope with a high sample rate.

Another problem is visual aliasing, which occurs when the number of points in a single-shot waveform is sufficient to define a waveform, but your eye has difficulty in perceiving the waveform. You can often solve this problem by using one of the various interpolation methods available on some scopes or by reducing the vertical amplitude.

**100-MHz DSOs offer basic features**

As you can see from Table 1 on pg 96, manufacturers are incorporating a lot of different features in their scopes. You can find a few basic features on all 100-MHz DSOs.

**Digital-storage-oscilloscope features**

Manufacturers are currently packing a lot of special features into digital storage oscilloscopes. This list covers some DSO features you may not be familiar with.

**Analog capability**—Some DSOs can function as analog scopes, totally bypassing the digital section. If you’re not used to digital scopes, or if you want to compare a signal on both types of scope, you might like this feature.

**Autosetup**—Pressing the button for this feature will usually set up the scope with the proper vertical deflection, timebase, and trigger level for the input.

**Complex triggering**—This function covers a variety of different triggering capabilities. Some delay by events rather than by time. Others trigger from logic states of several inputs. Delaying by events is useful for looking at a specific section of a long pulse train.

**Digitizing rate**—All DSOs have at least one A/D converter. Some have one for each channel, allowing you to get the full sampling rate when using all channels. If the scope only has one A/D converter, the instrument’s maximum digitizing rate will be divided by the number of channels you’re using.

**Envelope display**—Scopes with this feature process the data taken every sweep and save a cumulative minimum and maximum voltage for every displayed time interval. You can use this feature to find out how a waveform responds to environmental changes, such as changes in temperature and voltage. You can also use this feature to look at the combined noise of the digital oscilloscope and the circuit you’re examining. To obtain a measure of just the scope noise, you connect the scope input to ground.

**Envelope test limits**—These limits can be loaded manually or through a computer interface; they let the scope automatically determine whether a waveform falls outside a prescribed time or voltage profile. If it does, the scope can save the waveform or perform some other prescribed action. Scope manufacturers often refer to this or a similar capability as go/no-go testing, save-on-delta, or babysit mode. This capability is useful in hunting for glitches and in performing automated or semiautomated testing.

**External clock**—This feature allows you to use an external clock to sample the input. It’s useful when you want to run more slowly than the slowest timebase or when you want control of the timing interval.

**Glitch/peak detect**—This feature can provide data between stored sample points. The glitch/peak detect can take two forms: It can take the form of an analog peak detect that actually detects pulses of a certain width (to a specified minimum) between sample points, or it can be an A/D conversion that runs at full speed even on low-repetition-
DSOs, however. For example, they all offer pretriggering, post-triggering or delayed sweep, waveform memory, and voltage- and time-measurement capability. In addition, all 100-MHz DSOs offer either IEEE-488 or RS-232C interfaces (or both), although Tektronix's 2230 and Iwatsu's 6121/6121A offer the capability as an option.

For applications demanding single-shot storage of signals to 100 MHz, consider Hewlett-Packard's 54112D or Gould's 4074. Both these DSOs sample four inputs simultaneously at 400M samples/sec. The 4074 provides 8-bit vertical resolution with 1k-sample record lengths. It also has 5-nsec glitch capture at any timebase setting. Time and voltage cursors with display readouts rate signals where the actual stored sample rate is much lower than the maximum sample rate. (Some A/D converters slow the sample rate on low-repetition-rate signals.) In either case, this feature catches and displays any pulse of longer duration than the specified minimum.

**Infinite persistence**—This feature can be used in much the same way that you use the envelope mode to display cumulative data. Any point, once displayed, will remain on the display until you clear the screen. If you're looking at a repetitive signal, you can use the infinite-persistence feature to catch glitches.

**Interfacing**—Interfaces to computers, controllers, and plotters normally take one of three forms: IEEE-488 interfaces, RS-232C interfaces, and XY plotter data. In many DSOs, these interfaces not only allow you to use a computer to read the screen data, but also allow your computer to control the front-panel setup and write data to the scope.

**Interpolators**—Interpolators connect data points on the screen when the scope is operating in single-shot storage mode. Two different types of interpolators are available, both of which can solve the visual-aliasing problem (the difficulty of trying to see a continuous curve when you're only looking at the points). Linear interpolators merely join the points with straight lines, which is a satisfactory procedure as long as enough points are available. Curve interpolators, which come in a variety of different forms, attempt to connect the points with a curve that takes into account the bandwidth limitations of the scope. Curve interpolators can make some very nice-looking waveforms out of very sparse data. Remember, however, that it's only the data points that constitute the real data, so you must use interpolators with caution.

**Roll mode**—This mode displays data much as a strip-chart recorder does. The waveform display scrolls from right to left; the latest samples appear on the right. You can stop and save the data at any time. You can use the roll mode only at low sweep rates.

**Setup memory**—The setup memory allows you to store front-panel setups and call them up later. This feature can save you time if you frequently switch between two or more different setups.

**Signal averaging**—This feature takes data from sequential events and averages them to help filter out noise.

**Waveform memory**—This feature allows you to store a waveform from the screen and call it up later.

**XY mode**—The XY mode on a DSO is similar to the XY mode on an analog oscilloscope, except that a DSO's XY mode usually also gives you two full-bandwidth channels without delay lines or horizontal-sweep bandwidth limitations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>BANDWIDTH (MHz)</th>
<th>DIGITIZING RATE (M SAMPLES/SEC)</th>
<th>RECORD LENGTH (BITS)</th>
<th>HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION (V/P)</th>
<th>INPUT CHANNELS</th>
<th>EQUIVALENT TIME SAMPLING (USEC)</th>
<th>OUTPUT CHANNELS</th>
<th>GATE/PEAK DETECT (USEC)</th>
<th>AVERAGE MODE</th>
<th>ENVELOPE PERSISTENCE</th>
<th>ROLL MODE</th>
<th>XY MODE</th>
<th>LINEAR INTERPOLATION</th>
<th>CURVE INTERPOLATION</th>
<th>WAVEFORM MEMORY</th>
<th>SETUP MEMORY</th>
<th>AUTO/STEP</th>
<th>POST-TRIGGERING</th>
<th>COMPLEX TRIGGERING</th>
<th>DUAL-TIMEBASE</th>
<th>REF-GEN INTERFACE</th>
<th>RS-232C INTERFACE</th>
<th>ENVELOPE TESTING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANALOGIC</td>
<td>6100-620-1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC-METRAWATT/GOERZ</td>
<td>SE571</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;K PRECISION</td>
<td>2520</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOLCH</td>
<td>SC01</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOULD</td>
<td>1421</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMEG</td>
<td>HM205-2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMEG</td>
<td>HM208</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWLETT-PACKARD</td>
<td>542000D</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWLETT-PACKARD</td>
<td>54201D</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWLETT-PACKARD</td>
<td>54100A</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HITACHI</td>
<td>VC-6020</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMAG</td>
<td>DS-6121</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IYATSU</td>
<td>DS-6121A</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIKUSUI</td>
<td>COM061A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIKUSUI</td>
<td>COM701A</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADER</td>
<td>LCD-100</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LECROY</td>
<td>9400</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICOLET</td>
<td>NIC-320</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANASONIC</td>
<td>VP530P</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILIPS</td>
<td>PM 3305</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILIPS</td>
<td>PM 3355</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEKTRONIX</td>
<td>2220</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4k</td>
<td>2+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are standard. You can add an optional waveform-processing keypad that provides such measurements as rise and fall time, overshoot, minimum, maximum, pulse width, period, and frequency. The keypad also allows you to perform envelope limit tests and post-storage filtering of signals.

You can use the 4074's optional, internal color plotter for hard-copy results, or you can send the data over an IEEE-488 or RS-232C interface to a plotter, printer, or computer. Both interfaces allow you to read and write most front-panel setups, as well as the contents of the display memory and the reference memories. When you're looking at a single-shot waveform on the display, you can select dots only, linear interpolation, or curve interpolation. Gould also offers the 4072, which has the same measurement features as the 4074's, but has two input channels.

Hewlett-Packard's 100-MHz 54112D has an exceptionally long (64k-sample/channel) record memory, which lets you store a 163-µsec event with a data point every 2.5 nsec on four channels simultaneously. The instrument's full-magnification mode lets you stretch one record over as many as 128 screens, which you can pan through.

The 54112D also has a color display. Don't underestimate the value of this feature. Multiple traces, different vertical-deflection factors, and cursors with readouts all on the same screen can be confusing. By grouping channels by color, a color display takes away the confusion. The color display is also helpful when you overlay two waveforms for comparison.

Earlier this year, Nicolet introduced the 4180 plug-in for its 4094 DSO. The plug-in lets the scope digitize 8 bits at 200M samples/sec. The scope accepts two plug-ins for a total of four input channels with a 100-MHz bandwidth. Each channel has a 16k-sample record length for 80 µsec of storage at the maximum sampling rate. The 4180 doesn't support equivalent time sampling; to obtain this feature, you can choose another plug-in, the 75-MHz 4175, which digitizes single-shot waveforms at 50M samples/sec and repetitive waveforms at 2-nsec intervals. The 4094 gives you extensive measurement and waveform-processing capabilities, including FFTs. Other plug-ins for the 4094 provide as many as 15 bits of vertical resolution at reduced sampling rates. The 4094 also has a plug-in with a disk-drive unit for storing waveforms and for additional processing.

If you want a DSO that can also function as a 100-MHz analog scope, you can choose from a number of
Many DSOs can be connected to a computer for automated control and data analysis.

analogue-and-digital models offered by Hitachi, Iwatsu, Kikusui, Panasonic, and Tektronix. All these scopes have equivalent time sampling, XY display, roll mode, and envelope display mode to help you catch glitches even at low sweep rates.

Hitachi's 100-MHz VC-6165 digitizes at 100M samples/sec on two channels simultaneously. It provides sweep-speed autoranging and trigger lock. The trigger-lock feature keeps the sum of sweep time and hold-off constant so that you can change sweep speed without losing the trigger on complex pulse trains. Iwatsu's 100-MHz DS6121A digitizes at 40M samples/sec on one channel and 20M samples/sec on two. Cursors with readouts are available for both the digital and the analog mode. The instrument's go/no-go envelope test mode lets you capture waveforms that fall inside a user-selected time and voltage envelope. Its setup memory allows you to store and recall front-panel settings.

The 100-MHz COM 7101A from Kikusui digitizes one channel at 50M samples/sec and as many as four channels at a reduced sample rate. Kikusui also offers the COM 7201A, which has a 200-MHz analog bandwidth, although the digital portion of the scope is still limited to 100 MHz.

Digitizing one channel at 100M samples/sec or two channels at 50M samples/sec, Panasonic's 100-MHz VP5740P lets you capture 10-nsec glitches even at low sweep speeds. The instrument's 10k-sample record length lets you store long waveforms. This scope not only provides setup memory, but also has an autosetup feature. In addition, you can program the scope to run as many as 1000 steps in an automated measuring sequence.

Finally, Tektronix's 2230 analog-and-digital scope digitizes one channel at 20M samples/sec or two channels at 10M samples/sec. It has a 4k-sample record length. At 18 lbs, the 2230 is the lightest 100-MHz DSO available.

High-bandwidth DSOs

If you're looking for a digitizing scope with a bandwidth of 500 MHz to 1 GHz for repetitive events, you can choose from some impressive offerings from Tektronix and Hewlett-Packard. Tektronix's 11402, with a 11A71 plug-in, has a 1-GHz bandwidth and digitizes 10 bits at 20M samples/sec. When you use repetitive sampling, the instrument provides 10-psec time resolution. You can display eight of the 12 input channels at once on the 9-in. screen.

Operating mostly from the touchscreen menu, the 11402 has few knobs and buttons. One of the buttons it does have initiates what the company calls an "enhanced accuracy" feature, which calibrates the scope all the way out through the probe, giving it better than 1% vertical accuracy for scope measurements. Three microprocessors update the screen quickly when performing functions such as averaging, which tend to slow some scopes down.

The 11402's 10k-sample record lengths let you record relatively long waveforms in detail. Its dual timebases allow you to look at a magnified portion of one trace while the other trace remains on the screen. Tektronix's 11401 DSO is similar to the 11402 except that its bandwidth is limited to 500 MHz. The company offers a variety of plug-ins for both scopes; the same plug-ins...
No, we don't make cars. But we're part of the process. Because NCR 286 processor boards and backplanes play an integral role in controlling the manufacture of the dies used to stamp body parts. And the next fender we bend could be yours.

You're equally likely to find NCR PC technology in the environmental control system of the building where you live. Or the medical imaging equipment in the hospital where your neighbor works. And dozens of other places.

In short, NCR PC components and technology are right for lots of different applications beyond the world of PCs and data processing.

That's because our PC technology is so versatile. Making the most of split board, surface mount and VLSI technologies. Then bringing them all together in the configurations perfect for your specific needs. Without chewing up the calendar and your R&D budget in the process.

Another way to say it is that we're easy to work with. Because we have the engineering know-how and the manufacturing can-do to deliver the goods. Without hitches, without surprises, without fail.

So, as you look into developing new products, or improving your existing ones, look into NCR. For more details about how NCR PC technology can fit into your plans, call us at (513) 445-0670.

And soon you, too, can have the strength of a body builder.
Two analog channels and eight logic channels are combined on the SE571 from BBC-Metrawatt/Goerz.

also serve Tektronix's 11300 Series analog scopes. The 11400 Series scopes offer extensive measurement functions, such as rise- and fall-time measurement, and built-in IEEE-488 and RS-232C interfaces.

Also featuring a 1-GHz bandwidth are Hewlett-Packard's 54100 A/D and 54110D. These models digitize 7 bits at 40M samples/sec on two channels simultaneously with 10-ps resolution in equivalent-time-sampling mode. The 54110D has a color display. Like Tektronix's 11400 Series, HP's 54100 Series offers an extensive list of waveform measurements, triggering, and display features.

Hewlett-Packard added a faster digitizing scope to the 54100 family in the last year. This scope—the 54111D—has a maximum digitizing rate of 1G samples/sec on two channels simultaneously, so it's a good choice for fast single-shot applications. Its 8k-sample record length allows you to store waveforms in detail. The vertical resolution on this scope ranges from 8 bits at 25 MHz to 6 bits at 250 MHz. For repetitive operations, the scope has a 500-MHz bandwidth.

Another high-performance DSO is Philips's PM 3320, which has a 200-MHz bandwidth and offers 10-bit-resolution sampling at 250M samples/sec. Its record lengths vary from 512 words at the maximum sweep speed to 4k samples at lower sweep speeds. The DSO provides glitch capture on 3-nsec pulses even at the lowest timebase settings. For repetitive events, you can use equivalent time sampling to get 100-ps resolution.

This scope also has an autosetup feature, and it lets you store 77 different front-panel settings.

All scope manufacturers are working hard to make their DSOs easy to operate for the new or infrequent user. A particularly user-friendly DSO is Tektronix's 2430A, which also offers both high performance and flexibility. The 2430A provides a button that lets you get on-screen help for all functions, so you don't have to look for the manual. The scope has a 150-MHz bandwidth, and it samples two channels simultaneously at 100M samples/sec. It features an analog glitch-capture circuit that captures 2-nsec glitches, so it can see glitches in the single-shot mode that would otherwise require a much higher sampling rate.

The 2430A's autostep feature lets you enter and

**TABLE 2—DIGITAL-STORAGE-OSCILLOSCOPE SELECTION GUIDE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt;50-MHz BANDWIDTH</th>
<th>&gt;50- TO 99-MHz BANDWIDTH</th>
<th>&gt;100- TO 200-MHz BANDWIDTH</th>
<th>&gt;200-MHz BANDWIDTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20M SAMPLES/SEC</td>
<td>&gt;20M SAMPLES/SEC</td>
<td>&lt;100M SAMPLES/SEC</td>
<td>&gt;100M SAMPLES/SEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOULD 1421</td>
<td>ANALOGIC 6100-620-1</td>
<td>HITACHI VC-6050</td>
<td>HEWLETT-PACKARD 54200D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1425 BBC-METRAWATT/WATT/GOERZ</td>
<td>SE571 BAK PRECISION</td>
<td>WATTSU DS-6612</td>
<td>KIKUSUI COM7101A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMEG HM205-2</td>
<td>DOLCH SC01</td>
<td>KIKUSUI COM7061A</td>
<td>PALASONIC VP-5706P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HITACHI VC-6020</td>
<td>GOLDFIT</td>
<td>NICOLET 4094-4175</td>
<td>TEKTRONIX 2230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWATSU DS-6411</td>
<td>GOLDFIT</td>
<td>PANASONIC</td>
<td>LECROY 9400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADER 1604</td>
<td>GOLDFIT</td>
<td>TEKTRONIX 2220</td>
<td>NICOLET 4094-4180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCD-100</td>
<td>GOLDFIT</td>
<td>2221</td>
<td>PANASONIC VP-5740P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICOLET 4030</td>
<td>GOLDFIT</td>
<td>NICOLET 4094-4180</td>
<td>PHILIPS PM 3320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC-320</td>
<td>GOLDFIT</td>
<td>PANASONIC VP-5740P</td>
<td>TEKTRONIX 2430A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3091</td>
<td>GOLDFIT</td>
<td>TEKTRONIX 2430A</td>
<td>PHILIPS PM 3320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILIPS PM 3305</td>
<td>GOLDFIT</td>
<td>TEKTRONIX 2430A</td>
<td>PHILIPS PM 3320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMEG HM208</td>
<td>GOLDFIT</td>
<td>TEKTRONIX 2430A</td>
<td>PHILIPS PM 3320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HITACHI VC-6041</td>
<td>NICOLET 2090-205A</td>
<td>TEKTRONIX 2430A</td>
<td>PHILIPS PM 3320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here's proof that focused R&D yields reliable products with features that anticipate your needs.

- **Loop Testers**: compact, lightweight, several combinations in one.
- **Fiber Optic Power Multimeters**: built-in short and long wavelength sensors, auto-ranging, DMMs with 17 ranges and temperature sensors.
- **Standard Testers**: Economic, standard KS & CK testers — exceed normal criteria.

**3 year warranty.** Proof of quality: <0.5% returned — ever.

**Model 2**
- The right fit: hand held.
- The right wt.: less than 1 lb.
- Solid click-action rotary switch provides last, error-free positioning — every time.
- Side panel rocker switch reverses polarity simply, quickly.
- Added versatility: ±10db rocker switch.

For more information, call 1-800-TRI-PLET ext. 55. Ask about our 3 year warranty.
Some DSOs offer curve interpolators that let you look at a fairly good representation of a waveform while sampling at four times the signal frequency.

### Manufacturers of digital storage oscilloscopes

For more information on digital storage oscilloscopes, contact the following manufacturers directly or circle the appropriate numbers on the Information Retrieval Service card.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Circle No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analogic Corp</td>
<td>Data Precision Div</td>
<td>(617) 246-1600</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC-Metrawatt/Goerz</td>
<td>2150 W 6th Ave, Broomfield, MA</td>
<td>(303) 469-5231</td>
<td>651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;K Precision, Dynascan Corp</td>
<td>6460 W Cortland St, Chicago, IL</td>
<td>(312) 888-5870</td>
<td>652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolch American Instruments Inc</td>
<td>2029 O'Toole Ave, San Jose, CA</td>
<td>(408) 435-1381</td>
<td>653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gould Inc</td>
<td>3631 Perkins Ave, Cleveland, OH</td>
<td>(216) 911-5315</td>
<td>654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hameg Inc</td>
<td>88-90 Harbor Rd, Port Washington, NY</td>
<td>(516) 883-3837</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett-Packard</td>
<td>Box 10301, Palo Alto, CA</td>
<td>(914) 425-2800</td>
<td>656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi Denshi America Ltd</td>
<td>175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY</td>
<td>(516) 921-7290</td>
<td>657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iwatsu Instruments Inc</td>
<td>430 Commerce Blvd, Carlsbad, CA</td>
<td>(760) 935-5229</td>
<td>658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kikusui International Corp</td>
<td>19601 Mariner Ave, Torrance, CA</td>
<td>(213) 371-4682</td>
<td>659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader Instruments Corp</td>
<td>580 Oser Ave, Hauppauge, NY</td>
<td>(516) 231-6900</td>
<td>660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeCroy Research Systems</td>
<td>700 S Main St, Spring Valley, NY</td>
<td>(914) 425-2800</td>
<td>661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolet Test Instruments Div</td>
<td>5235 Verona Rd, Madison, WI</td>
<td>(608) 273-5008</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic Industrial Co</td>
<td>2 Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ</td>
<td>(201) 992-4050</td>
<td>663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips Test &amp; Measuring Instruments Inc</td>
<td>85 McKee Dr, Malwah, NJ 07430</td>
<td>(201) 529-3800</td>
<td>664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix Inc</td>
<td>Box 500, Beaverton, OR</td>
<td>(503) 627-7111</td>
<td>665</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

execute measurement routines right at the scope without using a separate computer for control. The instrument's waveform-parameter-extraction feature gives you a screen with 20 automatic waveform measurements, including rise and fall times, pulse width, overshoot, undershoot, peak-to-peak voltage, and frequency. An optional word-recognizer probe allows you to trigger from a 17-bit logic word.

**DSOs provide logic-analyzer functions**

Although further developments in DSOs will continue to come mainly in the form of higher bandwidths and sampling rates, some lower-bandwidth models are also providing improvements such as extra functions. For example, BBC-Metrawatt/Goerz recently came out with the SE571, a 15-MHz DSO that has two analog channels and eight logic-analyzer channels; it gives you 25M-sample/sec sampling on all channels simultaneously. The built-in printer can provide a hard copy of what you see on the screen in 10 seconds. The scope has cursor functions, as well as autoranging, setup memory, and autosetup.

Another noteworthy scope, the Scout SC01 from Dolch, packs a surprising amount of capability into a 25-oz, handheld DSO. It gives you two 5-MHz channels that sample at 20M samples/sec simultaneously. Each channel has its own timebase. The instrument also offers such features as equivalent time sampling, pretriggering, post-triggering, XY mode, and roll mode. Besides providing the functions of a DSO, the instrument also functions as a DMM that measures rms voltages to 1 MHz and frequency to 7 MHz. It has multiple microprocessors and custom VLSI chips on three surface-mount-technology circuit boards. The display is a 128×128-element LCD matrix.

As for future developments, you can expect to see all the high-end scopes coming out with color displays in the next two years. It's possible, too, that in the not-too-distant future, DSOs and logic analyzers may be combined in a single instrument. BBC-Metrawatt/Goerz's 15-MHz SE571 already provides logic-analyzer functions, and at least one company offers a logic analyzer that has DSO channels.

---

Article Interest Quotient (Circle One)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>470</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Siemens Components invites you to THE ISDN Seminars

ISDN SOLUTIONS TO THE DESIGN CHALLENGE

The age of the Integrated Services Digital Network is here. And Siemens, a world leader in VLSI component technologies for advanced ISDN applications, cordially invites you to attend one of our two-day seminars on the latest ISDN advances.

Each seminar will feature different speakers, and cover a range of topics including:

- Field Trials
- VLSI solutions for ISDN—basic and primary rate access
- Future ISDN ICs
- Design specific presentations
- Applications presentation and demonstrations on new ISDN evaluation boards
- Software-Level 1 front end drivers, Level 2 LAPD, and Level 3 Call Control (both generic and switch specific)
- ISDN testers

Siemens Seminars...

Where and When for ISDN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston, MA</td>
<td>October 26 &amp; 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
<td>November 3 &amp; 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>November 10 &amp; 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For additional information on the seminar of your choice and for hotel details call the number below.

Registration Fee of $125 per person also includes comprehensive literature packet (copies of presentation, technical product information, and more): continental breakfasts, luncheons, and dinner with keynote speaker. Seating is limited, so don't delay!

Register today for the Siemens ISDN seminar nearest you:
CALL 1-800-227-1817 Ext.96

CIRCLE NO 86
In the Lab and Now in the Field
Unequaled precision, processing power and digital memory are all factors that make the LeCroy 9400 the ideal laboratory oscilloscope. Now you can take these features into the field. By fitting the scope with our new mass storage facility (center), you can add and enjoy the freedom of portability, remote control and, of course, an unprecedented amount of permanent waveform storage.

Powerful dual zoom expansion shows that the glitches in the top trace actually contain two rectangular pulses.

By Showing You the Full Picture
Our deep 32 K memories let you record waveforms with highest fidelity. We ensure better precision and resolution by giving you the power to expand a hundred times, revealing the finest details in your signal. Your measurement efficiency improves because you catch your precious one-time phenomena much more easily, especially when trigger timing and signal speed are uncertain. We show you more so you won’t miss the details and you’ll get it right first time.

LeCroy’s 9400 offers you 32K deep memories, sampling rates of 100 Ms/s for transients and 5 Gs/s for repetitive signals, as well as extensive signal processing such as averaging, integration, differentiation, smoothing and FFT.
Outperforms All Others

In Signal Processing

The LeCroy 9400 is the only scope that gives you powerful FFT spectrum analysis. It also performs signal averaging and many more math functions in both time and frequency domains. As a replacement to old analog oscilloscopes and spectrum analyzers, or as a new measurement tool for your laboratory, the 9400 gives you the answers quickly and without the need for any external computing.

FFT averaging of apparent random noise reveals an 896 KHz signal not visible in the time domain record (top trace).

...And You Know How to Use it

Time spent learning to operate the 9400 is minimal. Our digital scope has a familiar front panel, allowing you to use the 9400 as easily as your analog oscilloscope. High speed internal data processing emphasizes the analog feel. Unlike other digital scopes, waveforms are presented without noticeable delay on a large crisp display. A display so effortlessly readable it keeps your efficiency up even through those long working sessions.

Free!

To receive your free literature package, or for a demonstration, simply circle the reader service card or call us today.

700 Chestnut Ridge Road, Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977-6499, (914) 578-6097
Test Your Drives At Full Speed.

Today and Tomorrow.

Many disk drive testers will handle today’s data transfer rates, but how about tomorrow’s? How about 2.4 MBytes/s ESDI, 3.0 MBytes/s ESMD?

Take a closer look at the photo in this ad. It’s the no-compromise Qualifier™ from Pioneer — the advanced, full performance tester that’ll handle all your needs both today and tomorrow.

Whether you order the ESDI or ESMD interface, it’s the only tester that combines speed, programmability and flexibility with ease of use. It can monitor and diagnose even the most subtle drive or interface problem.

See us at Comdex Booth #H7756.

Powerful Programmability

You can read, write and restore defect lists. Program custom formats. Run preprogrammed drive diagnostics. Or input your own via the front panel or RS232 port. Use up to 8K of programmable storage.

Fast and Easy

Set up any drive in seconds. Program through the front panel or external data terminal. It’s totally menu driven. Format a single sector, track or the entire drive — at the maximum transfer rate. Standard formats include 32-bit ECC and 16-bit header CRC. Custom format options for most CRC and ECC codes up to 60 bits long.

Optional PC link software adds additional data storage and manipulation capability. And once programmed, the Qualifier automatically tests up to 4 drives — unattended.

Don’t Settle for Less

The patented* Qualifier is loaded with advanced features you’ll need today and tomorrow. Don’t compromise your future. Write for a complete brochure: Pioneer Research, 1745 Berkeley Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404.

Or call (800) 233-1745 (Outside CA), (800) 848-1745 (In CA) for a demo.

*U.S. Patent #4380769
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Characterized analysis reduces error in digitizing instruments

Although digital signal processing enhances the usefulness of digitizing instruments, it also allows for instrumentation-induced errors that don't occur in conventional instruments. A technique called characterized analysis can define these errors.

David M George, Hewlett-Packard

A single digitizing instrument can emulate the capabilities of racks of conventional instruments, and many digitizing instruments provide measurements with high resolution. Not all the digits they produce are necessarily accurate, however. Instrument manufacturers typically specify their hardware's errors reasonably well, but they seldom specify their software's errors. In any case, you need to know more than just the hardware- or software-induced error—after all, it's the performance of the entire instrument system that is critical. You need hard numbers for the instrument's performance from its input connector to the final displayed result. Characterized analysis, which provides an overall, quantified characteristic for the entire hardware/software signal-processing chain, can eliminate uncertainty in digitizing instruments that use digital signal processing.

Errors in digitizing instruments that have built-in analysis functions fall into three basic groups: ac, dc, and algorithmic errors. An instrument's analog front end and its digitizing hardware together account for the ac and dc errors. Engineers familiar with A/D conversion understand these error sources well, and most digitizing-instrument makers do a good job of characterizing the dc and ac performance of their instruments. DC errors determine how accurately an instrument digitizes a dc level, and ac errors relate how accurately it digitizes a time-varying signal (see box, "Digitizers suffer from hardware errors").

Algorithmic errors determine how well the instrument's analysis package translates the raw digitized data into voltages, frequencies, timing intervals, and frequency spectrums, for example. Algorithmic errors are not as well understood by manufacturers and users as dc and ac errors are.

Algorithmic errors and their sources

Algorithmic errors can show up in several different ways: for example, data can be skewed in time, voltage, or frequency. Algorithmic errors can severely reduce the precision and dynamic range of the original digitized data. Poorly designed algorithms can even result in completely incorrect answers. Some of the errors that result from bad algorithms are round-off noise, interpolation error, and the failure to approach valid estimation limits.

Error may occur even when the algorithms aren't bad...
Algorithmic errors can severely reduce the precision and dynamic range of the original digitized data.

ones: For example, an instrument's software designer may have used an incorrect application or nonstandard implementation of an otherwise valid algorithm. Also, the user could unwittingly select the wrong algorithm for a given application from a suite of algorithms supplied by the instrument.

Round-off noise

Mathematically processing the digitized data with finite numbers causes round-off noise. When the instrument simply displays its captured data as points, or reads them out as times and voltages, the original precision proves adequate; for instance, 8-bit data can remain in its 8-bit, fixed-point format. If the instrument performs further operations on the data—say, multiplying two waveforms together—the range of the arithmetic operations becomes a concern.

For 8-bit data, its range before multiplication is 0 to 256; after multiplication, the range extends to 0 to 65,536 (or 16 bits) for a fixed format. Therefore, an 8-bit multiplication will probably overflow if the instrument doesn't increase the range of the result.

Typically, the algorithm's designer will use floating-point math to circumvent this trap. The designer will round off the result and retain only some of the less significant bits (perhaps eight, perhaps more) of the result's mantissa. Repeated calculations involving rounded-off numbers can cause errors to accumulate.

The same effect of round-off noise comes from the uncertainty of the least significant digit in a discrete, digitized datum. Using floating-point math to determine the mean of a series of numbers, and varying the mantissa of the numbers from 8 to 12 bits (Table 1), illustrates this effect. Averaging the numbers from 255 to 247 using an 8-bit mantissa yields 248, when the correct answer is 251. In this example, an error will occur in the mean unless the algorithm uses a 12-bit or larger mantissa, even though the data being averaged is only 8 bits long.

Interpolation errors

Interpolation errors arise because the digitized data is taken at discrete time intervals, but points of interest—the waveform's peaks, zero crossings, or its 10 and 90% points—don't necessarily occur during the sample intervals, and they can occur between two samples. Therefore, the analysis software must interpolate between samples to quantify the intersample events of interest.

The effectiveness of different interpolation schemes depends on the following parameters: the bandwidth of

---

**Table 1—Round-off Noise as a Function of Significant Digits for 8-bit Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Points to Be Averaged</th>
<th>Precision of Mantissa</th>
<th>Interim Summation</th>
<th>Mantissa in Binary</th>
<th>Exponent in Binary</th>
<th>Resultant Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>255</td>
<td>8 BITS</td>
<td>$140 \times 2^4$</td>
<td>10001.0100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254</td>
<td>9 BITS</td>
<td>$281 \times 2^3$</td>
<td>1.0001.001</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>249.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253</td>
<td>10 BITS</td>
<td>$564 \times 2^2$</td>
<td>10.0011.0100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>250.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>252</td>
<td>11 BITS</td>
<td>$1411 \times 2^1$</td>
<td>101.10001.0011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>250.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251 ← MEAN</td>
<td>12 BITS</td>
<td>$2259 \times 2^0$</td>
<td>1000.1101.0011</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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the signal, the sample rate, and—for a given point in time—the preceding and succeeding number of samples used in the calculations. Because of this last condition, calculations at the boundaries (the beginning and end of the record) which obviously lack preceding and succeeding samples, respectively, therefore have the highest likelihood of inducing interpolation errors.

Several methods used to interpolate the points between digitized samples are the straight-line, sinc (\(\text{sinc}(\text{sin}(x)/x)\)), parabolic, and Gaussian methods. Fig 1 shows that when straight-line interpolation is used to find the peak amplitude of a waveform, it produces an error of as much as 30% for a signal that has four points/cycle. Parabolic interpolation produces an error of 12% under the same conditions. Sinc interpolation, on the other hand, furnishes an answer that has very little error, providing that the sample is properly bandlimited and the interpolation occurs away from the record's boundaries.

A different kind of error, associated with sinc interpolation, is called Gibbs's phenomenon. When sinc interpolation is used to perform waveform reconstruction with a sinc function on nonbandlimited data, Gibbs's phenomenon results in overshoot. Fig 2 illustrates this phenomenon, which results in an error of 9% for nonbandlimited signals.

**Quantization error leads to estimation limits**

No matter how good an algorithm is, an absolute limit (referred to here as an estimation limit) to the algorithm's accuracy exists if you use it to process finite time records that have quantization error. Quantization error is present even in an ideal A/D converter. Roundoff noise and interpolation error can also lead to estimation limits, but quantization error is typically the major contributor for ideal data; system noise and distortion may be the limiting factor for real data.

Estimation limits arise because the inevitable quantization error introduces a fixed error into each sample which ranges between zero and some computable maximum. As you analyze more data, that is, you process a longer time record. Effective signal processing will reduce some, but not all, of this fixed error. The amount of reduction is a function of the number of samples analyzed. As you analyze larger and larger records, the accuracy will approach the estimation limit asymptotically.

You can observe a classic example of this error reduction when you use the digitized data to determine the frequency in a zero-crossing estimation scheme. As Fig 3 shows, the frequency estimation becomes more accurate in a linear fashion as the gate time increases (the sample rate is held constant, which increases the number of samples analyzed). This increase in accuracy will continue, assuming the data is digitized perfectly, until the algorithm reduces the error to the asymptotic error limit.

Incorrect application of an algorithm often results in errors. For example, the algorithm that determines the

---

**Fig 1**—When straight-line interpolation is used to find the peak amplitude of a waveform, it produces an error of as much as 30% for a signal that has four points/cycle. Parabolic interpolation produces an error of 12% under the same conditions. Sinc interpolation, on the other hand, furnishes an answer that has very little error, providing that the sample is properly bandlimited and the interpolation occurs away from the record's boundaries.

**Fig 2**—Gibbs's phenomenon results in overshoot when the digitizing instrument performs waveform reconstruction with a sinc function on nonbandlimited data. In this example, Gibbs's phenomenon causes an error of 9% for a nonbandlimited signal.

**Fig 3**—This plot of worst-case timing error (arising from the quantization-error component of total estimation error) shows that frequency estimation becomes more accurate, in a linear fashion, as the gate time increases. The sample rate remains constant, thus increasing the number of samples analyzed.
Mathematically processing digitized data with finite numbers causes round-off noise.

rms value of a digitized waveform can often yield errors simply by operating on the wrong portion of a set of digitized data. Typically, when digitizing-scope users (for example) want to perform an rms measurement on a signal, what they really need is a periodic rms measurement. That is, they need the rms value of one cycle of the captured waveform rather than the rms value of the entire data set.

Although the nonperiodic rms measurement is a useful analysis tool for transient phenomena, the lack of a periodic-rms function can severely limit the accuracy of the instrument in other cases. For example, a nonperiodic rms calculation over a set of captured data of a sine wave that has 1 1/2 periods (rather than an integral number of periods) is limited to approximately 4% accuracy (Fig 4).

Nonstandard algorithm implementations

Some engineers might not see anything wrong with an algorithm designer's employing a nonstandard implementation that gets the job done and produces correct answers. One problem with nonstandard implementations, however, is that you can compare their results only against other results obtained with the same algorithm. The results might not be checked against any absolute standard or across the industry.

If the manufacturer of your instrument decides to get out

Digitizers suffer from hardware errors

When a signal is digitized, it traverses the entire instrument, picking up dc errors, such as offset and gain errors, along the way. You can best see offset errors by grounding the instrument's input and measuring the output; any output deviation from 0V is an offset error. You can measure gain error by applying a calibrated 1V dc signal to the input. After you subtract the offset from the resulting output, any remaining deviation from 1V is the gain error.

Other dc errors arise from problems with the A/D converter, such as missing codes, integral nonlinearities, and differential nonlinearities. These are not only dc problems; they cause more havoc as the frequency of the input signal increases.

Two basic mechanisms degrade an ac signal: distortion and noise. The distortion can be either spurious distortion or harmonic distortion linked to the input signal's harmonics. Noise is a culprit that is always present in any measuring system.

A/D-converter nonlinearities typically show up as either harmonic or spurious distortion. Two specifications to be aware of when you're evaluating ac performance are harmonic and spurious distortion, and effective number of bits. The first spec relates to how badly the signal is distorted; the second is a figure of merit that takes into consideration both noise and distortion.

You should note that to compare digitizing instruments accurately, you must compare systems that have been tested under similar conditions. For instance, some manufacturers test their products using a full-scale input. Others use a signal that is 50% of full scale. The 50% signal will provide better specs than the 100% signal will.

Another specification technique that some manufacturers use to improve the appearance of a digitizing instrument is to specify components of the digitizer instead of specifying the entire system. You need to be aware of the noise or distortion that the entire system produces: After all, you can't use the A/D converter without the instrument's analog front end.
of the digitizing-instrument business, your historical files will be useless if the instrument fails or if you have to obtain additional instruments from another maker. The IEEE 194-1977 standard is an example of a standard used to characterize pulses (Fig 5).

When you use a digitizing instrument that provides multiple analysis techniques, you may have trouble deciding which algorithm to use. For instance, you can measure frequency by using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) or by using a zero-crossing estimation scheme. The best resolution an FFT can produce for a 50-MHz signal and 1024-sample record is 0.5% at a 4-nsec rate. The frequency-counting function of the HP 5185T digitizing oscilloscope, which uses a zero-crossing scheme, provides better than 0.008% relative accuracy for a record length of the same size (204 periods). Without some measure of the algorithms' accuracy, however, you wouldn't know which one to choose for a particular task.

**Different FFT windows yield different results**

When an instrument performs FFTs, it usually provides several different windowing functions. As Fig 6 shows, different windows yield different results when applied to the same waveform. Flat-top windowing provides amplitude resolution of 0.01 dB, but its 3-dB resolution bandwidth is 3.8 times wider than the resolution bandwidth of uniform windowing. Hann windowing has a maximum error of 1.5 dB, but its resolution bandwidth is only 1.6 times wider than that of uniform windowing.

![Fig 5-The IEEE 194-1977 standard is an example of an industry standard that's used, in this case, to characterize pulses.](image1)

![Fig 6-The flat-top-window function (a) shows frequency resolution that's 3.8 times wider than that obtained with uniform windowing (b); the Hann window function (c) provides frequency resolution that's 1.6 times wider than that of uniform windowing. The benefit of flat-top windowing is its amplitude accuracy of 0.01 dB. In contrast, Hann windowing produces 1.5-dB amplitude accuracy, and uniform windowing produces 4-dB amplitude accuracy.](image2)
The incorrect application of an algorithm often results in errors.

windowing. Uniform windowing has the best frequency resolution for signals that are close in amplitude, but its amplitude error can reach 4 dB.

In order to get the most out of a particular instrument, you must understand the different windowing functions that digitizing instruments use. If amplitude resolution is of prime importance, the flat-top windowing function is what you should use. If frequency resolution of signals with similar amplitudes is the key issue, then you should choose uniform windowing. Hann windowing (Fig 6c) is a good compromise between amplitude accuracy and frequency resolution.

For measuring the frequency of a single tone accurately, a zero-crossing estimation scheme is a better choice than any form of FFT.

Some digitizing instruments can start and end calculations at only the first and last sample of the recorded waveform. This characteristic severely limits the accuracy and resolution of some derived measurements. For example, performing a periodic-rms voltage measurement on a series of bursts that have a 50% duty cycle will result in a 50% error unless the instrument can process just the active portions of the waveform.

Limitations can result, for example, when you want to perform statistical measurements on a series of sinewave chirps. If this statistical information is of interest, then you must be able to make a delimited measurement, analyzing just a single chirp (Fig 7). Digitizing instruments that can start and end calculations at only the first and last sample of the waveform don't have sufficient flexibility to analyze smaller sections of the waveform, such as single bursts of the frequency chirp.

A solution to the uncertainty that signal-processing errors engender is a system of characterized analysis. Characterized analysis provides an overall (that is, for both hardware and software) accuracy characteristic for a digitizing instrument for each of its applications: voltmeter, frequency counter, and spectrum analyzer. Fig 8 shows three characterized-analysis plots for the HP 5185T digitizing oscilloscope. Characterized analysis doesn't require you to know the ac, dc, or algorithmic errors, or how these errors interact with each

Fig 7—Analysis software that has a delimiting function lets you analyze a single cycle of a sinusoidal chirp.

Fig 8—Characterized analysis provides an overall, hardware-and-software accuracy characteristic for each of a digitizing instrument's applications: spectrum analyzer (a), voltmeter (b), and frequency counter (c). (These examples pertain to the HP 5185T).
High resolution 12-bit digitizers vs. "typical" 8-bit digitizers.
Do you want to see the details in your signal or not?

800/356-3090
or 608/273-5008

Nicolet Test Instruments Division
PO. Box 4288
5225-2 Verona Road
Madison, WI 53711-0288

Nicolet Digital Oscilloscopes

Bring the true power of digital oscilloscopes to bear on your problem. High accuracy, high resolution 12-bit digitizers let you zoom in on the small variations in your waveform. Variations you've been trying to find, but can't. That's why Nicolet digital scopes offer waveform expansion on the time and voltage axes up to X256. That's why Nicolet scopes have precise cursor readout of each measured data value. Make sure your digital storage oscilloscope is part of the answer, not part of the problem.

Nicolet
"Instruments of Discovery"
CIRCLE NO 91
NEW COMBINATION MODEM/UART CHIP FOR INTEGRAL BUS APPLICATIONS

FEATURES:
- Modem/UART combination optimized for integral bus applications
- Stand-alone mode allows full modem and UART control from CPU bus, with no dedicated µP required
- Dual-port mode suits conventional designs using local µP for transparent modem operation
- Complete modem functions for 1200 BPS (Bell 212A, V.22) and 0-300 BPS (Bell 103, V.21) operation
- Fully compatible 16450/8250 UART with 8250B or 8250A selectable interrupt emulation
- CMOS chip operates from single +5V power supply; draws only 75 mW (15 mW with power down)

Silicon Systems' new K222U combines the performance and features of the SSI K222L 1200 BPS single-chip modem with an industry standard 8250/16450 UART function in a single 40-pin chip.

The new modem/UART chip is optimized for MS-DOS bus integral intelligent modem applications such as portable or lap-top personal computers. In the stand-alone mode, the modem functions can be fully controlled through the 8250 interface, with the main CPU performing both data communication and modem control without the need for an additional dedicated microcontroller.

For conventional plug-in card applications, the dual-port mode permits using a dedicated local microcontroller with the modem, allowing the modem function to be transparent to the main CPU. The 8250 section can also be used independent of the modem function, providing an added serial port at no extra cost when the modem function is disabled. The modem portion of the K222U provides all analog functions needed for an intelligent modem compatible with 212A/V22/V21 Bell and CCITT standards.

For more information on the new K222U, or the complete K-Series family of compatible modem IC's, contact:
Silicon Systems, 14351 Myford Road, Tustin, CA 92680.
Phone: (714) 731-7110, Ext. 575.

other, in order to determine the instrument’s overall accuracy. Instead, characterized analysis provides an overall, quantified characteristic for the hardware/software signal-processing chain.

Not having quantified characteristics for the error introduced by software can cause even worse errors than those already enumerated. The worst case you could encounter would occur if you were to use a digitizing instrument simply as a front end for capturing data, doing your signal processing on a computer with untested third-party software having no warranty. In this situation, besides facing the problems already discussed, you might have to deal with bad algorithms, bugs in the implementation, and formatting errors.

Formatting errors result from incorrect assumptions about the format of data. For instance, your digitizer may output straight binary code or Gray code. Further, its data could be in 1's complement or 2's complement form. These issues may appear trivial, but they can keep an instrument from being useful or, even worse, they can require the aid of a software programmer.

Even if you do buy software with a warranty, you won't have information on how the software and hardware will interact. Software warranties typically ensure that the purchased software will run on your computer (or the manufacturer will make good on it), but say nothing about how much the analysis degrades the digitized data. Even if a warranty were to state how much error the software would add, this warranty still would not guarantee the final accuracy of the overall hardware/software system.

Author's biography
David M George is a product-marketing engineer for the Santa Clara Instrument Div of Hewlett-Packard. He has worked for HP for 10 years. David obtained a BSEE from the University of Utah and an MSEE from Stanford University. He is a member of the IEEE and enjoys skiing, scuba diving, bicycling, running, dancing, and windsurfing in his spare time. David is interested in German culture and claims to be semifluent in German.
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"WE DESIGNED THIS CHIP FOR YOU."

How Our Modem/UART Chip Can Simplify Your New Integral Modem Designs. "With our experience as the industry leader in single chip modem IC's, we knew we could integrate a UART with a modem, but we asked you 'who needed it?' Your answer was—all the designers wanting to put the modem inside their products—especially designers of lap-top PC's, portable terminals, and other bus-oriented products.

"You told us you wanted a modem chip that connects directly to the computer bus with no additional IC's—a chip compatible with popular bus standards but flexible in use. And you wanted it to run from a single +5 volt supply with the lowest possible operating power. So we developed the SSI K222U—the industry's most highly integrated combination modem and UART. And here's what our new chip does for you.

"It operates off the system microprocessor without the need for a separate controller chip. It frees up board space for other purposes by putting the modem, the UART, and system related functions all in one 40-pin DIP. It provides you with all the modem functions you need for world-wide operation at 300, 600, and 1200 bps rates for Bell and CCITT standards. And it gives you a UART interface that is completely compatible with the industry standard 8250A/16C450 devices used with IBM PC compatible products. Our unique design also allows you to use the UART independent of the modem function, giving you an additional serial port. All of this in a low-power CMOS device that operates from a single +5V supply. In short, it's a chip that we designed for your application."

Call Now!
(714) 731-7110, Ext. 575

For more information on the SSI K222U, or the complete K-Series family of compatible modem IC's, contact: Silicon Systems, 14351 Myford Road, Tustin, California 92680.

silicon systems
INNOVATORS IN INTEGRATION

"Where we design to your applications."
25A SMART POWER SWITCH IN A GROUNDED PACKAGE. WHO CAN DELIVER?

SGS, of course. In fact, the L9801 High Side Driver is an impressive example of what SGS Multipower-BCD™ (Bipolar, CMOS, DMOS) can do in automotive lamp, solenoid and motor driver applications.

Thanks to this unique power technology, SGS can combine high output power capacity with on-chip protection logic and sophisticated diagnostics—all for less than $3 each in volume.

High power output capacity. The new L9801 utilizes 60V technology and operates on a 6 to 16V supply to deliver a continuous 6A DC output current (25A peak) with a typical Ron of less than 1 ohm.

Grounded package. SGS Multipower-BCD technology also makes it possible to integrate completely isolated, high efficiency output stages. That means you can have a smart, high current high side driver in a grounded SGS industry standard Pentawatt® package that bolts directly to the chassis.

Brighter smart power. The L9801's input control and logic level diagnostic output are TTL/CMOS compatible. On-chip diagnostic functions include load status (open and short), plus thermal and overvoltage shutdown conditions. All this combined with a special inrush current limiter for lamp driving, on-chip thermal protection and output short-circuit protection makes SGS Multipower-BCD technology the brighter smart power. Just check our specs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating Voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Current (Worst Case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ron (−40°C to +150°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SGS Semiconductor Corporation
1000 E. Bell Road, Phoenix, Arizona 85022 • 602/867-6259
© 1987 All rights reserved. SGS and Pentawatt are registered trademarks of the SGS Group. BCD and The Brighter Power are trademarks of SGS.
SGS' exclusive Multipower-BCD technology—that's integrated Bipolar CMOS, DMOS—has a lot more to offer. What other smart power IC technology isolates the DMOS output power transistors to let you connect as many as you need on a chip in anyway you like? None.

That's just one example of how smart SGS power really is. And the L9801 is just one of many SGS smart power products.

Why not get the full story on SGS Multipower-BCD technology plus full data on the L9801. Call 602/867-6259 now. After all, the brighter your smart power source, the brighter your design's future.
Special circuit simplifies testing of voltage comparators

Voltage comparators generally have wide bandwidth and high gain—qualities that actually invite instability whether the device is operating in an application circuit or a test loop. You can modify the conventional op-amp test circuit to test the comparator, but a better solution is to build a comparator tester dedicated to the task.

Barry Harvey, Elantec Inc

Most analog engineers view the voltage comparator as a troublesome device because its wide bandwidth and high gain make it prone to oscillation. It's no surprise, then, that if you connect a comparator in a standard op-amp test circuit, it will most likely exhibit at least one of the following: input oscillation, output oscillation, or high-frequency, burst-mode oscillation involving the entire test circuit. Special requirements burden the measurement of a voltage comparator's ac and dc parameters. The test fixture must present a low-inductance connection to the comparator's ground pin, for example, and you may have to include a square-wave source on the fixture (commercial signal generators seldom produce the fast, clean step functions required).

If your application requirements necessitate the use of a voltage comparator, you'll find it helpful to understand why the op-amp test setup is generally unsuitable, how to build a dedicated circuit that is suitable, and how to modify and use the op-amp test circuit when building a dedicated tester isn't practical.

Fig 1 shows the basic loop for measuring an op amp's dc parameters. If, for instance, $V_{CM}=0V$ and you close $S_1$ and $S_2$, then the combined effect of the $R_1/R_2$ attenuator and feedback in the $R_3$, $C_1$, $R_4$, and $IC_1$ loop produces $V_{OUT}=1000V_{OS}$. ($V_{CM}$ is the common-mode voltage, and $V_{OS}$ is the op amp's input offset voltage.) By opening and closing $S_1$ and $S_2$, you can measure the op amp's input-bias and offset currents, and by varying $V_{CM}$, you can measure the op amp's sensitivity to common-mode voltage (Ref 1).

Frequency roll-off stabilizes op amps

The op-amp device under test (DUT) behaves well in this test circuit because the DUT and the feedback integrator ($IC_2$) have open-loop gains that decrease
with increasing frequency. As a result, any oscillations in the circuit have amplitudes inversely proportional to their frequency, and the $R/R_c$ divider further attenuates these amplitudes below the level of concern.

When you install a comparator in the op-amp loop, however, the comparator’s relatively large high-frequency gain sustains large-amplitude oscillations at the comparator’s output. Internal rectification of this ac signal can shift the dc bias voltages within the comparator, and large dc shifts can momentarily bias the comparator off. The loop relaxes, then resumes oscillation, creating repetitive bursts of high-frequency oscillation called “squegging.”

Another, more subtle problem involves IC2. An integrator can attenuate high frequencies if its output impedance remains low, but the integrator op amp’s output impedance increases with frequencies above approximately 50 kHz. Accordingly, the integrator’s attenuation falls off for oscillations above that frequency level. Above 1 MHz in particular, most op amps have little gain—but comparators have plenty. The comparator is thus, unfortunately, able to amplify any oscillations present. Moreover, the comparator’s high slew rate helps to ensure that its output signal will slam from rail to rail.

Comparators must switch but not oscillate

An adaptation of the classic delta-sigma modulator solves this oscillation problem (Fig 2). The comparator’s output feeds a D-type flip-flop (IC3) that you drive with a clock signal in the 100-kHz to 1-MHz range. In turn, the flip-flop drives a differential integrator (IC2), whose output voltage is attenuated by $R/R_c$ as in Fig 1. Equilibrium in this feedback loop demands that the comparator-output signal have a 50% duty cycle, which in turn produces a voltage at the $R_1-R_c$ junction equal to the comparator’s $V_{OS}$. The flip-flop in this circuit provides excellent attenuation of high frequencies yet contributes little phase shift at moderate frequencies.

Some comparators will oscillate when tested in the Fig 2 circuit, but the loop still forces the output to switch with a precise 50% duty cycle, which by definition implies that the input voltage equals $V_{OS}$ (that is, the comparator’s switching threshold). You measure the comparator’s other dc parameters by controlling $S_1$, $S_2$, and $V_{CM}$ as in Fig 1.

Fig 3 shows a practical comparator tester. Based on
Fig 3—This comparator-test circuit incorporates the basic loop of Fig 2, but uses two programmable-array logic chips (IC1 and IC2) for sequencing the tests.

NOTES:
1. S4 and S6 are DG201s.
2. Coaxial cables connected to OUT are UT-47 solid coaxial.
TO OSCILLOSCOPE INPUTS

CH 1, 20 mV/CM, 500x

CH 2, 10 mV/CM, 500x

CH 3, 0.1V/CM, HIGH-Z

DEVICE UNDER TEST

IC1

CP/LE

0.01 µF

51

2.4k

0.9k

430

51

Vosx1000

15V

100 pF

2.2k

15V

330

100 pF

15V

Vosx1000

CP/LE

IC2

LM311

0.01 µF

0.01 µF

MYLAR

1k

-100 mV

AZ

IC3

LM355

0.01 µF

0.01 µF

MYLAR

1.2M

S/H

IC4

1.2M

Vosx1000

SW0

Vcc

IC5

74ALS74

IGEN1

IC6

74ALS74

IC7

74ALS74

IC8

74ALS74

TRIG1

TRIG2

DT

NC

GND

DPA

TRIGGER/10

OSCILLOSCOPE CH 4,

0.1V/CM, + SLOPE,

TRIGGER/10

SW1

SW2

SW3

SW4

SW5

SW6

SW7

SW8

SW9

SW10

SW11

SW12

SW13

SW14

SW15

SW16

SW17

SW18

SW19

SW20
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module PAL1

title 'PAL1 from comparator jig'

U08 device 'P16H8';

sw0,sw1,sw2,sw3,sw4,sw5 pin 1,2,3,4,5,6;
dt,dtt,dt2,dtaz pin 9,8,13,11;
az,sh,cp2,d100mv,odupdn pin 17,18,17,16,15;

equations

az=!sw0&sw1;
enable az=1;
sh=!sw2&!dtt # !sw3&!dta # !sw4&!dtaz # !sw0&!sw1&!dtt;
enable sh=1;

cp2=!sw3&!dtt # !sw4&!dtt # !sw0&!sw1&!dtt;
enable cp2=1;
d100mv=!sw0&sw1&sw5 # !sw1 # !sw2&!sw5 # !sw3&!sw5 # !sw4&!sw5;
enable d100mv=1;
odupdn=!sw2&sw5 # !sw3&sw5 # !sw4&sw5 # !sw0&!sw1&dt2;
enable odupdn=1;

end PAL1

module PAL2

title 'PAL2 from comparator jig'

H08 device 'P16H8';

sw0,sw1,sw2,sw3,sw4,sw5 pin 1,2,3,4,5,6;
dt,dtt,dt2,dtaz pin 9,8,13,11;
igen1,igen2,cple1,cple2,tri1,tri2 pin 19,18,17,16,15,14;

equations

igen1=!sw0&sw1&sw5 # !sw4&!sw5&dtt &!dta # !sw4&!sw5&dt2 &!dta;
enable igen1=sw2&sw3;
igen2=!sw2&!sw5&!dtt &!dta # !sw2&sw5&dta # !sw2&sw5 &!dtt 
&!dta # !sw3&sw5&dta # !sw3&sw5 &dtt &!dta2;
enable igen2=sw0&sw1&sw4;
cple1=!sw0&sw1&dt # !sw3&dt # !sw4&dt # !sw0&!sw1&dt &dta 
# !sw0&!sw1&dt &!dta # !sw0&!sw1&dt &dtaz # !sw0&!sw1&dt &dta;
enable cple1=sw5;
cple2=!sw0&sw1&dt # sw0&!sw1&dt # !sw3&dt # !sw4&dt 
# !sw0&!sw1&dt &dta # !sw0&!sw1&dt &dtt # !sw0&!sw1&dt &dtt;
enable cple2=sw5;
tri1=!sw0&sw1&dt # sw0&!sw1&dt # !sw2&dt &dta # !sw0 &!sw1&dt &!dta;
enable tri1=sw3&sw4;
tri2=!sw3&!sw5&dtt &!dt2 &dta # !sw3&!sw5&dtt &!dt2 &dta 
# !sw4&!sw5&dtt &!dt2 &dta # !sw4&!sw5&dtt &!dtaz # !sw4&!sw5&dtt &!dtaz;
enable tri2=sw0&sw1&sw2;

end PAL2
IC<sub>7</sub> and IC<sub>8</sub> take the place of 10 or more MSI chips, and these PALs provide better-synchronized timing waveforms as well.

Fig 2's test setup, this circuit is capable of measuring the ac and dc parameters of most comparators. S<sub>1</sub> is the main control switch and selects among six positions. Position 1 forces the DUT output high or low according to the position of the up/down switch S<sub>2</sub>. Position 2 causes the integrator's (IC<sub>4</sub>'s) output to assume a value 1000× that of the DUT's V<sub>os</sub>. Position 3 configures the tester for measurement of the DUT's propagation delay (after you set the desired input overdrive using potentiometer R<sub>2</sub>). Positions 4, 5, and 6 set up the tester for measurements of setup time, hold time, and minimum pulse duration, respectively.

Tester includes square-wave generator

The transistors (Q<sub>1</sub> and Q<sub>2</sub>) and associated components form a squaring circuit that presents the DUT input with a ±100-mV square-wave signal. This signal features the 300-MHz bandwidth and 3-nsec rise times necessary for satisfactory comparator testing. When the circuit measures propagation delay (S<sub>3</sub> in position 3), switch S<sub>2</sub> selects the desired signal polarity by shifting the square wave in the positive or negative direction.

You set the desired overdrive voltage by adjusting R<sub>2</sub>. The test circuit's nulling mechanism ensures that the circuit will apply this overdrive with respect to a voltage level that includes the DUT's V<sub>os</sub> plus any offset error in the input-signal amplitude. Fig 4 shows the resulting waveforms (from a measurement of propagation delay for Elantec's EL2018 comparator).

IC<sub>7</sub> and IC<sub>8</sub>, programmable-array logic (PAL) chips, perform the test-sequencing and autozeroing functions for the DUT. They take the place of the otherwise required 10 or more MSI chips, and they provide better-synchronized timing waveforms as well. Listing 1 describes the PALs' logic in terms of the Abel fuse-compiler inputs. When you test a strobed comparator, potentiometer R<sub>1</sub> lets you adjust the clock edge with respect to the input edge by manually introducing a controlled amount of time skew via the PALs.

This practical tester not only lets you measure a comparator's performance, but also helps plot a comparator's transfer function. By applying an external ramp voltage at the DUT Reference Input, you can sweep the voltage to which the DUT output is autozeroed (the autozero operation occurs 200 times/sec). You connect this ramp signal for display on the scope's vertical axis and the tester's V<sub>os</sub>×1000 signal for display on the scope's horizontal axis. The resulting plots of input vs output (Fig 5) are the transfer functions for the EL2019 comparator (clocked mode) and the EL2018 comparator (unclocked mode).

Ground plane provides low impedance

Careful layout and construction are essential attributes of any useful tester board. The board should have a copper ground plane, for example, to provide low resistance and inductance at the comparator's ground pin. (A low-impedance ground helps sink the large pulses of supply current that occur when the compara-

---

Fig 4—This scope photo shows the propagation delay for an EL2018 comparator by displaying the output waveforms (attenuated by a factor of 100) and the input waveforms. Fig 3 shows the actual test setup.

Fig 5—This double-exposure photo shows the transfer functions for the EL2019 comparator (while its internal master-slave flip-flop is being clocked) and the EL2018 comparator (while its internal latch is being held in the transparent, or unclocked position).
A comparator's wideband input stage can oscillate by itself when connected to a large resistance or inductance (exclusive of feedback).

Because a comparator's wideband input stage can oscillate by itself (exclusive of feedback) when connected to a large resistance or inductance, the tester provides a source impedance of 500 or less at each DUT input. A comparator's output stage, too, can oscillate independently when connected to a low-resistance or capacitive load. Accordingly, you should provide a 1-kΩ series resistor for coupling to the capacitive input of a voltmeter. Further, the comparator will behave well if loaded with a resistive divider; a 100:1 divider with 50Ω junction resistance, for example, will provide a good interface to the oscilloscope.

If you have no choice but to test your comparator using an existing op-amp test setup, you'll have to add circuit components to prevent the oscillations from disrupting the tests. Fig 6 is an example of the measures taken to test an EL2018 comparator using the op-amp adapter for Tektronix's Model 577 curve tracer. (The adapter employs the basic test circuit of Fig 1.)

First, you should minimize the oscillation caused by the magnetic coupling between wires by replacing the op-amp module's socket adapter with a simple multiple-insertion socket. Some oscillation may remain at various levels on the comparator's transfer curve (the EL2018 has a gain of 10^4 at 3 MHz), but the smaller socket minimizes this problem. The L/R1 series network and the C1/R2 shunt network reduce the magnitude of the oscillations sent to the test system, and R3, R4, and C2 reduce these amplitudes still further. Finally, capacitor C3 eliminates any residual oscillation.

The resulting setup isn't elegant, but it works because it doesn't interfere with the test circuit's dc parameters. Some comparators, however, might have a problem driving the load capacitor C3. Comparators with asymmetrical output stages can induce an input offset by rectifying existing oscillation. To be sure this offset rectification doesn't happen, you must compare your results with those from a tester that can't sustain such oscillations (Fig 3).
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In fact, twice as fast.

If you're developing automated test procedures for microprocessor-based digital circuit boards, we'd like to introduce you to the concept of speed.

Fast Programming

With the 9100A Test Programmer’s Station, you can generate powerful and detailed test programs in half the time it takes with other emulative-type systems. Weeks instead of months.

Easy-to-use software: The 9100A features a high-level programming language, syntax-checking editor and source-language debugger all designed specifically for writing digital test and diagnostic routines.

Built-in decision tree: Enter board information in straightforward database format. Add stimulus routines. The 9100A then produces comprehensive test programs for Guided Fault Isolation (GFI) almost automatically. A special fault-tracing algorithm makes all the choices about the troubleshooting sequence.

Fast Troubleshooting

Here’s where Fluke’s new system really takes off!

Because the programs you develop on the 9100A can be executed on the production line or in service by any number of low-cost 9105A Digital Test Stations. All of them with these features.

Full board coverage: This system isolates digital hardware faults down to the node level on all digital circuitry, SSI to ASIC, at rates up to 40 MHz.

Automated Fault Isolation: Lightning-fast functional tests for the entire µP kernel—BUS, RAM and ROM—are pre-programmed, and activated by simple keystrokes. Beyond the kernel, your GFI programs guide an operator right to the faulty node quickly, with diagnostics in plain English.

Advanced circuitry interface: Fluke’s new Parallel I/O Modules let you test as many as 160 pins simultaneously at up to 10 MHz. Helping to isolate faults faster than you ever thought possible.

High-Performance Support

Fluke backs its full line of board test equipment—9100A Digital Test System, 9000A Micro-System Troubleshooter, 3200B Manufacturing Defects Analyzer and 3050B Functional Test System—with all the service, training and application support you need.

Fast answers

Call Fluke at 1-800-426-0361 to get up to speed fast!
A STRIKING NEW COMBINATION OF SPEED, RESOLUTION, ACCURACY AND RECORD LENGTH!

200 MS/s, 10-bit resolution, +.4% gain accuracy, and 64K record length: the best balance in high-resolution digitizers is clearly the new RTD 710 from Tektronix.

The RTD 710 lets you work with fast transients, from DC to 100 MHz, in standalone, semi-automated or fully automated test and measurement environments.

You can partition its 64K memory to store signals of different lengths. Acquire data simultaneously on two different channels. Switch sampling speeds up to five times in a single acquisition.

Add a TV triggering option for video applications. And choose from a variety of computer-based measurement packages.

Call 1-800-835-9433 for more information or to arrange a personal demonstration.
Cluster testing
overcomes many
testability problems

Complete in-circuit testing of dense pc boards may not be possible, either because vital nodes are inaccessible, or because VLSI chips can be damaged by overdriving. You can both avoid these problems and gain some of the advantages of functional testing by testing several ICs as a group.

Stephen Caplow, Teradyne Inc

In the perfect world of the design engineer's dreams, designed-in testability carries every new VLSI circuit board smoothly and swiftly from design through test, and on to market. In the real world, however, test engineers still spend weeks and sometimes months trying to overcome the testability problems posed by many new board designs. These testability problems fall into three main categories: the difficulty of programming functional tests that will fully exercise a complex board; the inaccessibility of vital nodes; and the probability of causing damage to sensitive VLSI chips by overdriving them during in-circuit testing of neighboring ICs.

You can avoid these problems by using a relatively new technique called cluster testing, in which you test several ICs as a group. You can choose the group boundaries so that overdrive damage won't occur, and you can detect timing and other functional problems while incurring only a slight increase in programming complexity. Cluster testing, therefore, combines features of both in-circuit and functional testing.

Today's VLSI boards mix custom or semicustom ICs with off-the-shelf components, surface-mount devices with conventional through-hole devices, and high-power logic such as the advanced Schottky families with extremely low-power CMOS families. The same advanced device and packaging technologies that let you crowd more performance into less board space, however, also make it less likely that a purely in-circuit testing program will provide adequate fault coverage on a new board. At the same time, purely functional tests, which avoid many of the problems associated with in-circuit testing, require such a large programming effort that the costs are unacceptable (see box, "Functional vs in-circuit testing of pc boards.")

Gaining access to untestable components

The commonest barriers to in-circuit testing are devices that automatic test equipment (ATE) can't physically access, and devices that the ATE can't safely or reliably overdrive. Inaccessible ICs are themselves untestable by purely in-circuit techniques; devices that can't tolerate overdriving make their neighboring components untestable. In-circuit testing can't be fully effective if the ATE can't reach all of a board's internal nodes.

Surface-mount technology (SMT) accounts for many
In-circuit testing can't always probe all of a board's internal nodes. You can often reach inaccessible devices by making them part of a cluster.

accessibility problems. The narrow lead spacing of most SMT devices, and the practice of mounting these devices on both sides of a board to achieve greater densities, make it difficult (and sometimes impossible) for the ATE to probe internal nodes. Specialized, dual-sided test fixtures can help to some extent, but there are many boards to which even these fixtures can't provide sufficient nodal access for a complete test. Piggyback modules (sometimes called rider cards) that mount on a mother board can also create access problems.

When you find ICs that the ATE probes can't reach, you can group two or more of the ICs and test them functionally as a single entity or a cluster. The ATE must still overdrive other components in order to isolate the cluster, but it need not have direct contact with every IC in the cluster. For example, you might pair one component, whose narrowly spaced leads prohibit physical probing, with a neighboring component whose leads permit probing. You can then test the troublesome component indirectly through the leads of the accessible component. Similarly, in a logic chain consisting of components A, B, and C, if you can't safely overdrive component B in order to test component C, you could cluster B and C and test them as a unit (provided that A can safely be overdriven).

You'll find that many of the new device-fabrication technologies place severe restrictions on overdriving the devices. For example, many programmable-array-logic (PAL) devices oscillate if you overdrive the outputs from logical zero to logical one because of positive feedback in the output stages. Unless a PAL has built-in features that let you disable its outputs or preset them to logical one, the oscillation will propagate to all devices that fan out from the PAL and will interfere with the test signals that the ATE applies to these devices. Consequently, in-circuit testing can't achieve repeatable results from the ICs that fan out from the PAL.

You'll also have to take into account the possibility that overdriving many outputs of a device—or overdriving a few outputs for a long time—may damage the device. Large gate arrays that have a high pin count (Fig 1) are particularly susceptible to damage. Because so many of IC1's output leads drive IC2 and IC3, the ATE can't safely overdrive either of the latter two; the cumulative overdrive current would almost certainly damage IC1. Similarly, devices in high-power logic families, such as Fast and advanced Schottky, can't tolerate the overdriving of more than a few outputs; the overdrive currents applied to the various output pins all flow through the same ground-bonding wire, and an excessive total current can melt this wire.

Extremely long in-circuit tests can also make overdriving unsafe. For example, a large RAM chip might require thousands of test patterns for a full check of every cell. The industry-standard "6n march" test, applied to such a chip, might take hundreds of milliseconds, and subjecting the RAM's associated controller to
overdrive currents for that length of time could damage the controller.

You'll often find that several different factors combine to make a device or group of devices virtually untestable by in-circuit methods. Consider the problems associated with testing the 74F374 8-bit latch (IC3) and the gate array (IC5) in Fig 2's circuit. First, you need to isolate the clock input in order to apply single, carefully controlled clock pulses. You can't turn the clock off, however, because the output-enable terminal of bus driver IC1 is wired directly to ground.

Furthermore, you need to apply very high currents (more than 700 mA) to overdrive the outputs of 74S240 and similar bus drivers; even if the driver escaped damage, your results would be unreliable. Thus, you have no safe or reliable means of isolating the clock input while testing IC2.

Second, it's not practical to overdrive the clock signal; wiring inductance gives rise to glitches whenever you try to overdrive moving signals such as those produced by clocks, delay lines, and unbreakable feedback loops. Furthermore, you need to apply very high currents (more than 700 mA) to overdrive the outputs of 74S240 and similar bus drivers; even if the driver escaped damage, your results would be unreliable. Thus, you have no safe or reliable means of isolating the clock input while testing IC2.

Third, you can't isolate the gate array for an in-circuit test because the output-enable terminal of IC2, OC, is also wired directly to ground. To test IC5, you have to overdrive all eight of its output terminals while applying potentially thousands of patterns to test the gate array. Such a procedure is almost guaranteed to destroy the 74F374, either by melting common internal

Functional vs in-circuit testing of pc boards

The two most common methods of testing complete pc boards are functional testing and in-circuit testing. When it performs functional testing, automatic test equipment (ATE) emulates the system in which a board will be used, and accesses the board via the edge connectors. You program the ATE either to generate test patterns that will detect specific types of faults, or to exercise the board as it will operate in the system it's designed for.

Functional testing can detect timing problems and faults caused by interaction among board components, and it produces quick results with simple boards. The disadvantage of functional testing is that it can't isolate the fault to a particular component, so diagnosis requires time-consuming manual or computer-aided guided-probe signal-tracing techniques. Also, as board complexity increases, you'll find it becomes increasingly difficult and time consuming to create test programs that exercise all the board's functions.

ATE that uses the in-circuit approach accesses each digital IC individually by means of the probes in a bed-of-nails test fixture that's made specifically for testing a particular board. To test an IC, the ATE activates the probes that correspond to the IC's terminals, forcing the device inputs to particular logic states while observing the outputs. This forcing operation is called "overdriving" or "backdriving" because it overrides the outputs of any previous ICs in the logic path. To minimize the effects of stray capacitance, you can obtain a bilevel fixture, which has some taller, spring-loaded probes. At the first level, a partial vacuum pulls the board down onto the taller probes; at the second level, a full vacuum pulls the board down onto all of the probes, compressing the springs of the taller ones.

The advantage of the in-circuit method is that it can make test equipment programming a highly automated process—you merely extract from a library the standard test patterns for the devices on the board, and combine these patterns into a sequence that will test every IC on the board. The method is simple and inexpensive. Because the ATE produces a go/no-go report for each device, it's also easy to diagnose and replace a failing IC.

One disadvantage of the in-circuit method is that it depends on the accessibility of all significant nodes. In modern, high-density boards, and particularly in those having surface-mount components on both sides, all the significant nodes aren't always accessible.

Two potentially more serious disadvantages are that the in-circuit method can't easily detect timing errors, particularly in complex VLSI devices, and that some devices can be damaged by the large currents (>500 mA) needed to overdrive their outputs to test a neighboring device.
Inaccessibility isn’t the only problem associated with in-circuit tests: The large currents needed to overdrive a device’s output can damage the device.

ground leads or by the cumulative overheating. There are no easy solutions to this problem—this circuit is a conspicuous example of designing for untestability!

Constrained VLSI components, so called because they have pins that are tied to one another or tied directly to ground or Vcc, constitute yet another barrier to testability. You may be able to force an in-circuit test on a device of this kind by manually writing special test patterns, but many designs stubbornly resist the purely in-circuit approach.

The UART shown in Fig 3 is an example of a constrained device: Two of its pins are tied together through an inverter. Although there is no hard connection between the pins, or between either of the pins and ground or Vcc, the connection through the inverter constitutes an unbreakable feedback loop that restricts the ATE’s ability to perform a useful test. For example, if the test sequence includes patterns that drive both the input and the output of the inverter simultaneously, the result can be glitches that produce unrepeatable test results.

Some test nodes on a board may have sensitivities that don’t allow in-circuit testing of the associated components. Fig 4 shows an ECL gate (IC3) that controls the clock line of an edge-sensitive ECL counter (IC2). ECL counters require very fast signal transitions to avoid false clocking—in fact, no ATE could clock the counter fast enough through tester pin B because of the stray capacitance added by the probe. You can test the two ICs as a cluster via test probe A, however.

gate is then undistorted, and it clocks the counter reliably to produce repeatable test results.

Certain analog nodes are also sensitive to stray capacitance. For example, if you apply a test probe to the summing junction of the op amp in Fig 5, the circuit will oscillate, thereby precluding any reliable in-circuit test of the D/A converter that feeds the summing junction. A bilevel fixture would allow you to perform an in-circuit test of the op amp alone, forcing it to behave as a simple comparator. To test the D/A converter, however, you’d have to withdraw the probe from the summing junction and perform a cluster test. Unless many other circuits on the board require the use of a bilevel fixture, which is expensive, this procedure would be uneconomical. It would be more practical to specify a functional cluster test of the D/A converter and the op amp together, right from the start.

Some components are invisible to the tester

Analog circuits, such as disk interfaces, often contain small capacitors and inductors configured in a way that makes them invisible to the tester—no in-circuit test can detect the presence or absence of these invisible components. For example, in the tank circuit in Fig 6, the inductor’s impedance, at 10 kHz, is 275,000 times lower than the capacitor’s impedance. The capacitor, therefore, is invisible to the tester, and the only way to verify the presence or absence of the correct capacitance value is to measure the frequency response of the whole circuit.

Some board malfunctions are caused by complex interactions among several devices on the board, or by marginal drive and timing faults. Even very-high-performance ATE systems may be unable to detect such
faults, which can also be very difficult to diagnose at a later stage of testing. The most cost-effective way to detect such faults during production testing is to add some functional cluster tests to the in-circuit test program. These tests allow an in-circuit testing program to detect timing faults of 30 nsec or less.

The best way to define a cluster is to start with the components that are creating a testability problem, and work outward, adding neighboring components to the cluster until you've defined a functional block. This guideline may lead you to include more components than are strictly necessary for buffering the troublesome device, but it's usually easier to generate effective test patterns for a functional block than for a random collection of logic elements.

Another useful guideline is that, to obtain the best performance from the ATE, you should access the cluster at nodes that don't require overdriving, such as 3-state buses. You'll probably find it easy to implement cluster tests for bus-structured boards because the address and data buses form natural boundaries for most clusters.

Clusters can have as few as two components. Small clusters require little programming effort because they often allow you to use patterns from the in-circuit pattern library. Larger clusters demand more-traditional functional-test programming techniques. Nevertheless, even for a large number of clusters, the programming effort is still much smaller than that for a full functional test of a complete board.

A logic simulator can be a powerful aid in generating functional-test programs. A simulator models a circuit in software and predicts the circuit's responses, node by node, to a set of test stimuli. Today's advanced simulators provide an array of software tools that improve programming speed and program quality; their features include good-circuit simulation, current-strength analysis, worst-case timing analysis, fault simulation, and automatic-test-pattern-generation (ATPG) programs.

To simulate a cluster, you must first create a circuit description of it. You can extract the details pertaining to your cluster from the database previously created by your CAE/CAD system for the in-circuit test of the full board. The task will be easier and quicker if you have access to a model compiler that provides high-level editing tools. You'll have to extract details for each of the clusters that you define, so you'll end up with several circuit-description files for the board: one file for the complete board, and one file for each cluster that you define for testing purposes.

Once you've compiled your cluster circuit description into a simulation model, you'll need to generate the test patterns that the simulator will use to test the model. ATPG software can help you in this task, although its effectiveness decreases as the circuit's sequential depth increases. For this reason, you'll probably have to generate test patterns manually for very complex clusters—a time-consuming chore, but part of the price you must pay for getting an otherwise untestable board into production.

The simulator applies your functional-test patterns to the cluster model and predicts the model's responses both for a go/no-go test and for guided-probe diagnostics. This stimulus/response information provides the description of a "good cluster," against which your test system will later compare the responses of the corresponding physical cluster.

You'll probably follow good-cluster simulation with a fault-simulation run in which the simulator injects the logical equivalent of physical defects into the model and predicts their effect on circuit performance. The fault simulation grades the fault coverage provided by your set of test patterns, indicating which faults they detect and which faults they miss. You can also use fault-simulation data to generate a database to serve as the basis for fault-dictionary diagnostic routines. When the ATE detects a fault, but accessibility problems prevent detailed diagnosis of the components involved, the fault dictionary can lead you to routines that will help to isolate the faulty component.

Finally, postprocessing software converts the simulator's output files to the format required by the ATE; you can download the files to the ATE and merge them
Trying to overdrive moving signals, such as clock pulses, produces glitches that yield unrepeatable test results.

with the in-circuit test program for debugging. This transfer task is easier if the simulator and the ATE share a common language and operating environment. In addition, the simulator should be able to take into account the characteristics and limitations of the test system; this way, the simulator will provide only those test patterns that the ATE is able to execute.

Boards that form part of a μP-based system lend themselves to a programming process called bus-cycle emulation, which can be simpler than simulation. From the standpoint of programming and signal quality, these boards' address and data buses form ideal cluster boundaries.

In bus-cycle emulation, you put the μP on hold and use the test system's channels to emulate microprocessor cycles. The ATE can then use simple read and write cycles to test any board function independently. If the ATE has the specialized hardware needed for inserting the variable-length wait states that peripherals such as RAM-refresh controllers require, you need only enter the μP's specified timing characteristics to automatically generate the appropriate bus-cycle tests for each cluster.

By itself, bus-cycle emulation provides neither the stimulus/response data nor the test-pattern grading that you obtain from simulation. However, some test systems have tools that automatically learn the correct nodal responses for both go/no-go tests and guided-probe diagnostic routines. In addition, you can use the ATE's high-current drivers to physically inject stuck-at-one and stuck-at-zero faults into the board, and you can thereby measure a test program's fault coverage at the pin level.

Techniques for diagnosing cluster failures

You have several options for troubleshooting clusters that fail. For the very simplest cluster, consisting of two or three components, a rule-based expert system for in-circuit failure analysis may be sufficient. The expert system begins its analysis only after the ATE has completed all the in-circuit and simple cluster tests, and it's specifically designed to take into account the fact that a single fault may cause several different in-circuit device tests to fail. The expert system applies a series of rules to the failing-pin information to eliminate spurious failures that were merely products of the primary failure; thus, it isolates the faulty component.

For more complex and populous clusters, you'll need guided-probe analysis, a fault dictionary, or a combination of these two techniques. Integrating the fault-dictionary and guided-probe techniques provides the greatest diagnostic efficiency because it capitalizes on the respective strengths of each approach. The fault dictionary's fast initial identification of likely fault locations lets the guided probe proceed directly to those areas to verify the source of the failure, instead of painstakingly tracing backward from a failed cluster output.

Guided-probe analysis uses simulator-provided or learned nodal responses to guide an operator with a handheld probe in tracing back from a failed output to the faulty node. The guided-probe algorithm must have access to the full-board circuit-description file, as well as to data about the I/O relationships of each device (that is, which outputs are affected by which inputs). When buses are involved, the algorithm must also have information about which devices are active on the bus for each test pattern, so that it can trace the direction of data flow on the bus. The chief drawback of guided probing is that it's very time consuming, so this bus-activity data is essential for minimizing the number of nodes you have to probe, as well as for ensuring diagnostic accuracy.

Fault-dictionary diagnostic routines use nodal-response data obtained from fault simulation to create a database describing the unique output responses of a cluster to various faults that you've injected into the simulation model. A look-up program then compares the actual responses of a failing cluster with the descriptions in the fault dictionary; close matches indicate likely fault locations.

Although typically it doesn't provide as high a diagnostic resolution as guided-probe analysis does, the
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KEC has been designing and manufacturing precision power supplies for over 70 years. Our design engineers are ready to work with you to develop the exact power supply to meet your specifications.
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fault dictionary nevertheless has two critical advantages. First, the fault dictionary is fast, yielding a diagnosis in only a few seconds. Second, it's noninvasive—that is, it requires no physical probing of the board's internal nodes—so it's a boon to diagnostic technicians who have to cope with components such as surface-mount devices, which are difficult or impossible to access.

If you want to add cluster testing to an existing in-circuit test strategy, you may have to invest in additional hardware or software. If you don't already have a simulation system, you'll need one for generating functional cluster tests. Cluster tests certainly need a combinational test system—one that incorporates both in-circuit and functional test capabilities, and preferably one in which every test pin can operate in either test mode, so that programmers have the flexibility to define cluster boundaries appropriately. Finally, cluster testing entails more complex programming and diagnostic routines than does purely in-circuit testing.

Cluster testing repays this extra investment in two important ways, however. First, it lets you work around otherwise impossible in-circuit testability problems without taking away the advantages of a primarily in-circuit testing strategy. This strategy, even with the addition of cluster testing, is far less difficult and time consuming than full-board functional testing. Second, cluster tests improve upon the level of fault coverage yielded by in-circuit testing: They can detect faults that involve device interactions, marginal timing, and marginal drive performance. They therefore eliminate the time and expense of diagnosing and repairing such faults at the test bed or during system test and integration.
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An alternate source for ASICs?
It’s a piece of cake.

You designed an ASIC with one vendor’s library and system. Now you need an alternate vendor. What do you do?

Introducing Netrans™ universal netlist translator.

Call Gould. Our new Netrans™ service frees you from being locked-in to any single vendor for ASIC solutions.

Just bring us your netlist. No matter whose cell library you used. No matter if you need a gate array or standard cell IC.

We’ll use Netrans™, the latest addition to our growing roster of expert-based design aids, and convert your netlist to Gould format. Then your circuit can be produced under our rigorous SPC-assured quality conditions.

For details, call 1-800-GOULD-10. Or write: ASIC Solutions, Gould Inc., Semiconductor Division, 3800 Homestead Road, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Because Netrans™ is reason to celebrate.

Manufacturer of Gould AMI semiconductors.
You wouldn’t do this with your Analog VLSI devices.

You’ll have to if you go to most ATE companies for a solution to today’s sophisticated “system silicon” testing problems. Because all you’ll get is a makeshift tester. And that means resigning yourself to man-months of custom hardware work integrating analog and digital instrumentation. And putting up with the long hours of low-level software development that go with custom solutions. Worse, you can expect these delays to cut your chances of getting your product to market on time.

Teradyne now has a simple answer to this complex testing problem. The A500 Analog VLSI Test System. It’s the first of a new generation of systems specifically for AVLSI “system silicon” devices. A test system that can help you cut critical product development time by months or even years.

One Test System, Once and for All
With AVLSI devices you won’t get fast design feedback, unless you test individual components—the “building blocks” of system silicon. And you won’t comply with customer and industry requirements if you don’t do complete “system” functional testing. With conventional test systems it means two of everything. Two testers, two test programs, two insertions, two data bases. And more than twice the time to get to market.

The A500 allows you to do it all with one system. So there’s only one system to program. One insertion to make for both component and functional testing. And only one data base to work with. Which means significantly less time to market.

Vector Bus II: the Great Integrator
The heart of the A500 is Teradyne’s unique Vector Bus II architecture. It integrates analog and digital VLSI test capability at the system level. Which means you won’t have to build special applications hardware for every new device you design. Vector Bus II eliminates that costly custom-work bottleneck.
Why accept it in an Analog VLSI Test System?

with such features as TimeMaster™ Synchronization, Mixed-Signal Event Control, and MultiSource Data Mixing.

A Picture's Worth a Thousand Keystrokes
The A500 also revolutionizes program development. Our IMAGE™ (Interactive Menu-Assisted Graphics Environment) software gives you graphics programming as powerful as device designers' CAD/CAE tools. Using a mouse to control multiple windows, pop-up menus and software "power tools," you move ideas rapidly from mind to screen. And much faster to market.

Teradyne's new A500 is the only test system with the features you need to win the race for Analog VLSI market opportunities. To find out more, call Beth Sulak at (617) 482-2700, ext. 2746. Or call your nearest Teradyne sales office or write: Teradyne, Inc., 321 Harrison Avenue, Boston, MA 02118.
At about $15 a sensor, the 16PC is the lowest cost method of sensing the differential pressure of liquids and high-humidity gases.

And while our new miniature sensor is economical, it's also very reliable. Thanks to the unique new chip mounting technique we use. It seals the sensing element so that moist media can be applied to both sides of the sensor chip.

Temperature compensation and on-chip laser trimming add to reliability as well, ensuring high stability over 0-5, 0-15 and 0-30 pressure sensing ranges.

The 16PC Series is compatible with high volume circuit board assembly processes and is available in differential, gage and modular versions.

Applying technology innovatively is just one of the ways we can help you save money. To find out more, call us at 815-235-6600. Or write MICRO SWITCH, Freeport, IL 61032.

Together, we can find the answers.

MICRO SWITCH
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Coherent sampling helps when specifying DSP A/D converters

The use of A/D converters in signal-processing applications often requires knowledge of their dynamic capabilities as well as of their static specifications. You can use digital-signal-processing techniques to evaluate these dynamic parameters.

Brendan Coleman, Pat Meehan, John Reidy, and Pat Weeks, Analog Devices BV

In the past, A/D converters primarily found use in measuring static voltage levels. Traditional tests to characterize converters focused on parameters such as dc offset, gain, and integral nonlinearity. Today, sampling A/D converters are capable of digitizing ac waveforms in digital-signal-processing (DSP) systems. A sampling A/D converter includes a sample-and-hold (S/H) function on chip and therefore requires complete dynamic-parameter and dc characterization. As combinations of bipolar and CMOS processes find widespread application in building A/D converters, many ADCs will use a sampling architecture.

For signal-processing applications, you need to determine a converter's dynamic characteristics such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), total harmonic distortion (THD), intermodulation distortion (IMD), the effective number of bits (ENOB), and differential nonlinearity (DNL). (For a better understanding of these characteristics, see the box, “Dynamic parameters need to be defined.”) You can use readily available benchtop instruments to determine these parameters.

To evaluate an ADC's dynamic capabilities, you can use either analog or digital methods. The analog method involves reconstructing the analog signal by feeding the output of the ADC to a D/A converter. You then monitor the reconstructed signal with a spectrum analyzer to determine its spectral content. To ensure reliable test results, however, the DAC and the associated analog circuitry mustn't introduce appreciable measurement errors. Typically, you need DACs with accuracy specifications that are an order of magnitude better than the ADC, which usually mandates the use of elaborate de-glitching and filtering circuits.

Using the digital method to evaluate an ADC's dynamic capabilities requires the digitization of a pure sine wave. A computer then analyzes the digitized samples by using Fourier-transform techniques to determine spectral purity. You can attribute any deviation from the spectral purity of the input sine wave to the ADC. With this method, the output of the ADC remains in its digital form prior to analysis, eliminating the errors introduced by the DAC using the analog method. Software routines evaluate the ADC's dynamic performance.

One of the most efficient methods for doing Fourier analysis on a computer is to implement a fast Fourier transform (FFT) on the data samples. Unless the number of samples you take for the FFT contains a
In signal-processing applications, you need to determine dynamic characteristics. A whole number of periods of the sampled waveform, however, a discontinuity will result at the boundary. These errors appear as side lobes to the main-lobe response and thereby smear the frequency response. One way to reduce the side lobes (or leakages) resulting from the discontinuity is to use a windowing technique.

The Hanning function is one of the most popular windowing techniques. It is mathematically defined as

$$
WH(n) = \begin{cases} 
0.54 + 0.46\cos\left(\frac{2\pi n}{N}\right), & \frac{-(N-1)}{2} < n < \frac{(N-1)}{2} \\
0, & \text{elsewhere}
\end{cases}
$$

where $WH(n)$ equals the Hanning weighted samples, and $N$ equals the total number of samples.

The window function heavily weights the sample points in the middle of the sampling period and suppresses the data at the ends, thereby reducing any discontinuities. Although these windows attenuate the side-lobe errors, they also spread out the shape of the main-lobe response. The Hanning window spreads the main-lobe frequency response by a factor of 2. It also produces side lobes whose peak values are only $-31$ dB down from the peak of the main lobe.

A better approach to reducing leakage errors is coherent sampling. Coherent sampling requires a whole number of cycles of the input waveform in the sampled period; therefore, no discontinuity occurs, and window compensation is unnecessary. To maintain coherent sampling, you must observe the following relationship:

$$
F_{IN}/F_s = m/N.
$$

$F_{IN}$ is the frequency of the input waveform, $F_s$ is the sampling frequency, $m$ is the number of cycles of the input waveform in a sampled period, and $N$ is the number of samples during a sampled period.

Fig 1—A 10-bit A/D converter took these samples. Noncoherent sampling without window compensation is shown in (a), noncoherent sampling with a Hanning window is shown in (b), and coherent sampling is depicted in (c).
Dynamic parameters need to be defined

In the future, data sheets for A/D and D/A converters may routinely include dynamic-parameter specifications as well as static-de specs. To successfully use converters in signal-processing applications, you need to understand how the following dynamic parameters are defined. You can determine the quantitative values of the parameters by performing spectral analysis.

Signal to noise ratio

In spectral analysis of a sampled data system, noise is measured in the frequency band extending from dc to half the sampling frequency (F_s/2). It includes all spectral components other than the signal and dc components. The SNR is defined as SNR = 20 log (S/N). The SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio in dB, S is the signal power, and N is the total noise power in the frequency band.

Total harmonic distortion

When a sine wave is applied to a nonlinear device, harmonic frequencies occur at multiples of the fundamental frequency. You can measure the total harmonic distortion (THD) by taking the ratio of the square root of the sum of the mean-squared amplitudes of the harmonics to that of the fundamental component. Typically, only five harmonics are taken into account because higher-order harmonics have negligible effect on the calculated THD:

\[ \text{THD} = 20 \log \left( \sqrt{V_1^2 + V_2^2 + V_3^2 + V_4^2 + V_5^2} / V_1 \right) \]

where \( V_1 \) equals the rms amplitude of the fundamental component, and \( V_2, V_3, V_4, V_5, \) and \( V_6 \) equals the rms amplitudes of the respective individual harmonic components.

Intermodulation distortion

When two sine waves are present at the input to a device, any nonlinearities in the device create intermodulation distortion (IMD). This distortion is indicated by additional frequency components in the spectrum. If the input sine waves are at the frequencies \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \), the frequency at which these intermodulation products occur is governed by \( F_m = m \times F_1 \pm n \times F_2 \), where \( m \) and \( n \) can take the values 1, 2, 3 . . . .

The second-order intermodulation frequencies occur when \( m \) and \( n \) are both equal to 1. These frequencies are \( F_1 + F_2 \) and \( F_1 - F_2 \). For other values of \( m \) and \( n \), higher-order terms result. The formula for intermodulation distortion due to second-order terms is

\[ \text{IMD} = 20 \log \left( \sqrt{V_{11}^2 + V_{12}^2} / \sqrt{(V_{11}^2 + V_{12}^2)^2 / V_1} \right) \]

where \( V_{11} \) and \( V_{12} \) are the respective rms amplitudes of the two fundamental frequencies. \( V_{21} \) and \( V_{22} \) are the respective rms amplitudes of the second-order intermodulation frequencies.

Effective number of bits

SNR and the effective number of bits (ENOB) are directly related. Depending on your application, one of these representations may be more useful than the other. In an ideal A/D converter with a full-scale sine-wave input, the theoretical SNR is \( (6 \times b + 1.8) \) dB, where \( b \) is the number of bits of accuracy. The relationship of SNR (in dB) to ENOB is \( \text{ENOB} = (\text{SNR} - 1.8) / 6.02 \).

Differential nonlinearity

Histogram testing is a means of evaluating any differential nonlinearity (DNL) that may be present in the ADC. In histogram testing, a sine wave applied to the ADC input covers the full dynamic range of the ADC. You select the frequency of the sine wave such that it is noncoherent with the sampling rate of the ADC, which ensures that all combinations of binary codes are exercised.

Once you've taken a large quantity of samples, plot a histogram of each code vs the frequency of its occurrence. Missing codes show up as gaps in the histogram. You can calculate the DNL for a given code by comparing its actual frequency of occurrence with the theoretical value. The DNL formula for a given code X is

\[ \text{DNL}(X) = ((A/F) - 1) \times \text{LSB} \]

where \( A/F \) is the actual frequency of occurrence of code X, TF is the theoretical frequency of occurrence of code X, and LSB is the least significant bit.
An FFT plot for coherent sampling shows no spread in the frequency response due to discontinuities.

For a whole number of cycles, \( m \) must be an integer, and for nonrepetitive data, \( m \) must be odd and prime—e.g., 1, 3, 5, 7, 11. When \( m \) is odd and prime, sampled data points during each test period will be unique so that you have no inefficiencies due to redundant data.

You can see the effect of coherent sampling in Fig 1, which shows the results of a 2048-point FFT taken on samples of a sine-wave waveform. An AD7580 10-bit sampling A/D converter took the samples. Fig 1a represents a sampling without any window compensation and with a noninteger number of waveform cycles in the sample period. Because of the severe spread in the frequency response due to side lobing, this circuit is unsuitable for frequency analyses. Fig 1b shows a case with window compensation. Even though the side lobes are considerably reduced, there is still some spread of the frequency response. Fig 1c shows the result of coherent sampling on exactly 11 cycles of the input waveform. The FFT plot shows no spread in the frequency response due to discontinuities, and thus coherent sampling provides the largest dynamic range for doing spectrum analysis.

Fig 2 shows a test setup for performing coherent sampling to measure an A/D converter's dynamic characteristics. Coherent sampling requires that the frequency of the input waveform to the ADC and to all control signals are frequency locked to a reference oscillator.

To avoid sampling uncertainty or jitter errors, the interval between samples must be constant, which means that the conversion-start command to the ADC must be synchronized with the sampling frequency. You can derive this command from the reference generator by using an external counter. You should use an external buffer memory to temporarily store the digitized samples. All read and write clocks should also be

---

**Fig 2**—This test setup executes coherent sampling for FFT analysis of an ADC on a computer.
synchronized to the sampling frequency to ensure jitter-free sampling. A memory buffer that uses 100-nsec, $32k \times 8$-bit static RAMs in a 16-bit-wide configuration provides enough storage space for most applications. A 16-bit counter, which is reset at the start of the sampling sequence, supplies all the necessary memory addresses.

The expected quantization noise floor for an ADC determines both the SNR and the THD requirements for the test-tone generator. Usually, the test-tone generator that generates the sine-wave waveform must have a THD lower than $-100$ dB to test a 12-bit ADC. A 2048-point FFT performed on 12-bit accurate samples will yield a noise floor that is $100$ dB below the fundamental component; therefore, no harmonic of the test-tone generator should be within $100$ dB of the fundamental component. A Tektronix SG5010 programmable oscillator is a good choice for this task.

Another important requirement for the tone generator is that the test signal amplitude covers the entire dynamic range of the ADC, and that the amplitude remains constant over the frequency range of interest. You should also carefully match source and load impedances to minimize THD error.

To calculate the test-tone frequency ($F_{IN}$) for a given sampling frequency ($F_s$), use the equation $F_{IN} = m \times F_s / N$. $N$ is the number of samples and should be equal to $2^{\text{integer}}$ for FFT analysis. The variable $m$ represents the number of cycles of the input frequency, and should be an odd and prime integer to prevent data redundancy. Quite often for a given sampling frequency, you find that the desired test-tone frequency is hard to generate. To make this generation easier, let $F_s$ be an integer multiple of $N$, which will make $F_{IN}$ an integer number.

A frequency synthesizer is a practical method for making the sampling frequency a known ratio of the test-tone frequency. Fig 3's approach uses a 74HC4046 phase-locked loop with a frequency divider in the feedback path. This circuit establishes a sampling frequency that is an integer multiple of its input frequency. The input frequency to the synthesizer is derived from a stable reference generator. The reference generator produces the square wave to which the test-tone

![Fig 3](image)

**Fig 3**—A frequency synthesizer generates a sampling frequency that is an integer multiple of the test-tone frequency.
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A frequency synthesizer is a practical method for making the sampling frequency a known ratio of the test-tone frequency.

oscillator is locked. The reference generator's output frequency and amplitude must be within the locking range of the slave circuits (typically 1 MHz for TTL levels). According to this method, any frequency drifts are compensated for because all frequencies maintain the same ratios.

In a typical timing diagram of a single-conversion sequence (Fig 4), the timing logic issues a conversion-start (Conv Start) command to the on-chip S/H converter, which initiates the digital conversion of the sampled analog input. The conversion-start command is derived from the external counter and is therefore synchronous with the test-tone frequency and the sampling frequency. The converter sends a busy command to the timing logic, indicating that the conversion is in progress.

When the conversion is complete, the timing logic issues an ADC RD command to access the ADC's 3-state output buffers, followed by a WE command to latch the data into memory. The memory address is then incremented via the Address Update command, which addresses a new space in memory to store the next sample. When N samples have been read into the buffer memory, the computer reads the data via direct memory access.

Before you do digital-signal analysis, you should perform a "1-period plot," where all of the samples in memory are used to plot just one period of the input frequency. The y axis of the plot should extend from zero to the full-scale code of the A/D converter. The x axis should extend from zero time (t=0) to the period of the input test-tone frequency (t=1/F1).

This test requires that you sequentially scan through all the sampled data points and reset the x coordinate to zero on each cycle of the test tone until all cycles are plotted. All samples should lie on the theoretical sine curve. Any deviation will indicate synchronization or frequency-locking problems (that is, the input test-tone frequency drifting with respect to the sampling frequency). The plot will also permit you to ascertain if the input of the sine wave is greater than the dynamic range of the converter.

You can use almost any desktop engineering computer for digital signal analysis. Select a computer, however, with sufficient memory to accommodate all of the samples and large enough to execute the test algorithms. A computer with 250k bytes of memory is normally sufficient. Although speed may not be a major concern, some 16-bit processor-based systems may take as long as one minute to execute a 2048-point FFT. Because a complete analysis requires numerous FFTs to characterize an ADC over its frequency range, programming considerations can be important.

There are numerous implementations of the FFT, but a radix-2 decimation-in-time (DIT) implementation is the most popular. The radix-2 FFT produces a 2-dimensional matrix corresponding to a real and an imaginary part for every spectral line in the FFT. Listing 1 is a Basic program written for an HP-320 computer to compute a radix-2 FFT. You can then calculate the dynamic parameters by using software subroutines.

When you utilize coherent sampling, the fundamental component and its related harmonic terms appear as sharp spectral lines, which simplifies the software necessary to locate these frequencies. The fundamental frequency is the mth spectral line, where m is the number of periods of the input frequency.

First five harmonics are a prerequisite

When you calculate THD, you need to know the frequencies of the first five harmonics. In a sampled data system, the fundamental and harmonics of the sampled waveform are mirrored around the dc component and every multiple of the sampling frequency. Because the bandwidth of the FFT spectrum only extends from the dc component to half of the sampling frequency, you need a formula to find the higher harmonics that exceed the FFT bandwidth. You can determine the frequency components that are aliased into the FFT bandwidth due to multiples of the sampling frequency according to the formula $F_{HI}=|k \times F_s - i \times F_1|$, where $F_1$ is the fundamental frequency of the waveform, $i$ is the harmonic number,
LISTING 1—A RADIX-2 FFT COMPUTATION WRITTEN IN BASIC FOR AN HP-320

2152 sub Fft(Ar(*) ,Ac(*) ,M)
2153 !
2154 !
2155 INTEGER I,J,N,Nm1
2156 RAD
2157 N=2^M
2158 I=1
2159 J=1
2160 Nm1=N-1
2161 FOR I=1 TO Nm1 STEP 1
2162 IF I>=J THEN
2163 GOTO Lab2
2164 ELSE
2165 Tempr=Ar(J)
2166 Ar(J)=Ar(I)
2167 Ar(I)=Tempr
2168 Tempc=Ac(J)
2169 Ac(J)=Ac(I)
2170 Ac(I)=Tempc
2171 END IF
2172 Lab2: !
2173 K=N/2
2174 !
2175 Lab3: !
2176 IF K>=J THEN GOTO Lab4
2177 J=J-K
2178 K=K/2
2179 GOTO Lab3
2180 Lab4: !
2181 J=J+K
2182 NEXT I
2183 FOR L=1 TO M
2184 Le=2^L
2185 Le1=Le/2
2186 Ur=1
2187 Uc=0
2188 Wr=COS(PI/Le1)
2189 Wc=-SIN(PI/Le1)
2190 FOR J=1 TO Le1
2191 FOR I1=J TO N STEP Le1
2192 !
2193 TR=Ar(I2)*Ur-Ac(I2)*Uc
2194 TC=Ar(I2)*Uc+Ac(I2)*Ur
2195 AR(I2)=AR(I1)-TR
2196 AC(I2)=AC(I1)-TC
2197 AR(I1)=AR(I1)+TR
2198 AC(I1)=AC(I1)+TC
2199 NEXT I1
2200 Ur1=(Ur*Wr)-(Wc*Uc)
2201 Uc=(Wr*Uc)+(Wc*Ur)
2202 Ur=Ur1
2203 NEXT J
2204 NEXT L
2205 !
2206 SUBEND
Twenty-nine FCT bus interface parts available in quantity today. 
Mil-spec parts also available now. 
Second-sourced by IDT. 
CMOS replacement for FAST™ and Am298XX™. 
Cerdip, LCC, PDIP & SOIC packages. 
VTC’s Advanced CMOS Logic (ACL) family also includes AC and ACT .... 129 parts total. 
VTC Incorporated, 2401 East 86th Street, Bloomington, MN 55420. Telex 857113.

Available FCT Parts Include:

- 240 573 824A 843A 846A 863A
- 244 574 825A 844A 861A 864A
- 245 640 826A 845A 862A
- 373 645 827A
- 374 821A 828A
- 533 822A 841A
- 534 823A 842A

CALL 1-800 VTC-CMOS TO ORDER!

F_s is the sampling frequency, k is the multiple of the sampling frequency, and F_H is the frequency of the aliased component.

Be careful when analyzing the digitized samples. Random noise may not be noticeable in an FFT analysis because FFTs are designed for periodic signals. You may require correlation techniques to analyze random noise components. Other sources of concern are impedance matching, the quality of the input buffers, grounding considerations, and power-supply noise. Any of these factors can seriously degrade overall system specifications.
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Custom performance, QuickChip™ turnaround.

Imagine.
The performance, speed and reliability of Tektronix bipolar ICs. Plus technical expertise in analog design second to none. Together they cut a direct path to market without cutting quality for your new products.

That's Tek's QuickCustom™ approach.
It begins with a family of seven QuickChip arrays to start the design process. Within weeks you have application-specific ICs in hand that meet your requirements.
Tek delivers the training, graphic layout and simulation tools, plus access to an experienced Tektronix IC Design Engineer. You get the performance you need at QuickCustom prices.

So call (800) 835-9433 ext. 100.
Get your hands on the semi-custom, analog and analog/digital IC development resources you'll need. Full custom ICs are also available.

WHAT ARE QUICKCHIPS?

Analog QuickChip family:
- 150—524 NPN Transistors
- ft typical to 6.5 GHz at 15V or 2.5 GHz at 65V.

Analog/Digital QuickChips:
- Gate propagation delay: 400 ps
- Digital function library
Remember the most important word in nonvolatile memory. ZEROPower.

Three years ago, Thomson-Mostek introduced a breakthrough technology called ZEROPower. Today, the leader in ZEROPower technology proudly presents its biggest, best, most unforgettable ZEROPower device to date. The ultra-reliable MK48Z08.

Like all ZEROPower RAMs, the MK48Z08 is a nonvolatile static RAM built on full CMOS process technology, ensuring low current drain. And like all ZEROPower products, the MK48Z08 combines analog power fail detect and switching circuitry and a built-in lithium battery — with a cell life of over 11 years at 70°C. So you can still depend on complete data retention, even in the event of system power loss.

What’s new is the MK48Z08’s 8K x 8 architecture — four times the capacity of the MK48Z02. The MK48Z08 is available in four similarly configured 64K versions for maximum versatility. Each conforms to the popular bytewide 28-pin DIP packaging (JEDEC), making direct replacement of existing 8K x 8 SRAMs, 2764 EPROMs or 8K x 8 EEPROMs elementary. In addition, both the 48Z09 and 48Z19 come equipped with an extra chip enable (CE) and a power fail interrupt flag that provides early warning — at least 10µs before autowrite protection — in case of Vcc failure.

Further, with the MK48Z08, there’s no limit to the number of write cycles you can perform. And because its access time, read and write cycles are less than 250ns and require only +5 volts, no additional support circuitry is needed to interface your microprocessor.

So remember. When it comes to big memories, we’ve got something that never fails. The MK48Z08 ZEROPower RAM from Thomson-Mostek. You just can’t keep a good memory down.

The MK48Z08 is the newest member of our ZEROPower family of nonvolatile static RAMs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEVICE</th>
<th>TEMP RANGE</th>
<th>WRITE PROTECT VOLT.</th>
<th>BATTERY LIFE OVER TEMP</th>
<th>U.L. RECOG</th>
<th>SPEED</th>
<th>KEY FEATURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MK48Z02</td>
<td>0-70 C</td>
<td>4.75V</td>
<td>11 yrs.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>120-250ns</td>
<td>2K x 8 SRAM unid. write cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK48Z12</td>
<td>0-70 C</td>
<td>4.5V</td>
<td>11 yrs.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>120-250ns</td>
<td>2K x 8 SRAM unid. write cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK48Z02</td>
<td>-40 - 85 C</td>
<td>4.75V</td>
<td>6 yrs.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>120-250ns</td>
<td>2K x 8 SRAM unid. temp. range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK48Z12</td>
<td>-40 - 85 C</td>
<td>4.5V</td>
<td>6 yrs.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>120-250ns</td>
<td>2K x 8 SRAM unid. temp. range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK48T02</td>
<td>0-70 C</td>
<td>4.75V</td>
<td>11 yrs.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>120-250ns</td>
<td>2K x 8 SRAM w/realtime clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK48T12</td>
<td>0-70 C</td>
<td>4.5V</td>
<td>11 yrs.*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>120-250ns</td>
<td>2K x 8 SRAM w/realtime clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK48Z08/09</td>
<td>0-70 C</td>
<td>4.75V</td>
<td>11 yrs. In Progress</td>
<td></td>
<td>120-250ns</td>
<td>8K x 8 SRAM w/additional CE and power fault flag (-09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK48Z18/19</td>
<td>0-70 C</td>
<td>4.75V</td>
<td>11 yrs. In Progress</td>
<td></td>
<td>120-250ns</td>
<td>8K x 8 SRAM w/additional CE and power fault flag (-19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*33 yrs. maximum, clock operating in battery backed mode.

**MK48Z08 Block Diagram**

**VCC**

**LITHIUM CELL**

**POWER**

**8K x 8 CMOS RAM**

**VOLTAGE SENSE AND SWITCHING CIRCUITRY**

**POK**

**INT (MK48Z09/19 ONLY)**

**AO-A12**

**DO0-D07**

**E₁, W, G**

**E₂ (MK48Z09/19 ONLY)**

**Zeus Components, Inc**

**Thomson-Mostek**
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Type MS Non-Inductive Power Film Resistors from CADDOCK optimize high-speed power switching:

1. Caddock's "Non-Inductive Design" can improve rise and fall times to minimize losses in power switching circuits.

   To keep the inductance to an absolute minimum, the special serpentine pattern provides for neighboring lines to carry the current in opposite directions to achieve maximum cancellation of flux fields over the entire length of the resistor.

   The result is a truly non-inductive resistor that is about as inductive as a straight piece of wire the length of the resistor body.

   This makes it possible for engineers to design new circuit configurations with superior non-inductive performance.

2. Extended-life stability that is typically better than 0.05% per 1000 hours.

   Extendedload-life tests at full power have demonstrated typical stability better than 0.05% per 1000 hours.

   Detailed stability data is included in the "Reliability Test Summary - Caddock Report #1" which is available on request.

3. Critical resistance values extended by higher voltage and power ratings.

   Caddock's Micronox® film resistor technology permits single-resistor voltage ratings as high as 6000 volts to be combined with power ratings of 12.5 watts at +25°C. This combination of power and voltage provides a critical resistance value of 2.88 Megohms - more than 10 times higher than can be achieved with wire-wound construction.

   The higher voltage rating of Type MS resistors also overcomes the resistance value limits imposed on wire-wounds by the minimum wire size and spacing.

4. The special construction of Micronox® resistors assures high performance through harsh environments.

   Type MS Power Film Resistors are produced by firing high-stability Micronox® resistance films directly onto a solid ceramic core - in air - at +1400°F to achieve a structure with these special performance advantages:

   - Operating temperatures as high as +275°C.
   - Repeatable temperature characteristics that include a TC of only 50 PPM/°C.
   - Verified reliability through environmental extremes encountered in both 'down-hole' oil exploration and deep-space instrumentation equipment.

5. The family of Type MS Power Film Resistors includes 14 models with single-resistor values to 30 Megohms.

   To overcome the construction and cost limitations inherent in wire-wound resistors, Caddock Micronox® film resistor technology gives circuit designers a practical balance between performance, value, size and cost, as the specifications for the Model MS 313 demonstrate:

   - Non-inductive performance.
   - 12.5 watt power rating.
   - Resistance values from 50 ohms to 30 Megohms.
   - Resistance tolerances from ±1.0% to ±0.1%.
   - Maximum operating voltage of 6000 volts.
   - Unit prices below $2.50 on 1000-lot orders for any value between 100 ohms and 200 Kohms.

6. Overloads of 5-times rated power for 5 seconds and 20-times rated power momentarily are standard on all models.

   After repeated power overload tests that apply 5-times rated power for 5 seconds, Type MS resistors have demonstrated stability typically better than 0.1%.

   For even higher overload situations, Type MS resistors can be subjected to 20-times the rated power for one second.

Caddock's advanced film resistor technology is the source of these outstanding advantages - advantages that are matched by a 25-year record of outstanding 'in-circuit' reliability.

Discover how easily these problem-solving resistors can improve the performance and reliability of your equipment, too.

For your copy of the latest edition of the Caddock 28 page General Catalog, and specific technical data on any of the more than 200 models of the 19 standard types of Caddock High Performance Film Resistors, just call or write to -

Caddock Electronics, Inc., 1717 Chicago Avenue, Riverside, California 92507  • Phone (714) 788-1700 • TWX: 910-332-6108

CADDOCK
HIGH PERFORMANCE FILM RESISTORS
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We understand the position you're in when you need to rent an instrument.
Introducing MetriCard.

Prayer and good living won't do it. But the MetriCard will. It's the easiest, fastest, most hassle-free way for you to get the instrument you need. When you need it.

You see, MetriCard lets you choose from Leasametric Instrument Rental Division's fabulous selection of electronic and telecommunications test, measurement and development equipment. Thousands of products from more than eighty top manufacturers.

You'll have a pre-approved credit line. So all you have to do is pick up the phone and order the instrument.

No divine intervention is necessary. In fact, if you're trying to meet one devil of a schedule, you can get your instrument within 24 hours.

Find true meaning. And discounts, too.

MetriCard gives you instant, toll-free access to our staff. And, heaven forbid, if we can't help you instantly, we guarantee we'll get back to you within 30 minutes.

With MetriCard, you even move to the head of the line. Your orders get first priority all the way from processing to shipping to servicing.
Plus you get bonus points that are good for discounts on metrology services, rentals and purchases.*

Let us not be dogmatic.

MetriCard gives you lots of choices.

You can get the rental plan that fits your short or long-term needs. Month-to-month rentals. Five-year leases. Or anything in between. Even rent with an option to buy. You can also make outright purchases (at very attractive terms) from our huge inventory.

So why wander aimlessly? We’ve been providing answers for 25 years. Send in your MetriCard application today. You’ll see why you get more than just an instrument when you rent with Leasametric.

*Some limitations may apply.
When was the last time you

Go ahead. Try tracing an offbeat bit or measuring that last microvolt with an instrument that's not quite calibrated to perfection. It's like listening to one musician playing in the key of r major twelfth. Just a lot of noise.

That's why we go to such extraordinary lengths to test and analyze every instrument we handle. So you can be certain your tests and analyses are accurate and reliable.

Never out of tune.

Before you get an instrument from us, it is calibrated to the manufacturer's specifications. Every nit is picked so you can rest assured the piece of equipment you get has been thoroughly tested. And fully inspected.

And that goes for every instrument we carry. Analyzers. Meters. Recording devices. Signal sources. Transmission test equipment. Microprocessor test and development equipment. The list goes on and on. With products from the best names in the
guys tuned your instruments?


A final note.

Your instrument will work. Exactly as it should. And it'll keep on working perfectly. In fact, our success rate shows that 99.4% of our equipment performs flawlessly month after month.

So join up. Send in your MetriCard application today. You'll see why you get more than an instrument when you rent with Leasametric.
The instrument arrives. It's a real dandy. But it has been a few months since you've used one of these things. And... well... how does that probe connect to one of those inputs?

Mysteries abound. It's not a pretty sight.

No secrets.

When your instrument comes from us, it arrives with full disclosure. All of the set-up and operations manuals are included.

You'll also find the right accessories packed with the equipment. So you don't have to skulk around looking for plugs or connectors.

Call if you haven't a clue.

Don't be shy. If you run into a problem, no matter how complex (or how simple, for that matter), just use our toll-free hotline. You'll get all the help you need. From a technical professional. Advice on configurations,
the instrument.
please tell us how to use it."

It's no mystery.
If you've got a phone, you've got the answer. Because you'll get the equipment you want, properly calibrated and delivered with full documentation. Then get all the help you need after the equipment arrives.

That's why we're the stable, reliable industry leader we are. And why you know you get more than just an instrument when you rent with Leasametric.

applications, even general chit-chat about equipment specifications.

It's a small world.
Think you're on your own in a dark corner of Marseilles? Forget it.
Because our services are available around the world. From our offices in Canada, the European Continent and the good old U.S. of A. Not to mention our affiliates in a host of out-of-the-way places.
"Well, Belle. I reckon it's time we got us a MetriCard."

Yep. There's simply no easier, faster way to get the instrument you need. To make sure it's set up the way you want. To be certain you'll have all the manuals and accessories. And to get that extra help when times are troubled.

Don't Go To Work Without It.
Send in your MetriCard application today. And if some varmint took the attached application, give us a call and we'll send you one. We'll even send you our latest Instrument Guide while we're processing your application. So join us as we celebrate a quarter of a century of service and quality. Because you get more than just an instrument when you rent with Leasametric.

LEASAMETRIC
INSTRUMENT RENTAL DIVISION
1-800-553-2255 ext. 100
(In Canada 1-800-268-6923)
With offices and inventory centers in Canada, France and Germany.

MetriCard is a service mark and trademark of Leasametric Instrument Rental Division. Printed in USA
Probing techniques become crucial above 500 MHz

As circuit and oscilloscope bandwidths increase, getting distortion-free signals to your scope is an increasing challenge. Probe effects that are bothersome at 100 MHz become devastating at 1 GHz. By understanding how probes interact with high-frequency circuits, you can improve your chances of making accurate measurements.

Eldon Walters and Stan Kaveckis, Tektronix Inc

Because the laws of physics become increasingly unforgiving as signal rise times shorten, oscilloscope probing techniques affect high-frequency signals more than most engineers realize. The failure to apply transmission-line concepts and proper grounding connections can alter your signals beyond recognition.

To view and measure high-frequency signals accurately, you need a probe equal to the task of working with today's circuits and oscilloscopes. Good-quality probes are essential for high-frequency jobs; it's equally important to use the probes correctly. Otherwise, you might waste time trying to eliminate what looks like ringing in your circuit but is only an artifact of your probing. Or you might fail to see a glitch that is really there. Only by understanding the physics of probing can you be sure that your oscilloscope displays useful information.

The three main considerations in probing are

- The reactive loading of a transmission line
- The physical-length limitations of a transmission line
- The limitations of the ground connections.

Each of these factors can become appallingly complex. For example, reactive loading includes capacitance and inductance from several sources, which exert different types of influence over signals. Reactive effects become increasingly profound as frequencies increase. Fortunately, the frequencies you're likely to be dealing with for the foreseeable future won't require that you delve into the mathematics of quantum effects. You do have to rigorously apply some transmission-line and grounding concepts, however.

Approaching the 500-MHz danger zone

The degree of rigor necessary depends on the signals you're working with. At 10 kHz, you can feel safe
You might waste time trying to eliminate what looks like ringing in your circuit but is only an artifact of your probing, or you might fail to see a glitch.

ignoring transmission-line concepts and make your ground wire about as long as you want. The situation becomes increasingly hazardous as the frequency rises. This article is primarily concerned with measurements on circuits where the highest frequency component of interest lies above 500 MHz or thereabouts. If a GaAs circuit is clocked at 1 GHz, for example, you must be able to see the significant harmonics of the clock, which extend the bandwidth requirements to 3 to 5 GHz. Above this 3- to 5-GHz frequency, probing in its generally accepted form becomes all but impossible.

You can also define the frequency area of concern in terms of the minimum rise time you want to be able to see on an oscilloscope. You should define this rise time such that it allows you to detect the fastest glitch that might affect your circuit. To translate rise time into bandwidth, you can use the following approximation, which assumes that the vertical amplifier in your scope has a Gaussian response (that is, the step response resembles half of a Gaussian bell curve):

bandwidth in megahertz = $\frac{350}{\text{rise time in nanoseconds}}$.

GaAs-circuit rise times usually range from 50 to 200 psec, with frequencies of interest about 2 to 5 GHz and beyond. ECL-circuit rise times are as short as 400 psec, so frequency components are in the 1-GHz region. Even with TTL signals, you must sometimes deal with rise times as short as 0.5 nsec, which translates into the frequency area above 500 MHz.

In addition to considering the signal frequencies of the circuit under test, you must work within the limits of your test instruments. Today's sampling oscilloscopes can display waveforms containing frequencies higher than you're likely to encounter. Specialized samplers are available with 70-GHz bandwidths, for instance, which puts them far beyond the limits of currently available probes' capabilities. Don't forget, though, that there are weak links in the measurement chain, which can distort your display. As scope bandwidths have improved dramatically in recent years, many engineers have had the unsettling experience of seeing familiar circuits produce unfamiliar outputs—often the result of a new oscilloscope revealing probe deficiencies that weren't noticeable with a less-capable scope.

In fact, probe technology has been hard pressed to keep up with the generally available level of sampler, oscilloscope, and TDR (time-delay-reflectometer) capabilities. The latest general-purpose sampling scopes offer bandwidths higher than 14 GHz, allowing the display of rise times as short as 25 psec.

Get used to transmission lines

The single most important concept to remember in high-frequency probing is that every part of the measurement setup behaves like a transmission line. These elements include the probe and its ground connection as well as the conductors in the circuit under test; at low frequencies you could think of them as lumped
Fig 2—A true representation of a low-level signal from a high-impedance source (a) changes drastically when hookup wire replaces the scope probe (b). The amplitude decreases due to increased resistive and capacitive loading, and noise is added because the wire is unshielded.
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Fortunately, the frequencies you're likely to be dealing with for the foreseeable future won't require that you delve into the mathematics of quantum effects.

Fig 3—The types of loading introduced by a probe have different effects, but you can generally consider the loading sources as a combination of series resistance and parallel capacitance.

from the capacitance created between the probe's tip and ground sleeve and the probe cable's center conductor and shield. An example will show how this loading affects a signal. In this case, the circuit under test generates a signal with a 0.5-ns rise time. The signal's speed is influenced primarily by the circuit's resistance and capacitance, which limits the rise time to 2.2 RC, according to the universal time-constant curve for a capacitor (Fig 4).

If you use a probe to measure the signal, the loading diagrammed in Fig 3 is added to that of the circuit under test. If the probe provides a typically high resistance, say 1 MΩ, you can ignore the resistive loading, but the probe's 2-pF capacitance must be added to that of the circuit. Applying the 2.2 RC formula again reveals that the rise time has lengthened to 0.7 nsec—a degradation of 40%.

Because capacitive loading effects depend almost entirely on the ratio between the values for the probe and the circuit under test, you can estimate percentage changes in rise time using

\[
(C_{\text{probe tip}}/C_{\text{circuit}}) \times 100 = \text{rise-time percentage change.}
\]

Capacitive loading can also affect a signal's amplitude: At higher frequencies, a capacitor begins to look increasingly like a short circuit. Inductance designed into most probes tends to offset this effect, but it can become troublesome at high frequencies. The curves in Fig 5 show how a probe's capacitive reactance translates into impedance at different frequencies. At 1 GHz, for example, the total impedance seen at the tip of a 1-pF probe equals only 160Ω. Depending on the source impedance, this loading can greatly lower a signal's amplitude and even cause a circuit under test to stop working altogether.

Most probes come with an impedance-vs-frequency

Fig 4—Because of internal source resistance and capacitance in the probe, at no time can the output rise time be faster than 2.2 RC.

Fig 5—Impedance associated with capacitive reactance varies with frequency. The lower the reactance, the higher the susceptance and the greater the loading of the circuit under test.
The impedance sources in a low-Z probe differ from those of a standard probe. Unlike the latter, a low-Z probe imposes near-zero suscepance loading on the circuit under test.

**Fig 6**

graph, but if you can't lay your hands on the graph when you need it, you can get a good worst-case impedance value by using

$$X_c = 1/2\pi f C,$$

where $X_c$ equals the capacitive reactance (in ohms), $f$ equals the frequency of interest, and $C$ equals the probe-tip capacitance (marked on the probe).

**Alternative probes solve some problems**

One way to obtain very low tip capacitance is to use a low-Z probe. You get this benefit at the expense of resistive loading, however. For instance, "50Ω" probes are available with 0.25-pF input capacitance, 500Ω resistance, and 10× attenuation. As long as the signal frequency stays below 1.25 GHz, the magnitude of the capacitive component of the input impedance remains larger than the resistive component. In *Fig 6*, because the cable acts as a transmission line, the probe's 450Ω tip resistor (the series element in the 10× voltage divider) sees only a pure 50Ω resistance; there is no capacitive or inductive component.

Note that this probe comes very close to being the simple piece of coaxial cable suggested earlier. The main difference is the 450Ω resistor used to improve resistive loading. The resistor reduces the scope's sensitivity at the probe tip by a factor of 10, but it also improves the loading by the same factor.

Low-Z probes are good for making high-speed rise time measurements, but the resistive loading can devastate a signal's amplitude (which also affects the 90% level at which you measure rise time and may thus affect the measured rise time). You're better off confining these probes to circuits having an impedance of 50Ω or less. (Impedances must be matched to the scope as well.)

It's possible to get both low resistive loading (10 MΩ) and low capacitive loading (1 pF) at the same time if you use an active probe, though this type of probe may be limited in bandwidth. These probes also have a FET input, which provides high sensitivity. The tradeoffs are that they have a limited dynamic range, and they can't handle very high power levels. Also, you should be aware that at most frequencies of interest capacitive reactance dominates the input impedance of a probe in which a 1-pF capacitance shunts a 10-MΩ input resistance.

Another option is sampling probes, which perform signal acquisition at the probe tip. Products such as the Model S3A from Tektronix (Beaverton, OR) and the Models 943 and 960 from EH International Inc (Fremont, CA) furnish high impedance and high bandwidth. These probes handle bandwidths in excess of 1 GHz with minimal loading.

**Ground connections deserve respect**

Just as critical as the probe itself is the probe's ground connection, which introduces inductance to the signal path. The ground-lead inductance and the probe capacitance form a series-resonant circuit that can produce overshoot or ringing when hit with a pulse. The inductance also limits the rate of change of current through the probe capacitance, thus limiting the displayed rise times. In addition, a long ground lead can add noise to the signal.

The longer the ground return path, the greater the inductance. You'll find it difficult to determine just how long is too long for any given case, but a rule of thumb does exist: The ground lead should be no more than 1/20...
The single most important concept to remember in high-frequency probing is that every part of the measurement setup behaves like a transmission line. As long as the shortest wavelength of interest. (A handy formula is expressed as wavelength in inches equals 11.8 divided by the frequency in gigahertz.) This limit keeps the inductive effects of the ground wire to a very small value—small enough to disregard in most cases.

Even when you are interested in a relatively low frequency, a scope with a wide-enough bandwidth will reveal the overshoot and ringing that stems from ground-wire inductance. You can eliminate this visual annoyance by either shortening the ground lead, if that's possible, or by using a probe with a narrower bandwidth to filter out the inductive effects. Of course, even the shortest ground lead can produce noticeable effects, depending on the speed of the applied step function and the scope's bandwidth.

The wavelength of a 500-MHz signal in air is about 24 in., which limits the ground lead to no more than 1.2 in. As frequencies climb higher, the ground lead quickly gets too short to manage with an alligator clip. The frequency components found in ECL devices are pushing the limits of your ability to use one pin of a DIP for grounding while probing the other pins; the ground pin is too far from some of the signal pins to maintain a short enough ground path.

Fig 7 compares the effects of a long-vs-short ground lead on an ECL-generated signal. To avoid the signal degradation illustrated in Fig 7a, design your pc boards with ground-plane feedthroughs next to every pin that you might want to probe. This approach might seem extreme, but if you don't use it, you won't get an accurate view of activity at frequencies much above 500 MHz.

Whatever type of probe you choose, don't forget that you have to combine it with an oscilloscope to furnish the required bandwidth. It's important to remember that the bandwidths of the probe, the scope, and the signal source (circuit under test) interact to produce a displayed bandwidth according to the following relationship:

\[
\text{displayed BW} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{1}{\text{scope BW}}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{1}{\text{probe BW}}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{1}{\text{source BW}}\right)^2}
\]

where BW stands for bandwidth.

Make clean contact

For both the ground connections and the probe tip, it is important at high frequencies to make stable, repeatable contact with the unit under test. Each time you attach a probe to a circuit, the probe's wiping action can cause a variation in the precise point of contact and in the contact resistance. Partially for this reason, you must sometimes use micromanipulators. At lower frequencies, this degree of care isn't required, but it's still important to apply constant pressure to handheld probes and to pay attention to the contact quality.

High-frequency probes designed mainly for wafer probing require special handling. For example, the Picoprobe from GGB Industries (Gilette, NJ) is an

![Fig 7](image-url)
Trust the family of signal generators proven on the world’s production lines.

Three signal generators designed with the accuracy, convenience and reliability manufacturing demands.

Manufacturers around the world—from Japan to Germany, from Australia to America—have put Fluke’s family of signal generators on their production lines. You can trust the 6060 Series for your production testing needs, too.

The 6060 Series generates accurate, stable frequencies covering applications from 10 KHz to 2.1 GHz, with amplitude accuracies of +/− 1.0 db to 1 GHz, and +/− 1.5 db to 2.1 GHz. This gives you the higher testing confidence you need to maintain close quality control for your products. These signal generators are rugged for round-the-clock operation. And our stable circuits and high-stability reference options permit you to establish long calibration intervals.

Our signal generators save testing time too. You can store fifty complete instrument set-ups in non-volatile storage. The interactive front panel and bright vacuum fluorescent display have been designed for convenient operation in the factory environment.

Innovative, easy-to-use controls allow simultaneous adjustment of amplitude and frequency. And the 6060 family is fully programmable via the IEEE bus, for high-speed automated testing.

All this capability makes the 6060 Series a great signal generator value. Contact your local Fluke Sales Engineer or call 1-800-426-0361 to put proven performance on your production line.

---

**Selection Guide**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frequency Range</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>IEEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6060B</td>
<td>0.01 to 400 MHz</td>
<td>General-purpose RF testing</td>
<td>opt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6061A</td>
<td>0.01 to 150 MHz</td>
<td>VLF-UHF Communications testing</td>
<td>inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6062A</td>
<td>0.1 to 2100 MHz</td>
<td>L-band comm., navigation, radar</td>
<td>inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The biggest contribution to reactive loading comes from the capacitance between the probe’s tip and ground sleeve and the probe cable’s center conductor and shield.

Fig 8—A new type of high-frequency probe maintains good transmission-line qualities all the way to the probe tip by using tapered parallel strip lines on a ceramic base. The two outside strips are connected to ground.

active probe that exhibits 0.1 pF at 1 MΩ and has a 500-MHz bandwidth. Micromanipulator Co (Carson City, NV) makes an active probe that exhibits 0.2 pF at 3 MΩ and provides a bandwidth that stretches to 1 GHz. As the company’s name suggests, the device requires the use of a micromanipulator, which allows you to place the probe tip on a small contact area without causing damage to the circuit or the fairly delicate probe. In addition, the manipulator’s consistent pressure is necessary because the probe’s dielectric properties can change with flexing.

If you’re interested in what the future might hold for probes suitable for ever-higher frequencies, a series of probes from Cascade Microtech (Beaverton, OR) may provide a clue. These probes allow you to make microwave wafer measurements at frequencies higher than 26 GHz. This phenomenal bandwidth results from the use of a structure that provides a coplanar 50Ω transmission line all the way out to the probe tip (Fig 8). It turns out that you can scale a strip-line transmission structure from wide strips to very narrow ones and still maintain a 50Ω line. The tiny amount of reactive loading in this structure is almost entirely inductive.

The Cascade probes aren’t a universal solution to probing, of course. They force you to place signal and ground pads side by side at a designated spacing, and each signal source in your circuit must provide a 50Ω termination. Designers of microwave circuits are accustomed to meeting such requirements, but attempting to create a universal probing solution would impose high-frequency circuit layout constraints on low-frequency circuit designers. Nonetheless, at least in the high-frequency world, probe constraints will probably dictate circuit layouts. The alternative is to accept inaccurate measurements.

Instead of buying probes, you can make your own and tune them to some extent to work with your specific circuits. This method is especially effective when you solder several probes to various test points in a prototype circuit—an approach that doesn’t suit manufacturing test but is good for research and development. Each probe has its own cable and adapter connector that plugs into the scope when needed. Such a probe can consist simply of a 450Ω film resistor with one end soldered to the board and the other soldered to a coaxial cable’s center conductor; the coaxial shield is soldered directly to a ground on the board. You can vary the resistor’s value depending on your circuit’s impedance, and even insert filter elements for special purposes.

Whether you’re constructing or attaching a probe, the crucial factor is still lead length. All unshielded wires must be as short as possible. Also, avoid the clever implementations that others have tried without success: Don’t use pogo pins, for example, or other elements that allow lead length and pressure to vary. You won’t be happy with the results.

A final important consideration when building a probe, or when connecting a scope cable directly to a connector on the unit under test, is the cable and connector: They may be a source of problems. A coaxial cable made for high-frequency work will have certain specifications—including bandwidth—that tell you how it will suit your application. With any unterminated coaxial cable, the longer the cable, the greater the capacitive loading, and so you should keep the cable as short as possible.

Further, the impedance of a coaxial cable is the result, in part, of the skin effect. High-frequency currents are crowded near the surface of the cable’s shield. The skinnier the cable, the more severe the crowding and the greater the skin-effect losses. Thus,
Leader gives you virtually total protection from EMI and RFI, because Leader frequency counters come in all-metal housings. Leader also gives you remarkable accuracy and stability—our 1-GHz counter is accurate to 0.03 parts per million ± 1 digit. And that’s over the entire temperature range of 0° to 40°C.

With large, bright displays, 20-mV sensitivity, and choice of gate times, Leader frequency counters are the right choice.

Built tough to endure the rigors of 3-shift production operations and the roughest handling by service technicians and students, Leader counters function perfectly under severe environmental conditions that would destroy ordinary counters.

That’s why we give them two-year warranties.

See the Leader difference. Ask for our catalog, an evaluation unit and the name of your nearest "Select" Leader distributor.

For professionals who know the difference.

380 Oser Avenue
Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices:
Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Boston
In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd.
(514) 337-9500

Call toll-free
(800) 645-5104
In New York State
(516) 231-6900

CIRCLE NO 150
At EAO, small applications are just as important as big ones. That's why we've designed and engineered the Series 19 pushbuttons and indicators: so even the smallest hole in your application can be filled with 100% EAO quality.

Series 19s are low voltage components packing all the features proven in our other dependable switching products: snap acting switch mechanisms with momentary or maintained action and gold plated contacts for over 2 million successful operations, switch ratings of 100mA/50VAC or 72VDC; contact resistance <50mΩ, bounce <1.5ms and silver plated terminals for lamp, quick-connect terminals or wire soldering of two #20 AWG wires.

But the best part of these switches is their size: only 9mm (.354 in.) at the bezel and a maximum depth of only 33.5mm (1.320 in.). They mount in a hole only 8mm (.315 in.) round as close as 9mm on centers, and are available with round or square bezels, eight lens colors, lamp or LED illumination and optional quick-connect termination.

EAO Series 19 miniatures. You can feel (and see) the difference.

WESCON Booth #1828

EAO SWITCH CORP.
P.O. BOX 552, MILFORD, CT 06460
(203) 877-4577 • TELEX: EAO MFRD 964347

it's best to use coaxial cable with as large a diameter as possible at high frequencies even though it's less convenient to work with. Foam dielectric cables allow for smaller diameters with minimum skin-effect loss.

Some types of connectors can present problems at high frequencies. BNC connectors (as well as BNC cables), for example, tend to drastically degrade signal quality at high frequencies. A better choice is an SMA connector. With any connector, it is crucial that you keep it clean. Even the best connector will ruin your results if it's dirty. If you must disconnect connectors regularly, try to clean them with alcohol every day.

In all probing areas, the unforgiving nature of high frequencies cannot be overstated. To make use of the bandwidth improvements that today's oscilloscopes offer, you have to pay attention to every detail of the connection between the scope and the circuit under test.
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The Siemens family of ADMA co-processors
The economical, intelligent ways to manage your data throughput.

Designers of multi-user systems including LAN, SCSI controllers, graphics and CPU boards can travel into the future of information management...with Siemens intelligent new SAB 82256 co-processor and SAB 82257 low cost version. They provide an uncommon combination of advanced functions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>SAB 82257</th>
<th>SAB 82256</th>
<th>SAB 82258A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal channels</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplexer channels</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“On-the-fly” operation</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Transfer Rate (Mbytes/Second)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic chaining of command and data blocks</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package</td>
<td>PLCC</td>
<td>PLCC</td>
<td>PLCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LCC</td>
<td>LCC</td>
<td>PGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- SAB 82258A supports 32-bit data transfers in single-cycle mode
- Directly interface with SAB 8086/8086/80286-based systems...the SAB 82258A is the ideal choice for 80386-based systems
- “On-the-fly” feature includes compare, translate, and verify operation
- Stand alone (remote) mode operation in any system

To solve your data throughput problems, and get your FREE ADMA brochure, call (408) 980-4500 ext. 4347. Or write: Siemens Components, Inc., IC Standard Products Marketing Dept., 2191 Laurelwood Rd., Santa Clara, CA 95054

Siemens Regional Sales Offices:
Eastern Region
Litlington, MA
(617) 486-0331
Princeton, NJ
(609) 987-0083
Norcross, GA
(404) 449-3981

Central Region
Rosemont, IL
(312) 692-6000
Columbus, OH
(614) 433-7500
Dallas, TX
(214) 620-2294

Siemens National Distributors:
Half-Marsh, Marshall
Siemens Regional Distributors: Advent Electronics, Inc., Almo Electronics, Insight Electronics, Quality Components, Summit and Western Microtechnology.

Siemens...your partner for the future.

© 1987 Siemens Components, Inc.
CG20085-43  WLM632
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Easy loaders.
Faster test and burn-in with AMP sockets.
Faster delivery from AMP.
Our LIF burn-in sockets for PLCCs, for instance. Rated to 200°C, they offer J lead-down loading—and they can be used in automated processes.

For PGA burn-in sockets, our ZIF styles feature normally-closed contacts for long life, and curved-handle design to make life easier. Use them for test and they're rated to a phenomenal 25,000 cycles. Loading and unloading leadless ceramic packages is a breeze, too, thanks to a press-to-release cover on our Low Height test/burn-in versions: no tools necessary, no loose parts.

No matter what technology you work with, AMP sockets can make your work easier. Popular styles are available off-the-shelf.

And they all come with the name that spells affordable dependability: AMP.

Call (717) 780-4400. Ask for the Test/Burn-In Sockets Desk. AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608.
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AMP Interconnecting ideas
Team Performance
Gould 4070 Digital Oscilloscope
400 MS/s (sampling rate)

Gould K450B Logic Analyzer
80Ch. @ 100 MHz/40Ch @ 200 MHz
Start solving your design problems today!

Gould offers two powerful tools to help the digital design engineer track down and eliminate intermittent failures. Used separately or teamed together with sophisticated triggering, they provide the power to resolve design problems.

The K450B Logic Analyzer, with 80 channels at 100MHz or 40 channels at 200MHz, gives you an overview of the whole system so that individual glitches or timing errors can be located.

Using the 4070 Digital Storage Oscilloscope, with 2 or 4 channels at 400 Megasamples per second, you can capture the analog details of the waveform and find noise transients or race conditions which can be the source of the failure.

Put Gould on your design team with our special combination offer on scopes and analyzers. Call 1-800-GOULD-10 or write to Gould Inc., Test & Measurement Group, 19050 Pruneridge Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.

---

**Specifications**

**4070 DSO**
- 2 or 4 channels @ 400MS/s (400 Megasamples/sec.)
- 2.5ns resolution on transient signals
- Automatic setup
- Trigger delay by time/events
- 16 levels of Trace Control
- Built-in 4 color screen plotter

**K450B LA**
- 80 channels all @ 100MHz
- 40 channels @ 200MHz
- 5ns glitch capture on all channels
- Automatic setup
- 16 levels of Trace Control
- Built-in disk drive

---
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CIRCLE NO 145
Pen-Entry PC™
Links Schematic Capture
With Prototype Development

PEN-ENTRY PC is an affordable interactive-graphic solution for the rapid, automated development of discrete wired circuit boards.

It is used by designers who use Wire-Wrap™ as a pre-cursor development stage to Multiwire™ or PCB, and by those who use production Wire-Wrap and other discrete technologies in their end products.

You Choose The Design Approach

- Work Directly From Schematic
- Interface with A CAD/CAE Database
- Integrate With Other Design Disciplines

Decide on the approach that suits your design's implementation. In some instances you may want to scratch out ideas on paper and begin working on PEN-ENTRY PC's CRT; create a panel geometry, then place IC's and perform wiring connections rapidly with a light pen.

You can interface PEN-ENTRY PC with a schematic capture program on the same personal computer, or exchange data with a main frame or other CAD or CAE system. In either case, data is developed interactively and processed by the system; net list data and component layouts are documented. NC wiring data is output to a variety of semi-automatic and fully automatic wire wrapping and other discrete wiring equipment.

If you don't have wiring equipment, we can help. Board wiring is as close as your telephone. Just modem wiring data or send us your job disk. We'll implement your design in Wire-Wrap with super fast turn-around!

Call now for information on how PEN-ENTRY PC can go to work for you.

Wire Graphics, Inc.
95 Sherwood Avenue
Farmingdale, NY 11735
(516) 293-1525

CIRCLE NO 143

Wire-Wrap is a trademark of Gardner-Denver Corporation
Multiwire is a trademark of Kollmorgen Corporation
Design rules allow easy wire wrapping of ECL prototypes

When it comes to speed and throughput performance, no logic technology compares to ECL. Ironically, it is ECL's very advantages that have caused some designers to assume that wire wrapping and ECL are incompatible—an assumption that is definitely untrue.

Frank T Reid and Glenn Olsen, Fairchild Semiconductor Corp

Once they learn a few simple rules, most logic designers find ECL (emitter-coupled logic) surprisingly easy to handle. ECL takes well to wire-wrapping-type interconnections if you just remember to keep a set of rules in mind. Actually, these guidelines aren't ECL-specific—they apply to the transmission of any fast slewing signals. In fact, ECL is tailored to minimize the system-level problems typically encountered in systems involving high-speed switching.

The myths need to be dispelled

Many designers are put off by ECL because of the misconception that it presents many hard-to-understand and hard-to-implement circuit concepts not found in the world of TTL-compatible ICs. One prevailing myth about designing ECL circuitry is that you must understand transmission-line theory to calculate characteristic impedances and complex terminating load values to realize proper circuit interconnections. Without this understanding, supposedly, it's impossible to fabricate a prototype board that will work properly. Many designers believe that ECL interconnect requirements are so demanding that anyone who tries to wire wrap a prototype panel is asking for trouble.

There's no reason to be scared of transmission-line requirements. Design rules for ECL are no more demanding than those for any other high-speed digital-IC technology. In any high-speed system, you can't ignore the inductance, capacitance, and signal delay inherent in the interconnections. All this means, however, is that you must locate a terminating resistor at the very end of every signal wire to minimize the problems (reflections, ringing, crosstalk, and tight line-length limits) typically encountered in high-speed logic systems. Each resistor should match the characteristic impedance of that particular signal wire.

For a circuit on a board that has good voltage planes, for example, the characteristic impedance of each wire equals that of a wire over a ground plane (Fig 1a). According to the formula in Fig 1a, for a 30-gauge wire on a typical wire-wrapped ECL board, the characteris-
Design requirements for ECL are no more demanding than those for any other high-speed digital-IC technology.

tic impedance is 140±50Ω. Many designers assume that they always have to calculate this tricky match, but they don’t.

Your ECL vendor can supply recommended values. Over the years, vendors have ascertained the correct terminating-resistor values to achieve the best results—and these values don’t have to be very precise. For a wire-wrapped board, the wire’s height above the board generally varies between any two connecting points. Because the characteristic impedance of a wire depends on its height above the board, the wire has a varying range of characteristic impedances, and you can’t precisely match the wire’s impedance. This doesn’t matter, though, because slight mismatches don’t seem to affect circuit operation. (The most-often-mentioned characteristic impedance for a single-wire interconnection is 100 to 120Ω.)

By using twisted-pair interconnections for all signals, you’ll maximize signal integrity, provide some transmission-line compatibility, and facilitate the wire-wrapping process (Fig 1b). For particularly long wiring runs or when you’re wiring interconnections from one board to another, it’s especially desirable to use twisted-pair wiring. It’s most important to use twisted-pair wiring when you have to distribute clock signals over long distances. One design solution, called quarantining, brings the clock signal to a differential receiver located in the middle of the board. You then fan out the receiver’s outputs such that all paths to each final receiver are identical.

You’ll also find it helpful to use differential circuitry when you’re wire wrapping interconnections from board to board. Differential-type devices eliminate many sporadic and transient bugs. The 100K ECL family’s outputs are virtually all differential types—and they can readily drive twisted-pair lines.

Quite often a board-to-board voltage differential exists, even when the system boards’ voltage planes have been thoroughly bypassed. With a differential receiver, the boards in the system can have slightly different voltage-plane levels without causing problems; the differential receiver’s common-mode rejection capability substantially reduces any sensitivity to such discrepancies. In addition, the characteristic impedance is usually more uniform for boards that are separated by lengthy distances, and the use of twisted-pair wiring tends to balance out noise picked up on the lines.

If you do decide to string single wires over shorter distances for less-critical signals, keep the wire at a uniform height above the board’s ground plane. A wire that starts at a particular level on one wire-wrapped pin should go to the same level on the pin at the other end (Fig 2).

This practice provides an additional bonus—it makes it easier to make wiring changes. If you have to remove a pin from a string, you’ll only have to remove the two wires connected to that pin and then reconnect them with a new wrap. If you don’t keep wires at the same level, you’ll have to pull off every wire on the pins at both ends of the run and then rewrap them all.
To minimize signal delays, you should also pay attention to your layout techniques. Wiring a driver output to various receivers in a daisy-chain sequence instead of a star-type configuration will prove effective, for instance. With a daisy chain, you only need a single terminating resistor at the far end; with a star, you need a resistor at the end of each spoke to make sure the spoke doesn’t look like an open-ended stub, which could produce disruptive reflections and ringing. For a fanout of three, wrap driver to receiver to receiver to terminator. Fortunately, virtually any ECL output can drive a 50Ω line directly, so a driver can handle two properly terminated 100Ω lines going to different locations.

Special circuit boards are available

Selecting a wire-wrapping panel designed to accommodate ECL circuitry will enhance your prototyping efforts. A number of manufacturers offer wire-wrap-able panels designed for ECL, including Augat, Garry, and Mupac. These special boards provide three power planes—one each for VEE, VCC, and VTT (Fig 3a). Each plane occupies more than 50% of the board area at its level; that figure can approach 80% in a well-laid-out board.

With ECL, the VCC plane is actually 0V or ground. This plane provides the best coverage and shielding; ECL performance degrades badly when the power plane is inadequate. For this reason, some ECL boards (Augat’s, for example) have a fourth plane that connects to VCC (Fig 3b). The VEE plane goes to the −5.2V main power source, and the VTT plane serves as the terminating resistor return (normally specified as −2V).

No matter which voltage level a plane supplies, it should be essentially at ground for ac. All ECL planes should have very low impedance between them to help decouple the circuits drawing power from the planes. The power planes’ large area and close spacing, as well as their high-dielectric-constant substrate material, provide good capacitance paths between the planes, especially at high frequencies. By grounding the planes for ac signals, you’ll help prevent cross coupling of noise and current spikes in the power sources.

Good practice dictates that you use a 0.1-µF disk capacitor (which has low internal inductance) to bypass VCC and VEE at every ECL device on the board. You should also mount larger tantalum electrolytic capacitors (25 µF, for instance) where these two voltages enter the board. It helps to mount large electrolytics at several other locations to decouple the lower frequencies. These precautions will help to prevent noise on the power planes from confusing the logic.

For the same reason, you should pay extra attention to the pins that connect to the power planes. These pins should be soldered rather than just wire wrapped. The power pins must have a very low resistance joint because they carry substantial current; good joints will keep any noise from current spikes low.

Ignore the rules at your own peril

It’s paramount that you properly terminate the interconnecting wires in a high-speed ECL system. To illustrate what can happen if you don’t, consider a step-voltage signal whose leading edge is very steep (100K ECL’s is 0.7 nsec) and which is impressed on a transmission line that is relatively long for the signal rise time (the critical length is more than 3 in.).

---

**Fig 3**—To accommodate the needs of ECL circuit designers, some manufacturers offer panels that have three voltage planes—one each for VCC, VTT, and VEE (a). Some also offer boards that have a fourth voltage plane (b), which you normally connect to VCC.
A wire that starts at a particular level on one wire-wrapped pin should travel to the same level on the pin at the other end of the run.

Initially, the termination at the far end of the line has no effect on the current that flows into the line (Fig 4a). Any signal reflections from the far end haven’t had enough time to get there and back during the transition time of the incident signal.

To calculate the wavefront propagation delay, use the formula $d = (L_0 C_0)^{1/2}$, where $L_0$ is the inductance per unit-length and $C_0$ is the capacitance per unit-length. For a single wire, $L_0$ and $C_0$ are about 16.3 nH/in. and 0.83 pF/in., respectively. For a twisted pair, they are 10.4 nH/in. and 2.1 pF/in. The single wire’s propagation delay is thus about 1.4 nsec/ft; the twisted pair’s is about 1.8 nsec/ft. Therefore, it’ll take about 0.7 nsec for a signal to travel down the wire and back. By this time, the signal has finished its transition.

If the far end of the line has a terminating load that’s equal to the line’s characteristic impedance, the signal is totally absorbed when it reaches the load, and there’s no reflected energy. The signal thinks it is traveling forever on an infinitely long, uniform transmission line.

If the line isn’t properly terminated, reflections will occur according to the formula $p = \frac{(R_T - Z_0)}{(R_T + Z_0)} \times 100\%$, where $p$ is the percentage of signal reflection, $R_T$ is the terminating resistance, and $Z_0$ is the line’s characteristic impedance. When $R_T$ is greater than $Z_0$, the reflected wave comes back in phase and adds to the incident wave (Fig 4b). When $R_T$ is less than $Z_0$, the reflected wave is out of phase and subtracts from the incident signal (Fig 4c).

On long lines, end-of-line reflections come back after the initial signal transition is complete. A mismatch between the line driver and the line’s input end will also reflect any signal returning from the far end of the line. Multiple reflections due to a mismatch at both ends of the line will generate ringing that lasts until the system’s resistance damps it out. Large reflections and ringing can cause ambiguous logic-circuit behavior during periods when the signal should be stable or show no transition—which is obviously undesirable.
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Let us build your first PCB Prototype. FREE.*

That's right, and up to five copies. An exclusive offer from the industry leader.

Who qualifies? Anyone. Anyone, that is, who places an order for our PCB WorkSystem, the complete printed circuit board development system that takes you from schematic capture through physical layout. We'll also give you free help from a qualified Tektronix Design Center. It's the kind of support you've come to expect from Tektronix.

It's all part of Tektronix Aided Engineering, an integrated software approach addressing each area of your product development cycle.

So use the handy coupon or call us today at 800-TEK-WIDE, ext. 1594, to get all the details on your free PCB prototype manufactured at our class "A" MRP certified plant in Forest Grove, Oregon. Hurry, this offer can't last forever.

*Place an order for our PCB WorkSystem now through December 18, 1987, and we will provide you with facilities, computers and consulting support to help you develop an approved printed circuit board design before you accept delivery of the WorkSystem. Up to 5 copies of your first unstuffed board will be manufactured. Subsequent boards do not have to be manufactured at our PCB facility. All board designs must have prior Tektronix approval and there will be a per day fee for canceled purchase orders.

Yes. I want a Free PCB Prototype.
Send more information.

Name ____________________________________________
Title ______________________________________________
Company __________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________
Phone ____________________________________________

Tektronix/CAE Systems Division, P.O. Box 4600, MS 94/520, Beaverton, OR 97076. Or call 800/TEK-WIDE ext. 1594.

WorkSystem is a trademark of Tektronix, Inc.
Now you can cut the cost of a PC LAN dramatically with our new 82588 LAN controller. It's the most integrated networking solution in the 1-2 Mbps range.

EDN October 15, 1987
And it's optimized to run with standard phone wiring. Which means that low-cost PC LANS can finally get off the ground. And that's exciting. Especially when you consider that 10 million PCs out there could use an inexpensive way to connect.

That's a great reason to start designing now with the 82588. It's the LANCE controller that reduces cost by cutting your board space in half. Saving you the bucks and bother of installing extra chips.

We put timing recovery, data encoding/decoding, collision detection and transmit clock generation all on a single chip. To lower your component count.

Which adds up to even more savings in areas like assembly, testing and reliability.

And we made sure that the 82588 supports emerging LAN standards like StarLAN.

It also supports the IBM® PC Network. Plus many other specialized baseband and broadband LANS.

And because it snaps together with Intel's world standard 186 and 188 microprocessors, you eliminate TTL glue and save even more money. While speeding up your design.

To help your LAN products take off, we're offering an easy-to-use design kit. Included are two 82588s plus all the essential hardware, software and documentation needed to tie two PCs together. And all for just $65.

For information on how to get your kit, call Intel toll-free at (800) 548-4725 and ask for Lit. Dept. W-334.

Then see how high your profits can soar.
Teradyne's new CAE tools help you get to market faster by

Designing VLSI circuit boards that work the first time isn't child's play. You can't do it without fast, accurate feedback on design and test quality.

Now count on Teradyne to help. With our new family of CAE products, you'll uncover flaws before they're cast in hardware. So you'll be able to jump from initial design directly to final prototype. And from design to manufacturing test.

Start with a firm design foundation.

The process starts with DATAView, our new design entry system. Running it on a standard AT-class PC, you can control the whole design process right at your desk. From schematic entry and waveform analysis on the PC to simulation and fault simulation on more powerful networked computers. All with the same mouse-and-menus, multiple-window interface.

You move from schematic capture to simulation effortlessly. DATAView's links with our LASAR Version 6 simulation system save hours of model compilation time.

Incremental compiling lets you revise a design and resimulate in minutes.

Make your design work together before it comes together.

LASAR Version 6 is the only sure way to avoid multiple trips to artwork as well as costly rework steps in manufacturing. Because its simulation accuracy is unmatched.
giving you a working prototype the first time.

for analyzing PC board designs prior to prototyping. For instance, LASAR takes full device timing specifications into account for true worst-case timing analysis. And it eliminates shared timing ambiguity in reconverging signals. Both of which mean LASAR finds real design errors reliably.

Finally, you can use LASAR fault simulation. It will uncover testability problems and untested circuit functions before it’s too late.

**Simulation without trial and tribulation.**

LASAR also takes care of the board modeling problem. It includes models of over 4000 devices. And the most popular gate array libraries.

For new VLSI parts, our DATASource hardware modeling system uses actual devices instead of software models. A single system supports multiple users and concurrent fault simulation. With extraordinarily fast response.

LASAR and DATASource work with any VAX. For simulations up to 25 times faster, you can use our new parallel/multiprocessing host, DATAServer. It will give you quick results, with full LASAR precision.

**Teradyne makes it easy.**

If you want to avoid multiple prototypes and get to market faster with better products, Teradyne’s new CAE system is the way. Why not call Daryl Layzer at (617) 482-2700, ext. 2808 for more information. Or write Teradyne, 321 Harrison Avenue, Boston, MA 02118.

**We measure quality.**
Introducing the LT1028, our new ultra-low noise, precision, high-speed op amp that combines unprecedented low-noise voltage with high-speed and precision DC specifications.

The LT1028's wideband noise density is 0.85 nV/√Hz, less than the noise of a 50Ω resistor. The LT1028 is three times better than the previous leaders (our own LT1007 and LT1037). Even at 10Hz, voltage noise only rises to a mere 1.0nV/√Hz. Further, we 100% test voltage and current noise, and guarantee 1 kHz voltage noise at 1.0nV/√Hz maximum.

Slew rate is guaranteed at 11V/µsec, and gain-bandwidth at 50 MHz.

The LT1028 also excels in DC specs: 40µV maximum offset voltage, and 0.8µV/°C maximum drift. Voltage gain is guaranteed at 7 million, the highest of any op amp. This high gain, combined with the wide bandwidth, means that a gain in excess of 3 million can be achieved up to 30 Hz. Compare this to other "million-gain" op amps where the gain falls below 3 million above 0.2 Hz, if the signal processed changes faster than once every five seconds.

Typical applications for this ultra-low noise op amp include low-noise frequency synthesizers and phase-lock loops, high-quality audio, accelerometer and gyro amplifiers, infrared detectors, magnetic search coil and hydrophone amplifiers. Even in low source impedance transducer or audio amplifier applications, the LT1028's contribution to total system noise is negligible.

If you're ready to enter The Quiet Zone, ask about our LT1028 (or our LT1037 and LT1007 op amps). Pricing for the LT1028 family starts at $4.95 for the LT1028CN8 (in quantities of 100). This device is available in commercial and military temperature ranges and meets MIL-STD-883 specifications. For details, contact: LINEAR TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION, 1630 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035. 800-637-5545.
Digital ICs form programmable divider

Steve Lubs  
Dept of Defense, Washington, DC

The Fig 1 circuit divides the input clock frequency by an integer between 2 and N (N=8 in this case). You select the integer by applying a 3-bit word at the divisor-control inputs.

IC1 and IC2 form an 8-bit shift register. These cascaded ICs either shift their output data to the right or load input data in parallel: When S1 (pin 10) is high, the chips load the A through D inputs (pins 3 through 6) on a positive transition of the input clock. When S1 is low, each positive clock transition causes the chips to shift their output data (which appears on QA through QB) to the right. Multiplexer IC3 selects one of its eight inputs according to the 3-bit divisor-control input, and the multiplexer's output drives the S1 inputs of IC1 and IC2.

During operation, the circuit's output goes high for one clock cycle, causing the shift register to load the input word 10000000. Succeeding clock cycles shift the input word's single 1 to the right until it enters the selected IC3 input. The resulting output pulse loads the shift register with another 10000000, which reinitiates the cycle. Coincident with each parallel-load operation, the circuit consisting of IC4, IC5, and IC6 presents a 1 to the shift register's DSR input, ensuring continued operation in the event that a malfunction clears the shift register.

The circuit can operate at 50 MHz if you use high-speed devices such as ones from Fairchild's Fast Series. You can obtain larger divisors by increasing the number of shift-register stages. Adding another multiplexer, however, lowers the system clock rate.

To Vote For This Design, Circle No 746
The new TI PROCALC comes with power windows.

Standard.

The new TI-95 PROCALC™ from Texas Instruments brings you unique Power Windows™ as standard equipment. See how fast, how easily they bring all the power of this advanced programmable calculator to your engineering tasks.

A single keystroke executes the function shown in each window. And you can open the five Power Windows to more than 200 preprogrammed functions—and as many user-defined functions as you need. Reassign them from within your programs. And enjoy state-of-the-art capability without hard-to-

remember keystroke sequences.

Keystroke programming is as easy as calculating. And PROCALC saves programs—with as many as 7,200 steps—in Constant Memory™ internal 8K RAM or optional 8K plug-in cartridges.

An unprecedented set of built-in scientific functions will speed you through your daily calculations. But if you need more, there are options: statistical and mathematical software cartridges. A portable printer. And a cassette interface for large volumes of data.

See how PROCALC's Power Windows set a new standard. Test drive a TI-95 PROCALC today.

Power Windows give you menu-style access to 200+ scientific and engineering functions. Only the TI-95 PROCALC gives you Power Windows.
Run Z80 software on an 8085 system

Leo M Almazan
Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, CA

The Fig 1 circuit shows how to convert an 8085-based µP system to one that runs Z80 software. The scheme involves replacing the 8085 with an NSC800 µP. (The NSC800 is similar to the Z80 internally but has the same bus structure as the 8085). The resulting system is advantageous for those who would rather program for the Z80 than for the 8085.

The main external difference in the Z80 (NSC800) and 8085 µP is the latter's serial-I/O lines SID and SOD; no Z80 instructions can implement these functions. In addition, two discrepancies concern the programmer: The 8085 Trap (nonmaskable-interrupt) input causes a jump to location 24H; the NSC800 equivalent input NMI causes a jump to location 66H. Finally, the NSC800 control register for internal interrupts is located at 0BB, so that address must be free to service a mode-2 interrupt request.

To Vote For This Design, Circle No 749

---

**Fig 1—This circuit lets you substitute the Z80-like NSC800 for an 8085 µP and thereby obtain a system that can develop and run Z80 software.**
Shadow memory offers microcode breakpoints

Jo Gent
BBN Communications Corp, Billerica, MA

In Fig 1, a 16k×1-bit RAM chip (break RAM IC₂) lets you set an unlimited number of breakpoints for a 16k×32-bit writable control store. You write a 1 (bit D₀) to the break-RAM location corresponding to any control-store address for which you want a breakpoint. IC₁ provides IC₂ with a separate Write Enable (BRKWE) signal that lets you write the breakpoint separately from the data bit D₀, which goes into IC₃.

The signal RAMSEL lets the system read all RAM chips in parallel, including the break RAM, and IC₄ samples the Break signal at each address. When IC₄ encounters a breakpoint, it stops the system by turning off SYSCLK. The system dedicates a 16k-byte address area to the break RAM.

To Vote For This Design, Circle No 750

Fig 1—The RAM chip (IC₂) stores breakpoints for any number of addresses within the 16k×32-bit writable control store.
### SPECIFICATIONS (+7dBm LO)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Freq (MHz) LO/RF</th>
<th>Conv. Loss (dB) Typ</th>
<th>L-R Isolation (dB) Typ</th>
<th>Price $</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRA-1*</td>
<td>0.5-500</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>(1-49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFM-2*</td>
<td>1-1000</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>(6-49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBL-1</td>
<td>1-500</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>(6-49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBL-1X</td>
<td>1-1000</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>(10-49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASK-1</td>
<td>1-600</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>(10-49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMX-113</td>
<td>5-1000</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>(6-24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS-1</td>
<td>0.5-500</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>(10-49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*units are not QPL listed for testing and screening to MIL-M-28837/1A add/MIL to model no.

Each of the mixers shown is an outstanding performer. They offer a formidable selection to master almost any systems design challenge.

Looking for a rugged, low-cost mixer for industrial applications? Cramped for space? Consider the RMS-1, the world’s smallest, leadless surface-mount mixer or the ASK-1, the smallest flatpack, leaded surface-mount unit. Or the convenient plug-in SBL-1, the world’s lowest-cost mixer spanning 1 to 500MHz or the SBL-1X covering 10 to 1000MHz.

Need a hi-rel, mixer for stringent military/space applications? Try the TFM-2, the world’s smallest 4-pin hi-rel mixer or the tiny LMX-113 flatpack; or the world’s best-selling hi-rel mixer, the SRA-1 carrying the industry’s only 3-year guarantee. If your application demands MIL-M-28837/1A screening and test, specify either the TFM-2/MIL, the LMX-113/MIL, or the SRA-1/MIL.

For tough applications, rely on tough mixers... from Mini-Circuits.
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Multiplex circuit adds peripheral options

Mike Ruhland
Motorola Microprocessor Products Group,
Austin, TX

The 68000, 68HC000, and 68010 µPs include logic that allows a direct connection to M6800 peripherals that have a nonmultiplexed address and data bus. By creating a local multiplexed bus (Fig 1a), you can also make use of multiplexed-bus peripherals such as the MCM68HC34 dual-port RAM, the MC146818 real-time clock, and the MC146823 parallel interface.

If spare gates are available, the multiplexed-bus interface requires only the additional buffer chips IC1 and IC2. You can derive control signals for the buffers by using NAND gates and inverters as shown in Fig 1, by using equivalent circuits based on OR gates (Fig 2), or by using a mixture of the two as dictated by the types of spare gates available.

The µP signal CS is active low when the address bus points to one or more M6800 peripherals. If the system doesn’t use autovectored interrupts and has no other M6800 peripherals, you can connect CS directly to the processor’s VPA pin. Otherwise, you must combine the autovector signal and the CS signals from the other M6800 peripherals using additional logic (such as an AND gate). If the system has multiple, multiplexed-bus M6800 peripherals, you can use the same multiplexed bus and connect different CS signals to each device.

The resulting multiplexed-bus timing appears as in Fig 1b regardless of the control method. At the beginning of every bus cycle, signals from the M68000 address bus pass through buffer IC2. If addressed, the peripheral asserts VPA and, in turn, the processor latches the peripheral’s address by asserting VMA. The control logic then turns off buffer IC2.

After approximately two cycles of the CPU clock, the E signal goes high and turns on buffer IC1. The E signal goes low after approximately four cycles of the CPU clock and, for a write operation, causes the peripheral to latch data. Finally, the control logic turns off IC1.
A full range of 883/DESC/JAN qualified products... already proven in over 50 major programs.

Zilog's commitment to the military market has always been strong. Of course, the best proof of our ongoing focus is the performance of our top quality military standard microprocessors and peripherals—and the fact that we're already designed into more than 50 major military programs including F15, F16, PERSHING, HAWK, HARPOON and RAPIER.

Support for professional standards—DESC, ADA software, JAN certification.

Zilog's compact, efficient, multi-processing, real-time ADA support offers the system features you need. We have the only validated compilers used in mission-critical systems, such as for flight control. And we've got full compliance to 883/C and offer plenty of DESC products for critical programs demanding quality and reliability, manufactured on a JAN certified line.

Smooth integration for 8-, 16- and 32-bits.

We protect your investment by offering a well thought-out migration path for our military microprocessor families. CMOS technology is now being introduced for all products, providing high radiation tolerance and the low power you need for assembling highly integrated, surface mounted systems.

CMOS or NMOS—nobody's better qualified than Zilog.

We offer a full range of military standard microprocessors and peripherals—all off the shelf, and backed by Zilog's proven quality and reliability. Want to know more? Send for our special Military Products issue of The Last Word, Zilog's quarterly magazine. Better yet, contact your local Zilog sales office or your authorized distributor.

The choice is clear.

Right product. Right price. Right away.


Zilog an affiliate of E*XON Corporation
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Software RAM refresh cuts parts count

John W Lydic Jr  
*Industrial Data Technologies, Westerville, OH*

The advent of powerful and inexpensive μPs has allowed the use of software in place of hardware for the execution of various tasks. Listing 1, for example, is a software routine that provides an 8-bit dynamic-RAM refresh for systems based on μPs in the 68000 family. This software approach uses slightly more processor time but substantially fewer components than an equivalent hardware solution.

---

**LISTING 1—DYNAMIC-RAM REFRESH ROUTINE**

---

* This algorithm will refresh 64k or 256k drams on the 68000  
* It is invoked by the initialization software to fake an exception  
* Note: For 68010 or 68020 the exception stack frame is different  
* and must be accounted for in this code.

---

SRefresh

0000 40e7 move.w sr,-(a7) stack the status register

---

* This algorithm will refresh 64k or 256k drams on the 68000  
* It is invoked by the hardware every 4 ms

---

Refresh

0002 48e7 movem . l 00-07/a0/a6,-(a7) plus exception does 32 of 256  
ffe

0006 9ffe 000001c0 movem . l #448,a7 index the stack for 224 words

000c 4cdf 0010 4cdf 0014 4cdf 0018 4cdf 001c 4cdf 0020 4cdf 0024 4cdf 0028 4cdf 002c 4cdf 0030 4e73  
sub . l movem . l movem . l movem . l movem . l movem . l movem . l movem . l movem . l movem . l movem . l movem . l movem . l  
092/256 122/256 152/256 182/256 212/256 242/256 256/256 restore & return

Note: For 68010 or 68020 the exception stack frame is different and must be accounted for in this code.

Listing 1 is based on the 68000-type processors' move-multiple instruction and their capability for manipulating the stack pointer. The routine presets the amount of dummy data to be moved by manipulating the stack pointer, and it uses the move-multiple instruction (four bytes from PROM) to access as many as 128 dynamic-RAM addresses. For a 10-MHz processor and no-wait states, the routine consumes 134 µsec every 4.096 msec—a 3.27% overhead. By comparison, the hardware approach requires an overhead of 1.2 to 1.8%. The routine first stacks the eight data registers and
Microprocessor Development Systems & In-Circuit Emulators

SA700-68000
Dedicated in-circuit emulator for 68000 Microprocessor.
- Most transparent 68000 emulation.
- Over 1/2 MByte emulation Ram.
- Command files for software/prototype/production test.

SA2000
Complete universal development system and in-circuit emulator for latest micro controllers.
- Cross assembler, Linker, Editor standard.
- Powerful software debugger plus Real-Time ICE™

SA710M
16-bit universal system analyzer and in-circuit emulator.
- Symbolic features include local variables, arrays, structures.
- Start/Stop trace without breaking.
- Stand-alone or Host operation.

Call toll-free 1-800-824-9294 (outside CA.)
1-800-824-6706 (in CA.)

Sophia systems™
Corporate Headquarters: Japan, Sophia Systems Co., Ltd. NS Bldg. 2-4-1, Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 163. Tel.(03)348-7000.
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### Design Entry Blank

$75 Cash Award for all entries selected by editors. An additional $100 Cash Award for the winning design of each issue, determined by vote of readers. Additional $1500 Cash Award for annual Grand Prize Design, selected among biweekly winners by vote of editors.

To: Design Ideas Editor, EDN Magazine
Cahners Publishing Co
275 Washington St, Newton, MA 02158

I hereby submit my Design Ideas entry.

Name ____________________________________________
Title ____________________________________________
Company __________________________________________
Division (if any) ____________________________________
Street ____________________________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ____________
Design Title ______________________________________
Home Address ______________________________________

Social Security Number _____________________________
(Must accompany all Design Ideas submitted by US authors)

Entry blank must accompany all entries. Design entered must be submitted exclusively to EDN; must be original with author(s), must not have been previously published (limited-distribution house organs excepted), and must have been constructed and tested.

Exclusive publishing rights remain with Cahners Publishing Co unless entry is returned to author or editor gives written permission for publication elsewhere.

In submitting my entry, I agree to abide by the rules of the Design Ideas Program.

Signed ________________________________
Date ________________________________

Your vote determines this issue's winner. All designs published win $75 cash. All issue winners receive an additional $100 and become eligible for the annual $1500 Grand Prize. Vote now, by circling the appropriate number on the reader inquiry card.

---

### ISSUE WINNER


---

EDN

Knobs coming loose?...
... not ELMA’s Collet Safety Knobs!

- Free positioning – no shaft preparation and no shaft damage
- Wide color and size selection for knobs, caps, figure dials, pointers, nut covers, etc.
- Mix or match colors for coding, enhancing operation, safety and appearance
  - Firmer grip on shaft
  - Safety – completely insulated
  - All modular, allows concentric designs
  - Easy mounting and removal
  - Highest quality

ELMA Electronic Inc.
41440 Christy Street, Fremont, CA 94538
A Member of the Sulzer Group

For further information, just call (415) 654-3400
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Digital Lynx cares about how you spend your weekends. That's why we've designed the Lynx 10 Real-Time Control Computer to help you get your real-time projects done on time. Our integrated hardware and software system provides the optimum run-time and development environment for applications in process control, robotics, telecommunications, control simulation, work cells, and more.

The Lynx 10 allows you to immediately concentrate on your specific application. You won't waste time piecing together a computer and writing operating system software from scratch. We've created a complete real-time system using state-of-the-art computer architecture and system software. Each Lynx 10 comes with LynxOS, our real-time OS, fully compatible with 4BSD UNIX\(^1\). Digital Lynx also provides drivers for the broad range of accessories which plug into our VME backplane.

With the Lynx 10, you don't trade off real-time response for functionality: real-time response is guaranteed. No need to tinker with complex interactions between different parts of your application, because unique Lynx 10 hardware and the LynxOS real-time priority system handle it all. Even if your software controls a graphics-based user interface or accesses a relational database on disk, critical real-time control tasks will still get the job done. That means fewer headaches as you put together the components of a complete control system.

Your programmers will thank you for choosing the Lynx 10. They already know how to use UNIX, so they already know how to use LynxOS. All the convenience of protected multi-user UNIX is there, including an industry-standard C compiler. Now applications can be developed and debugged right on the target machine. The powerful hierarchical file system used by LynxOS supports sophisticated user interfaces, event logging, databases, and other features to make your real-time system more intelligent and operator-friendly.

When you choose the Lynx 10 you can enjoy more free time. It's the first step towards getting your real-time project done on time and in budget. And the Lynx 10 is designed to fit your budget, with complete systems starting at under $10,000.

Give us a call today and we'll send you a free comprehensive brochure on the Lynx 10. Put the Lynx 10 to work for you now and start enjoying your weekends.

\(^1\) UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.

Digital Lynx Inc.

11999 Plano Road, Suite 120
Dallas, Texas 75243 214.238.7474
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THE ONLY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AN ITT SWISS RELAY AND AN ALCATEL SWISS RELAY IS THE NAME.

But you probably already knew that. ITT Swiss relays now have another name on the front. You can't miss it. The name Alcatel Swiss is in the same place where ITT Swiss was.

So, what's different? Not much. And definitely less than our competition would have liked.

Some details: Alcatel: Despite its youthfulness, this European association of enterprises has become quite well known.

Alcatel's goals have always been set quite high, a fact which is not really surprising when we consider the competition from America and Japan—not to mention that from the Far East.

So it must be clear that our competence in the manufacture of relays is a matter of great importance in this situation. We can offer a list of plus points which will continue to be available in the future, of course.

Indeed, these plus points are precisely those points necessary to meet the competition of today and tomorrow. Therefore they will be changed very little.

Our relay customers know what we mean. If you are not one of them, then this information will be even more important for you. Allow us to make a few points:
PZ Relay: a wonderful example of our pioneering in this field. This was the first relay which could be soldered directly into PC boards. This is the only series in the world with a choice of 2, 4 or 6 changeover contacts.

SM Relay: Another typical pioneering effort of our relay laboratories featuring extremely flat profile and an extremely quiet operation. Completely plastic coated, this unit exhibits (in contrast to the competition) exceptionally good anti-shock and anti-vibration characteristics as well as resistance to tropical and wet conditions.

MT Relay: A monostable relay that has no peers. Non-polarized. Suitable for very high packing density. Compatible. Never needs re-adjustment. A guaranteed 10 million changeovers under dry conditions. Functionally guaranteed within a temperature range of -55 to +70 degrees centigrade. Failure ratio guaranteed to be under 0.5% over the lifetime of the relay. Can be supplied for coil voltages up to 48V and 150 mW capacity!

We are sure you will agree that is an impressive list of relay plus points.

Now it should be clear just why, except for the name, it is the same old range of products. After all, they are still the latest state of the art.

Everything you have always wanted to know about relays but didn’t know where to find the information, has been compiled in the new STR Relay Handbook. A competently written indispensable practical aid for everyone who wants to be on top of everything in the world of relays. We would be happy to send you one—free of charge, of course.
The GE/RCA ASIC cell library:
With one of the largest standard cell and gate array libraries, and a first-time success rate of virtually 100%, GE Solid State has all the tools you need to design leading-edge products.

Our library of hundreds of verified cells and functions is one of the broadest in the industry.

We have cells with effective gate length as small as 1.5µ (9µ coming soon). And double-level metal for higher-density chips that handle higher clock speeds.

You can choose from a wide range of Super-cells, including core micros, RAMs, analog functions and bit-slice processors. Right now, we're working on new editions, including Advanced CMOS Logic, EPROMs and high-voltage cells. Additionally, we can generate custom cells to meet your requirements.

So you can easily reduce an entire system onto a single ASIC chip, and get the ASIC benefits of smaller power supplies, lower system cost and higher reliability.

**Plus a full library of gate arrays.**

If your design calls for gate arrays, you can select from a broad line with up to 13,000 gates. With alternate sourcing on the LSI/Toshiba series.

Our gate arrays have effective gate lengths as small as 1.2µ. And they're compatible with the industry standard.

**Writing made easy.**

We've made it easy for you to write your best-selling design.

Our designer-friendly software gets you up to speed in as little as the three days it takes to complete our training course.

And our software supports the major workstations in the industry, including Daisy™ Mentor Graphics™ Valid™ P-CAD® and FutureNet®

Through the use of Twins, our transparent workstation interface system, you can complete or revise your design at practically any workstation.

We're also in the forefront of silicon compiler technology. So we can offer you the ability to create designs that are heavily BUS-structured, with your ROMs, RAMs, PLAs and ALUs compiled right into the design.

**The best editors in the business.**

We know how important accurate performance modeling is to you. That's why we've developed the industry's most advanced simulation and parasitic extraction programs, which make it easy to create designs that work. In fact, our first-time success rate is virtually 100%.

And you can count on our ASICs specialists for technical support from design through production. One other thing you can count on with GE Solid State: there are no hidden charges in addition to your NRE.

**On the best-seller list for years.**

We've been the CMOS company since the day we invented the technology. We've produced one best-selling CMOS circuit after another. And built the industry's broadest line of High-Rel CMOS parts, including super radiation-hardened Silicon-on-Sapphire.

With all this behind you, think how easy it could be to design a best-seller.

For more information, call toll-free 800-443-7364, ext. 14. Or contact your local GE Solid State sales office or distributor.

In Europe, call: Brussels, (2) 246-21-11; Paris, (1) 39-46-57-99; London, 0276-685911; Milano, (2) 82-291; Munich, (89) 63813-0.

GE Solid State

GE/RCA/Intersil Semiconductors
These three leading brands are now one leading-edge company. Together, we have the resources — and the commitment — to help you conquer new worlds.
DATA TRANSPORTER

- Transfers data across VME Bus at 40M byte/sec rate
- Possesses TMS32010 DSP chip for onboard data processing

The IV-3272 FSDT (full-speed data transporter) is a data module for the VME Bus. It allows data transfers across the bus at 40M bytes/sec. The module achieves this speed by using 32-bit transfers, address pipelining, and slave modules that return the DTACK command within 30 to 50 nsec. Transfers are specified by writing a software routine (a transfer parameter block or TPB) to an onboard location. The TPB includes information on the source, destination, type, and length of the transfer. The TPB may also contain a pointer to the next TPB, thus allowing sequential transfers. Flexible bus-release modes make the transporter useful in multiprocessor systems as a dedicated message passer. The board also contains a TMS32010 DSP chip, which can analyze data as transfers occur. $2365 (100).

Ironics Inc, 798 Cascadilla St, Ithaca, NY 14850. Phone (607) 277-4060. TLX 705742.

Circle No 351

BUS ADAPTER

- Adapts as many as eight SCSI Bus devices to the Q Bus
- Operates in slave, DMA, and interrupt modes

The SDC-HAll is a plug-in board for the Q Bus and connects as many as eight SCSI Bus devices to the Q Bus via daisy chaining. One device at a time is selected for processing on the Q Bus. Commands from the host adapter are issued to the SCSI device via the host adapter. The SCSI Bus device can request as many as 10 command bytes before executing the command from the host. Upon completion of the command, the SCSI device stores the completion status in a register on the board. The adapter supports three modes of operation: slave, DMA, and interrupt. The board provides switch-selectable base-address selection from 160000 to 177760 (octal) and interrupt-vector selection from 000 to 374 (octal). Parity-enable/disable and interrupt-priority selection (4, 5, 6, or 7) are jumper selectable. $417.

Sigma Information Systems, 3401 E La Palma Ave, Anaheim, CA 92806. Phone (714) 630-6553. TLX 298607.

Circle No 352

RECORDING SYSTEM

- Records analog signals to 35 kHz on 40 full-scale channels
- Chart speed ranges from 0.25 to 500 mm/sec

The ES2000 recording system consists of an electrostatic recorder, a real-time monitor, a built-in 3½-in. disk drive, and a keyboard. You can configure it for 40 analog or for 80 digital signals. The system can record analog signal frequencies to 35 kHz and transients as fast as 25 µsec at chart speeds from 0.25 to 500 mm/sec. All functions are remotely programmable via an IEEE-488, RS-232C, or RS-422A interface; data can be transferred to a computer for storage and analysis at a maximum rate of 40k samples/sec via the IEEE-488 interface. The usable chart width is 264 mm (256 mm for traces and 8 mm for annotations). In its program mode, the monitor displays menus for configuration; in its graphics mode, it displays traces, text, and grids in real time. From $18,700. Delivery, 60 days ARO.

Gould Inc, Test and Measurement, 3631 Perkins Ave, Cleveland, OH 44114. Phone (216) 361-3315.

Circle No 353
Augat ZIP sockets use only half the space of DIP. For twice the memory on your board.

Now, Augat makes it easier to utilize ZIP packaging technology and double your board performance. With ZIP sockets that take up half the space of DIP.

They're the end-to-end, side-to-side stackable solution. With flat top and tapered tails for easy, pick-and-place automatic insertion.

Available now with high-reliability gas-tight contacts. They come in 16, 20 and 24-pin footprints. For 256K DRAMs, 1-Mbit ICs and video DRAMS. Send us your size and we'll send you a sample. Free. Plus an insertion and extraction tool for a perfect fit.

Get ahead in the space race. With ZIP sockets. More innovation that works from Augat. The people you can count on to make the link between you and what's new in packaging technology.

U.S. and International Patents Issued
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EDN101587
Buy standard for fast delivery.

Get perfection at low cost.

Everest offers everything in enclosures—cases, cabinets, desks—to mount, organize and protect your electronic equipment. And, options and accessories for all your needs—even AC power control and distribution units.

Our Standard ECONOLINE and ULTRALINE modular uprights, low profiles, bench-types and portables offer craftsmanship to match your equipment. With a range of panel heights from 5 1/4 inches to 77 inches. Customizing too, to your specifications. Ask about our EMI/RFI shielded cabinets. All with unsurpassed structural integrity.

And where you need to see your displays, meters, switches and panel devices for monitoring your great insides, use our plexiglass doors.

All cabinets are fully assembled and ready for use. With multi-bay kits for configuration flexibility, compatible with your existing system. Try our “In Stock” service. We ship within 48 hours after receipt of order.

You have our 25 year reputation for quality to count on.

From the company known for great outsides that reflect your great insides.

Everest Electronic Equipment, Inc.

Anaheim, CA (714) 634-2200
Lawrenceville, GA (404) 995-8688
COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS

PRINTER

- Prints 132 column, 160-eps dot matrix
- Very low noise operation

The Model 2/1 is a 132-column dot-matrix impact printer designed for quiet operation. In normal mode, it achieves a noise level of less than 55 dBA, and in hush mode, the level drops to 48 dBA. Print speed is 160 cps in draft-quality mode, 80 cps in memo-quality mode, and 30 cps in near-letter-quality mode. The 18x36-dot character resolution allows the printer to use a wide range of character fonts. The printer is Epsom FX85 and IBMgraph compatible. It can handle continuous folding paper, and cut sheet paper as large as A3 size. A version, designated the 2/1, and dedicated for use with IBM equipment using coax interfacing is also available. £1095; 2/1, £2178.

Wenger Printers AG, Im Kagen 23/25, 4153 Reinach, Switzerland. Phone (061) 768787. TLX 967048. Circle No 354

GRAPHICS COMPUTER

- Uses a bit-slice processor for graphics
- Provides a Unix operating system environment

The Picture Processor is a high-resolution graphics and image-processing workstation incorporating a dedicated microcodable graphics/image processor and a Unix operating system environment. The graphics image processor is a 20-MIP bit-slice design that can handle logical pixel operations at rates as high as 110M pixels/sec. The single graphics/image processor supplied with the entry-level computer provides you with eight planes and has a double-buffered frame store for two 1280x1024-pixel resolution screens. With this single processor, the 8 bits per pixel allow you to simultaneously display as many as 256 colors from a palette of 16M colors. To extend image processing capabilities you can cascade as many as eight of the graphics/image processors within the machine for as many as 256 display planes. Video output modules are available for a single-user broadcast-quality display, and for a 6-user system. The Unix environment is provided by a CPU card that is based around Fairchild's Clipper RISC chip set, and that communicates with the graphics/image processor via the VME Bus. The computer is supplied with Unix System V.3, including support for full demand paging and virtual memory. A separate 80286 µP supervises I/O operations to speed up the Unix I/O handling. For communications purposes the computer supports TCP/IP protocol. From $30,000.

Benchmark Technologies Ltd, Benchmark House, 5 Penrhyn Rd, Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey KT1 2BT, UK. Phone 01-541 1944. TLX 8952387. Circle No 355

D/A BOARD

- Features six 12-bit DACs
- Waveform sample rates to 380k samples/sec

The NB-A0-6 is a NuBus analog output board for the Macintosh II. It features six 12-bit D/A converters that provide unipolar and bipolar voltage outputs. Each voltage output typically settles to within 1/2 LSB of full scale (10V) within 4 µsec. The offset and gain drifts are faster output enable, and a PDIP package with a decoupling capacitor right in the package.

Call 1-800-872-6753 for more information. Or talk to Arrow or Schweber.

And give your Cypress SRAMs the ax.

If you're using Cypress' CY7C128 2Kx8 SRAM, now there's a way to really cut your time way down.

Switch to VLSI's VT20C18. It offers you a faster access time,
Score the MS-DOS-Compatible System On a Chip from NEC

Now you can score on your next round of systems designs and parlay your MS-DOS investment. Simply use our CMOS V25™ Whole in One™ — the new 16-bit microcomputer on a chip from NEC.

It lets you tee off with features like a 16-bit ALU, two full-duplex UARTs, true STOP and HALT modes, and a whole lot more.

The result is a master performance with a two-cycle data bus (250 ns minimum information transfer time) and ultra-high-speed interrupt service (typically 5 µs).

Keeping score? In direct match play, EDN and Byte benchmark tests show the V25 clearly higher in performance.

MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Whole In One and V25 are trademarks of NEC Electronics Inc.

Really Learn the Score
Check out the V25’s real strengths. Full support, for one. It's here now with hardware and software tools including EPROM/OTP parts. And you're supported by regional design centers with an increasing number of application engineers.

Stand-alone ICE and PC-based mini-ICE use our relocatable assembler and C compiler to provide powerful development capability for system designers.

Production is another winning shot. The V25 is in full production in multiple fabs with high yields allowing very competitive pricing. Now add NEC’s traditional high quality and leadership in CMOS manufacturing for a par-beating system on a chip.

For complete technical documentation and the number of your local Distributor Pro Shop, call 1-800-632-3531. In California, call 1-800-632-3533 and score your own Whole In One: the V25 from NEC.

©Copyright 1987 by NEC Electronics Inc.

NEC Electronics Inc.
401 Ellis Street, P.O. Box 7241
Mountain View, CA 94039

The V25 is now on distributor shelves for immediate delivery

CIRCLE NO 95
Typically 0.5 μV/°C and 10 ppm/°C, respectively. The board provides current outputs of 4 to 20 mA, which settle to a 0.1% accuracy within 5 μsec. Chopper-stabilization techniques minimize calibration requirements. The board features a real-time integration system (RTSI) bus that allows synchronization with other boards made by the company. The converter outputs can be updated by an RTSI bus signal, an external signal, or software control. The bus provides DMA capability, which allows the board to generate six different waveforms simultaneously. You can generate waveforms with sample rates as high as 380k samples/sec. In addition, you can write data to any combination of the DACs simultaneously with 16-bit write operations. $895.

National Instruments, 12109 Technology Blvd, Austin, TX 78727. Phone (800) 531-4742; in TX, (800) 433-3488. TLX 756737. FAX 512-250-0382.

Circle No 356

DISPLAY CONTROLLERS

- Possess 13M-pixel/sec random vector-drawing rates
- Have 1280×1024 or 1024×768-pixel resolution

The 1000VM Series consists of four display-controller models for the VME Bus, covering a pixel-resolution range of 1024×768 to 1280×1024 with 4 or 8 bits/pixel and an optional overlay of 4 bits. Two VLSI chips, a graphics processing unit (GPU) rated at 4 MIPS, and a memory control unit (MCU) can achieve drawing rates of 13M pixels/sec. The GPU controls the graphics subsystem and executes graphics commands from the host processor. The MCU controls raster memory, carrying out low-level graphics tasks such as vector drawing, polygon filling, and pixel block transfers. The combination of surface-mount technology and VLSI components results in each configuration occupying only one VME slot (6U). A standard palette has 4096 colors and 16 gray levels. An extended palette of 16 million colors and 256 levels of gray is available with two of the models. Power requirements range from 15 to 30W, depending on the model and configuration. The display controllers' memory consists of a 256k-bit video RAM chip, which you can configure to give 0.5M bytes to 2M bytes of onboard RAM by adding chips. $2495 to $3995.

Metheus Corp, 5510 NE Elam Young Parkway, Hillsboro, OR 97124. Phone (503) 640-8000.

Circle No 357

SCSI ADAPTER

- Eight SCSI devices are interfaces to Q-bus
- Supports slave, DMA, and interrupt modes

The SDC-HA11 is a SCSI bus that provides an interface to a Q-bus host adapter with 22-bit addressing. It plugs directly into any contiguous double Q-bus slot and presents one load to the bus. As many as eight SCSI bus devices can be daisy-chained to the board, and as many

VT20C68 offers automatic power down and you can get the VT20C69 with 12 ns chip select.

Call 1-800-872-6753 for more information. Or talk to Arrow or Schweber.

You'll see that our SRAMS really cut Fujitsu's down to size.

VT20C68

VLSI TECHNOLOGY, INC.

CIRCLE NO 17
LABTECH® NOTEBOOK
Now with Real Time Data Reduction

LABTECH NOTEBOOK has been the accepted standard for data acquisition and control software for some time. It is a remarkable package that lets you perform real-time data acquisition and process control on your PC without programming.

Now, NOTEBOOK can also do real-time analysis and data reduction, so you can see meaningful data on the screen, and adjust the experiment automatically based on those calculations. For example, you can see the mean or standard deviation of a signal, calculate an FFT, compare several signals, or use FIR filters – all in real-time! We call this intelligent data acquisition and control.

And if you need to do post acquisition analysis, you can replay your data back through NOTEBOOK for further reduction, use the FFT or Curve Fitting programs provided with the system, or you can call your favorite analysis program. With our Real Time Access option, you can move the data to your favorite analysis software or a custom-written program while it is being collected.

For information on where to buy and a list of interface hardware supported by LABTECH NOTEBOOK, write Laboratory Technologies today or call (617) 657-5400.

LABTECH NOTEBOOK is compatible with:
Hardware: IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatibles
Instrumentation Interfaces from:

LABORATORY TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION
255 Ballardvale St.
Wilmington, MA 01887 • (617) 657-5400

LABTECH is a registered trademark of Laboratory Technologies Corporation. 1-2-3 and Symphony are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. DADiSP is a trademark of DSP Systems Inc. MathCAD is a trademark of MathSoft, Inc. RS/1 is a trademark of BBN Software Products Corporation.
as 10 command bytes can be requested by the SCSI bus device before a command from the host is executed. Upon completion of the command, the SCSI device stores the completion status in a register on the board. The board has three modes of operation: slave, DMA, and interrupt. It provides base-address selection by switch from 160000 to 177760 (octal) and interrupt vector selection from 000 to 374 (octal). Parity enable/disable and interrupt priority selection (4, 5, 6, or 7) are jumper selectable. $417.

Sigma Sales, 3401 E La Palma Ave, Anaheim, CA 92806. Phone (714) 630-6553. TLX 298607.
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WORKSTATION

- 68020 µP and 68881 coprocessor deliver 4 MIPS
- To 32M bytes of RAM

The Domain Series 4000 is a color workstation that features a 25-MHz 68020 µP and a 25-MHz 68881 floating-point coprocessor. Combined with an 8k-byte virtual cache memory, the system operates at 4 MIPS. It uses 1M-bit surface-mount dynamic RAM chips and can have as much as 32M bytes of main memory. You can choose from a 15- or 19-in., 60-Hz, noninterlaced color display, with a 1024×800 resolution or 19-in., 64-Hz noninterlaced monochrome display, with a 1280×1024 resolution. As many as 256 colors can be simultaneously displayed from a palette of 16 million. An IBM PC/AT-compatible expansion bus allows access to the third-party board market. The workstation has three RS-232C ports and either a 155M-byte or 348M-byte (formatted) ESDI Winchester drive. A 5½-in., 1.2M-byte floppy disk and a ¼-in., 60M-byte cartridge tape are optional. The 4M-byte monochrome version without disks, $13,900; 4M-byte, 15-in. color version without disks, $18,900; 8M-byte, 19-in. color version with 155M-byte disk and cartridge tape, $33,900.


Circle No 359

GRAPHICS CARD

- 1160×870 or 1024×800 pixel resolution
- Displays 16 colors from a palette of 64k colors

The SYS68K/AGC-2 is a double-Eurocard VME Bus graphics card that uses the ACRTC-63484 advanced color-raster tube-controller chip. It provides a maximum screen resolution for a 50-Hz refresh rate of 1160×870 pixels, and 1024×800 pixels for a 60-Hz refresh rate. The board has 1M byte of onboard video RAM. Operating with 4 bits/pixel, the board is capable of simultaneously displaying 16 colors from a palette of 64k colors. Video output is via RGB and composite sync outputs. Graphics capabilities include hardware zoom, vertical and horizontal smooth scrolling, clipping, hitting, blinking, and conditional blinking. A light pen interface is also provided. A software package for GKS (Level 2b) support, operating under Unix or the PDOS real-time operating system, is currently being posted to the board. Around DM 3400.

Force Computers GmbH,
MEMORY MODULE
- 64-bit cache memory has a hit access time of 75 nsec
- Module selection is on 64k-byte boundaries

The MM-6220D is a dynamic RAM memory module for the VME Bus. Its capacities range from 2M, 4M, 8M, and 16M bytes. It supports A32/A24, D32/D16, and D8 VME Bus interfaces. A combination of a 64-bit cache memory and block-mode transfers (BLTs) provides fast read times. The access time for cache hits is 75 nsec for both 16- and 32-bit transfers on read and write cycles. The average sequential read cycle for cache hits and 16-bit transfers is 135 nsec; for 32-bit transfers it's 170 nsec. Each byte is parity checked, with parity status stored and transmitted via the BERR signal. The module can be selected on 64k-byte boundaries whose upper and lower limits are switch-selectable. All boards are burned in, and memory diagnostics check the operation for 48 hours while being temperature-cycled from 0 to 60°C. MM-6220D/4M, $1485; MM-6220D/16M, $4995.

Micro Memory Inc, 9540 Vassar Ave, Chatsworth, CA 91311. Phone (818) 998-0070.

Circle No 363

ETHERNET INTERFACE
- Attaches via a VME Bus CPU card
- Supported under the OS9 operating system

Piggybacked onto the company’s IBAM 16-bit intelligent base module, or Eurocom-5 32-bit CPU card, the Ethernet-IPIN daughter board adds an intelligent Ethernet interface to a VME Bus system without increasing the number of card slots required. The interface is fully compatible with IEEE-802.3 LANs and features a standard media attachment interface. DMA support is provided to transfer data to and from the Ethernet LAN. Software support is provided in the OS9/68k real-time operating system, and software for the IBAM module, supporting the TCP/IP communication protocol and running under Unix 5.3 and OS9, is under development. The Ethernet-IPIN costs around $700.

Eltec Elektronik GmbH, Galileo-Galilei-Strasse 11, 6500 Mainz 42, West Germany. Phone (06131) 50630. TLX 4187273.

Circle No 364

LASER PRINTER
- Prints as many as 18 pages/min
- Produces 300×300-dots/in. raster graphics

The F-3010 laser printer has a print speed of 18 pages/min. It has 78 resident fonts (including eight foreign-language character sets), 1.5M bytes of RAM (expandable to 3.5M bytes), two paper trays, a parallel port, and an RS-232C port. The printer comes with a page description language (Prescribe) and four fonts that let users create custom fonts from 3-point to 13-in. sizes. It can emulate seven popular printers; in addition, you can download fonts in the company's format or LaserJet Plus format. The printer can produce full-page (8½×11 in.) 300×300-dots/in. raster graphics, and line, circle, pie, arc, and fill-pattern vector graphics. It prints 39 bar-code styles. $8395.

Kyocera Unison Inc, Box 3056, Berkeley, CA 94703. Phone (415) 848-6680. TWX 650-306-1844.

Circle No 365
2382 Automatic, 100 Hz to 400 MHz Spectrum Analyzer

Breakthrough Performance at a Reasonable Price.

- ± 1 dB TOTAL accuracy (incl. 0.4 dB freq. resp.) with built-in tracking generator and automatic self calibration.

- Down to 3 Hz res. B.W. and 1 Hz counter resolution for close-in signal analysis to −85 dBc.

- Intermodulation rejection better than 95 dBc. Push-button intermod. identification feature.

- Measures −150 dBm to +30 dBm with resolution 10 to 0.5 dB/div., Variety of log. and linear scales. Two independent display channels.

- Plus a host of features including standard GPIB, optional RGB output for color monitor, two markers, with 0.01 dB and 1 Hz resolution, selective level meter mode that eliminates the need to sweep when monitoring levels, display averaging on both channels for extracting signals from noise, limit masks that may be generated and stored, 9 storage locations for measurement set-ups, digital plotter output, max. hold for capturing transients, overload protection—we could go on.

Price $21,950. Domestic U.S.A. only.

Write or call for full color descriptive brochure.
DC/DC CONVERTERS

- Offer 25 to 40W outputs
- PC-board mountable

With power ratings of 25 and 40W, the KZ 200 and 300 Series converters offer a broad range of high-frequency/high-density devices. The units are pc-board mountable and are available as single- or triple-output modules. The nominal-input voltage ratings range from 20 to 72V. Both power ranges are available in single-output models with 5, 12, or 15V outputs, and in triple-output versions of 5, 12, and -12V or 5, 15, and -15V. The line/load regulation specs at 1% on the main channel, and efficiency equals 75% at full load. The operating range spans -40 to +85°C. Ripple and noise are 10 and 100 mV p-p, respectively. $74 to $104 (100).

Intronics Inc, 57 Chapel St, Newton, MA 02158. Phone (617) 964-4000. TWX 710-335-6835.

Circle No 366

SERVO AMPLIFIER

- Outputs 1500W continuous
- Provides 3000W for motor acceleration and reversal

Measuring only 5×4×0.8 in., the Model 218 servo amplifier readily mounts on a pc board or in a small NEMA enclosure. It provides a 1500W continuous output and can output 3000W for motor-acceleration and reversal operations. The module has an integral dc/dc converter that develops the voltages necessary to power the internal circuitry so it can operate from one 25 to 155V supply. The amplifier is protected against short circuits, overvoltage, undervoltage, and excessive temperature. It also responds to end-of-travel, beginning-of-travel, and emergency-stop inputs. The 22-kHz switching frequency allows the amplifier to drive servo motors with internal inductance as low as 250 µH without having to use series-smoothing chokes. $516. Delivery, four to six weeks ARO.

Copley Controls Corp, 375 Elliot St, Newton, MA 02164. Phone (617) 965-2410. TLX 285957.

Circle No 367

PIEZOELECTRIC FAN

- Continuous high-temperature rating of 150°C
- Consumes only 170 mW of power

The LP24HT, a dc-operated miniature piezoelectric fan, produces a planar airstream that emanates from the front tips of its resonating blades. It has a continuous high-temperature rating of 150°C. Measuring 0.16×1.75×1.5 in. and weighing only 0.6 oz, the LP24HT delivers 1.5 cfm while consuming only 170 mW of power from a 24V dc supply. The fan comes with an inverter drive circuit that you can connect directly to the fan or mount remotely for high-temperature applications. Engineering evaluation kit, $300.

Piezo Electric Products Inc, 186 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139. Phone (617) 547-1777.

Circle No 368
Imagine the possibilities.
In 8 short weeks you can have a customized linear IC, using GENESIS™ Bipolar Arrays from CSC™. This fast turnaround sets you free to respond to market challenges with new speed and precision.
IC users worldwide have already benefited from CSC’s expertise and quality control. As a result, CSC is now the 3rd largest U.S. producer of linear bipolar arrays. To make your design decisions easier, CSC offers over 275 pre-designed linear and digital cells. For solutions that will set you free, talk to CSC.
With GENESIS® Arrays, the possibilities are limitless.
COMPONENTS & POWER SUPPLIES

PROTOTYPE PANEL

- Accommodates any combination of mixed-logic types
- 72Ω characteristic impedance

The Protoboard construction consists of six voltage and three ground planes. With a 72Ω characteristic impedance, it can accommodate any combination of mixed-logic families.

When your specs call for quick shipment, call for Instant Emcor

Instant Emcor ships enclosures in pre-selected colors in just 5 working days, or in 16 standard colors in 10 working days. Pictured are just a few of the enclosure options available to you from Instant Emcor, the broadest, most comprehensive stocking plan in the industry. While others ship from a preassembled inventory, Emcor's top-quality enclosures are fully assembled in single bay units to your specifications.

Emcor was first with a ship from stock program. Today, we're still the industry leader with the broadest, most flexible program. Call us today to see how we can help you.

EMCOR

CIRCLE NO 19
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Introducing PMI's micro-power OP-90, featuring OP-07 precision at 1/200 the power.

Input and output ranges include ground, allowing zero-in, zero-out capability in single-supply applications.

The OP-90 delivers 5mA, but draws only 20μA quiescent current. Eliminate power-hungry op amps and still get the DC performance you require.

For more information on PMI's precision OP-90, please circle the inquiry number. Or, call us: 1-800-843-1515. In California, call 1-800-826-9664.

Precision Monolithics Inc.  
A Bourns Company  
Santa Clara, California, USA  
408-727-9222

**OP-90E**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{SY}$</td>
<td>+1.6 to +36 V Min/Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{OUT}$</td>
<td>0 to ($V_{SY}$ - 0.8V) V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{SY}$</td>
<td>20 μA Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{OUT}$</td>
<td>5 mA Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{OS}$</td>
<td>150 μV Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{VO}$</td>
<td>700 V/mV Min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It's the ability to predict manufacturing yields, find stressed components, and pick devices from libraries containing over 1,200 simple and complex devices. It gives you software-based instruments that act just like the instruments in your lab—except they make measurements that would be impossible with normal lab equipment.

Analog CAE is now all of this, and more—thanks to the Circuit Design Tool Kit and the popular Analog Workbench™ and PC Workbench™ software. All are designed to work with a variety of CAE and CAD systems, simulators and models (including your own), and remote computers.

Why settle for SPICE alone when you can have a complete set of the most advanced design tools made today? See the latest in analog CAE for yourself: call 1-800-ANALOG-4, ask for a FREE Demo Disk or Video.

CIRCLE NO 81

ANALOG DESIGN TOOLS
1080 East Arques Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-737-7300 or 1-800-ANALOG-4

© 1987 Analog Design Tools, Inc.
Analog Workbench and PC Workbench are trademarks of Analog Design Tools.
cold resistances of between 2 and 82Ω. You can use the devices, which are resistant to surge currents eight times their operating current, to limit the inrush current into sensitive equipment, such as switch-mode power supplies, or to prevent high starting torques in electric motors. The thermistors have a semiconductor disk construction with 38-mm radial leads. Customized versions, including devices with special cold resistances and leadless types for clamp mountings, are available to special order. Approximately DM 0.75 (1000).

Philips, Elcoma Div, Box 523, 5600 AM Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Phone (040) 757005. TLX 51573.

Circle No 371

Mepco/Centralab Inc, 5900 Australian Ave, West Palm Beach, FL 33407. Phone (305) 842-3201.

Circle No 372

HEAT SINK

- Spring-action design applies pressure in four places
- Vertical mounting minimizes pc-board space requirements

Designed for TO-218-type semiconductors, the 5922 heat sink features a spring-action design that applies pressure in four places to maximize heat transfer. The dual-channel fins create additional surface area and air circulation for effective heat removal. With an input of 8W, the heat sink has a thermal resistance of 8.75°C/W under natural convection.

Made of aluminum alloy, the unit is available in gold chromate and black, red, bronze, or blue anodize finish. Vertically mounted, the 1.97-in.-high unit takes minimum board space. $0.43 (1000).

Aavid Engineering Inc, Box 400, Laconia, NH 03247. Phone (603) 528-3400.

Circle No 373

DC/DC CONVERTER

- Eliminates unwanted beat-frequency noise
- 1000V pk isolation

The PWR1017 dc/dc converter eliminates unwanted beat-frequency noise generated by multiple power supplies in the same system. The 4-channel, dual-output unregulated...
COMPONENTS & POWER SUPPLIES

A converter operates over an input voltage range of 10 to 18V dc; each output channel outputs 25 mA at ±15V dc for a total output power of 3W. The continuous isolation voltage between each output channel and the input is 1000V pk. Other key features include 6-sided shielding to suppress EMI and input and output filtering to minimize the effects of electrical noise. Each converter is tested in compliance with UL544, VDE750, and CSA C22.2 dielectric withstanding specifications, in addition to 100% barrier-leakage current testing. $58.75 (100).

Burr-Brown Corp, Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734. Phone (602) 746-1111. TLX 666491. TWX 910-952-1111.

Circle No 374

FOR A DECOUPLING CAPACITOR THAT SAVES SPACE, DEFEATS NOISE AND BEATS HUMIDITY, HEAT AND COLD: ROGERS MICRO/Q® II.

It's rugged. Reduces voltage noise spikes by as much as a factor of ten. With capacitance levels from .01µF to .30µF. (Especially effective with 256K and 1M bit RAM.) Suitable for military applications. Molded packages seal out moisture and humidity. Reliable performance from -55°C through +125°C. Save board space up to 30% by mounting beneath DIP ICs. Call (602) 967-0624 and ask a Rogers Micro/Q Product Specialist to send you a free sample.

CIRCLE NO 21

TIMER MODULES

• Versions record total run-time or elapsed time periods
• Have an internal lithium battery for 10-year operation

The CUB3T and CUB3TR timer modules have 5½-digit LCD displays, allowing you to measure time periods as long as 199,999 hours with 1-hour resolution. Or you can measure periods as long as 19,999.9 hours with 0.1-hour resolution. The CUB3T is designed to monitor total run time, and therefore has no reset switch. The CUB3TR has a user-accessible pushbutton so that you can reset the timer. Both timers are powered by an internal lithium battery, which maintains operation for 10 years. Three versions of each timer are available: One version begins timing when an external switch is closed. Two other versions begin timing when a voltage of 10 to 30V or 60 to 260V, respectively, is applied to their inputs. All the timers have an operating range of -30 to +75°C. They snap-fit into standard 1×2-in. panel apertures. Approximately $24 (100).
With most data converters, you can’t hit the broad side of a barn.

Our 16-bit DACs & ADCs keep your precision designs on target.

Some customers say we’re outstanding in our field because we offer the industry’s widest selection of high resolution data converters—over 120 of them—and the deepest understanding of how to make them work best in your applications.

More Bits For Your Bucks
When you use our 16-bit converters, you’ll get clearer images, cleaner sounds, more accurate representations of real-world signals and binary-world data streams. They have 16 times more resolution than 12-bit devices, but cost about the same, maybe less in some cases. You’ll be surprised how much resolution and accuracy you can get for your money. Try $8.95* for a complete 16-bit DAC with reference and 10V output op amp (DAC1600). Or $12.60* for our special digital audio PCM56P with 15-bit monotonicity and only 0.008% total harmonic distortion.

Features Of Burr-Brown 16-Bit Data Converters
- Complete selection of A/D and D/A converters.
- Millions of units of design, manufacturing, and testing experience.
- Knowledgeable applications assistance.
- Microprocessor-compatible DACs with double-buffered latches.
- Full line of PCM DACs for professional digital-audio systems.
- Choice of unipolar, bipolar, I_{out} models.
- ADC conversion speeds to 15µs, DACs to 1.5µs settling.
- Low drift, low power models.
- Wide variety of hermetic ceramic and low cost plastic package options.
- ADCs from $66.15*, DACs from $8.95*.

*U.S. prices in 100s.

Ask your Burr-Brown sales representative for more information on our high resolution 16-bit converters, or contact Burr-Brown Corp., PO Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734, 602-746-1111.
POWER TRANSISTORS

- 850V $V_{CEO}$ with switching speeds of 35 nsec
- $V_{CE(on)}$ of just 1V at 25°C

The 2N6920A/27A and 2N6980A/81A Series bipolar power-switching transistors combine 850V $V_{CE}$ with a 35-nsec switching speed. They also offer $V_{CEOS}$ of 400 and 450V, nominal collector current ratings of 10, 15, and 25A, and a maximum $V_{CE(sat)}$ of just 1V at 25°C. All models have the ability to switch peak-rated current (20 to 50A) at 500V. At 25°C, the units feature maximum voltage rise time and a current fall time of 30 nsec, and a maximum crossover time of 50 nsec. At 100°C, the maximum crossover time is only 70 nsec. For applications where 550V $V_{CE}$ is sufficient, you may order each model without the A suffix. $5.33 to $21.45 (100).


Circle No 377

DISPLAY MODULE

- Features swiveling mounting brackets
- Single-supply operation

The 3601-88-016 is a 5×7 dot-matrix, 1-line×16-character, vacuum-fluorescent display module. It features 0.198-in.-high characters and swiveling mounting brackets that maximize front-panel design flexibility. An onboard µP controller handles all scan, refresh, and data I/O tasks, simplifying the interface to an 8-bit ASCII parallel data bus. It needs only one 5V supply for operation. The module displays the full 96-character ASCII font of upper- and lower-case letters, num-
WHY YOU SHOULD CALL GLASSEAL ABOUT HERMETIC D-SUBS AND MINI RECTANGULAR CONNECTORS ASAP.

Exceeding the MIL-Spec
Our D-Sub-miniature connectors meet or exceed MIL-C-24308; our mini, sub and micro-miniature rectangulars MIL-C-28748. The result is the highest level of reliability that you can find.

High-volume production
Many manufacturers of hermetic connectors can’t deliver large volumes of product in a short period of time. The technology is simply too complex. But we do—without compromising quality.

Our in-house capabilities, from engineering and design to custom manufacturing expertise, assure you consistently high yield rates.

Fast service, too
If hermetic D-Subs or rectangulars are part of your design criteria—be it military or commercial—give us a call. We’ll mail you a copy of our new data sheets within 48 hours.
Give us a call ASAP. We have a lot to talk about.

Glasseal Products, Inc., An HCC Industries Company, P.O. Box 978, 485 Oberlin Ave., Lakewood, NJ 08701
201-370-9100 FAX: 201-370-7107 TWX: 510-600-4467
OPEN ASIC
We have been in the ASICs market for over three years, and during that time we have completed over 400 specific designs for the space and military, industrial, telecommunications, and data processing markets.
Open ASIC is our working philosophy, which is applied to every aspect of your applications.

MHS milestones in Europe
1981: first to adopt CMOS technology.
1983: first with 16K CMOS SRAM.
1985: first with CMOS 2 microns 2 metal layers gate arrays.
1986: first with CMOS 80C51/80C52 8 bits microcontrollers.
  • one of the first VLSI design and production centres to be AQAP 1* approved in Europe.
1987: first with 64K CMOS SRAM 1.2 microns and soon first with a CMOS process at 0.8 micron.

(*) AQAP1: allied quality assurance publication level 1.

We are the leading CMOS specialist in Europe, with advanced CMOS processes in 1.6, 1.2 and 0.8 microns and with VLSI production experience in fast SRAM, microcontrollers and telecommunication circuits. The high performance of our ASIC CMOS technology, the dedicated support of our engineering and design teams in our international centres, the capability of our 5 inch manufacturing centre and our AQAP 1* qualification, all demonstrate that we have the IC product expertise to match the demands of your own application.

Our heart is in Europe.
Our target is the world.
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bers, and symbols. The display characters are a blue-green color, but a wide variety of filters are available to fit almost any application. $61 (100). Delivery, four to six weeks ARO.

IEEE Inc, 7740 Lemona Ave, Van Nuys, CA 91409. Phone (818) 787-0311. TLX 4720556.

Circle No 378

DC/DC CONVERTERS
• 50 to 72W output power
• Have 85% efficiency

The DC60 Series dc/dc converters are fabricated on a single pc board. They have a switching frequency of 100 kHz. Twelve models offer nominal inputs of 12, 24, and 48V dc. Single outputs of 5, 12, 15, or 24V dc at 2.5 to 12A currents are offered with a total maximum output power of 50 to 72W. Efficiency ranges to 85%. Input/output isolation measures 2500V dc, and line/load regulation is ±0.2% typ. All models incorporate under/overvoltage shutdown and output short-circuit protection. The operating range spans 0 to 70°C. $159. Delivery, stock to eight weeks ARO.

Power General, Box 189, Canton, MA 02021. Phone (617) 828-6216.

Circle No 379

AMPLIFIERS
• Feature 23-dBM power output
• Housed in BeO disk packages

Featuring a 100-MHz to 2-GHz bandwidth, the MSA-0520 and MSA-1023 general-purpose, cascadable gain blocks are designed for use in narrow or broadband RF amplifiers. At 1 GHz, the MSA-0520 features a 23-dBM power output at 1-dB compression, a 33-dBM third-order intercept point, and an 8.5-dBM gain. It is housed in a BeO disk package for good thermal characteristics. At the same frequency, the MSA-1023 features a 27-dBM power output at 1-dB compression, a 37-dBM third-order intercept point, and an 8.5-dBM gain. It is housed in a BeO flange package and is designed for use in push-pull configurations to achieve a 30-dBM power output. MSA-0520, $25.40; MSA-1023, $34.50 (100).

Avantek Inc, 3175 Bowers Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95054. Phone (408) 970-2659.

Circle No 380

True Grey Shades at High Speeds for Less than $5000

Raytheon's TDU-850, Thermal Display Unit, produces photo quality images on an 8½" x 200 ft. roll. The TDU-850 prints 16 shades of grey in less than 20 milliseconds per line; black and white images at 5 milliseconds per line. Price per unit from $4950, depending on interface and application. (Slightly higher overseas). Discounts for OEM large volume quantities. Fixed thermal head assures perfect registration. Resolution better than 200 dots/inch. Direct thermal technology requires no toners or developers. Standard or custom interfacing. For details, contact Marketing Department, Raytheon Ocean Systems Company, 1847 West Main Rd., Portsmouth, RI 02871 Telephone (401) 847-8000 Telex 0927787

Raytheon
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NEW PRODUCTS

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

LINE-INTERFACE ICs

- Suits voice and data applications
- FCC approved

Suitable for voice and data applications, the CH1811 and CH1810A are modular circuits called telephone-line interfaces, or data-access arrangements (DAAs). These circuits provide an interface between the public switched-telephone network (PSTN) and a data-communications circuit such as a modem chip set. They are FCC approved. Common features of the two circuits include hook-switch control, a ring detector, pulse-dial capability, squelch control, 2- to 4-wire conversion, and billing delay. The CH1811 has a 5V supply that allows the use of a single DAA for both voice and data communications. You can adjust the device's power levels in the 1-dBm increments characteristic of leased-line operations. The CH1810A is a lower-profile version of the vendor's CH1810; it suits data applications only and requires a positive-voltage supply. CH1811, $54; CH1810A, $49 (1000).

Cermetek Microelectronics Inc, 1308 Borregas Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94088. Phone (408) 752-5000. TWX 910-379-6931.

Circle No 381

CMOS DAC

- Features 8-bit resolution
- Includes a voltage output

The PM-7224 is an 8-bit, multiplying D/A converter. Its output amplifier can source 5 mA and drive a 3300-pF capacitive load. The double-buffered input latches reduce digital feedthrough and allow simultaneous updating in a multiple-converter system. In addition, the device has a zero-override reset input, which is useful during power-up and for periodic calibrations. It can operate from a 15V supply, a 5V supply, or a dual 15V/5V supply. The data bus and control inputs are TTL and 5V-CMOS compatible. The converter comes in a 0.3-in.-wide, 18-pin DIP.

Commercial grade, $3.96; MIL-STD-883 version, $27.84 (100).

Precision Monolithics Inc, Box 58020, Santa Clara, CA 95052. Phone (408) 727-9222. TWX 310-371-9541.

Circle No 382

CLOCK GENERATOR

- Has 125-MHz differential output
- Handles video data words from four to 32 bits

The DP8530 video clock generator (VCG), suitable for use in lower-frequency graphics systems, is a less-expensive version of the vendor's DP8512 VCG. Fabricated in an oxide-isolated bipolar process, the DP8530 uses a crystal oscillator and a PLL to generate a graphics-processor clock, a raster-scan pixel clock, and the gated- and nongated-load clocks required to transfer data from a video RAM to video shift registers. The pixel clock has a 125-MHz max differential-ECL output. You can refer the ECL circuitry to a positive or negative power supply. The device accommodates video-data word widths from four to 32 bits in 4-bit increments. It is available in a 28-pin plastic chip carrier. $17 (1000).

National Semiconductor Corp, Box 58090, Santa Clara, CA 95052. Phone (408) 749-7431. TLX 346335.

Circle No 383

PC/AT CHIP SET

- Chips for PC/AT-compatible design
- Provide 16-MHz performance

The Neat chip set provides IBM PC/AT-compatible designs with 16-MHz capability. The chip set con-Continued on pg 232
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Look at the Tek 2465A with a 17-bit Word Recognizer. It's an easy, economical scope option that makes the critical difference when you need to trigger on data to monitor digital system performance. Parallel bus information triggers your display, so you can view up to four channels of real-time information. Add standard features such as 350 MHz bandwidth, on-screen cursors, 500 ps/div time base and trigger level readout, and you have a scope made for solving tough problems in digital design!

CUT IT OUT!

☐ Please send me your free videotape introduction, "The 2445A/2465A Family: From Performance to Productivity."

☐ Please send me your free 22-page brochure.

☐ Please have a Tek representative get in touch with me as soon as possible to arrange a demonstration.

Yes! I want a closer look at the Tek 2445A/2465A Family.

Name
Title
Company
Address
City State Zip
( ) Ext

Tektronix
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Copyright © 1987, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. PMA 816B
SCOPES CUT OUT FOR YOUR KIND OF WORK.

You can tailor the 2465A for special needs. Or choose one of three multiple-option packages, the 2465A Special Editions. They are configured for specific application areas at a significant savings over the separately ordered options.

The 2465A CT with Counter/Timer/Trigger offers crystal-controlled timing accuracy plus the extra triggering power you need for digital systems.

Frequency and period can be measured with counter accuracy from any vertical channel directly. Or set up the scope to measure time intervals such as pulse width, rise time and propagation delay. Then store instrument setups in nonvolatile memory—for easy access and automatic execution.

Check Tek software development packages. They make it easy to generate automated and semi-automated test procedures, even without prior GPIB-programming experience. Use the simple, multilevel menus to develop sophisticated test programs.

Software is available to operate with the Tektronix 4041 controller, IBM PC, XT,** AT* and compatibles.

Get the full story! Return the reply card to Tek today. For a hands-on demonstration, call your Tek Sales Engineer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Features</th>
<th>2465A DV</th>
<th>2465A DM</th>
<th>2465A CT</th>
<th>2465A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probe Tip Bandwidth</td>
<td>350 MHz</td>
<td>350 MHz</td>
<td>350 MHz</td>
<td>350 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Channels</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal Accuracy</td>
<td>2% (.001%*)</td>
<td>2% (.001%*)</td>
<td>2% (.001%*)</td>
<td>2% (.001%*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Sweep Speed</td>
<td>500 psec</td>
<td>500 psec</td>
<td>500 psec</td>
<td>500 psec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Sensitivity</td>
<td>2 mV/div</td>
<td>2 mV/div</td>
<td>2 mV/div</td>
<td>2 mV/div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger Frequency</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPIB</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter/Timer/Trigger/Word Recognizer</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Not Available</td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Multimeter</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Not Available</td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Trigger</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Not Available</td>
<td>Not Available</td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranty</td>
<td>3 years on parts and labor, including CRT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*with Counter/Timer/Trigger

Get the full story! Return the reply card to Tek today. For a hands-on demonstration, call your Tek Sales Engineer.
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LITHIUM POWER
SOURCE NEEDS?

Electrochem Provides the Perfect Match
Whatever Your Application

CELLection™ is our exclusive system for matching the right cell (size, termination, voltage, current drain, etc.) to your specific application. You provide us with a few details... and we do all the rest. You get a detailed recommendation, prepared by our expert Applications Engineering Staff. Call or write for your CELLection Starter Kit today.

Programmable Controllers
A single lithium cell provides reliable memory back-up.

CMOS Memory Back-Up
Variety of sizes and terminations means you get the right cell for your needs. Certain cells last up to 10 years.

Downhole Equipment
Electrochem's exclusive Performaxx cell packs specifically designed to power test and measurement instrumentation used in oil exploration and development market. Rugged, safe... packs operate well from 0°C - 150°C.

Medical Devices
When you have to be sure, rely on Electrochem Quality Lithium power sources.

Metering, Security and Alarm Devices
Minimum space... maximum power... long life... three very good reasons to specify lithium batteries.

Your Next Application
Don't trouble yourself over what cell to specify. Let CELLection solve your design problems for you.

Electrochem Lithium Cell provides memory back-up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CELL CHEMISTRIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrolyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical Load V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ah/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wh/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wh/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Cell Capacity Ah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Cell Capacity Wh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electrochem Lithium Cells give you more energy per unit volume than any other non-lithium cell. We have a full range of cells for many applications.
sists of the 82C211 bus/clock controller, the 82C212 interleaved page-mode controller, the 82C206 integrated-peripherals controller, and the 82C215 address/data buffer. By adding 20 chips (mostly buffers), you can design a 16-MHz, PC/AT-compatible computer that's complete except for system memory. The chip set maintains IBM PC/XT and PC/AT compatibility during 16-MHz operation by using dynamic bus-clock switching and programmable wait states. The dynamic bus-clock feature lets you introduce an independent clock that operates asynchronously with the processor's 16-MHz clock, thereby allowing the system to use add-in cards designed for operation at 8 MHz, for example.

Chips and Technologies Inc, 521 Cottonwood Dr, Milpitas, CA 95035. Phone (408) 434-0600.

Circle No 384

FET OP AMP

- 6.4-MHz bandwidth
- Settles to ±0.01% in 1 μsec typ

The OPA602 FET-input op amp combines a 6.4-MHz bandwidth and 35V/μsec slew rate with a 0.25-mV V<sub>th</sub> max and a 0.01% settling time of 1 μsec typ. The noise-voltage density is 12 nV/√Hz from 10 Hz to 10 kHz. The load-impedance condition for all ac and dc specs is 1 kΩ in parallel with 500 pF. The op amp can drive a 500-pF load while in the unity-gain configuration. The device comes in a TO-99 package specified for the industrial or military temperature range and has four performance grades. From $4.50 (100).

Burr-Brown Corp, Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734. Phone (602) 746-1111. TLX 666491.

Circle No 385

TRANSCEIVER

- Provides OSI layer-1 functions for D/B bus
- Operates at data rates as high as 1M bps

The SAA1045 transceiver is capable of using low-cost twisted-pair cabling to transmit data over a distance of 150m; it suits office, home, industrial, and automotive applications. Intended for use with the company's 100k-bps serial D/B bus (digital data bus), the transceiver provides the layer-1 (physical layer) functions of the OSI model. The vendor is developing a controller to implement layer-2 functions. The

Color by

Watch Apple's new Macintosh II do for color computing what the original Macintosh did for black & white. Our RAMDAC enables Macintosh II to display some of the finest quality graphics available in a personal computer.
transceiver incorporates a digital filter that accepts only changes that are stable within two clock periods, thereby improving system noise rejection. By disabling the on-chip digital filter, you can increase the data rate of the transceiver to around 1M bps. The transceiver also has 20 mV of input hysteresis to help reject line noise. Irrespective of the data on the bus, the bus carries a common-mode voltage of 2.5V, with a high logic level represented by a differential voltage of <20 mV, and a low logic level represented by a differential voltage of >120 mV. You can wire AND data onto the bus. Connected devices require a common ground. The SAA1045 comes in an 8-pin DIP or small-outline surface-mount package, and its maximum active power dissipation is 300 mW. It uses a 5V supply and operates over −20 to +80°C. Approximately gld 3.70 (100).

**CHIP SET**

- **Five-chip IBM PC/AT equivalent**
- **Clock frequencies range from 6 to 12.5 MHz**

The 5-member FE3500 chip set provides the core logic and the memory and I/O control necessary to implement a 16-bit, 80286-based, IBM PC/AT-type of personal computer. In addition, the CMOS chip set allows the inclusion of Western Digital's standard peripheral-, communications-, and video-controller chips. The set consists of five devices: The FE3000A AT-CPU control-logic chip, which integrates all the control logic that supports the 80286 µP; the FE3010 AT peripheral-control logic chip, which contains 15 interrupt channels, three timer channels, and seven DMA channels and which supports 256k- and 1M-bit RAM chips; the FE3020 AT address-buffer chip (address buffers and memory read/write control buffers); the FE3030 data-buffer chip (AT system data buffers and control logic); and the FE3040 I/O-manager chip. The FE3040 includes multi-speed control logic and decode/mapping logic, and provides a decoupled peripheral bus that supports programmable bus speeds and wait states. Using software, this chip can synchronously change the system clock frequency over the 8- to 12.5-MHz range. The FE3040 comes in a 68-pin, J-lead, surface-mount plastic

**Macintosh II**

- 640x480 resolution, displays 256 colors simultaneously from a 16.8 million color palette.
- **Br453. Triple 8-bit 40 MHz RAMDAC with 256 color lookup table.**
- Monolithic CMOS.
- Brooktree Corporation, 9950 Barnes Canyon Road, San Diego, California 92121. 1-800-VIDEO IC or 1-800-422-9040, in California.

Apple® and Macintosh® II are trademarks of Apple Computer Corporation.
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

chip carrier; the other chips come in the same package, but have 84 pins. $95 (1000-set qty).

Faraday Electronics Inc, 749 N Mary Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Phone (408) 749-1900. TLX 706738.

Circle No 388

MOTOR CONTROLLER

- RS-232C or parallel interface
- Serial control at rates to 9600 baud

The SMC-23 stepper-motor controller lets you specify speed in steps per second. Initial and final motor velocities are independent variables. The monolithic IC can generate motor-phase, clock, direction, and status outputs. It accommodates an RS-232C or parallel interface to the external controller. The device comes in a 40-pin DIP, provides bidirectional ramping between motor speeds, and lets you control the ramp's slope. More than 30 high-level commands let you loop on port, count delays, set or clear ports, and implement limit- and home-sensor inputs. The device offers both serial daisy-chaining to 9600 baud and a simple bus interface. You can evaluate the controller by using the company's EVB-23 evaluation board, which includes RS-232C buffers, program memory, and motor drivers. $94.

Advanced Micro Systems Inc, 31 Flagstone Dr, Hudson, NH 03051. Phone (603) 882-1447, ext 23.

Circle No 389

SYNTHESIZER

- DC-to-8-MHz frequency range
- 0.001-Hz resolution

The Model 1080 frequency synthesizer can produce sine-wave signals from dc to 8 MHz with 0.001-Hz resolution. Its accuracy and stability depend either on an external source or on the internal, ±100-ppm, 20-MHz reference. The switching time between frequencies is phase continuous and requires less than 1 µsec. The output can drive a 50Ω load to 500 mV with less than −50 dBc of spurious and harmonic components. The case measures 4.0×5.5×0.5 in. Further, the device has TTL-compatible square-wave outputs, output phase-reset control, and provision for BCD programming of frequency. $990 (100).

Pentek Inc, 10 Volvo Dr, Rockleigh, NJ 07647. Phone (201) 767-7100.

Circle No 390

The only thing faster costs millions more.

The ST-100 32-bit array processor gives your host the power of a supercomputer. So you can get 100 megaflops of computing capability from your current mainframe or superminicomputer. And get Cray 1 speed for less than $300,000.

Not surprisingly, this kind of price-performance relationship makes the ST-100 an ideal companion for even the fastest host.

Just ask any of the engineers and scientists in industry and government using the ST-100 for high-speed time-critical applications, image processing, signal processing, medical diagnostics, modeling and simulation.

If you need the power of a supercomputer but don't have a super budget, call us today at (703) 689-4400.

And get super speed and reliability at a super price.

STAR TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

515 Shaw Road, Sterling, Virginia 22170
Real-Time In No Time.

Our HS 1068 ADC combines a flash converter with all the necessary analog support circuitry into one unit so that you can access real-time capabilities instantly.

Flash converters broke through the time barrier in A/D conversion. Now, Hybrid Systems shatters the barriers to fast, convenient flash converter integration.

Our HS 1068 takes an industry-standard flash converter, adds a voltage reference, input buffer, and tri-state output, and places them all on one hybrid that's actually smaller than a package containing a flash converter alone. Yet the HS 1068 offers all these features:

- 20MHz minimum sampling rate
- No spurious codes — 7MHz, 13MHz typ.
- No missing codes — to 10MHz typ.
- Aperture jitter of 60ps.
- Aperture error of 1LSB at 20MHz input — no sample/hold required for input frequencies lower than 10MHz.
- Signal-to-noise ratio of 46dB — true 8-bits
- Dynamic testing

Most important, you can integrate the HS 1068 into your applications in no time ... no kidding.

With full MIL-STD-1772 Certification, Hybrid Systems can process the HS 1068 to the most stringent military and commercial specifications, including MIL-STD-883C.

The Hybrid Systems HS 1068: for video digitizing, radar, EW systems, high speed signal processing and all other applications that demand real-time A/D conversion, it's a component whose time has come.

For more information, call or write us today.

Hybrid Systems
CORPORATION

22 Linnell Circle, Billerica, MA 01821 617-667-8700
**IMAGE PROCESSOR**

- Compresses video data at a ratio of 10:1
- Produces recognizable image using only 4% of data

The ICP image-compression processor can reproduce compressed images 10 times faster than any digital signal processor currently available, according to the manufacturer. The device suits still-frame image compression in commercial and military applications such as electronic publishing, video conferencing, and military satellite reconnaissance.

The processor reconstructs an image on the CRT in steps, progressively adding detail until the picture is complete. This approach allows you to look quickly through a database of images without waiting for a complete reconstruction of each one. $99 (OEM qty).

**VIDEO DAC**

- Promises 400-MHz operation
- Onboard voltage reference included

The Bt107 is a monolithic bipolar video DAC converter. By multiplexing two input ports using a master flip-flop, the device achieves a guaranteed 400-MHz operating rate, wherein the data bandwidth is half the clock frequency. Among the device's key specs and features are an on-chip voltage reference, compatibility with 10KHz or 100K ECL, a 0- or 7.5-IRE (Institute of Radio Engineers) blanking pedestal, and ±½ LSB max integral- and differential-linearity errors. The DAC's RS-343A-compatible output can directly drive a 75Ω coaxial cable. The part comes in a 32-pin ceramic flat pack; its typical power dissipation is 1W. $103 (100).

**Four Compact Ways to Record Test, Measurement and Process Control Applications.**

From our 5 oz DPU-10 to the DPU-20, the DPU-21, or high-resolution DPU-43, Seiko Instruments' thermal printer family packs plenty of capability, with crisp ASCII alphanumerics, super-quiet operation, speeds to 1.5 lines/sec and flexible panel mounting. Applications span process control to security to data logging to medical systems—and much more.

The capability grows with the family: expand columns to 40; print width to 3.5 inches; use 7 international character sets, condensed or enlarged lines, 3 bold face formats and graphics.

With their 8-bit parallel* interfacing, small footprint and light weight, Seiko thermal printers easily integrate to host systems. Data buffers, character generators and print timing controllers help assure reliable results and trouble-free operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>DPU-10</th>
<th>DPU-20</th>
<th>DPU-21</th>
<th>DPU-43</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of columns</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print Speed</td>
<td>1.5 lps</td>
<td>0.8 lps</td>
<td>1.5 lps</td>
<td>1.0 lps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply (V)</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>5 (±5%)</td>
<td>5 (±10%)</td>
<td>5 (±10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Consumption (A)</td>
<td>3 max</td>
<td>3 max</td>
<td>3.8 max</td>
<td>3.5 max</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The DPU-43 also supports RS-232C interfacing.
E-R-X Emulators from ZAX: FOUR reasons why THREE letters make remarkable sense

ONE: Connectivity. While it may be the latest buzzword in system integration, what it means for you is the ability to economically and efficiently utilize your existing personal computer (AT-class) as both a host coding station and emulation manager. This consolidated approach to system control not only eliminates the confusion of working in two different development environments, it places everything in a localized area where you normally work—the console screen. And by using a standardized mnemonic command format, you don’t need to learn emulator-talk as a second language.

TWO: Added Commands. ERX emulators feature over 80 debugger commands, including several high-level language debug commands, to supervise your most demanding projects. Besides 256,000 breakpoints (defined by your attributes: symbol name, address, data value, memory type, etc.), there are also commands to simulate a subroutine, perform timing analysis, evaluate the completeness of program execution, and monitor program flow during emulation. And just like our ICD-series emulators, ERX emulators contain a deep real-time trace buffer and abundant emulation memory.

THREE: Module Design. Two interface cards (dependent on processor bit size) mean you’ve already purchased half of your next emulator when you obtain your first ERX emulation system. After installing the interface cards in your computer, you need only purchase a different emulation pod to match your new processor. This common-component design not only eliminates hardware redundancy, but keeps expansion costs down.

FOUR: Space-saving Size. By sharing components and circuitry in your computer, ERX emulators remain among the lightest and most compact designs in the industry. In fact, ERX emulators are typically 15% lighter and up to 40% smaller than comparable units, making them ideal for on-site testing. And their modular construction allows them to conveniently interface to both detached and pre-constructed target systems alike.

ZAX ERX-series Emulation Systems. Remember, for all your development needs, it’s as easy as One, Two, Three...Four!
GRAPHICS CHIP
- 64-byte x 8-bit organization
- 200-MHz operation

The Am8172 VDAF is a video-data-assembly FIFO-buffer IC that supports high-resolution windows without destroying the data currently displayed. Positioned in a graphics system between the display memory and the color palette or monitor, the VDAF allows nondestructive overlay of hardware windows. The device provides smooth, jitterless panning and supports hardware windows on pixel boundaries rather than on the conventional word boundaries, so it allows more flexibility in window sizes. Its 200-MHz operation provides high-resolution windows. The internal 64-byte x 8-bit FIFO buffer provides a temporary buffer between the memory and display, allowing a continual flow of data to the display while you update or modify the memory contents. The ECL device comes in a 24-pin ceramic DIP. $31.43 (100).

Advanced Micro Devices Inc, Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088. Phone (408) 732-2400.

Circle No 393

ANALOG SWITCH
- 100-MHz -1-dB bandwidth
- 70-dB off-isolation at 10 MHz

The CDG201 quad analog switch is fabricated with a process that combines CMOS and DMOS (double-diffused CMOS) technology. Suitable for use in wideband-RF and low-noise-video switches, the device has a TTL-compatible control input and an industry-standard pinout. Its specs include a 100-MHz -1-dB bandwidth, off-isolation of 70 dB at 10 MHz and 40 dB at 100 MHz, a ±10V input range, and a max 600-nsec turn-on time for the switches. The switch’s on-resistance is 45Ω typ.

The device requires ±15V supplies and dissipates 45 mW typ under quiescent conditions. It comes in a 16-pin plastic or ceramic DIP and is specified for the commercial, industrial, and military temperature ranges. From $2 (100).

Topaz Semiconductor, 1971 N Capitol Ave, San Jose, CA 95132. Phone (408) 942-9100. TWX 910-338-0025.

Circle No 394

TELETEXT IC
- Compatible with all current Teletext standards
- Includes 8-bit µP and I C interfaces

The SAA5250 Teletext data-acquisition IC is compatible with all current Teletext standards including the French Didon Antiope system, the North American Broadcast Teletext System (NABTS), and the...
The Most Powerful Instrument of its Kind in the World Today.

The New Data 6100 is The Most Comprehensive, Most Powerful Solution Available For Your Advanced Signal Acquisition and Processing Applications.

Take the pure processing power of over 40 pre-programmed and resident functions for both time and frequency domain measurements. Add total acquisition flexibility with digitizing plug-ins covering the entire dc to 1GHz bandwidth. Include accuracies to better than 0.01% and resolutions up to a true 16 bits.

Now combine them all with the impressive signal acquisition and processing expertise and experience of Data Precision. What you will get is the Data 6100 the world’s best stand-alone solution for transient analysis, spectrum analysis, vibration analysis, ATE, FFT analysis and digital storage oscilloscope applications. And, you can get it NOW.

Call our SOLUTIONS HOT LINE at 1-800-343-8150. In Massachusetts call 617-246-1600. Give us the opportunity to tell you just how the Data 6100 or our other test instruments can be an affordable solution for you.

ANALOGIC® • DATA PRECISION

ANALOGIC, Ltd., The Center, Weybridge, Surrey, England KT138BN. Tel: 0932-56011. Telex: 928030 ANALOG G.
ANALOGIC GmbH, Daimlerstr. 2, 6200 Wiesbaden-Nordenstadt, W. Germany. Tel: 06122-70060, Telex: (17)6122969 ANA D.
ANDO TESTS
ALL THE BASICS OF THE
MOST ADVANCED ASICs

Ando has developed a completely new test system specifically designed for today's demanding ASICs and other high-speed, high pin-count logic ICs. The DIC-9035B VLSI Test System is the most advanced system available today.

Testing devices with as many as 512 pins is no challenge for the DIC-9035B. And it can test at rates up to 200 MHz in Multiplex mode, and still maintain an overall timing accuracy of ±500 ps.

ASIC testing is much more cost-effective because the DIC-9035B can perform parallel test functions and provide long real-time pattern generation (512 k words), even with DC/pin architecture.

Because this system includes powerful analysis software, the DIC-9035B can be connected directly into your CAD system and/or EWS via Ethernet*. This provides instant, accurate feedback on problems to the design level, minimizing the turnaround time needed to bring an ASIC from R&D to full production.

There are three models of the DIC-9035B covering the whole range of testing to choose from: a $12V_{pp}$ station for MOS, a $2.5V_{pp}$ station for ECL, and a low-capacitance station for CMOS.

When it comes to complete test systems for the most advanced electron devices, Ando can do! Faster, more efficient, and with higher pin counts than anyone else.

* Ethernet is a registered trade mark of Xerox Corp.
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

UK Ceefax system. It receives the standard Teletext and Datacast broadcasts that are transmitted during the vertical blanking interval of TV transmissions as well as full-channel packet-switched data transmissions. The device demultiplexes data from one of as many as 4000 packet-switched channels, correcting single-bit errors and detecting multiple-bit errors. It interfaces directly to 8-bit µPs and microcontrollers and, with the addition of a few TTL components, to 16-bit µPs. It can also communicate with other ICs via its on-chip FC interface. It has a 7.5-MHz max conversion rate, and it evaluates the validation and color-burst blanking signals to synchronize the Teletext data to the TV picture. This CMOS device comes in a 40-pin plastic DIP or a 40-lead surface-mount package. Around Gld 35 (for quantities of less than 100).

Philips, Elcoma Div, Box 523, 5600 AM Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Phone (040) 757005. TLX 51573.

Circle No 395

Signetics Corp, 811 E Arques Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94088. Phone (408) 991-4571.

Circle No 396

COMPARATORS
- Features gain of 35,000
- Has propagation delay of 20 nsec

The EL2018 and EL2019 comparators are fabricated with a dielectrically isolated process that provides nearly identical high-voltage pnp and nnp transistors. The EL2018 is a conventional comparator with an industry-standard pinout. It has a typical gain of 35,000 and a typical propagation delay of 20 nsec. The EL2019 has an internal master-slave, edge-triggered flip-flop that virtually eliminates the problem of comparator oscillation. The speed for this device is expressed as 15 nsec from clock to output, with a 5-nsec setup time. Common features of the two comparators include a 60-nA bias current, a 40V (±20V) differential input range, a 2- to 4-mV input offset (typ), and 3-state outputs. EL2018 and EL2019, $4.50 (100) each.

Elantec Inc, 1996 Tarob Ct, Milpitas, CA 95035. Phone (408) 945-1323.

Circle No 397
NEW PRODUCTS

CAE & SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

OPERATING SYSTEM
• Provides enhanced Unix operating system for the 80386 µP
• Source-level compatible with Unix 4.3 bsd

Uniplus+/386 is a version of the company's enhanced Unix operating system, which runs on Intel's 80386 µP. The enhancements include the Network File System (NFS), which allows you to share files across networks that link different machines with different operating systems and communications protocols; and Fast File System (FFS), which speeds up disk access as much as 10 times. In addition, Uniplus+/386 allows you to develop applications software in various national languages. It also has a special mode that provides source-level compatibility with Unix 4.3 bsd. Typical OEM licencing arrangements result in a cost per copy of around $200.

Root Technical Systems, Saunderson House, Hayne Street, London EC1A 9HH, UK. Phone 01-606 7799. TLX 885995. Circle No 400

BUS-TEST SOFTWARE
• Performs a full set of protocol tests for -1553 bus equipment
• Lets a PC drive a bus exerciser and noise generator

The BUS-69005 protocol-test software package runs on an IBM PC or compatible. It uses the vendor's BUS-68005 data-bus exerciser and BUS-68015 noise generator to perform all protocol tests outlined in Section 5.2 of the SAE RTU Production Test Plan (PTP) for MIL-STD-1553 devices. The menu-driven software lets you perform the complete RTU protocol PTP, conduct any subgroup of tests by selecting the appropriate tests and factory-defined or user-definable fault parameters, and select control features such as halt on error, single execution, or continuous testing. For each type of unit to be tested, you construct a configuration file describing the unit's capabilities, the tests to be performed, and any other relevant data. You can store multiple configuration files on a single disk. An on-line Help feature lets you select a test title on a menu and review the corresponding SAE-document paragraph. You can print configuration files as well as test results. $995.

ILC Data Device Corp, 105 Wiburd Pl, Bohemia, NY 11716. Phone (516) 567-5600. TWX 510-228-7324. Circle No 401

NETWORK INTERFACE
• Based on X Window system for graphics
• Provides common interface for multimachine applications

Open Dialogue is a software-development tool that lets you design graphical user interfaces that remain consistent regardless of the machine on which an application runs. Based on the X Window system developed at MIT, this tool unifies the user interface among different vendors' computers connected in a network, and makes it easier for users to run a given application from any of the machines. The package provides the high-level building blocks needed for management of the user-interface system; it lets you create customized interfaces with minimal coding and debugging. You can also create common user interfaces for different applications. The package is available for Apollo workstations; a version for the DEC GPX workstation will be released in January 1988, followed by versions for the Sun and IBM RT PC workstations in March 1988. From $2000 for a single copy.

Apollo Computer Inc, 330 Billerica Rd, Chelmsford, MA 01824. Phone (617) 256-6600. TWX 710-343-C803. Circle No 402
Your pad or ours?

If you perform calculations, the answer is obvious.

Just define your variables and enter your formulas anywhere on the screen. MathCAD formats your equations as they're typed. Instantly calculates the results. And displays them exactly as you're used to seeing them - in real math notation, as numbers, tables or graphs.

MathCAD is more than an equation solver. Like a scratchpad, it allows you to add text anywhere to support your work, and see and record every step. You can try an unlimited number of what-ifs. And print your entire calculation as an integrated document that anyone can understand.

Plus, MathCAD is loaded with powerful built-in features. In addition to the usual trigonometric and exponential functions, it includes built-in statistical functions, cubic splines, Fourier transforms, and more. It also handles complex numbers and unit conversions in a completely transparent way.

Yet, MathCAD is so easy to learn, you'll be using its full power an hour after you begin.

What more could you ask for? How about the exciting new features we've just added to MathCAD 2.0...

- Built-in equation solver
- Full matrix operations
- Two to four times increase in calculating speed
- Easier full-page text processing
- Auto-scaled plots
- Memory enhancements
- Additional printer and plotter support
- And more.

If you're tired of doing calculations by hand or writing and debugging programs, come on over to our pad. MathCAD. The Electronic Scratchpad.

Call for a detailed spec sheet and the name of a MathCAD dealer near you. 1-800-MathCAD (In MA: 617-577-1017).

© 1987 MathSoft, Inc.

EDN October 15, 1987

CIRCLE NO 69
With a Planar light-emitting electroluminescent flat panel display, you could use the rest of this space for anything you like. Call either 503-690-1100 or 503-690-1102, or write for a brochure: PLANAR SYSTEMS, INC. 1400 N.W. Compton Drive Beaverton, Oregon 97006.
LIBRARIAN
- Provides pattern-recognition facilities
- Searches 1200 entries in one minute

Fetch is a RAM-resident librarian that runs on the IBM PC/XT, PC/AT, and compatibles. When you create a new file from within an application program, Fetch prompts you for a description of the file. The description may consist of as many as 255 characters. At some later date, if you need to load the file but don't remember its exact name and don't want to go back to DOS, you can activate Fetch and search the file-description library for a key word or phrase; Fetch will find your file and display the description, file name and type, and the drive on which the file resides. According to the vendor, on an 8-MHz machine the program takes no more than one minute to search 1200 library entries for your key phrase. $79.95.

Thought Dynamics, 1142 Manhattan Ave, Suite CP-310, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266. Phone (213) 546-2958.

Circle No 403

PASCAL DEBUGGER
- Monitors set conditional breakpoints
- Debugs programs that use CGA, EGA, or Hercules graphics

T-Debugplus version 2.0 is a symbolic run-time debugger for Turbo Pascal. The original program displayed Turbo Pascal heap-management information, IORESULT values, and the contents of machine registers; it also debugged programs that use overlays and generated MAP files that are fully compatible with other debuggers. Version 2.0's principal enhancements are the ability to set conditional breakpoints that pass control to the program when a variable reaches a specified value or when a variable or a memory range is changed; the ability to create a window that displays a specified memory area and to browse through memory with the aid of the cursor keys; vectorizes DO loops and IF loops and analyzes data dependencies to ensure safe translation of these loops; it also examines EQUIVALENCE statements to detect hidden recursion and, where possible, reorders array references to avoid such recursion. It translates scalar instructions into iPSC-VX scalar operations and takes advantage of the vector-processor's architecture to provide balanced vector/scalar performance. The compiler combines the vector and scalar operations to build execution modules that run as complete subroutines in a vector processor, thereby minimizing overhead and maximizing performance. Running the Livermore Loops, a benchmark of vectorizing efficiency, the vendor's compiler successfully vectorized 18 of 24 loops. $10,000.

Intel Scientific Computers, 15201 NW Greenbrier Parkway, Beaverton, OR 97006. Phone (503) 629-7629.
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FORTRAN VECTORIZER
- Analyzes standard Fortran code to detect vector operations
- Constructs code that runs on a vector processor

Vast-2 is an optimizing Fortran compiler for the vendor's iPSC-VX parallel computer. The compiler accepts source code written in Fortran-77 and 8x vector syntax and builds optimized code for execution on each of the iPSC-VX's nodes. It provides directives for controlling vectorization at the Fortran level, and diagnostic functions that help you optimize the code for vector execution. The compiler detects vector constructs in the application code and translates them into operations that can be performed by VecLib math-library subroutines. It vectorizes DO loops and IF loops and analyzes data dependencies to ensure safe translation of these loops; it also examines EQUIVALENCE statements to detect hidden recursion and, where possible, reorders array references to avoid such recursion. It translates scalar instructions into iPSC-VX scalar operations and takes advantage of the vector-processor's architecture to provide balanced vector/scalar performance. The compiler combines the vector and scalar operations to build execution modules that run as complete subroutines in a vector processor, thereby minimizing overhead and maximizing performance. Running the Livermore Loops, a benchmark of vectorizing efficiency, the vendor's compiler successfully vectorized 18 of 24 loops. $10,000.

Intel Scientific Computers, 15201 NW Greenbrier Parkway, Beaverton, OR 97006. Phone (503) 629-7629.
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Component Solutions For Your Power System?
Talk To VICOR!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT</th>
<th>POWER (Nominal (Range))</th>
<th>OUTPUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VI-L00</td>
<td>VDC 300 (200-400)</td>
<td>VDC 5  (0-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VDC 150 (100-200)</td>
<td>VDC 12 (0-13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VDC 72 (55-100)</td>
<td>VDC 15 (0-16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VDC 48 (42-60)</td>
<td>VDC 24 (0-28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VDC 36 (21-58)</td>
<td>VDC 48 (0-52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VDC 24 (21-32)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VDC 12 (10-20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EFFICIENCY: 80-90%

VI-M00 Series
Up to 400W 4.9” x 4.9” x 0.62”

VI-N00 Series
Up to 600W 7.3” x 4.9” x 0.62”

Call VICOR today for our new Catalog
VICOR Corporation, 23 Frontage Road, Andover, MA 01810
Tel: 617-470-2900, TWX: 910-380-5144, FAX: 617-475-6715
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CAE & SOFTWARE

and the ability to create a window that displays variable values at every breakpoint. This version also lets you examine the sequence of calls that led to a current breakpoint, and lets you use either a single monitor or dual monitors to debug programs that employ CGA, EGA, or Hercules graphics modes. Another new feature lets you search the symbol table for a partial identifier name and display the items that match it, as well as their types, sizes, addresses, and values. The package includes the source code and executable binary code. $60.

TurboPower Software, 3109 Scotts Valley Dr, Scotts Valley, CA 95066. Phone (800) 538-8157, ext 830; in CA, (800) 672-3470, ext 830.
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PC-TO-DEC LINK

- Lets IBM PC users access a DEC host
- Provides VT220 emulation and dual-mode IBM/DEC keyboard

The IBM PC Network-Integration Package allows IBM PC users to access multiple VAX/VMS hosts via a DECnet local-area network. The package includes the vendor's Ethernet controller, a dual-mode IBM/DEC keyboard, a mouse, MS-Windows, and VT220 terminal emulation, which lets you establish multiple VT220 terminal sessions to one or more VAX hosts under the control of MS-Windows. You can access all the network's files, data, and hardware resources. The IBM PC Network Services Package provides the same network facilities, but

WHAT'S NEW IN VME PACKAGING

Ready to use, 32-bit, integrated

VECTOR-PAC* system enclosures with
combined J1/J2 backplane, power
supply and cooling fans, assembled
in a fully accessible, removable
sub-rack. Plug in your cards and go.
Ziltek continues to meet the growing needs of technology with the ICE-ENGINE/bx-8, a new generation of real-time In-Circuit Emulators.

The ICE-ENGINE/bx-8 completely supports 8-bit microprocessor's hardware/software development and includes the EPROM programmer, eraser, and the pod of your choice. Additional features include:

- Compatible with IBM PC and dumb terminals.
- With appropriate pods, supports Z80 (A, B, H), 6809, 6048, 8051, 8085, and Z80 CMOS series µPs.
- Full symbolic debugging.
- Powerful and easy-to-use Debug Command Language.
- Single, sequential and delayed triggers.
- Unique register trace.
- More than 50 commands keep you in complete control.
- "Help" menus always available instantly.
- All other standard emulator features.

Call or write today for complete information.

Wescon®
Electronic Show and Convention
November 17-19/San Francisco, California
See us at WESCON, Booth #2404

Ziltek Corporation
A subsidiary of Adtek System Science Co., Ltd.
1651 E. Edinger Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92705
Telephone: (714) 541-2931  FAX: (714) 541-2933

Los Angeles 714-835-9512
Denver 303-388-4488
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Indianapolis 513-223-6042
Pittsburgh 412-892-2992
Boston 617-721-2553

Montreal 819-684-7658
San Francisco 408-727-7244

Cleveland 216-781-1855
Detroit 313-751-4990
Orlando 305-843-5224

Trenton 609-394-0900
New Haven 203-388-2204
Toronto 416-677-7919
Vancouver 604-270-9392
New Instruments

(GP-IB) Programmable Amplitude and Frequency

Model 4503

The Model 4503 was designed for many applications such as meter calibration, audio frequency simulation, low level amplifier testing, strain gauge simulation and testing, transducer calibration, and frequency meter calibration.

Some of the major features are:

- All functions programmable via the IEEE-488 (GP-IB) BUS.
- All functions can be manually controlled.
- Outputs from 1 mVac to 120 Vac in five ranges. Plus optional auxiliary 1000 Vac amplifier.
- Resolution 1 ppm or six decades.
- Microprocessor-assisted which simplifies the programming procedures.
- Frequency bandwidth 30 Hz to 120 kHz.
- Amplitude accuracy 0.04 %.
- Distortion better than 0.1 %.

A 1000 Vac amplifier, Model 4200, is available as an add-on chassis.

Size: 3½ inches high and weighs only 15 pounds. Rack mounting is standard.

Price: $3,995
Availability: 60 days ARO

Engineering Contact: Bob Ross
Tel: (617) 268-9696

CIRCLE NO 70

1000 Volt AC Amplifier

Model 4200

Very low cost AC voltage amplifier with a fixed gain of 100. Can be used to extend the output range of the EDC Model 4503, 100 Vac Calibrator, or used with AC voltage calibrators of most other manufacturers.

Specifically designed to use for the calibration of digital multimeters, digital and analog meters.

Range: 100 V to 1100 Vac, rms
Input Voltage: 10 Vac, rms
Fixed Gain: 100
Gain Accuracy: 0.05 %
Frequency Band: 40 Hz to 30 kHz
Distortion: 0.2 % of setting
Dimensions: 7.0H x 19.0W x 13.8D inches
Weight: 40 lbs.

Price: $1995
Availability: 60 days ARO

Engineering Contact: Bob Ross
Tel: (617) 268-9696
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THE 60A IS
MORE THAN A LOGIC PROGRAMMER.

NEW. ABEL Design Software supports all of the latest PLDs.

NEW. The 60A is also an EPROM programmer with support for 120 memory devices.

NEW. The 60A now supports nearly 300 of the most popular PLDs.

At $2495*, the 60A Logic Programmer is a very affordable way to get into logic. This high-quality programmer supports nearly 300 of the most popular PLDs. And its flexible architecture lets you buy only what you need today and upgrade tomorrow.

Now the 60A is more than a dedicated logic programmer. With support for 120 popular EPROMs, it is the most versatile programmer in its price range. To switch from PLDs to EPROMs, simply change adapters.

With the 60A, your PC, and Data I/O's family of compatible software tools, you can build a complete logic development system right at your desk. ABEL*, the industry-standard logic design software, lets you describe your circuits using any combination of boolean equations, truth tables, or state diagrams. Then add PROMlink™, interface and file management software, to control programming from your PC.

For just $2495, the 60A gives you logic programming and a lot more.

1-800-247-5700
Dept. 551

DATA I/O
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DID YOU KNOW?

EDN is distributed at every major electronics/computer show in the U.S., France, and Germany.

EDN

V-386 release 2.2 or higher. It allows microcomputers that run Xenix 386 to share applications with workstations, minicomputers, and mainframes that also run the X Window System. The graphical, network-transparent windows allow you to simultaneously view and operate applications on several hosts; in addition, you can run X Window-compatible applications on stand-alone microcomputers. To run this software, you need a computer that has an 80386 CPU, 2M bytes of RAM, a hard-disk drive, and (for network operation) a TCP/IP-compatible network interface board. GSS®/X/386 development package, $595; application-environment runtime module, $195.

Graphic Software Systems Inc., Box 4900, Beaverton, OR 97005. Phone (503) 641-2200. TLX 4994839. Circle No 408

RIP-UP ROUTER

- Performs orthogonal or 45° routing
- Optimizes memory-array routing without using vias

According to the vendor, the Strategic Automatic Router (STAR) routes most pc boards to 100% completion. The program runs on the IBM PC/AT and compatibles, and on the vendor's Personal Logician 386 and Boardmaster workstations. Single-user and multiuser versions are also available for VAX computers. The program uses a fast initial pass that performs either orthogonal or 45° routing and optimizes memory-array routing without vias. On designs with 45° connections, you can run a 45° pass and assign a diagonal-left or diagonal-right preference, providing high trace density and minimizing the length of connections between devices. The rip-up rerouting pass takes maximum advantage of the available space; you can run this pass in an optional 45° mode and allow or forbid vias. The manufacturing pass
No other single test instrument matches the all-encompassing capability of YOKOGAWA’s Analyzing Recorders. We’ve taken a computer, memory, digital oscilloscope, printer and software – and combined them into compact, all-in-one analysis tools.

For sampling up to 50 kHz, take Model 3655 E on location, measure the waveforms and put them into 8K/32K per channel memory. Later you can display or reproduce them in four-color hard copy via built-in plotting. In analog, digital, X/Y or comparison formats.

The new Model 3656, with 5 MHz sampling, extends the family range from electromechanical applications into high-speed electrical/electronic testing.

Both instruments feature enhanced computing of area, min/max, peak, RMS, and average. To eliminate noise, filters can be programmed in any of 14 ranges.

Four-Channel Model 3655 E with 14-bit resolution, 50 kHz sampling rate.

All-in-one multifunctioning for a cost equivalent to a digital oscilloscope.

To find out more, write or call our Test and Measurement specialists today:

Yokogawa Corporation of America, 200 Westpark Dr., Peachtree City, GA 30269 (404) 487-1471

Two-Channel Model 3656 with 10-bit resolution, 5 MHz sampling rate.
With a 2.5 ns cycle time, only one memory's faster.

As the fastest static RAM in the world, our 12G014 256 x 4-bit static RAM provides updated information at a 400 MHz rate. With a 2.5 ns cycle time and 3.5 ns access time, it's the key component for real-time systems.

Since it writes as fast as it reads, (vs. ECL SRAMs which may have a 5 ns read but an 8 ns write), you can mix your reads and writes and process on the fly at 400 MHz. You'll create a system with a true snapshot memory.

As the first registered, self-timed static RAM available, the fully ECL-compatible 12G014 NanoRam™ latches and pipelines both inputs and outputs, internally generates all needed write cycle timing signals, and is totally controlled by a single clock input. This architecture results in two big benefits:

1) The cycle time of your system is equivalent to the cycle time of the IC itself—2.5 ns
2) It's easier to use than your present SRAMs.

Whenever you need real-time memory—ask for details today on our memory ICs, full family of GaAs standard PicoLogic™ products, or standard cell ASICs.

GigaBit Logic, 1908 Oak Terrace Lane, Newbury Park, California 93020-5524. Call (800) GAAS-IC. In California, (805) 499-0610.

We read you and will write you. Order our 12G014 today; get delivery from stock tomorrow.

CAE & SOFTWARE

not only smooths and chamfers end points and removes vias, it also sequentially rips up and reroutes individual traces to optimize trace spacing, connection length, and trace entry into pads. PC/AT version, $8000; Personal Logician version, $12,000; VAX versions from $18,000.

Daisy Systems Corp, 700 Middlefield Rd, Mountain View, CA 94039. Phone (415) 960-0123.
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GRAPHICS TOOLKIT

- Operates with advance release of OS/2
- Compatible with DOS Graphics Development Toolkit

An advanced release of the vendor's OS/2 Graphics Development Toolkit (GDT) lets you develop graphics applications to run under the OS/2 operating system. Because the OS/2 GDT is source-code compatible with the DOS GDT, you can use it to adapt existing DOS applications to run in the protected mode of an 80286-based computer, as well as to develop new applications that will run under OS/2. The advance release operates with the advance release of OS/2 from Microsoft (Redmond, WA), which is currently available for the PC/AT, PC/XT-286, and compatibles. The final version of the OS/2 GDT will operate with the final versions of Microsoft's OS/2 and IBM's Operating System/2, and on all IBM 80286- and 80386-based PS/2 microcomputers and compatibles. The advance release of OS/2 GDT includes device drivers for the video graphics array, enhanced graphics adapter, color graphics adapter, the Microsoft mouse, the IBM Proprinter, Graphics Printer, Color Graphics Printer, and Quietwriter III, as well as for plotters from IBM and Hewlett-Packard. $895.

Graphic Software Systems Inc, Box 4900, Beaverton, OR 97005. Phone (503) 641-2200. TLX 4994893.
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DID YOU KNOW?

EDN serves electronic engineers and engineering managers in more than 100 countries worldwide.

EDN
When it comes to high-speed digital filtering or correlation, Zoran's Digital Filter Processor (DFP) family makes it look better than ever.

Using system processors that deliver the high performance of building blocks. But with the high integration of a single device.

You can execute complete 3 x 3 real-time imaging convolutions or correlations with a single DFP.

In high-speed satellite communications, digital radios, or radar, you can cascade multiple DFPs to achieve a higher sample rate and longer filter length, eliminating analog filters.

High-resolution video is easy with the 9-bit ZR3801, which delivers the longer word length and extended precision you need for studio broadcast applications.

**You'll like the look of our tools and support.** The shorter your development cycle, the better it looks. Which is why our VAX™ and PC-based tools provide you with everything you need for fast and easy implementation.

Including software for filter design and coefficient selection. And plug-in boards for real-time filter evaluation.

All of which explains why Zoran's DFP and Vector Signal Processor (VSP)™ product families provide the fastest, easiest solutions for computation-intensive applications.

Best of all, we're shipping products now. Instead of simply announcing them. Which means you don't have to wait to get the jump on your competition.

**Take a look at our free databook.** Call 1-800-556-1234, ext. 99 (outside CA), or 1-800-441-2345, ext. 99 (in CA). Or write Zoran Corporation, Dept. MC-2, 3450 Central Expressway, Santa Clara, CA 95051, 408/720-0444, ext. 3523. We'll make you look good in a hurry.
NEW PRODUCTS
TEST & MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS

DATA LOGGER
• Accommodates 260 channels in 5¼-in. rack space
• Built-in routines perform computations on captured data

The Model 52/53 data logger accepts as many as 260 signals and can perform calculations on acquired data. The system, which has screw terminals for 256 channels, mounts in 5¼ in. of rack space and can be controlled from its panel, an RS-232C port, or an optional IEEE-488 interface. It accepts differential, single-ended, and 4-terminal inputs; its cold-junction compensation permits simultaneous connection of several types of thermocouples. The system's firmware includes routines to verify continuity and to calculate volt-ampere, frequency, period, time interval, pulse width, and decibels. Solid-state devices perform the multiplexing. From $3330; $10,380 for a system with 260 low-level channels and 768k bytes of battery-backed RAM.

WAVETRAN ANALYZER
• Has time-measurement jitter of <20 psec
• Measures voltages with 10-bit resolution

The SAS-8130 waveform analyzer is a 2-channel instrument that, when used with the manufacturer's SH-4B plug-in sampling head, can take measurements on dc to 12.4-GHz waveforms with rise times as short as 30 psec. Its internal memory can store 32 front-panel settings. The instrument comes with RS-232C and GPIB interfaces. You can add an external 3½-in. floppy-disk drive for waveform storage and setup conditions. The analyzer has simple built-in waveform analysis routines such as signal averaging; averaging 4096 sweeps yields a 72-dB improvement in the S/N ratio. $22,000 with two 12.4-GHz heads; $19,500 with two 3.5-GHz heads. Delivery, 60 days ARO.

Iwatsu Instruments Inc, 430 Commerce Blvd, Carlstadt, NJ 07072. Phone (201) 935-5220.

PEN-GRIP DMM
• Probe and DMM are integrated
• Probe has sheath for ground lead

The DM71 handheld, pen-type digital multimeter (DMM) features a 3½-digit LCD. The autoranging meter has 0.7% accuracy max and possesses a data-hold function. Unlike other pen-grip DMMs that have pushbutton function selection, this meter has a rotary dial. The unit operates for 90 hours from one battery. $49.95.

Beckman Industrial Corp, 3883 Ruffin Rd, San Diego, CA 92123. Phone (619) 565-3240.

CODE EXECUTION
• µP boards allow you to try out software
• Boards feature 12 different µPs

The 14 MicroTarget boards allow you to try out your µP programs before your custom hardware is up and running. The boards emulate the 63P01, 64180, 6502, 68P05, 68000, 8031, 8051P, 8085, Z8, ZS, Z808086, or the maximum and minimum versions of the 8086 and 8088.
Supplier to Top
Electronic Companies
and Semiconductor
Manufacturers

Twenty-three Cumulative
Years of 8051 Experience

Real Time and
Transparent Emulation

4K Trace Buffer

Unequaled
Technical Support—
as close as your phone

128K Hardware
Breakpoints

23 Cumulative
Yearsof8051 Experience

16 Breakpoint Trigger
Conditions

Examine and modify
memories’ capabilities

64K Program and
External Data
Emulation Memory

The Price Performance
Leader

Broadest Line of 8051
Emulators

4K Trace Buffer

C Compiler

Serially linked to IBM
PC or compatible
computer

Total
Development
Software

Full Symbolic
Debug Support

Technical Innovations—
first NON-BONDOUT
emulators for ROM
devices

THE 8051 TOOLBOX.
PC-HOSTED EMULATORS AND SUPPORT FROM $1495.*

Want the right tools for your
8051-family job? You’ll find them
inside MetaLink’s 8051 toolbox: complete In-Circuit Emulation
hardware, software and thought-
ware. A toolbox that lets you plug
your PC into MetaLink’s cost-
effective, high-performance 8051
family of development tools.

Why get your toolbox from
MetaLink™? We understand just
how to get the best design perfor-
mance from your application—
and to meet engineering budgets
and quality standards.

Call MetaLink for your demo
diskette to evaluate the capa-
bilities of our MetalCE™ units.
Or, for qualified customers, we
offer a free, 10-day trial.

FOR FREE 8051 FAMILY
POCKET REFERENCE
GUIDE:* CIRCLE NO 98

METAICE-80515
METAICE-83C152
METAICE-80C451
METAICE-8344
METAICE-51
METAICE-52
METAICE-8044
METAICE-80C452
METAICE-80535
METAICE-31
METAICE-31A
METAICE-32
METAICE-32A

MetaLink Corporation
P.O. Box 1329, Chandler, AZ 85244-1329
(602) 926-0797 or (800) METAICE
IBM and PC are trademarks of International
Business Machines Corp.

* Price is U.S. list
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µPs. The boards come with as much as 64k-bytes of RAM; parallel I/O ports; and, in some cases, timer chips. The devices' onboard ROMs allow you to operate them as standalones. $100 to $300.

Orion Instruments Inc, 702 Marshall St, Redwood City, CA 94063. Phone (415) 361-8883. TLX 530942.
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PROGRAMMER

- Programs EPLDs, C-PALs, and E-PALs
- Can be easily updated with new device algorithms

The Model-1014 is a stand-alone programmer for EPLDs, C-PALs and E-PALs; it also comes in the "F-Stack" version for use with the company's Universe-1000 modular universal programmer. The programmer has two zero-insertion-force sockets and a special connector that allows you to program devices in leadless chip carriers. Its editing facilities include automatic alternative-device selection and partial programming, and the instrument has extensive built-in diagnostic facilities. You can use plug-in cartridges to upgrade the programmer with algorithms for new devices, and the company offers a software-maintenance agreement. Model-1014, £1895; F-Stack for Universe-1000, £1695.

Elan Digital Systems Ltd, 16-20 Kelvin Way, Crawley, West Sussex RH10 2TS, UK. Phone (0293) 510448. TLX 877314.
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Elan Digital Systems, 516 Marin Dr, Burlingame, CA 94010. Phone (415) 347-0614.
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ASIC TESTER

- 64-pin tester modules plug into IBM PC
- Expansion chassis holds four tester modules

The TS2064 functional tester suits both board- and device-level testing of TTL-level digital devices. The system's 64-pin, bidirectional test boards plug into an IBM PC or compatible, or into the vendor's expansion chassis, to a maximum of 256 pins. Its software allows you to set up tests by filling in truth ta-

Thermography enters

With the advent of the Hughes Aircraft Company Probeye® 7300 Thermal Video System, thermal imaging has entered a new age—the Age of Information.

In a single package, the Hughes Probeye 7300 Thermal Video System gives you a powerful, intelligent laboratory system with instant field diagnostic capability. Immediately select, store, quantify and analyze. And, most importantly, understand the information—with more speed and accuracy than ever before! Hughes has leapfrogged the competition with state-of-the-art features that can't be matched by any other system.

Start with superior resolution—240 infrared lines. Not just on the monitor, but also in the eyepiece of the portable imager. Which means you can perform on-the-spot detection and analyses in up to 128 distinct levels.

All-electric operation does away with liquid nitrogen or argon gas. The imager uses ac or battery power for full field portability—it goes wherever the information originates.

Fully automatic operation allows you to concentrate on detection and analyses. Precise comparisons are facilitated by built-in features. There's no exhaustive training process. No delays. Just point and read. And, the design is extremely functional—in addition to the portable imager and attached CRT viewfinder, the system includes a processor with built-in, full-function keyboard and a high resolution RGB color monitor.

EDN October 15, 1987
TEST & MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS

bles. TS2064, $995 (64-pin version); additional 64-pin module, $695.

Modular Test Systems, 162 San Lazaro Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Phone (408) 732-0994.
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PHASE CALIBRATOR

- IBM PC controls phase-meter calibration
- Calibrates as many as five phase meters simultaneously

The GPIB Speedac phase-meter calibration package can simultaneously test and calibrate as many as five phase meters of the same model. The package includes IBM PC control software, the firm's phase standard, and an IBM PC interface board; an IBM PC clone is offered as an option. The software compiles uncertainty data for the tested meter and stores the data in ASCII files. The calibrator requires an IBM PC/XT for control and provides a pair of sine waves that you can adjust in phase to 0.001° resolution. GPIB Speedac version 1.0 software, including expansion card, $995; with PC clone, $2995. Version 5.0, for the Krohn-Hite 6620, Dranetz 3110, and North Atlantic 2250 phase meters, $2495; plus $1495 or $1995 for one or two meters, respectively, and $2000 for the clone. Phase standard, $10,350 to $12,950. Delivery, stock to 60 days.

Elpaz Instruments Inc, 160 N Craig St, Pittsburgh, PA 15213. Phone (412) 687-8700. TLX 382960.
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DIGITAL SCOPE

- Has built-in printer
- Trace annotations include real-time clock

The SE571 digital oscilloscope has a built-in printer. Its two channels have 25M-sample/sec, 8-bit digitizers; they also have 1k-sample memories. You can also store state samples from an 8-bit logic probe (50Ω and 1-MΩ versions are available). In addition to input waveforms, the screen and printouts from the scope's built-in printer can also show annotations such as the output

the information age

For details, specifications, and a hands-on demonstration, call or write today. We'll show you how a single system solution can put you into, and on top of, the Age of Information. Hughes Aircraft Company, Probeys Marketing, 6155 El Camino Real, Carlsbad, CA 92009, (619) 931-3617.
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Hughes Aircraft Company
from a built-in real-time clock. You can store 10 combined scope setups and waveforms in nonvolatile memory. $6500.

BBC-Metrawatt/Goerz, 2150 W 6th Ave, Broomfield, CO 80020. Phone (800) 821-6327; in CO, (303) 469-5231. TLX 4970869.
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FUNCTION GENERATOR

- Synthesized function generator has 600-kHz bandwidth
- Combines signals from as many as four internal sources

The HP 8094A synthesized function generator digitally combines signals from as many as four internal sources to produce complex waveforms. Its output level is 10V p-p max into 50Ω. The instrument’s sources generate sine (0 to 600 kHz max), variable-duty-cycle square and triangle waves (0 to 20 kHz max), and noise by using a ROM-lookup technique. Three of the sources can modulate the fourth. The instrument performs all waveform generation and modulation digitally and thus has better signal-purity, phase-accuracy, and frequency-stability specs than do analog function generators. Noise is $<-72$ dB to 20 kHz typ, phase resolution is $0.1^\circ$, phase accuracy is $\pm 0.18^\circ$ channel-to-channel ($< 20$ kHz), and output flatness is $\pm 0.007$ dB from 0.1 to 100 kHz. An IEEE-488 interface is standard. HP 8904A, $2600; 2$-channel option, $1200; 4$-channel option, $1500; fast-hop and digital modulation option, $500.

Hewlett-Packard Co, Inquiries Manager, 1820 Embarcadero Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94303. Phone local office.
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8044 EMULATOR

- Handles 8044 family and BitBus
- Features 64k bytes of emulation memory

The Ice-5100/044 handles the firm’s proprietary BitBus and the 8044 family of specialized single-chip µPs. It emulates the 8344, 8044, and 8744 µPs. You need an IBM PC to control the emulator. The control software offers symbolic debugging if you use the vendor’s assembler or compiler. The emulator features 64k bytes of emulation memory, a 254-sample trace memory, four breakpoints, and one range breakpoint. It

Industry’s Most Popular Heavy-Duty DMMs...
Now Even Better With Dual-Fuse Protection
And A Tougher Case.

The tough just got tougher. When Beckman Industrial introduced heavy-duty DMMs tough enough to withstand accidental drops, input overloads and destructive environments, they quickly became the industry's most popular.

Now they're even tougher, thanks to the best dual-fuse protection you can buy and a new case. Covered by a one-year, no-fault guarantee against damage to the meter other than gross abuse.

For overloads, all voltage ranges can withstand transients up to 6KV. Resistance ranges are protected to 600 volts. Current ranges are protected by a 2 amp/600 volt fuse. The 10 amp range is protected by a 15 amp, 600 volt high energy fuse with 100,000 amp interrupt rating.

Our heavy-duty DMMs can withstand accidental drops, literally bouncing back for more, thanks to a new case made of Valox®, one of the most impact and corrosive chemical resistant thermoplastics around. Sensitive components are shock mounted for impact protection.

Even oil, water and industrial grime can't keep our heavy-duty DMMs away from the action. Everything is sealed with o-rings for maximum protection.

Of course, even the toughest DMM isn't much good if it can't deliver accuracy and the right combination of capabilities at the right price.

Check the HD DMM specs for yourself: Maximum voltage rating of 1500 volts DC, 1000 volts AC; tested to 40KHz; diode test function; and exclusive INSTA-Ohm® capability, now with an audible beeper, to make your HD even easier to use.

What's more, you can select just the model you need without paying extra. Start with the economical HD-100 at $169.00 for solid, all-around meter performance. Choose the HD-110 with continuity beeper. Or, the HD-110T that lets you select Farenheit or Celsius temperature measurement with a simple field adjustment, accurately measuring from -4°F to +1999°F, and works with any K-type thermocouple. It also has a measurement range of 32°F to 392°F with the thermocouple provided.

You can even get the true RMS capability on the HD-130, or with a 4½ digit display required by the HD-140’s accuracy.

Visit your local Beckman Industrial distributor today. Compare. And discover why the toughest are tougher than ever.

In Service Instruments, We’re The One.

Beckman Industrial

Valox® is a registered trademark of General Electric.

Beckman Industrial Corporation, Instrumentation Products Division
A Subsidiary of Emerson Electric Company
3883 Ruffin Road, San Diego, CA 92123-1898
(619) 495-3200 • FAX: (619) 269-0172 • TOLL: 1-800-249-9311
© 1987 Beckman Industrial Corporation
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also has a built-in editor and disassembler. Ice-5100/044, $6995; without editor and assembler, $6495. 8044 upgrade for Ice-5100, $3495.

Intel Corp, Box 58065, Santa Clara, CA 95052. Phone local office.
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488 BUS EXPANDER

- Allows controller to talk to 30 instruments instead of just 15
- Transfers data at 1M bytes/sec

The Expander 488 links as many as 30 instruments to one IEEE-488 port. The device, which operates transparently to the 488's system controller, takes advantage of the IEEE-488's inherent ability to address 30 instruments and overcomes the electrical-loading limitations that force most 488 systems to handle only 15 addressed instruments. Maximum data-transfer rate is 1M bytes/sec. $795.

IOtech Inc, 23400 Aurora Rd, Cleveland, OH 44146. Phone (216) 439-4091. TWX 650-282-0864.
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DIGITAL THERMOMETERS

- Three models offer various combinations of features
- Work with a variety of probe types

The 440, 445, and 450 handheld digital thermometers possess LCDs, battery-conserving automatic shut-off features, switch-selectable °F or °C readings, and splash-proof membrane keyboards. The 440 uses type K thermocouples. The 445 has 0.1° max resolution, autoranging, and maximum/minimum hold features. The 450 has 0.1% accuracy, and touch-hold readings. It handles thermocouple, RTD, and thermistor probes. 440, $99; 445, $169; 450, $295.

Beckman Industrial Corp, 3883 Ruffin Rd, San Diego, CA 92123. Phone (619) 565-4415.
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PORTABLE DIGITAL WAVEFORM RECORDER

The new ADA1000 from SOLTEC is a complete, stand-alone, transient waveform recorder and data acquisition system.

Portable and easy to operate, the ADA1000 contains a resident signal and acquisition analysis software package. The software provides fast set-up and quick look analysis. For complex analysis, an optional PC/AT™ compatible controller enables the ADA1000 to use standard industry software. Programmable analog differential input amplifiers (100mV to 100V) enhance the versatility of the ADA1000.

For a free color brochure CALL TOLL FREE (800) 423-2344 or (818) 365-0800 in California.
OR WRITE SOLTEC Corporation, Sol Vista Park, San Fernando, CA 91340-1597
Integrate filters, amplifiers, other conditioners your way in one system. That's system friendly. That's Precision 6000.

Welcome to the new friendly open door policy on configuration.
You can mix a variety of filters including our newest:
The Precision 1 MHz with 80 dB/octave, as well as the new 130 dB/octave filters for up to 255 kHz.
You can add pre, post and gain-ranging amplifiers, as well as frequency band translators. Calibration an option, of course.
You can soon add strain, charge, current and voltage input conditioners.
Yesterday's custom designs can now be assembled with today's standard hardware and software at friendly prices. Tomorrow's new instruments will fit right into today's mainframe and operate with today's friendly configuration and programming. Challenge us to show you.

Call friendly 607-277-3550.
Call for details. We'll send our people's best friend, a magnetic dog, to remind you how system friendly conditioners can now be. Telex 646846. Or write.

PRECISION FILTERS, INC.
240 Cherry Street, Ithaca, New York 14850
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This advertising is for new and current products.

Please circle Reader Service number for additional information from manufacturers.

**UNIVERSAL EPROM PROGRAMMER KIT FROM $95!**

- On board power supply, 110/220 VAC;
- Menu selection; No personality modules;
- Built in monitor for easy I/O debugging;
- User friendly softw; Full tech. support;
- Detailed 50 page manual with schematics;
- Quick pulse algorithm: 27256 under 60 sec
- All 24/28 pins to 27011 & CMOS E(E)PROMS
- Micros : 8741, 48 , 48H , 49, 49H & CMOS
- Auto baud RS232 to 19.2k; Free PC drivers
- Offset/splitHex, Binary, Intel & Motorola 8, 16 & 32 bit files; 2 board cased unit $495!

**VME BUS MONITOR**

- PROVIDES A "WINDOW" ON THE BUS
- Monitors all signal conditions on the bus.
- Displays status of 32-bit address and data lines.
- Pulse latch and stretch modes to help isolate short duration and transient signals.
- No interference with normal bus transactions.
- Occupies a single VME card slot.

The CVMEBM1 Bus State Monitor provides a direct visual indication of all signal activity on the VME bus. It displays the state of each line on an easy to read display panel. The CVMEBM1 is self-contained, and requires no external monitor.

C&C/Concise Technology
P.O. Box 280
Batavia, IL 60510
(312) 879-7003

**DesignScope™**

Save time and money as you speed up system level design. Analog and digital systems can be assembled, simulated, changed, and resimulated in a matter of minutes. Waveforms can be imported/exported via text files. Includes up to 16th order VC filters (with response plots), PLL's, VCO's, digital logic gates, FFT's, dual-trace oscilloscopes, amplifiers, comparators, and more. DesignScope, system level simulation on any Macintosh with at least 512K, is $250. Demo disk: $10.

**Glide Through PCB Design.**

**TangoPCB** Create the toughest board designs with powerful layout software that's a snap to use.

Function-rich Tango-PCB supports eight layers, 1mil grid, OrCAD™ or Schema™ netlist input, print/plot/photoplot output, and more.

**TangoRoute** Get impressive completion rates and remarkable speed with Tango-Route, a four layer, eleven pass autorouter.

Just $495 each.


ACCEL Technologies, 7558 Trade St., San Diego, CA 92121

To advertise in Product Mart, call Joanne Dorian, 212/463-6415
Sprague-Goodman
Surftrim®
Surface Mounted
Trimmer Capacitors

- Wide range of unsealed and sealed models.
- Designed for vapor phase reflow soldering.
- Available in carrier and reel packaging.
- Sizes: unsealed - 3.2 x 4.5 x 1.6mm; sealed - 4 x 4.5 x 2.8 mm.

Sprague-Goodman Electronics Inc.
The First and Last Name in Trimmer Capacitors
134 Fulton Avenue, Garden City Park, NY 11040-5395
516-746-1365/TELEX: 010-600-2415/TLX: 14-4533
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THE BETTER RAM TESTER

IST Model 6400

ADVANTAGES:
- Tests most Static RAMs or DRAMs up to 1 Mbit.
- Modular architecture eliminates setup time when changing over from one device to another.
- Software controlled edge deskew procedure generates the most precise timing waveforms for DRAMs testing.
- Automatically rejects any out-of-tolerance device (in power consumption or speed) by testing operating current and access time.
- Tests function with a group of specialized test patterns to detect all one-bit failures.
- A software controlled edge deskew procedure generates the most precise timing waveforms for DRAMs testing.
- A software controlled edge deskew procedure generates the most precise timing waveforms for DRAMs testing.
- A software controlled edge deskew procedure generates the most precise timing waveforms for DRAMs testing.

FREE demo disk. Call (617) 273-1818
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6800/6809
Micro Modules

OEM-6800/6809 MICROCOMPUTER MODULES for dedicated control and monitoring interfaces for sensors, transducers, analog signals, solenoids, relays, lamps, pumps, motors, keyboards, displays, IEEE-488, serial I/O, floppy disks.

CIRCLE NO 332

Cutler-Hammer
subminiature PC switches.
The hidden performers
Inside the unit or on the front panel, this unique line of toggle, rocker and pushbutton switches is the designer's choice for long life and high reliability. Designed specifically for printed circuit board mounting and wave soldering, this line of switches features a simple two-piece mechanism for extra long mechanical life. A variety of terminal lengths and configurations is also available.

Eaton Corporation, Aerospace/Commercial Controls Division, 400 N. 27th St., Milwaukee, WI 53216
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"D" SIZE PLOTTER

$229.50 RETAIL

$159.50 INTRODUCTORY OFFER

- Model PC 3600
- Repeatability .001" 
- Speed at 7" Per Second
- Vacuum Paper Hold Down
- High Resolution Circles: Suitable for PCB Artwork

(415) 490-8380 ZERICON
4423 ENTERPRISE ST. * FREMONT, CA 94538
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NEW STD BUS INSTRUMENTS
Smart instrumentation runs its own high level language with built-in 8 MHz microcomputer. Isolated from bus ground to 1000 V. High speed 12 bit A/D with user definable signal conditioning for each channel. Heavy duty 8 CH 13 bit D/A. 8 CH relay and 128 CH solid state multiplexers. User customizable module too. Both Z80 and Z80/88 STD DOS compatible.

MILLER TECHNOLOGY, INC.
647 N. Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 395-2032
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VMEbus CPUs - 100% MOTOROLA MVME COMPATIBLE
LOW COST PLUG-IN REPLACEMENTS

• TVME 1611 (MVME 117-3 Compatible) $895
  Up to 4 MB DRAM
• TVME 1612 (MVME 110-1 Compatible) $620
  System Control at 8 or 10 MHz
• TVME 1613 (MVME 110-1 Compatible) $795
  Up to 1 MB Shared DRAM

TL Industries, Inc.
Toledo, OH 43619
Call Now - Toll Free 1-800-227-8144
or 419-666-8144
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WAVEFORM SYNTHESIZER

• For IBM-PC/XT/AT and compatibles
• Generates user-definable signal
• Up to 2000 points per envelope

$795.00
QUA TECH, INC.
478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304
(216) 434-3154 TLX: 5101012726
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KEY TO PCAD™ SOFTWARE

• Hardware decoder for all PCAD™ software
• 100% protocol compatible with PCAD™ security device
• Used through system RS232-C input port
• Also provides RS232-C input for your mouse
• One PC-WIZZ decoder per PC/XT/AT enables it to run all
  PCAD™ software
• Price: only $995.00, shipping included
• 90 day warranty

PC-WIZZ SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. BOX 2190, HARVARD SQ.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 02238
1-800-363-8022

PCAD™ is a trademark of Personal CAD Systems, Inc.
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Flow and Level: 296 pages with new pitot tube sensors, multimeter rotameters, turbine systems, and non-invasive level sensors. This valuable reference also has informative articles and guides on various sensor types and flow systems.

Contact:
OMEGA ENGINEERING, INC.
AN OMEGA Group Company
One Omega Drive
P.O. Box 4047
Stamford, CT 06907
Telephone: (203) 359-7613
Telex: 996404
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MODULAR DATA ACQUISITION

• For IBM & Compatibles
• Flexible and Inexpensive
• Money Back Guarantee
• Free Technical Support

Fast Delivery
QUA TECH, INC.
478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304
(216) 434-3154 TLX: 5101012726
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IPC WIDE BAND CURRENT MONITOR

IPC’s current monitors measure AC and fast pulsed currents in physical isolation from the conductor, thus eliminating ground loops and interference noise.

Many standard designs are available with a sensitivity from .001 to 1 mA. Peak currents up to 100,000 AMPs and higher for special models.

For further information, write or call:
ION PHYSICS CORPORATION
323 Andover Street
Wilmington, Mass. 01887
Tel. (617) 658-6030
Telex 510606134
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smartWORK™ PCB SOFTWARE. In a fraction of the time hand taping requires, create double-sided printed-circuit boards with smartWORK and your IBM PC. The program's features include interactive routing, autorouting, continual design-rule checking, automatic pad shaving, a silkscreen, and text for all three layers. smartWORK is $895 and comes with a 30-day money-back guarantee. Credit cards accepted.

Wintek Corporation
1801 South Street, Lafayette, IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or (317) 742-8428
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16-BIT CMOS SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

The LPM-SBC50 is an all CMOS STD Bus V-50 (CMOS 80186) SBC featuring 1 M byte addressing. OMA, 32-pin memory sockets, serial RS-232/422 channel, 3 timers, 24 parallel I/O lines, real time clock, and watchdog timer. -40° to +85°C operating temperature. Very low power consumption. Available as NMOS/TTL or CMOS from

WinSystems, Inc.
P.O. Box 121361, Arlington, TX 76012
(817) 274-7553
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Z8000* MULTIBUS* BOARDS

Single Board Solutions has specialized in Z8000-based SBCs for over five years. In addition to our own MB8000/MBx8000 line, we have recently acquired the technology for several other Z8000-based boards previously manufactured by AMD and Central Data Corp. We are producing boards 100% compatible with the following models: 96/4116A, 96/4126, CD21/1116, CD21/1126, and CD21/1801 (B1034). If you have an existing or anticipated use for Z8000-based boards, please call or write for more information.

Single Board Solutions, Inc.
20045 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-0250

*Courtesy of Zilog, Multibus-Intel, CD21/... & B1034 - Central Data Corp.
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Don't Burn, Shoot, or Blow ...

Program with the EP-1 EPROM PROGRAMMER

$349

- Free PC DOS software or RS-232 to any computer.
- Reads, Programs, and copies over 250 EPROM's and EPROM's from AMD, Intel, SEEG, T1, Fujitsu, Hitachi, Toshiba, and 21 others.
- 2716-27612, 27011, 25XX, 28XX, 87XX, 687XX, including CMOS and -A suffix.
- Programs 87C51, 8749, 8741A, 8743 and other microcontrollers with optional heads.
- Splits 16- and 32-bit files.
- Generates and checks checksums.
- Batch mode operation works with Make.
- Reads and Generates Intel, Motorola, Tekhex, Straight hex, and binary files.
- 30 day money back guarantee.
- UV Erasers from $34.95

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

BP Microsystems
10681 Haddington, #190 / Dept. E1
Houston, Texas 77043
(800) 225-2102 (713) 461-9430 Telex: 1561477
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Schematic to PC Layout $350

New, Enlarged 100-page
Samtec Catalog

The new Samtec Catalog, with 28 more pages, has complete specs on every page, more charts than ever before, including a full PGA cross reference guide. Complete ordering information on Samtec's full line of DIP sockets, the industry's widest array of strip connectors - including machined and formed pin socket and terminal strips and cable strip connectors. Write for the new Samtec-F-88 catalog and distributor/rep list.

Samtec, Inc.
P.O. Box 1147, New Albany, IN 47150
Phone: (812) 944-6733
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Brochure updates μC with EEPROM

The MC68HC11A8/D data sheet contains updated information on the MC68HC11A8 high-speed CMOS microcomputer with EEPROM. It has been entirely restructured to include new data on the bootstrap mode, updated parametrics, and examples of how to use the device.

Motorola, Literature Distribution Center, Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036.
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Note discusses programming on simulator system

Product Note 8770S-2, Effective Use of the HP 8770S Signal Simulator System, offers programming help with the HP 1177A Waveform Generation Language. The 64-pg document presents principles of digital synthesis and provides product-specific information about the features and operation of the HP 8770S. It explains how to program six various waveforms from sine waves to frequency-hopped to multiple-tone carriers. Another section examines pulsed waveforms, pulsed carriers, and those with phase tagging, variable repetition rates and jitter, and pulse trains with AM and scan characteristics. Seven appendices complete the publication.

Hewlett-Packard Co, 1820 Embarcadero Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94303.
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Brochure and synopsis on PC-based T&M course

The R200 series of PC-based instrumentation laboratory courses contains a 500-pg course text with a variety of hardware packages. The applications include teaching labs, PC-based workstations, university courses, vocation technology for classrooms, and company training courses. Topics cover assembly and high-level programming languages, data acquisition, instruments, operating systems, and data links and buses. The text, with a selection of hardware packages, is priced from $999 to $2995.

Rapid Systems Inc, 433 N 34th St, Seattle, WA 98103.

INQUIRE DIRECT

Hardcover book covers voice and data communications

The 325-pg Telecommunications and Data Communications Factbook provides information on communications technology, acronyms, numbering systems, formulas, and services. It also features a 75-pg glossary of terminology and abbreviations, directories of common carriers, major US exchange carriers, tariff references, state regulatory agencies, and interstate WATS areas. The World Numbering Plan, indexed both alphabetically and numerically, lists international and US/Canada area codes. This second edition also includes tutorials on traffic theory, as well as sections on local-area networks, artificial intelli-
LITERATURE

gence, fiber optics, and software. $39.95.
CCM/McGraw-Hill, 50 S Franklin Turnpike, Ramsey, NJ 07446. INQUIRE DIRECT

Catalog focuses on IC sockets
Catalog 87-798 lists IC sockets that remove the risk of soldering ICs directly onto pc boards. The 130-pg book divides IC sockets into two categories—production sockets and test and burn-in sockets. It provides photographs, drawings, and schematics, as well as detailed explanations of product features, performance characteristics, and materials. Its semiconductor-to-socket cross-reference chart matches common devices with complementing square and DIP sockets. The listings appear by manufacturer, part number, and description. Another special feature is a section on PGA (pin-grid array) patterns.

AMP Inc, Box 3608, Harrisburg, PA 17105.
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Video kit demonstrates building tool
Offering a video demonstration of GoldWorks (the company's system building tool for advanced personal computers), the GoldWorks Demo Kit consists of an 18-minute color video and the GoldWorks Expert System User's Guide. The video includes an application example to ex-

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
The Leader in IEEE-488

12109 Technology Blvd.
Austin, Texas • 78727-6204
CALL FOR CATALOG
800/531-4742 • 512/250-9119
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Xentek Solves Your Line Noise Problems... or Your Money Back

Motors, Air Conditioners and even other Computers can pollute your power source, or worse... a system crash with unwanted noise. Noise that can cause loss of information on your mini- or micro-computers.

Xentek Extreme Isolation Transformers pass on 50/60 Hz power at better than 97% efficiency, but block out unwanted noise and common mode signals up to 160 dB.

Compare our features:
• Eliminate Power and System Ground Loops
• Up to 160dB Common-mode Rejection
• UL Listed
• CSA Approved
• VDE 0550 Certified Models
• Available Ratings from 250VA to 20KVA
• Single and 3-Phase Inputs
• 2 Year Warranty
• Custom Designs

Take advantage of our no risk, money back offer and call us today for our new 1987-88 EIT and Line Conditioner brochure, 619-727-0940, ask for Bill Smith.

Xentek • The Heart of Your System
760 Shadowridge Drive • Vista, CA 92083, USA
Fax (619) 727-8926 • Twx 910-322-1155
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You can struggle with AC measurement

...or you can use our Digital Analyzing Voltmeter.

Our Model 2250 Digital Analyzing Voltmeter may change the way you make AC measurements. That's because it's as easy to use as a DVM, but it does much more.

Of course it measures phase angles at the press of a button—with accuracy to 0.05°. But it also performs network/waveform analysis and a host of other tests just as easily. In fact, it gives you quick measurements of just about every AC parameter, including gain, vector magnitude, total harmonic distortion, ratios, harmonic content, etc.

The 2250 uses Fast Fourier Transform techniques in a 68000-based design. That makes it easy to use and low in cost, yet long on sophisticated features:

- Fully isolated inputs and outputs for more accurate analysis.
- Frequency response from 10 Hz to 100 KHz (the 2250 even displays the fundamental frequency).
- Measurement of individual harmonics.
- Automatic self-check on power-up.

So stop struggling with AC measurements: get them at the press of a button with our 2250 Digital Analyzing Voltmeter. For a detailed brochure, contact North Atlantic Industries, Instrument Division, 60 Plant Avenue, Hauppauge, NY 11788. 516-582-6500.

EDN October 15, 1987
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VERSATILITY
AT ITS BEST

SENSOR
COPROCESSOR

STD BUS, G64 BUS
PC BUS

ANY COMBINATION OF
8 AT THE SAME TIME!

• Thermocouples
• RTD's
• Thermistors
• Voltage Inputs
• Strain/Pressure Gages
• Resistance

FEATURES

• 15-bit A/D conversion
• Pulsed sensor excitation
• Linearization
• Digital filtering
• Limit checking
• High voltage protection
• Low Power CMOS
• On board CPU speeds throughout
• Auto calibration
• DC/DC converter
• Open sensor detection
• Screw termination board available
• $595.00

SENSORAY
44106 Old Warm Springs Blvd.
Fremont, CA 94538
415-657-9331

LITERATURE

plain the system's technology and its components, as well as interviews with customers who have developed commercial applications. $49.

Gold Hill Computers, 163 Harvard St, Cambridge, MA 02139.
INQUIRE DIRECT

Catalog lists
IBM PC products

This 76-pg catalog describes data-acquisition hardware and data analysis/graphics software for the IBM PC, PC/XT, PC/AT, and PS/2 Model 30 µC and compatibles. It lists over 200 products. Items that are new to the booklet include general-purpose data-acquisition and -analysis software that requires no programming, as well as data-analysis software for gas and liquid chromatography. A special section on IBM industrial computers is also included.

Interactive Microware Inc, Box 139, State College, PA 16804.
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Software users' journal

Reference(Clipper): The Independent Guide to Clipper Expertise is designed to aid users of Clipper software. It provides programming tips, user-defined functions, database-management techniques, utility programs, and reviews and articles that deal with Clipper applications. Regular columns include features written by Clipper experts; reviews of Clipper-related products; Utility of the Month user-defined functions of the month; a column on networking solutions; an Expert's Log: Advanced Tutorial; Beginning User's Log; Advanced User's Log; and Procedure of the Month. The journal is published monthly. Annual subscription, $89; 2-year subscription, $160.

Pinnacle Publishing Inc, Box 1693, Tacoma, WA 98401.
INQUIRE DIRECT

Paper discusses
PWM amplifiers

The 6-pg reprint Pulse Width Modulated Power Amplifiers introduces PWM amplifiers starting with the basic principles. It discusses applications and compares PWM-amplifier technology with alternative linear amplifiers and SCR power systems. The article explains how applications fit into four broad categories of coil drivers, ac/dc power sources, motor control, and high-power function generators. Photographs and schematics highlight the text.

Copley Controls Corp, 375 Elliot St, Newton, MA 02164.
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Publication reports
on software

The quarterly newsletter Software Technology Report details information about current software design and implementation, testing topics, and product reviews. Future reports will address such topics as how to design and implement machine-independent software mod-
Panasonic® 100 MHz oscilloscopes. Your choice for reliability and mobility.

In fact, the VP-5610P gives you many of the most valued features of a bench scope. Its impressive list includes three independent channels, microprocessor control, an optional GP-IB interface, digital readout and either AC or optional DC operation. It handles dual X-Y operations and offers solid state switching that's virtually impervious to moisture and contact noise.

What's more, combining a bench and field scope into a single package with a competitive price makes it the one you can't afford to do without.

VP-5610P. The little scope that goes a long way.
How many features can you pack into the smallest 100MHz auto-ranging scope on the market? More than enough to go from field...to factory...to lab...with ease.

VP-5740P. Our smartest combination analog/digital oscilloscope ever.
The VP-5740P is so smart, it thinks for itself. It can run a program of up to 1000 steps and get your measurements automatically. It can read high-speed transient signals using its 100MHz sampling clock and three 10 kiloword memories. And it provides functions like flash conversion and 100 megasamples per division to keep work moving.

As for smart design, the VP-5740P features a full 7" display to view accumulated and memory waveforms or related digital information. A GP-IB interface is built in. So are a host of calculating functions which include not only addition, subtraction, multiplication and division but advanced functions such as integration, differentiation, square and square root.

Also, when used as a nonstorage scope, the VP-5740P delivers a 100 MHz dual trace plus delayed sweep.

Panasonic scopes are the choice for reliability—and mobility. And that's where today's smart money's going.

For more information or a demonstration, contact your local Panasonic representative, or: Panasonic Industrial Company, Instrumentation Dept./MSD, Two Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094. (201) 392-4050.

Panasonic Industrial Company
NEW BOOKS


This book guides you through designing efficient, cost-effective microprocessor-based hardware. It combines theory and practice, covering all commonly used microprocessors. It's illustrated with clear examples and includes a fully detailed design for a 68008-based controller system. Some advanced topics, including nonvolatile memory design, error-correcting codes, flat-panel display technology and interfacing, disk-drive interfacing, and multiple microprocessor systems, are also discussed.


This book explains how to construct quality database systems using dBASE III Plus. It includes strategies for advanced system design; tips on programming for speed; debugging techniques and command tables; and numerous examples and illustrations. Besides covering such topics as local-area networks and C tools, it describes the differences between dBASE III and dBASE III Plus, and offers hints on how to take advantage of the changes.


This edition covers the design and drafting techniques involved in the production of electronic equipment. It adds new dimensioning information based on the latest ANSI drawing standard and includes sections on surface-mount components and new interconnection systems. It also provides extensive coverage of VLSI and deals with modular equipment, racks and cabinets, chassis fabrication, and applicable military standards. All illustrations, drawings, and tables are updated.


This book provides a systems approach to customization and gives you the concepts and techniques you need to create your own application programs. You learn how to integrate AutoCAD with external programs, utilities, and DOS commands. Database topics include .DXF file processing, attribute extraction and importing database information, external manipulations, and reporting with Lotus 1-2-3 and dBASE. It discusses AutoLisp's theory and structure, showing you how to use AutoLisp to take control of the AutoCAD drawing editor, enhance it, and have your personal commands on line at all times. Included is a disk set that contains the AutoLisp library.


Incorporating state-of-the-art information on designing, deploying, and managing the introduction of surface-mount technology, this book details the design-for-producibility requirements and addresses the issues of component and delivery-format standardization. It analyzes the constraints associated with the management of an SMT assembly line, explains how to achieve the
53.6 Reasons to Choose P-CAD for CAE and PCB design.

- End-to-end PCB design
- Workstation performance
- 53.6% market share*
- New! SMT support

- Low cost schematic design
- Auto place & route (45°)
- Large board capacity
- ASIC design kits

- Operates on standard hardware
- Full range of system interfaces
- 3000+ component library

- Design rule checking
- Absolute data security
- 3rd party software & services
- 24-hour on-line support

To find out why 53.6% of engineers using PC-based CAD systems choose P-CAD® for workstation level performance, call toll-free:

800-523-5207 U.S.
800-628-8748 California

Source: Dataquest, Inc.
P-CAD is a registered trademark of Personal CAD Systems, Inc.
Generation 2.0 is a trademark of Personal CAD Systems, Inc.
Turn Good Ideas Into Good Articles

With EDN's FREE Writer's Guide!

Would you like to get paid for sharing your clever engineering ideas and methods with your professional colleagues? If so, then send for EDN's new FREE writer's guide and learn how.

You don't need the skills and experience of a professional writer. And you don't need to know publishing jargon. All you do need are a little perseverance, your engineering skills, and the ability to communicate your ideas clearly.

Our new writer's guide takes the mystery and intimidation out of writing for a publication. It shows you how to write for EDN using skills you already have. Plus, it takes you step-by-step through the editorial procedures necessary to turn your ideas into polished, professional articles.

Get your FREE copy of EDN's writer's guide by circling number 800 on the Information Retrieval Service Card or by calling Sharon Gildea at (617) 964-3030.

NEW BOOKS


This book explores the basic principles used in the analysis and comparison of parallel computers. Its two main focuses are the extension of the space-time product used to measure the performance of systems and a graph-theoretical definition of interconnection networks. Other topics include elementary graphs and their relation to switches, computational energy and efficiency, inductive architecture and procedures, reliability, fault diagnosis, and fault tolerance.


This handbook provides a logical approach to troubleshooting for any type of system. It describes the methods used by experienced technicians to isolate equipment malfunction rapidly and systematically and explains how to maintain equipment through inspection, testing, servicing, and repair. It emphasizes the need to know the equipment controls, specific equipment precautions, and the importance of recording observed data. It also introduces the use of an equipment functional block diagram, analyzes technical diagrams and testing procedures, and identifies a unique aspect of trouble isolation called bracketing.
Putting GaAs ICs to work:

How to make high-speed measurements more accurately.

Let's face it...your measurements are only as good as your timing standard.

When measuring high-speed ICs, edge placement accuracy is a critical issue. But now, the unique Harris HMD-11502-2 Programmable Pulse Driver/Formatter (PPDF) makes life a little easier. It generates complex pulse trains with independent, variable control of leading and trailing edge placement!

We used our PPDF with other Harris GaAs ICs to build this precision signal generation system for testing our own devices. It's just the ticket for measuring propagation delay, setup and hold times. Edge placement accuracy can be controlled to within 50 picoseconds!

The circuit is configured so that input-to-output propagation delays are equal for all channels. And \( \Phi \) is a continuous analog phase delay for modifying the PPDF output waveform.

This circuit is a key building block for our high-speed test pattern generator. If it's fast enough for our GaAs ICs, just imagine what it can do for your ECL devices!

For more information, write or call us: Harris Microwave Semiconductor, 1530 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035. In U.S., phone 1-800-4-HARRIS, Ext. 1510, or (408) 433-2222 (TWX: 910-338-2247). In Canada: 1-800-344-2444, Ext. 1510.

IN GALLIUM ARSENIDE, THE NAME IS HARRIS

Harris Semiconductor: Analog - CMOS Digital Gallium Arsenide - Semiconductor - Custom

©1987, Harris Corporation
Samsung delivers higher performance at a lower price.

Samsung has direct replacements for IR and Motorola MOSFETs. Ours are the fastest, most rugged, most reliable MOS power products in the industry, each screened to MIL-STD-750 specifications prior to release for manufacturing. We'll put our MOSFET parts up against anybody's with energy levels as high as 2J or more.

We are the first and only MOSFET supplier to use bulk CMOS processing. That means smaller die, higher yield, and lower cost. And the entire parts family is supported by Samsung's industry leading technology.

Free samples available
So call or write Samsung today.

We are the first and only MOSFET supplier to use bulk CMOS processing. That means smaller die, higher yield, and lower cost. And the entire parts family is supported by Samsung's industry leading technology.

Broadest product line over wide range of applications
We have the broadest line of any supplier—over 375 part types in both P- and N-channels available now for immediate delivery. They range from 60V to 700V and come in TO-3P, TO-220, TO-3 and TO-126 packages.

And for low on-resistance applications in automotive, power supply, and motor controller designs, we are introducing the SSP40N06 with 40A 60V and 40mΩ specifications.

Part Types Available NOW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Types Available NOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF120 RF223 RF332 RF441 RF142 RF242 RF352 RF432 RF513 RF622 RF731 SS32N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF152 RF250 RF363 RF443 RF170 RF270 RF380 RF450 RF532 RF640 RF751 SS43N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF220 RF323 RF433 RF543 RF190 RF290 RF391 RF460 RF552 RF660 RF771 SS55N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF330 RF431 RF541 RF651 RF210 RF310 RF411 RF520 RF632 RF741 SS67N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF440 RF553 RF663 RF773 RF230 RF330 RF433 RF543 RF653 RF763 SS78N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF550 RF665 RF775 RF885 RF250 RF350 RF450 RF560 RF670 RF780 SS89N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF660 RF777 RF887 RF997 RF270 RF370 RF470 RF580 RF690 SS91N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF777 RF897 RF917 RF1017 RF290 RF390 RF490 RF510 RF610 SS11N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF887 RF918 RF1018 RF1118 RF300 RF400 RF500 RF610 SS12N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF997 RF1019 RF1119 RF1219 RF310 RF410 RF520 RF620 SS13N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF1018 RF1118 RF1218 RF1318 RF320 RF420 RF530 RF630 SS14N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF1118 RF1218 RF1318 RF1418 RF330 RF430 RF540 RF640 SS15N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF1218 RF1318 RF1418 RF1518 RF340 RF440 RF550 RF650 SS16N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF1318 RF1418 RF1518 RF1618 RF350 RF450 RF560 RF660 SS17N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF1418 RF1518 RF1618 RF1718 RF360 RF460 RF570 RF670 SS18N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF1518 RF1618 RF1718 RF1818 RF370 RF470 RF580 RF680 SS19N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF1618 RF1718 RF1818 RF1918 RF380 RF480 RF590 RF690 SS20N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF1718 RF1818 RF1918 RF2018 RF390 RF490 RF510 SS21N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF1818 RF1918 RF2018 RF2118 RF400 RF500 SS22N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF1918 RF2018 RF2118 RF2218 RF410 SS23N70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF2018 RF2118 RF2218 RF2318 SS24N70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The competition has met its match.

Samsung SAYS SO.
One design standard's unconventional making

Deborah Asbrand, Associate Editor

The evolution of a new design standard is usually anything but swift. In most cases, it takes years of meetings, reams of documents, and a virtually endless approval process before a new guideline receives a standards organization's seal of approval. The IEEE Standards Board, publisher of 500 standards to date, estimates that it studies a proposed standard an average of five years before endorsing it.

This past summer, however, five test-equipment manufacturers announced a proposed standard that they developed in just three months. The short period of time required for the creation of the suggested standard, the VME Bus Extension for Instrumentation, is testimony to the unusual cooperation among its five industry backers—Colorado Data Systems, Hewlett-Packard Co, Racal Dana Instruments, Tektronix, and Wavetek Corp. But, perhaps more importantly, it attests to the skill of the engineers who put aside their corporate affiliations and participated in a demanding joint venture to develop a criterion that other engineers could build to.

The proposed standard, also known as the VXIbus, is an open architecture for modular instruments based on the VME Bus and Eurocard standards. Its adoption will allow customers to plug different manufacturers' modules into the same card chassis. The largest market for so-called instruments-on-a-card is the military; the Army, Navy, and Air Force all sponsor their own modularization programs. Some companies, such as Colorado Data Systems, have been marketing modular instrumentation for use in the commercial sector since the mid-1970s. With the advent of a standard, though, some sources predict that commercial applications of the technology will account for 30% of the test and measurement market within five years.

Several factors influenced the timing of the five companies' move to develop a standard on their own. One factor was their unhappiness with the work being done by the meetings, "says Larry Desjardin, R&D section manager in Hewlett-Packard's Loveland, CO, Instrument Division.

Company loyalties

Even more frustrating for Desjardin, who is considered a principal contributor to the standard's development, were the partisan politics that blocked the subcommittee's discussion of the difficult technical issues, such as electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) between the modules and the configuration of the backplane. "A lot of the tough technical issues were brushed under the rug," says Desjardin. "People had their own private agenda and weren't interested in a standard.

A watershed was reached when the companies consented to restrict participation in the standard's formulation to engineers.

They wanted their own proprietary backplane to become the standard. Meanwhile, it was growing clear that modular instrumentation's maturation as a profitable commercial and military market was near. It was also clear that test companies interested in breaking into the nascent market were extensively engaged in duplicative efforts. "There
was a strong desire to get something happening because we were all in the middle of designs," says Fred Bode, manager of Wavetek Corp's Business Unit Systems Products and, by his own admission, a "shuttle diplomat" in efforts to organize the five-company cooperative.

When the larger test-equipment manufacturers such as Hewlett-Packard and Tektronix indicated interest, it seemed the time had come. The companies agreed that a standard would free them to do what they do best—design instrumentation.

Another factor also influenced the companies: They wanted to avoid having the military approve a standard that would most likely govern the commercial modular-instrumentation market as well. Not wanting to offend the military, however, the five companies agreed to develop a specification in time to present it at the MATE user group's July meeting.

Once the companies agreed to work collectively on the standard proposal, they adopted an egalitarian structure for the group, electing to rotate the chairmanship of the meetings among the five companies. They also agreed to rotate the meeting sites among the cities in which each was headquartered, taking turns as host and logistical director for the committee's lodging.

A watershed was reached, though, when the companies consented to restrict participation in the standard's formulation to engineers; no marketing representatives would sit in on the meetings. Ideally, standards are design decisions made by a group of engineers that represents the interests of the entire engineering community. In most cases, though, standards-committee members don't serve designers' interests so much as those of the companies they represent.

"We wanted to make sure we all had a common vision," says Dave Haworth, a program manager for Tektronix. "We didn't want things like marketing competitiveness wrapped up in what we were doing. Marketing [representatives] always want to sell the company, and we support that, but we wanted the VXibus to represent the efforts of the whole group."

Putting their problem-solving training to work, the engineers set down strict ground rules. They agreed to give the effort three months of hard work. If little was accomplished in that time, they would abandon the project.

Open discussions

The group also decided that since its goal was to design an open architecture, all technical discussion would be open, unhindered by non-disclosure agreements of the sort that bind many joint industry efforts. "One way to guarantee that the focus would be on the standard and not on the products was to keep things totally open, with no legal agreements about what could and couldn't be disclosed," says Haworth.

Furthermore, it was agreed at the first meeting, hosted by Wavetek in San Diego, CA, that once the top-down architecture was established, no changes would be made except for alterations required by technical error. Members of the electrical, mechanical, power and EMC, and software and firmware groups had to work with the specifications set forth at the initial meeting.

At subsequent meetings, which lasted two to three days, an esprit de corps formed among the engineers. "It was a neat example of team building," says Desjardin. "Here were these people who were competitors, yet they developed real friendships." Group members usually worked together all day, ate dinner together, and then continued to work into the evening. They shared a sense of excitement over the technical issues under discussion. Desjardin recalls one meeting at which the computer terminals brought in for the engineers' use were set up in his suite. One morning, he awoke at 1:30 AM to find a crowd of engineers still gathered around the terminals.

The groups were not without problems, however. Devising a new set of specifications meant that the engineers had to swallow hard and at times accept decisions that they knew ran counter to their companies' plans. Each of the companies had to make concessions, but that was foreseen from the outset. "We knew from the start that we couldn't be protective of our own solutions," says Bode. "We understood that none of us was going to come out of this whole." Meeting the three-month deadline also meant that there was no time for ego clashes. It was agreed that any decision that appeared to be leading to an outburst of temper would be tabled and raised for discussion again the next day. "If someone had a problem with something, we'd make it an issue and go back to it," says Wavetek project manager Allen Hollister, a member of the working group that studied the electrical system. Usually, says Hollister, when "someone who's argued violently for something comes back the next day, he'll say, 'You
Aeroflex announces the new math for MIL-STD-1553 design engineers. In which three goes into one just once.

You are looking at the most powerful, flexible and unique MIL-STD-1553B interface currently available. Bar none.

Now, in one 2 x 3.1" package, this new ARX 2427 Universal Bus Interface Unit (UBIU) combines all the functions it takes three competitive hybrids to perform. Fact is, of all hybrids today, only the ARX 2427 reduces interface and hardware time to absolute zero.

The powerful ARX 2427 contains a dual port RAM that's double-sided and double-buffered to eliminate contention problems and wait states. Data can be mapped into RAM blocks by subaddress or alternately stacked. Memory is accessed for read and write using address lines and a select line, treated as subsystem memory. The host system is therefore freed from critical timed response to Bus traffic and communication overhead is kept to a bare minimum.

The unit also includes extensive error checking, which eliminates handling bad data. Fault monitoring plus many other features make the ARX 2427 clearly the most useful of 1553 interfaces.

So forget complex interconnect schemes. Forget special glue logic circuitry design for subsystem compatibility. Forget using up valuable PC board real estate. The ARX 2427 is the UBIU to remember when you want to solve your 1553 problems—once—and for all.

For additional information call toll-free: 1-800-THE-1553 or TWX 510-224-6417. Or write Aeroflex Laboratories Inc., Microelectronics Division, 35 South Service Road, Plainview, NY 11803.

© Aeroflex Laboratories Inc., an ARX Inc. Co.

CIRCLE NO 167
ACCURACY THAT SURVIVES THE TORTURES OF TESTING.

The new 211 Series pressure transducers for test & measurement applications.

Heat, cold, shock, vibration. The new 211 is designed to take the extremes and still deliver extreme accuracy. Featuring a Bendix connector, the 211 offers 0.1% F.S. accuracy and exceptional insensitivity to temperature variations. Sealed in a welded stainless steel case for harsh test environments, the 211 offers external zero and span adjustments, excitation from 12 to 28 VDC, and high level output for a wide variety of pressure ranges. Contact us now for more information on the 211 and our entire family of high performance, cost effective pressure sensors.


And it's from setra

THE CY360 INTELLIGENT WAVEFORM SYNTHESIZER

offers the most powerful and flexible source of audio and low frequency waveforms. Stored program generation of both standard and user defined outputs.

40 pin, +5 volt, simple TTL interface to any microcomputer I/O port.
ASCII and Binary programmable
34 instructions
$125 ea ($30/1000)

Cybernetic Micro Systems
P.O. Box 3000, San Gregorio, CA 94074
(415) 726-3000 Telex: 171-135 attn: Cybernetic

ISSUES

know, I think you guys were right.”

The engineers were helped to meet their goals by their commitment not only to the standard but to other engineers. “It’s a standard, but it’s also a tutorial that helps other people so they can use it,” says Haworth.

By early June, the subgroups were completing the documentation of their efforts, and in July, they presented the proposed standard to a meeting of the MATE user group. The user group is expected to comment on the standard at its November meeting. By then, the standard’s architects hope to have ready a second draft that industry can begin using. A five-member committee is preparing the proposal for examination by the IEEE committee formed to study it.

The five companies are elated that the project has been such a success and proud that the cooperation that led to it is still possible in the ultra-competitive field of electronics. “It says something about our industry that this can still happen,” says Brian Hull, vice president of sales and marketing for Racal Dana Instruments.

Lou Klahn, manager of advanced product planning for Colorado Data Systems, says he’s pleased with the standard. Klahn is especially happy about it because he is chairman of the MATE subcommittee that has been working on an instrument-on-a-card standard since 1985. His subcommittee submitted its recommendations for a standard in 1986, but has yet to receive final approval because of the number of reviews the standard must undergo by military officials. Says Klahn of the industry effort, “I just wish they’d done it two years ago.”
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For the best GaAs performance, test drive a Ford.

At Ford, we know the true test of a product — performance and availability. Test us. Test drive our E/D Foundry.

Our E/D self-aligned gate process will put you on the fast track with the highest performance in the industry. And it’s run in one of the largest production GaAs fabs in the world today.

Our E/D Foundry Service Center provides full support—from concept to finished product. Test our design consultation services. Use our complete foundry design tool kit, featuring GASSIM™, our proprietary circuit simulator. Finish your product with our packaging and test. We’ll meet all your special requirements.

If you need a test vehicle for your GaAs designs, try our E/D gate array. It’s over 1100 gates of fast track performance.

Test our custom and semi-custom foundry services. Test our gate array.

Test Ford just once. Call 1-800-824-0812, and we’ll show you how driving new technology will put you in the winner’s circle with your next product.

Ford

Ford Microelectronics, Inc.
10340 State Highway 83 North, Colorado Springs, CO 80908
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## 1987 Editorial Calendar and Planning Guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue Date</th>
<th>Recruitment Deadline</th>
<th>Editorial Emphasis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 12</td>
<td>Oct. 22</td>
<td>Wescon '87 Show Issue; ICs, Computers &amp; Peripherals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 26</td>
<td>Nov. 5</td>
<td>Microprocessor Technology Report &amp; Directory; Analog ICs; Sensors &amp; Transducers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 10</td>
<td>Nov. 19</td>
<td>Product Showcase-Volume I; ICs and Semiconductors, Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 24</td>
<td>Dec. 3</td>
<td>Product Showcase-Volume II; Computers &amp; Peripherals; Test &amp; Measurement Instruments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EDN News**

- **Closing**: Oct. 15
- **Mailing**: Nov.
- **Closing**: Nov. 12
- **Mailing**: Dec.

Call today for information.

East Coast  Janet O. Penn (201) 228-8610
West Coast  Dan Brink (714) 851-9422
National    Roberta Renard (201) 228-8602

---

**LTX: We're The Potential Of ATE Realized To Its Fullest.**

The latest in hardware, software, and networking technologies... utilized to create fully integrated systems that can be linked together to form a comprehensive network and an ATE system that provides a total solution: that's the potential of ATE at its best. That's LTX today.

We are integrating M68000 family processors, real-time operating systems, state-of-the-art workstations, multiple windows, distributed databases, powerful digital signal processing capabilities and much more into many of our advanced ATE. The result is a family of advanced systems solutions that can meet the most stringent demands for testing and engineering characterization of linear, digital, and mixed technology circuits.

Such a diversity of technologies, such ambitious programs demand a high level of expertise to deliver the excellence both we and our customers expect. That's why we continue to seek outstanding technical professionals with the desire and ability to work in a dynamic, interdisciplinary, interactive environment to realize our potential... and their own... to its fullest.

All Positions require a BSEE/CS, plus 3-5 years of directly related engineering experience.

Our Westwood, MA location is in the center of the technical excellence of Route 128 and a short 30 minute drive from the unsurpassed educational, cultural, and recreational resources of Boston.

Send resume to Sherri Hodges, LTX Corporation, Dept. EDN-15, LTX Park at University Ave., MS-4-01, Westwood, MA 02090-2306. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V.

---

**Software Design Engineers**
- Networking
- Database
- Process Control
- Compiler/Translator
- Device Drivers

**Hardware Design Engineers**
- Analog
- Digital

**Applications Engineers**
- Hardware/Software
- Linear and VLSI

**Test Engineers**
- Analog Diagnostics

**Systems Support Specialists**
- Software
- Networking

---

10 Years of Semiconductor Testing Success
ISC Aerospace, Inc., Research and Development Center is an emerging leader in the design and prototyping of advanced tactical weapons technology. We consist of an efficient group of individuals dedicated to the final product with minimal bureaucratic impediments to stand in our way. We’re seeking professionals for the following opportunities:

**STAFF SCIENTIST FOR ALGORITHMS**
Algorithmic expert needed for analysis, design, and development including system specification, design, integration, human interface, and project management. Some principal accountabilities will be simple design as well as complex analyses to verify design and assess performance. Requires ten years experience in algorithmic design and analysis including real-time signal processing. PhD in Applied Mathematics, Statistics, EE, Physics or equivalent education plus experience. Dept. Code SSAE

**MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER**
"Nuts and bolts", "hands-on" person needed with the ability to do analysis and design in stress thermal (heat transfer), vibration, machine design and fluids. Experience in missile air frame design desirable. Knowledge of manufacturing, drafting and drawings. Broad knowledge better than an expert in a single field. BSME with 3 to 6 years experience preferred. Dept. Code ME2E.

**TEST ENGINEERS**
Positions exist in project engineering, systems test and test equipment. In-depth knowledge of E-O and RF-based test equipment design and/or support as it pertains to weapons systems technology, a degree in related field and 2-10 years experience is required. Dept. Code TE4E

**SOFTWARE ENGINEERS**
Positions exist at various levels including staff and engineering design. Duties include tactical and/or test software design and implementation. 2-10 years experience including 8086, C, PLM, Assembly language and PC's and a BSEE or BSCS are required. Applications to include imaging, trackers, weapon systems and test equipment. Dept. Code SE5E

**ANALOG ENGINEERS**
Responsible for design, lab testing, and analysis of critical elements. Excellent verbal and written skills are essential. A minimum of 2 years experience including the design, analysis and testing of analog circuitry (DC-10MHz), including signal processing preamps, power amps, PLL and control loop electronics, along with a BSEE, are required. Dept. Code AE6E

**DIGITAL ENGINEERS**
Responsible for design, test and analysis of critical elements. Excellent written and verbal skills are essential. A minimum of 2 years experience including discrete digital components, combinational and sequential logic, finite state machines, PAL's and Gate Arrays along with a BSEE are required. Dept. Code DE7E

If you’re an innovative thinker with a "can do" attitude and have an above-average entrepreneurial mentality, you’ll fit right in with our progressive team. If you’re interested in an opportunity with ISC Aerospace, Inc., please send resume, reference department code, with salary history to:

**ISC Aerospace, Inc.**
**Research & Development Center**
Member of International Signal & Control Group
**Attn: Employment Administrator**
5703 Corsa Ave., Westlake Village, CA 91362
Excellent Fringe Benefits Package. Equal Opportunity Employer
### Electronic Engineers
   Multiple openings are available in the following areas:
   - **Analog Circuit Design** for space hardware. You should be familiar with power circuit design, motor drives, power supplies and have a working knowledge of digital logic design. Knowledge of servo control mechanisms is also desirable.
   - **CMOS and TTL Design** for aerospace applications. You should have hardware design experience and be familiar with worst case, timing, and failure modes and effects analyses. Experience with gate array and CAD systems is desirable.
   - **Microprocessor-Based Systems Design** for avionics and simulation applications. You should be familiar with I/O data transmission, bus architecture, signal conversion and real time applications.
   - **Analog Circuit Design** for space hardware. You should be familiar with analog and digital converter system and signal processing technology. Experience with worst-case and computer-analysis techniques is desirable.

To qualify for these positions you should have a BS degree in Engineering or an appropriate physical science with five or more years' aerospace experience.

### Mechanical Engineers
   These positions are involved with the design of electromechanical hardware for space applications. These designs involve extreme vibration, shock and thermal environments, with stringent weight and reliability requirements and use of exotic materials and accurate mechanical designs. Analytical requirements vary from fundamental thermal, structural and vibration analysis to detailed analysis techniques. Prior avionics/aerospace experience is required.

### Electronics Packaging Engineers
   These positions are involved with the design and fabrication of high quality, spaceborne microelectronic assemblies. Your background must include experience with multilayer PWBs and high current applications. Experience with thermal management, design and analysis is desired.

To qualify for these openings, you should have a BS degree in Mechanical Engineering and a minimum of three years' experience.

### Senior Level Program Parts Control Engineers
   For this position, you should have at least 10 years' experience planning and implementing parts, materials, and process control programs for electrical/electromechanical equipment designed for space applications. You should also have a working knowledge of government requirements for "Class S" parts including MIL-M-38510, MIL-STD-1546, MIL-STD-1547 and MIL-STD-975. Experience as a component engineer responsible for microcircuits and discrete semiconductors is desirable.

To qualify for these openings, you should have a BSEE or BS in Physics. U.S. citizenship and ability to obtain a clearance for government classified materials is also required.

### Research & Development Opportunities
   We also have openings in the following areas: Microwave/RF Electronic Systems Engineer, Electro Optics Communications System Engineer, and Electro Optics Engineer.

### Make a Career Growth Move
   Honeywell offers you a competitive salary and benefits package. Send your resume and salary history, in confidence, to Kevin Rogers (EDN-E810C), Honeywell, Sperry Space Systems Division, P.O. Box 52199, Phoenix, AZ 85072-2199.

### Together, we can find the answers.

---

### Honeywell

“Instead of gimballs, it has sensors interpreted by onboard micros. It’s an elegant solution—and Northrop was first.”

“Sounds like they have guidance technology tied up.”

“Or strapped down.”

At Northrop Precision Products Division in Norwood, Massachusetts, we pioneered the advanced guidance and navigation technology used today—strapdown gyro systems. It’s an innovative solution that works for the Space Shuttle as well as Phoenix, Harpoon and AMRAAM missiles. Not to mention a host of satellites.

But, we’re currently involved in the most exciting stages of some of our most technically challenging projects. These projects will define next generation guidance technology. We are currently seeking more forward-thinking engineers to join the Northrop Team in the following areas:

CIRCUIT DESIGN ENGINEERS
Your background should include familiarity with analog/inertial electronics, control systems and have experience with use of microprocessors in these applications. Should be able to perform servo analysis and be knowledgeable in CAD/CAE systems. A BSEE or equivalent and eight years of applicable experience in a military electronic design environment are necessary.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
Contributing to the development of embedded computer systems for inertial navigation and flight control applications, you will apply your experience in Assembly languages and microprocessor system design, from concept through testing. BS/MSEE or equivalent and five years’ related experience are crucial; familiarity with Mil Standard 1553 is helpful.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
To assist in developing embedded computer software for inertial navigation and flight control systems, the selected candidate must have experience in microprocessor software, high order languages, as well as software design, from concept to final testing. We require a BS/CS or equivalent. Ada, JOVIAL, and Mil-STD 1750 experience preferred.

ATE HARDWARE DESIGNERS
You will design and develop automated test equipment used for production level testing of inertial guidance packages. Both detailed and design experience is desirable. BSEE or equivalent and five years’ related experience is required.

ATE SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
In this position you will develop software to automatically test inertial guidance systems. Requires knowledge of HP computer and test equipment (HP1000/HP9836). Firmware development experience a plus. Must have knowledge of FORTRAN, Atlas and “C” programming languages. BSCS/EE or equivalent and five years’ related experience is required.

Your challenges will be complemented by the inviting life-styles of our locale. Norwood is an appealing New England town close to both beaches and mountain skiing, and convenient to all the cultural and educational attractions of beautiful Boston.

Northrop provides an outstanding compensation and a comprehensive benefits program including relocation assistance, vision and dental coverage, and a savings plan. Send your resume for confidential consideration to: NORTHROP PRECISION PRODUCTS DIVISION, Human Resources Dept. EDN, 100 Morse Street, Norwood, MA 02062.

Northrop is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/H/V. U.S. Citizenship required for most positions.

NORTHROP
Precision Products Division
Electronics Systems Group
WORK IN AN ATMOSPHERE THAT CHALLENGES YOUR MIND,

NOT YOUR PATIENCE

The Navy's research, development, test, and evaluation activity, located in California's High Desert, is seeking experienced mechanical, electronic, and aeronautical engineers; computer scientists; physicists; and mathematicians to work in a small town atmosphere on state-of-the-art technology. Work in the areas of:

- Weapons System Design & Analysis
- Electro-optics
- Electro-mechanical Design
- Avionics Simulation
- RF Electronics Systems Engineering
- RF Signal Processing
- Target Recognition

The Naval Weapons Center offers challenging career opportunities with a progressive organization. Send your resume to:

M. Moore, Professional Recruitment Coordinator
Naval Weapons Center
Code 09202
China Lake, CA 93555-6001
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SOFTWARE ENGINEER

Design and develop a system, which will make comparisons among related machines and/or machine parts to enable users to make best decisions. Utilize knowledge of data structure and advanced database management techniques to manage a wide range of information and insure quick access and data integrity. Utilize knowledge of advanced computer architecture to implement the system into several other computer systems. Must have a masters degree in computer science. Candidates must submit a transcript of record showing one course each in programming languages (including C language), algorithms, database management systems, and advanced computer architecture. $26,700 a year. 40 hours a week, 8am-5pm. Send resume to:

Illinois Department of Employment Security
228 NE Jefferson
Peoria, IL 61603
Attn: Becky Heucht
Reference #003 167 062.
Employer paid ad.

EDN First in Readership Among Design Engineers and Engineering Managers in Electronics

THE EDN MAGAZINE/EDN NEWS Recruitment Package

The most cost-effective way to reach the most professionals!

EDN reaches more than 137,000 engineers and engineering managers, the largest circulation in the electronics field. EDN News reaches EDN's U.S. circulation of more than 121,500. And, when you place equivalent space in both the Career Opportunities section of EDN, and the Career News section of EDN News in the same month, you'll get a ⅓ discount off the EDN News rate!

EDN MAGAZINE/EDN NEWS
Where Advertising Works.
Join the People Committed to World-Class Quality and Technology.

In Orem, Utah
Orem, Utah is the home to most of Signetics' manufacturing activity. We host the world's best hunting, fishing and skiing, and you'll also enjoy family-oriented communities and a very attractive cost of living. We have the following engineering management opportunities available:

**High Speed LSI Product Engineering**
You will manage our expanding bipolar and CMOS LSI product line. You'll provide customer support, test program generation, characterization and product release, test area support and yield improvement. Qualifications include a BSEE or BSEET and 5+ years of experience with LSI products. Reply to Dept. OADSD.

**Test Engineering**
You'll manage the development and support of high-speed (500 MHz-1GHz) digital logic testing interfaces with emphasis on RF transmission line phenomena. Qualifications include a BSEE (minimum) and software expertise in function, DC and AC test, and at least 5 years of experience in a related field. This opportunity requires a professional with strong project management skills. Experience with high-frequency layout is preferred. Reply to Dept. OADSD1.

**Product Engineering**
We're looking for a top engineer with strong technical and managerial skills to manage the FAST™ product line. Supervising a team of engineers and technicians, you'll be responsible for product release, test yield support, customer/QRA marketing support, spec review and generation, and test program development. Qualifications include a BSEE or BSEET and at least 5 years of product engineering experience. Reply to Dept. OADSD1.

For Orem positions, please send your resume including salary history and dept. number, to SIGNETICS CORPORATION, Attn: SPD, 1275 South 800 East, Orem, Utah 84058.

In Sunnyvale, California
If you're an experienced semiconductor professional, look into one of these opportunities in Sunnyvale, the heart of Silicon Valley.

- **Test Engineers**
- **Applications Engineers**
- **Design Engineers**
- **Failure Analysis Engineers**
- **SPC Specialists**
- **Field Applications Engineers** (available in field offices throughout U.S.)

We also have a variety of 3-year assignments for Sr. CMOS professionals to work on the MEGA project at Philips Research Laboratories and the ELCOMA Production Facilities in Holland.

For Sunnyvale and Holland positions, please send your resume, indicating positions of interest, to SIGNETICS CORPORATION, Professional Employment, Opportunity #7101R, P.O. Box 3409, 811 E. Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3409.

In Albuquerque, New Mexico
In addition to a lower than average cost-of-living, Albuquerque offers a temperate year-round climate with a variety of recreational and cultural activities. We have several positions available in our MOS manufacturing facility.

**Sr. Design Engineer**
Primary activity is MOS microcontroller design in both NMOS and CMOS. Experience with circuit and logic simulation is required. Microprocessor/microcontroller design and work station experience is a plus. BSEE and a minimum of 3 years' experience is required. MSEE preferred.

**VLSI Test Engineer**
This position requires at least 3 years' experience testing VLSI components; Teradyne J941 experience is required. This Test Engineer will be responsible for establishing and executing test strategies for MPU products and will have primary responsibility for final test yields and customer correlation. BSEE or related degree is required.

For Albuquerque positions, call 1-800-241-8683, ext. 7072, or send resume to Signetics, Professional Staffing, Opportunity #EDN1015, 9201 Pan American Freeway NE, P.O. Box 10272, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87184.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

---

One standard. 0 defects.

Signetics
a subsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation
Recruitment Opportunities with...

...COMMITMENT
...INNOVATION
...EXCELLENCE

These were more than words to us when Westech began in 1981. It was our philosophy then, and today is an integral part of our business life. In fact, going into our sixth year of producing successful career events and recruitment publications throughout America, another word can be added to the list...EXPERIENCE.

...EXPERIENCE in producing Career Expos that have realized cost effective recruiting results from coast to coast, with special emphasis in high technology communities of the WESTERN UNITED STATES...

...EXPERIENCE in publishing recruitment magazines that are specifically designed to reach experienced technical candidates in the Southern and Northern California markets.

...EXPERIENCE in delivering COMMITMENTS, INNOVATION and EXCELLENCE to our clients that constantly achieve cost effective recruitment results with our products.

Westech Career Expo

Westech Career Expos are designed to put you face to face with experienced, currently employed and hard to reach Engineering, Computer, Data Processing and Software professionals. In 1987 Westech will produce over 25 events in 8 major West Coast and Sunbelt markets.

Over the past six years, companies have been able to hire an average of 5 exempt level professionals per Career Expo attended. Surveys indicate, the cost effectiveness of our “open house format” is surpassed only by employer referral programs and 98 percent of all exhibiting companies return to recruit at future Westech events.

Once you've involved your company in a Westech event, you're sure to make us an on-going and integral part of your recruitment campaign.

For additional information on Westech Career Expos held in Santa Clara, CA; Los Angeles, CA; Long Beach, CA; San Diego, CA; Seattle, WA; Denver, CO; Phoenix, AZ; Dallas, TX; Austin, TX and other special locations, please call us today at (408) 970-8800.

High Technology CAREERS Magazine

High Technology Careers, the Nation's largest independently produced recruitment publication, blankets the Santa Clara Valley and neighboring counties with a circulation of over 330,000 copies.

HTC's distribution, utilizing the San Jose Mercury News, provides advertisers with the largest readership among high-technology professionals residing in Santa Clara and surrounding areas.

The extensive distribution coupled with favorable advertising rates makes High Technology Careers Northern California's most significant recruitment advertising media purchase.

High Technology Careers Magazine is published every other month, six times a year. Call today for closing dates and rate information. (408) 970-8800.

Professional CAREERS Magazine

Southern California supports the nation's largest engineering and computer workforce, Professional Careers magazine delivers circulation of 120,000 to these technical professionals.

Our compilation of home addresses in Southern California consists of more than seventy publications, associations and user groups serving the engineering, programming and data processing communities.

Professional Careers is read by a select group of experienced professionals chosen solely by the trade journals that they read and the organizations that they belong to. The concentrated distribution of Professional Careers makes it Southern California's most targeted and cost-effective recruitment advertising media purchase.

Professional Careers Magazine is published every other month, five times a year. Call today for closing dates and rate information. (408) 970-8800.
Explore the new frontier of CIM

AMS West delivers:
- 30,000 net square feet of exhibits featuring the latest CIM systems, products, and services.
- Applications-oriented Conference Program with 43 in-depth sessions that show you how to get CIM up and functioning in your facility.
- IMPACT—an actual working mini-factory that lets you see CIM in action.
- Industry Technologies Week—AMS West ’87 will run concurrently with The Winter National Plant Engineering and Maintenance Show and Conference, and The Winter National Design Engineering Show and Conference. AMS West visitors can attend all three shows.

For more information on attending or exhibiting at AMS West ’87 and Industry Technologies Week, mail this coupon to:

AMS West ’87 Show Management
Cahners Exposition Group
Cahners Plaza
1350 E. Touhy Ave.
P.O. Box 5060, Des Plaines, IL 60017-5060
Telephone: (312) 299-9311

Please send me more information on AMS West ’87. I am interested in

☐ exhibiting
☐ attending
☐ presenting a paper at the Conference Program

Name __________________________
Company _______________________
Address _______________________
City ___________________________
State __________ Zip _____________
Telephone (________) ___________

M1
EDN's CHARTER

EDN is written for professionals in the electronics industry who design, or manage the design of, products ranging from circuits to systems.

EDN provides accurate, detailed, and useful information about new technologies, products, and design techniques.

EDN covers new and developing technologies to inform its readers of practical design matters that will be of concern to them at once or in the near future.

EDN covers new products

- that are immediately or immaculately available for purchase
- that have technical data specified in enough detail to permit practical application
- for which accurate price information is available.

EDN provides specific "how to" design information that our readers can use immediately. From time to time, EDN's technical editors undertake special "hands-on" projects that demonstrate our commitment to readers' needs for useful information.

EDN is written by engineers for engineers.

F Warren Dickson
Vice President/Publisher
Newton, MA 02158
(617) 964-3030
Telex 940573
Diann Siegel, Assistant

Peter D Coley
Associate Publisher/Advertising Sales Director
Newton, MA 02158
(617) 964-3030

NEW ENGLAND
John Bartlett, Regional Manager
Chris Platt, Regional Manager
199 Wells Ave
Newton, MA 02159
(617) 964-3730

STAMFORD 06904
George Isbell, Regional Manager
8 Stamford Forum, Box 10277
(203) 328-2580

NEW YORK, NY 11011
Daniel J Howland, Regional Manager
249 West 17th St
New York, NY 10011
(212) 463-6419

PHILADELPHIA AREA
Steve Farkas, Regional Manager
487 Devon Park Dr
Suite 206
Wayne, PA 19087
(215) 253-1212

CHICAGO AREA
Clayton Ryder, Regional Manager
Randolph D King, Regional Manager
Calhers Plaza
1350 E Touhy Ave, Box 5080
Des Plaines, IL 60017
(312) 635-8800

DENVER 80206
John Huff, Regional Manager
44 Cook St
(303) 388-4511

DALLAS 75243
Don Ward, Regional Manager
9330 LBJ Freeway
Suite 1060
(214) 644-3863

SAN JOSE 95128
Walt Fatstone, Regional Manager
Bill Klank, Regional Manager
Philip J Branen, Regional Manager
James W Graham, Regional Manager
3036 Tisch Way, Suite 100
(408) 243-8836

LOS ANGELES 90064
Charles J Stillman, Jr
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12023 W Olympic Blvd
(213) 826-5818

ORANGE COUNTY/SAN DIEGO 92115
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18818 Teller Ave, Suite 170
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Stuart Smith
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When Speed is Critical...

BICC-VERO MULTILAYER BOARDS ARE BEST!

High speed digital and analog circuits require close control of propagation times for error-free operation. BICC-VERO multi-layer wire wrap boards provide the ideal connection and transmission medium. Three independent voltage planes and a full ground plane, any of which can be tied to any other, allow controlled impedance and distributed capacitance. In addition, surface mounted capacitors provide distributed decoupling and charge storage over the entire board.

Available in 6 Eurocard sizes of single, double, and triple height boards, the high density pin pattern accepts 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 DIP packages, pin grid array devices, or surface mounted devices using one of a series of BICC-VERO surface mount adapters. Adapters accept 28, 44, 68, and 84 pin packages, gullwing, or J lead. A pin grid array simulator adapter is also available for developing circuit functions that will eventually be integrated into a custom package.

Your BICC-VERO representative has the full information. Give him a call.
"OUR THIRD-PAGE ADS IN
EDN MAGAZINE AND EDN NEWS
PULL BETTER THAN
OUR OTHER ADS ELSEWHERE."

Chuck Altschul can say that with authority.

As vice president of marketing at Modutec Inc., a manufacturer of analog and digital panel meters, he has set up a lead tracking system with Inquiry Technology of Rhode Island. The system tells him precisely which ads work best.

"It's right there in black and white: 18% of our leads come from EDN magazine and EDN News, and the highest percentage of sales also comes from them.

"In fact, our Big-Little™ DPM production has increased tenfold. Much of the increase is attributable to our consistent advertising program in the two publications."

Chuck Altschul recognizes the power of EDN magazine and EDN News. "Based on what we're seeing, we'll expand the size of our ads in upcoming issues."

Advertising in EDN magazine and EDN News works for Modutec Inc. It can work for you.

EDN
Where Advertising Works
Denny Piscitello handles advertising for IEE's growing number of display products. Back in May 1986, she advertised in EDN News for the first time. But not for the last. That's because EDN News gets Denny Piscitello results. As she says, "We've enjoyed high response from all the ads we've run in EDN News, regardless of the product advertised. "Now," she continues, "we find out that with a total of 423 inquiries, we're one of the top ten inquiry-pullers in the entire newspaper!"

Says Piscitello, "This tells me that the all-important readership factor for EDN News is very high. EDN News will remain a valuable part of IEE's advertising team, just as EDN magazine has for more than 25 years."

Advertising in EDN News works for Industrial Electronic Engineers. It can work for you.
## ADVERTISERS INDEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Page Number(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCEL Technologies Inc</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Microcomputer Systems Inc</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Micro Devices/Monolithic Memories Inc</td>
<td>12-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeroflex Laboratories Inc</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIE Magnetics</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altera Corp</td>
<td>54-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Automation</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMP Inc</td>
<td>176-177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog Design Tools Inc</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ando Electric Co Ltd</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Data Communications</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIX</td>
<td>28-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augat-Interconnection Systems</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;C Microsystems</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beckman Industrial Corp*</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behlman Engineering Corp</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BICC-Vero Electronics Inc</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP Microsystems</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain Power Inc</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooktree Corp</td>
<td>232-233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burr-Brown Corp</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caddock Electronics Inc</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Equipment Corp</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&amp;K/Unimax</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Semiconductor</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&amp;K/Unimax</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor-Winfield Corp</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cybernetic Micro Systems</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytel Semiconductor</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data I/O Corp</td>
<td>8, 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Precision Corp</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digelec Inc</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Lynx</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP Software</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAO Switch Corp</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrocheck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Development Corp</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrocore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elecrokor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliga Corp</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elma Electronic</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emcor Products</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everest Electronic Equipment Inc</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force Computers Inc</td>
<td>30-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Microelectronics Inc</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE Calma</td>
<td>15-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE/RCA Solid State</td>
<td>40-41, 204-205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genoa Systems</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gigabit Logic</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gould/AMI Semiconductors*</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton Avnet Electronics</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris Microwave Semiconductor</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasco Electronics</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCC Industries</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi America Ltd*</td>
<td>12-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes Aircraft Cordustrial Products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Systems Corp</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idacom</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Devices Inc</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Scan Technology Inc</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inmos Corp</td>
<td>10-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Device Technology Inc</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Corp</td>
<td>186-187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Rectifier</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intusoft</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ion Physics Cos</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Fluke Manufacturing Co Inc</td>
<td>131, 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J W Miller/Bell Industries</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEC Electronics Inc</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KeyTek Instrument Corp</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory Technologies</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader Instruments Corp</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeCroy Corp</td>
<td>110-111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectromagnetics Corp</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Technology Corp</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockheed Electronics/Environlal Test Labs</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical Devices Inc</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC Corp</td>
<td>50-51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macroni Instruments</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matra Harris Semiconductors</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxtor</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement Systems Inc</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metalink Corp</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Networks</td>
<td>46-47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Switch*</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Components</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller Technology Inc</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-Circuits Laboratories</td>
<td>3, 4, 26-27, 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molex Inc</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monolithic Memories Inc</td>
<td>C-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Instruments</td>
<td>249, 268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Machine Systems</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCR Corp</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC Corp</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolet</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Atlantic Industries Inc</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega Engineering Inc</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic*</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradigm Electronics</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Cad</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Wizs Systems</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Semiconductor Corp</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer Research</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planar Systems</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision Filters Inc</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision Monolithics Inc</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prodigic</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qua Tech Inc</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raytheon Ocean Systems</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raytheon Semiconductor Div</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson-Haipern</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers Corp</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samtec Inc</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seiko Instruments</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensoryor</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setra Systems</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGS Semiconductor Corp</td>
<td>122-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siemens Corp, Special Products Div*</td>
<td>109, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Semiconductor</td>
<td>70-71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Transformer Co Inc</td>
<td>C4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon General</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon Systems Inc</td>
<td>120, 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siliconix</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Board Solutions</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site-TAC Connectors Inc</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soltec Corp</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Computer Systems Inc</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Software</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprague Electric Co</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprague-Goodman Electronics Inc</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Telephone**</td>
<td>20-203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Technologies</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sytel</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technipower Div/Penril Corp</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix Inc</td>
<td>65, 132, 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix-CAE Systems</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teradyne Inc</td>
<td>142-143, 188-189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Instruments Inc</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas and Betts Corp</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomson Components-Mostek*</td>
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Introducing, Programmable DC Power.

The new modular AT8000 Programmable DC Power System gives you greater flexibility, more functions and more power in just one third the space used by other programmable DC power supplies. Based on new “instrument-on-a-card” technology, the AT8000 can have up to six 200W channels per SW’ drawer. By paralleling modules, you can increase power of any single channel up to 1200W.

Now You Can Meet Virtually Any ATE Requirement.

You’ll appreciate the fact that the power modules have a variety of voltage and current combinations for use in a wide range of ATE applications. As a standard, the system has continuous self monitoring of over-voltage, over-current and over-temperature protection. Plus, the option of Built-In Test (BIT) allows you to perform self testing and measurement of system load parameters through the bus. The AT8000 can also include embedded TMA and accept CII, commands per MATE Interface Standard 2806763B.

Elgar Power Sources Are Preferred the World Over.

The AT8000’s best feature is dependability. For over 20 years, Elgar has been the name to trust in AC Power. Over 50,000 programmable power sources and frequency converters in the world today have been supplied by Elgar for science, industry and defense. Now the same standard of excellence has been applied to DC power. Industry leaders such as Grumman Electronics, GE, Singer’s Kearfott Guidance and Navigation Division and others have already chosen the AT8000 as their preferred programmable DC power source.

To find out more about the AT8000 and help you solve all your ATE power needs, call:

(800) 854-2213 or (800) 44-ELGAR in California.

9250 Brown Deer Road
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 450-0085
Telex: 211063 ELSD UR

See the DC AT8000 in Exhibit Booth #66 at Autotestcon/87

Powerful Solutions For Advanced Technology
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Imagine the convenience of making copies of bluelines—even marked-up bluelines—onto bond, vellum, or film right when you need them. Now anyone who needs a copy can have one.

The Xerox 2510 Engineering Copier.
This plain-paper engineering copier gives you sharp, permanent, black-on-white, full-sized copies up to 36” wide, by any manageable length, from any drawing, print, or sepia.

Gives productivity a lift.
Copy, cut, and tape. The Xerox 2510 Engineering Copier puts this productive composite drafting technique at your fingertips. You'll wonder how you ever worked without it.

Odor-free, and fits anywhere.
The Xerox 2510 Engineering Copier is easy to use, odor-free, and has no special venting or electrical requirements. And it's small enough to fit on a tabletop. So you can put it anywhere you need it.

Copies CAD pen plots.
Plot on bond. Now there's no need to slow down for special expensive media and liquid ink pens. You can use any plotter output as an original to produce either quality plain paper prints or a reproducible for production.

Better microfilm originals.
With the Xerox 2510 Engineering Copier, you can turn old, discolored original drawings and sepias into sharp, high-contrast copies ready for microfilming.

It's yours for just $3,995.*
(Or lease for about $110 per month.**) For all it can do to make your job easier, the Xerox 2510 Engineering Copier is a breakthrough product at a breakthrough price.

For more information call 1-800-448-3400 Ext. 871. Or use reader service number below.

XEROX 2510® designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.
*Prepaid supplies extra.
**Ask your Authorized Xerox Representative about the availability of lease plans.

Xerox Technigraphic Products
317 Main Street
East Rochester, New York 14445
Availability of databases will define CD ROM sales
By the end of this year, the number of CD ROM drives sold could reach 30,000, forecasts Venture Development Corp (VDC) (Natick, MA), and sales of those drives should reach 1 million by 1991. The factory value of these sales will grow dramatically during this period, from $20.7 million to $168 million. Critical price reductions in hardware, averaging 35% per annum, as well as larger numbers of databases in CD ROMs, will be the major factors in market growth.

VDC points out that CD ROMs are frequently marketed incorrectly because of a perceived association with floppy- and hard-disk drives. Thus sellers try to market CD ROMs in much the same way as they do magnetic disk storage, and users approach them in a similar way. But CD ROMs can't replace floppy- and hard-disk drives. The fact that you can store large quantities of material on CD ROM for playback constitutes only their principal usefulness. Therefore sellers (and users) should approach these devices more as if they were offering (and purchasing) the contents of a particular database on ROM disk rather than a storage device per se.

Database publishers will, in the long run, decide the fate of the CD ROM industry. Good database titles will dictate how successful the sales of the drives themselves are. Fortunately, forecasts for the expansion of available CD ROM titles are very good. In 1986, the first year that CD ROMs were sold in significant numbers, 75 database titles were offered for sale. In 1987, the number has grown to 125. However, by 1991, VDC estimates that more than 10,000 titles will be on the market.

Application areas for CD ROMs are wide and varied; they include financial, educational-librarian, scientific-medical, legal-journalistic, and consumer areas. For most of these sectors, database publishers will control the sales and leases of CD ROMs. In the consumer segment, on the other hand, retailers will have to provide the primary means of sales.

Two other kinds of optical-disk drives, WORM (write once/read many) and erasable, will influence the CD ROM market significantly. Shipment of erasable optical-disk drives are not expected to have an impact until the end of 1988. But once that market is firmly established, it will seriously curb the growth of the CD ROM market because the erasable optical-disk technology is interchangeable with magnetic media in some instances. WORM optical disks, on the other hand, should affect CD ROM markets less substantially. Security is the main advantage of the WORM disks and drives because internal databases can be created without any third parties.

Military will continue to dominate GaAs ICs
The market for gallium arsenide wafers will grow at an annual rate of 26.1% from this year through 1991, according to The Information Network of San Francisco, CA. The market-research company's evaluation of various device markets, including FETs, analog ICs, digital ICs, diode lasers, LEDs, photovoltaics, infrared photodetectors, optoelectronic ICs, and photonic ICs, indicates that the primary driving force behind the GaAs chip market is specialized military applications, along with some commercial R&D efforts. The market for military analog ICs remains dominant in spite of commercial product introductions. The commercial "MSI and pseudo-LSI devices," the study concludes, have been unimpressive.

Although growth has and will occur, the GaAs market has not met expectations of a few years ago. One problem stems from difficulties in achieving higher levels of integration. FET limits, such as back gating, are now overshadowing long anticipated problems like material, packaging, and testing. In addition, according to The Information Network, while Japanese semiconductor companies have shown strong commitments to GaAs devices in consumer products such as facsimile machines, compact-disk players, laser copiers and printers, and fiber-optic devices, US manufacturers have, by and large, maintained a wait-and-see attitude in the development of GaAs products for consumers.
Eleven different components are your building blocks for thousands of interconnection solutions. Molex's unique family of KK® connectors provide the flexibility you need to build interconnections precisely suited to your applications. Choose either tin or cost-effective selective gold plating, .100" or .156" center spacing, Crimp, solder, or insulation displacement termination...top, side, or bottom pin entry...break-to-size pin headers...they're all standard in thousands of demanding applications.

The KK® connector is just one example of how we take a total systems approach.

The KK® System includes a complete line of wire termination tooing from simple hand crimp tools to the latest automated insulation displacement technology. The System also features sophisticated pinsetting equipment. Molex goes beyond merely supplying connectors to help today's manufacturers achieve lower installed costs.

Dependable service worldwide.

Our multi-national organization offers you interconnection design, manufacturing, and technology from around the globe, with dependable supply and local service. Molex distributors stock the full line of flexible KK® connectors for your every need.

Intensive QC programs provide reliable connectors that stand up to tough environmental conditions in a wide range of electronic applications.

Unique break-away design allows you to order pin headers in bulk and break off the exact lengths you need to save on inventory and waste.
The special requirements of data communications OEMs have resulted in some pretty exotic custom modem cards from Universal Data Systems.

Funny form factors are routine fare for our custom designers. Nooks, crannies and odd card configurations are no problem, given sufficient square inches of real estate. UDS engineers have even designed a circular 212A modem that fits in the back of a residential electric meter.

Non-standard modem functions are another specialty of the house. For example, UDS engineers have already designed and delivered a hand-held RF modem operating at 4800 bps!

UDS has successfully handled more than 3,000 custom OEM modem design assignments — and we can handle yours.

To begin an exotic custom, contact Universal Data Systems, 5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805. Telephone 205/721-8000; Telex 752602 UDS HTV.
Custom or standard, Signal's ingenious split bobbin designs offer flexibility—at a very rational price.

You already know that Signal is the world leader in off-the-shelf transformers. What you may not know is that we're equally dedicated to our custom business.

But it's true. You can get any of the three transformers you see here as standard—or customized to your exact specs. From the versatile Split/Tran® to the low profile Flathead® to the half-sized 2-4-1.

Whichever you choose, you'll also get Signal's innovative design. It's become an industry standard. Because, unlike ordinary transformers which require shielding to obtain high isolation, ours separate the primary and secondary windings using the split bobbin design we pioneered. Not only does this guarantee high isolation, it delivers healthy savings as well.

As for customization, we give you the full treatment. Flexible modifications or custom designs. Fast quotes and prototypes. Even annual contracts. Signal also meets important international standards. Our off-the-shelf units are UL recognized. Many of them meet VDE and offer optional CSA certification. What's more, every custom transformer is designed to meet UL standards, too.

And we deliver PRONTO. Standard prototypes are shipped within 24 hours. Your order is shipped factory-direct—so there's no middleman...no hidden costs.

Analyze the full line yourself. Call or write for our free catalog: Signal Transformer, 500 Bayview Avenue, Inwood, NY 11696.

BUY DIRECT
(516) 239-5777